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Preface

Endocrine therapy is assuming an increasingly important role in the management
of women with breast cancer. This is justified by new evidence from clinical
research and new knowledge from the laboratory. The use of endocrine manipu
lations covers the spectrum from metastatic disease. adjuvant therapy, and neoad
juvant therapy to prevention, the last representing the ultimate goal. The pace of
new information is accelerating. particularly from the clinical trials sector with
maturation of multiple randomized clinical trials. The appearance of new agents.
especially the aromatase inhibitors, has provided the basis for substantial interest
and enthusiasm from investigators in the field. Laboratory investigations have
also yielded important and potentially exploitable information related to the biol
ogy of breast cancer. Because of this rapidly evolving field, 36 leading authorities
in clinical. basic. and translational breast cancer research assembled in
Gleneagles, Scotland. to review the CUITent state of knowledge and discuss future
research directions. This book presents reviews from speakers and the discussions

that ensued.
The meeting consisted of five areas of focus. Part I evaluated the clinical phar

macology of the selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs). selective estro
gen receptor downregulators (SERDs), and aromatase inhibitors (AIs). Pat1 II con
sidered endoctine therapy in postmenopausal women in the metastatic, adjuvant.
and neoadjuvant settings. Pal1 III examined endocrine therapy in premenopausal

women and addressed its use in the advanced disease in adjuvant settings as well
as the role of chemotherapy in women with an estrogen-receptive-positive tumor.
PaJ1 IV examined chemoprevention and considered the biology of premalignant

lesions, estrogen-induced carcinogenesis, and the use of SERMs and Ais in clini
cal nials. Part V addressed new therapeutic approaches based on emerging knowl
edge of the biology of breast cancer. The areas examined included the interaction

of the estrogen-receptor pathway with other growth factor pathways, surrogate
biomarkers, new antibodies for immunohistochemical staining of aromatase. and

novel therapeutics for enhancing the efficacy of endocrine therapy.
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Preface

Over recent years a large number of SERMs have been developed with the

primary aim of reducing the agonist activity present in the prototype drug tamox

ifen on normal endometrial and malignant breast cells. The rationale for this has

been enhanced by an improved understanding of the molecular pharmacology of

tamoxifen. However, many of these new SERMs have been tested in comparative

clinical trials. yet none have demonstrated superiority over tamoxifen. In contrast,

although the pure anti-estrogen, fulvestrant, also has no greater efficacy than

tamoxifen in Phase 3 studies, its ability to elicit responses in patients with

acquired resistance to tamoxifen (and AIs) provides an opportunity for this drug

to find a place in the hormonal treatment cascade. Comprehensive pharmacolog

ical characterization of Als has shown that, unlike earlier inhibitors, the third-gen

eration compounds lead to near obliteration of plasma and tumor estrogens in
postmenopausal women with excellent specificity.

The value of endocrine therapy is undisputed in all breast cancer patients

whose tumors express the estrogen receptor and/or progesterone receptor.

Considering postmenopausal women. fUl1her work is needed relating to dose

response relationships with the third-generation Als. In particular, better means of

evaluating impact of AIs on the target organ. specifically the breast, are needed.

Laboratory studies have demonstrated that breast cancer cells can adapt to a

changing estrogen environment and strategies for dealing with this adaptation are

needed. Two classes of Als. that is, nonsteroidal and steroidaL are available, and

research is ongoing to determine if there are meaningful therapeutic differences

between these two classes. Both the Als and tamoxifen have demonstrated effi

cacy in the adjuvant setting, and multiple clinical trials are addressing the optimal

utilization of these agents. When used as adjuvant therapy. the optimal duration
of Als therapy remains to be determined.

In premenopausal women, in the adjuvant setting. the role of chemotherapy

and endocrine therapy needs resolution. A major question is whether women who

receive adjuvant chemotherapy but do not become amenolTheic should also

receive ovarian function suppression. Although ovarian function suppression with

LHRH analogues is effective therapy, the optimal duration of such therapy needs

to be determined. Evidence exists about the value of the combination of LHRH

analogues plus tamoxifen but the value of Ais in place of tamoxifen needs to be

resolved. Clinical trials are ongoing to Jddress the value of ovariJn function sup

pression and Als in adjuvant therapy of premenopJusJI women. both in the pres
ence and absence of chemOlherJpy.

Chemoprevenlion represents a major focus of breJsl cancer research today.

The relJtionship of estrogens to the risk of developing breast cancer is indis

putable. Tamoxifen has been studied in multiple trials and has been demonstrated

to produce clear reductions in the incidence ot' invasive breast cancer. The br~e

randomized lrial of tamoxifen versus rJloxifene (STAR) will complete accrual ~f

XIV
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Preface

19,000 patients in 2004. Other studies involving the Als are both underway and
being planned. Cautionary notes were sounded regarding the use of potent Als in
the prevention setting, and measures to monitor patients for adverse events were
emphasized. There was agreement that clinical trials of prevention strategies need
to continue but that emphasis should be placed on the identification of risk pro
files in order to target the most appropriate patients in prevention trials.

The session on biology and novel therapeutics addressed the extensive infor
mation forthcoming from the laboratory on signaling pathways in addition to the
estrogen-receptor pathway. Multiple interactions between these pathways have
been identified. It is clear that there is cross-talk between the estrogen-receptor
pathway and other growth-factor-signaling pathways, and this knowledge is lead
ing to hypotheses that can ultimately be tested in the clinic. Major opportunities
exist for combining classic endOCline manipulations with growth-factor inhibitors
and small molecule signal transduction inhibitors. Characterization of tissues
from patients to determine the key factors responsible for de novo and acquired
resistance to individual hormonal treatments will be required to deliver rational
combinations of the new agents with cun'ent endocline agents, which are likely
to remain the bedrock of our therapy in hormone-receptor-positive disease for the
foreseeable future. The neoadjuvant setting, whereby specimens can be obtained
before, during. and after therapy, is ideal for studying surrogate biomarkers and
mechanisms of de novo resistance, but tissue collections will also be required
from patients at relapse to allow characterization of mechanisms of acquired

resistance.
The quickening pace of discovery related to endocrine therapy was evident

in the presentations and discussions from this meeting, Whereas discovery always
raises questions and challenges, it is clear that the issues for future study are being
articulated. The fact that breast cancer research has become a concerted, collabo
rative, and global effort is shown in the substance of this meeting. This second
Gleneagles colloquium in the homeland of Sir George Thomas Beatson augers
well for the quest to eliminate the burden of breast cancer.

James N. Ingle
Mitchell Dowsell
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Clinical Pharmacology of SERMs and
Pure Anti-estrogens

Stephen R. D. Johnston

The Royal Marsden Hospital
London, England

I. OVERVIEW

Estrogens pIJy a predominant role in the growth and development of breast
cancer. Hence. efforts at disease treatment and prevention have focused on the
blockade of estrogen formation and action. Although tamoxifen. a nonsteroidal
estrogen antagonist, is the most widely used therapy for the treatment of breast
cancer. its effectiveness is limited by mixed agonist/antagonist activity and by the
development of long-term resistance in most patients. This has led to the develop
ment of more selective anti-estrogens. as well as so-called pure anti-estrogens with
no agonist activity. This chapter reviews data from preclinical and clinical trials on
selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) and selective estrogen downreg
ulators (SERDs) in an attempt to understand their current therapeutic role.

II. INTRODUCTION

The anti-estrogen tamoxifen is established as Ilrst-Iine endocrine therapy for women
with breast cancer. where it is most effective in estrogen-receptor-posilive (ER +)

disease. However. most tumors that respond eventually develop acquired resistance
and begin to regrow. It has been hypothesized that the pattial estrogen receptor (ER)
agonist activity of tamoxifen or its metabolites is responsible for the acquisition of

Copyrigfrlted Material
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tamoxifen-stimulated growth, which can be reversed by tamoxifen withdrawal or

inhibited by other anti-estrogens with less agonist activity. Accordingly, attention has

focused in recent years on the development of more selective anti-estrogens. such as

the benzothiophene selective ER modulators (i.e., raloxifene. arzoxifene). and the

so-called pure anti-estrogens (i.e .. fulvestrant) that downregulate ER with no agonist

activity (also tenned selective estrogen receptor downregulators, SERDs). This

chapter reviews data from preclinical models and clinical tlials on successive gener

ations of selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) and SERDs in an attempt

to understand their CUITent therapeutic role, especially in tellllS of the rapidly evolv

ing use of aromatase inhibitors (Als) that function by lowering e trogen levels.

III. SELECTIVE ESTROGEN RECEPTOR MODULATORS (SERMs)

As a class, the so-called selective estrogen receptor modulators or SERMs are
targeted anti-estrogens that bind ER and alter receptor conformation. They may

also differentially activate and/or repress estrogen-regulated genes in different tis

sues. a mechanism that may be lissue- or gene-dependent. Impetus for the devel

opment of SERMs originally derived from the desire to improve on the safety
and/or efficacy of tamoxifen. For example. toremifene was developed in the hope

that it might prevent genotoxicity. whereas other agents were sought to overcome

the endometrial toxicity associated with tamoxifen. In terms of efficacy. some of

the prospective SERM compounds displayed greater potency again t the receptor.

while others had greater binding affinity. Important efficacy criteria included

whether SERMs might overcome tamoxifen resistance resulting from its agonist

effects or, more importantly. whether they could delay the time to disease pro
gression if the agonist effects of tamoxifen were the cause.

A. Tamoxifen-like SERMs

The chemical structures for various first generation SERMs in development about

a decade ago are shown in Figure I (I). Compared to the triphenyl ethylene struc

ture of tamoxifen. there are subtle changes. in some cases yielding beneficial

pharmacologic differences. For example. the chlorine atom in toremifene resulted

in a compound that did not induce DNA adducts. and the hydroxyl group in posi

tion 3 in droloxifene resulted in a molecule with enhanced receptor binding aftin

ity (2,3). Structural alterations in idoxifene included a pyrrolidene ring on

the side chain and an iodine atom in position 4 where hydroxylation occurs

that. modulated metabolism and enhanced binding aftinity respectively (4).

Experiments in MCF-7 hormone-sensitive xenografts indicated that idoxi fene

reduced growth support compared to tamoxifen. although maximum growth sup

pressive activity still resulted from estrogen deprivation (5). Although both in

vitro and in vivo experimental studies often suggested differences in varIOUS

SERMs compared to tamoxifen. not all studies showed differences (I).

2
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TAT-59 GW5638 Lasofoxifene

Figure 1 Chemical structures of various tamoxifen-like SERMs.

In view of the reduced agonist activity. a number of Phase II studies were
conducted in tamoxifen-resistant patients. However, results were disappointing,
showing an objective response (OR) rate of only 5%, and a clinical benefit that
included stable disease for at least 6 months of 18% of patients (Table I) (I).
Attempts were then made to see whether, in the first-line setting, the reduced ago
nist profile of SERMs would result in improved clinical efficacy compared with
tamoxifen either in terms of OR or time to progression of disease (TTP). By and
large, these clinical studies with toremifene, droloxifene, and idoxifene also
yielded disappointing results. Toremifene was probably the best studied, and a
meta-analysis of five studies involving IA2l patients with advanced breast cancer
showed no difference in OR or TIP compared to tamoxifen (6). A multicenter
Phase ill trial compaling tamoxifen (20 mg/day) and idoxifene (40 mg/day) in 220
postmenopausal women with ER + metastatic breast cancer was stopped early
after no clear differences in either efficacy or toxicity emerged. The OR rate
was 20% for idoxifene vs. 19% for tamoxifen, with a median duration of OR of
8.1 months for idoxifene and 7.3 months for tamoxifen. Overall, there was no
significant difference in TIP or survival (7). A parallel study in the United States
showed similar results (8). A summary of results from phase IUlII clinical
studies with toremifene, droloxifene, and idoxifene, as first-line therapy in honnone
sensitive disease, indicates a median OR rate of about 30% with a median TTP of
7 months, i.e., comparable to tamoxifen (Table I) (I).
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Table 1 Efiicacy ot Tamm,iten-like 5ERMs in Advanced Breast Cancer

Drug

Torcmifene
Oroloxifene
Idoxifene

Median

Ta moxi fen-rcsista nt
ORR (SO) ('Yo)

0-14 (16-30)
15 (19)
9 (9)
5 (18)

1st-line Phase III (*11)
ORR (median TTP)

:n-38°j" (4.9-11.9 mol
*30-51 % (5.6-8.3 mo)
20% (6.5 mol
31% (6.9 rno)

ORR = objective re'po,,,e rate: SD = qahle Ji,e,,,e: TTP = time to progre"ion.

SOli reI': Adapted from Ref. I

B. Second- and Third-Generation SERMs

Chemical structures for second ::tnd third gener::ttion SERMs. which are based on
the benzothiophene structure of raloxifene. are shown in Figure 2. In preclinical
studies these drugs appeared especially attractive as they I::tcked ::tny agonist
effects on the endometrium (I). The following drugs will be discussed: I) ralox
ifene: 2) arzoxifene. the so-called sister of raloxifene. which h::td better oral
bioavail::tbility ::tnd enhanced potency: and 3) EM-652.

1. Raloxifene

Compared with tamoxifen. preclinical d::tta showed that raloxifene had signific::tntly
less estrogenic activity on endometrial cells and could inhibit t::tmoxifen-stimu!::tted
endometrial cancer growth in vivo (9). Raloxifene was developed subsequently for
osteoporosis, b::tsed on clinical studies that showed prevention of bone loss in post
menopausal women (10). Although r::tloxifene was not de"eloped as an anti
estrogen for breast cancer. limited data (albeit disappointing) exist on its activity in

patients with advanced breast cancer. An early study by Suzdar et al. e"aluated the
response of I~ patients with disseminated breast cancer with primary or secondary
resistance to tamoxifen. There were no complete or p::trtial responses. and I patient
showed a minor response. leading to the conclusion th~ll raloxifene had no signifi
cant antitumor activity in patients previously treated with tamoxifen (I I). Another

small phase II study by Gradishar et al. evaluated raloxifene in :21 patients with
tamoxifcn- sensitive. ER+ disease. Although well tolerated. r~lloxifene therapy
resulted in an OR rate of 19%. with stable disease in 1-/.°/" of patients (1:2).

2. Arzoxifene

LY353~ I (arzox i fene) is a benzolhiophene analogue that is a more potent antie

strogen with an improved SERM prolile compared with raloxifene (U). In P~ll'

tieular, arzoxil'cne was a more potent inhibitor of breast cancer cells in vitro than
either tamoxil'cn or raloxil'cne. and it inhibited growth of mammarv lun1l1r

4
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OH
S i' ~

HO

I" "
HO h 0 : IO/'../()

Raloxifene Raloxifene (redrawn)

HO o

OH

LY 353381 (SERM 3)

ERA-923 (WAY-138923)

EM 652 (SCH 57068)

Fulvestrant (ICI 182,780)

Figure 2 Chemical structures of second- and third-generation SERMs.

xenografts in vivo (14). A study by Detre et al. compared the activity of arzox
ifene and tamoxifen, in the setting of continued estrogen, using an MCF-7
xenograft model. At doses of 20 mg/kg, arzoxifene and tamoxifen were equally
effective at antagonizing tumor growth over a 4-week period (Fig. 3). Tumors
harvested at defined time points (3, 7, 14, and 28 days) and tested for various
biomarkers showed equal downregulation of progesterone receptors (PR) and P27
by both compounds. Overall, then, results from this study were unable to differ
entiate arzoxifene from tamoxifen (15).

Clinically, a randomized, double-blind, Phase II study published recently by
Buzdar et al. compared two different doses of arzoxifene (20 mg, 50 mg) in
tamoxifen-sensitive (11 = 49) and tamoxifen-resistant women (11 = 63) with
advanced or metastatic breast cancer. The primary endpoint was OR rate, with
TIP included as a secondary endpoint. Among tamoxifen-resistant patients, the
OR rate was comparably low (10%) in both treatment groups, with no difference
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Figure 3 Comparative inhibition of estrogen-stimulated growth of MCF-7
xenografts in oophorectomized athymic mice by either tamoxifen or the SERM
arzoxifene. (From Ref. 15)

in TIP (2.7-2.8 months). Jnterestingly, among tamoxifen-sensitive patients, the

OR was numerically higher in the 20-mg arm than the 50-mg arm (26.1 % vs.

8.0%) and the TTP was also longer (8.3 months vs. 3.2 months) (16). However, a

subsequent Phase III trial was terminated early because results with arzoxifene

were apparently no better than tamoxifen.

3. EM-652

EM-652 is a so-called pure anti-estrogen that is nonsteroidal and still basically a

benzopyrene in terms of its structure. Johnston et al. have compared the effect of

increasing doses (0.01-10 mg/kg) of EM-652, tamoxifen, and raloxifene in an

immature rat uterine model. which is perhaps the most sensitive preclinicalmeas

ure for differentiating the antagonist and agonist effects of these agents.

In the absence of estrogen, increasing doses of tamoxifen resulted in a signitlcant

increase in uterine weight (a surrogate of agonist eM·ects in this model) with

minimal increase seen with raloxifene (Fig. 4). For EM-652, there was no

increase in agonist effects over the entire dosage range. On the other hand, EM

652 appeared to be much more potent as an antagonist on a per-dose effect com
pared to either tamoxifen or raloxifene (17).

To test the hypothesis that a more potent and speci fic anti-estrogen might

show increased clinical eflicacy, Labrie et al. administered the prod rug of EM-652
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Figure 4 Uterotrophic and antiuterotrophic effects of tamoxifen, and the SERMs
raloxifene and EM-652. (From Ref. 17)

(EM-800, 20 mg or 40 mg) to 43 postmenopausal women who had tamoxifen

resistant breast cancer. The OR rate was 14% (I patient with complete response

and 5 patients with partial response), while 10 patients (23%) had stable disease

(2: 6 months) (18). However, a recent large, Phase III multicenter trial comparing

EM-800 to anastrozole in patients resistant to tamoxifen was terminated after

EM-800 appeared inferior at predefined interim analysis.

Table 2 summarizes the efficacy results for these second- and-third genera

tion SERMs. Although there are less clinical data available than for the first

generation agents, the results are about the same. There is very little activity

Table 2 Efficacy of Second- and Third-Generation SERMs in Advanced
Breast Cancer

Drug

Raloxifene
Arzoxifene
EM-800

Median

Tamoxifen-resistant
ORR (SO) (%)

o
3-10(3-7)
14 (23)
65 (7)

1st-line Phase II
ORR (median HP)

19%
30-36% (8.3-10.4 mol

30% (9.4 mol

ORR = objective response rate; SD = stable disease; TIP = time to progression.

Source: Adapted from Ref. 1.
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against tamoxifen-resistant disease (6.5%) and, because most of the trials were
stopped, the limited data on their use as first-line agents show an efficacy rate
comparable to tamoxifen (I).

IV. SELECTIVE ESTROGEN RECEPTOR
DOWNREGULATORS (SERDs)

A separate class of endocrine agents has recently been recognized with the devel
opment of the so-called pure anti-estrogen fulvestrant (ICI 182,780 or
Faslodex®). Fulvestrant is a steroidal anti-estrogen that is structurally related to
estradiol, but with a long side-chain that results in its potent anti-estrogenic activ
ity (Fig. 5). It is devoid of partial agonist effects. and different in that respect from
some of the other nonsteroidal anti-estrogens and the nonsteroidal SERMs. Its
defining characteristic involves ER downregulation, which may result in greater
efficacy, pal1icularly in tamoxifen-resistant disease. Preclinical studies indicate
an absence of agonist effects on the endometrium and possibly a reduced throm
boembolic effect compared to tamoxifen.

A. Preclinical Data

Fulvestrant lacks agonist estrogen-like activity both in breast and uteline tissues.
When administered alone, fulvestrant showed no uterotrophic activity; when coad
ministered with estradiol. fulvestrant blocked the uterotrophic activity of estradiol in
a dose-dependent manner, with complete antagonism of estrogen action at a dose of
0.5 mglkg of body weight/day ( 19). In vitro, fulvestrant's binding affinity for the ER
is approximately IOO-fold greater than tamoxifen. and in ER + MCF-7 breast cancer
cells. fulvestrant, unlike lamoxifen, is a pure antagonist of estrogen-regulated gene

Figure 5 Chclllicill slruclures of eSlradiol, l'11ll0\itCI1, rillo,ifene, and tulvestrJnl.
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expression (cathepsin D and pS2) (20). ER expression is suppressed and downregu
lated by fulvestrant, without any concomitant rise in epide11l1al growth factor recep
tor (EGFR) or transfonning growth factor (TGF)-alpha expression (21). In vitro
studies have demonstrated that tamoxifen-resistant breast cancer cell lines remained
sensitive to growth inhibition by fulvestrant, whereas in vivo studies in oophorec
tomized athymic mice showed that fulvestrant suppressed the growth of established
MCF-7 xenografts for twice as long as tamoxifen and significantly delayed the onset
of resistant tumor growth (22. 23 ).Taken collectively, these preclinical data suggest
that fulvestrant could be a more effective estrogen antagonist than tamoxifen. and
that the lack of adverse agonist effects on breast cancer cells may be advantageous
in the endocrine-resistant setting.

B. Clinical Studies

Early clinical data from Robertson et al. that measured the effect of fulvestrant on
ER further confirmed its novel mechanism of action compared to tamoxifen and
other SERMs. Previously untreated patients with ER + or ER-unknown tumors
were randomized to receive a single 1M dose of fulvestrant 50 mg (11 = 31), ful
vestrant 125 mg (11 = 32). fulvestrant 250 mg (11 = 32). oral tamoxifen (11 = 25).
or placebo (11 = 29) at 14-21 days prior to tumor resection surgery. Fulvestrant
decreased ER expression in a dose-dependant manner, with statistically signifi
cant reductions in ER expression at all doses of fulvestrant compared to placebo,
and for fulvestrant 250 mg compared to tamoxifen (24).

The clinical efficacy of fulvestrant in women with tamoxifen-refractory
advanced breast cancer was shown in a small Phase-II trial in 19 patients who
received the monthly 1M formulation. starting with 100 mg in the first month and
increasing to 250 mg for the second and subsequent months. Seven patients
demonstrated a partial response in their tumors, and six patients demonstrated
stable disease for at least 6 months. Overall, the median duration of clinical ben
efit for the 13 patients was 25 months. These data clearly confirmed the lack of
cross-resistance with tamoxifen that had been suggested in preclinical studies,
supp0I1ing a mechanism of action distinct from tamoxifen (25). Osborne et al.
then compared the efficacy and tolerability of fulvestrant with anastrozole in the
treatment of tamoxifen-resistant disease. Postmenopausal women with advanced
breast cancer (11 = 400) received either an IM injection of fulvestrant 250 mg
once monthly or a daily oral dose of anastrozole I mg. The primary endpoint was
TIP, with secondary endpoints including OR rate. After a median follow-up
period of 16.8 months, there was no significant difference in TTP (5.4 months for
fulvestrant vs. 3.4 months for anastrozole), OR rates (17.5% for both treatments).
or clinical benefit rates, indicating an activity level for fulvestrant that is compa
rable to AIs in the setting of tamoxifen failure. On extended follow-up (median
2].3 months). however, there was a significantly greater duration of response
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(19 months vs. 10.8 months) in patients who received fulvestrant compared
to anastrozole (ratio of average response durations = 1.35: 95% CI = 1.10- 1.67;

P < 0.0 I) (26). A similar-sized European study that compared fulvestrant with
anastrozole in a similar population showed no statistical difference between the
efficacies of the two treatments (27).

Another recently reported Phase 1/1 trial evaluated the efficacy of fulvestrant
as first-line therapy compared to tamoxifen. Patients (11 = 597) with metastatic or
locally advanced breast cancer. previously untreated with endocrine or cytotoxic
chemotherapy, received either fulvestrant 250 mg 1M once monthly or tamoxifen
20 mg orally per day. The primary endpoint was TIP; secondary endpoints
included OR rate and clinical benefit. Given the agonist effects of fulvestrant, one

would expect to see a greater duration of response. After a median follow-up of
14.5 months, there were no significant differences between the treatment groups
in either TTP or OR rate. Clinical benefit was significantly lower with fulvestrant
than with tamoxifen (54.3% vs. 62.0%: p = 0.03). In those patients with ER+
and PR + tumors, however, a retrospective analysis found that the OR rate was
significantly higher for fulvestrant vs. tamoxifen (44.3% vs. 29.8%. p = 0.019)
(28). At first glance. these results may appear disappointing in light of the prom
ising preclinical data that suggested fulvestrant might control hormone-sensitive
breast cancer for substantially longer than tamoxifen (23). There have been a
number of possible explanations put forward to explain these data. and CUlTent

studies are exploring a loading dose schedule to achieve higher concentrations of
fulvestrant more quickly.

V. ROLE OF SERD IN RELATION TO Als

Given a scenario in which Als are likely to become first-line therapy in the adju
vant setting, what might be the role for fulvestrant or other SERDs? Although one

might certainly consider tamoxifen or exemestane in a patient who failed AI ther
apy. data are emerging to suggest that resistance to A Is is associated with

enhanced ER signaling, which includes upregulated activation and expression of
ER. If the ER pathway indeed plays a central role in the development of resist
ance in hormone-positive breast cancer. then it may be appropriate to target ER
with a downregulator such as fulvestrant. especially insofar as tamoxifenmay still
function as an agonist in breast cancer cells that become resistant to long-term
estrogen deprivation (LTED). ~

A. Preclinical Models

Emerging laboratory data suggest that endocrine sensitivity may not only be
maintained but also enhanced following acquired resistance to LTED with Als.

Hormone-sensitive MCF-7 breast cancer cells treated by LTED eventually adJpt
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and become hypersensitive to the very low levels of estradiol (E:2) (:29). In part, this
is caused by an adaptive increase in ER expression and function (30). There is also
evidence for "cross-talk"' between various growth factor receptor signaling path
ways and ER at the time of relapse, with ER becoming activated and supersensi
tized by a number of different intracellular kinases, including mitogen-activated
protein kinases (MAPK) and the insulin-like growth factor (IGF)/AKT pathway
(31-33). Basal estrogen-regulated gene transcription was elevated 7.5-fold in
LTED compared with wt MCF-7 cells. LTED resistant cells showed enhanced
sensitivity to low levels of estrogen, yet the cells were refractory to the anti-estro
genic effects of tamoxifen. In contrast, fulvestrant fully antagonized estrogen
stimulated transcription in both wt MCF-7 and LTED cells, and it significantly
reduced basal gene transcription in the LTED cells (31 ).

B. Clinical Studies

To date, response to fulvestrant following disease progression on endocrine ther
apy with Als has been evaluated only in small clinical trials. Perey et al. reported
on an ongoing trial to assess the efficacy of fulvestrant as third-line therapy in
advanced breast cancer patients (11 = 20) whose disease progressed after treat
ment with tamoxifen and Als. After a follow-up of at least 6 months, 2 patients
showed a partial response and 5 patients had stable disease (2: 6 months), which
represented 41 % of eligible patients (34). More recently, Steger et a1. presented
data in patients (11 = 48) with ER + and/or PR + metastatic breast cancer who were
treated with fulvestrant 250 mg IM once per month following the failure of at least
two other hormone therapy modalities. After a median follow-up of 5 months,
3 patients (7%) had a partial response, 17 patients (43%) had stable disease (6
months), and 20 patients (50%) had disease progression, resulting in a clinical
benefit rate of 50% (35).

An important finding in the preclinical study by Martin et al. was that,
although fulvestrant alone inhibited growth of LTED MCF-7 cells, increasing
concentrations of estrogen were able to reverse the inhibitory effects of the
drug, essentially resulting in an escape phenomenon (31). This result has played
a role in the design of the Study of Fulvestrant With or Without Concomitant
Anastrozole vs. Exemestane Following Progression on Non-Steroidal
Aromastase Inhibitors (SOFEA) in the United Kingdom. In this large, recently
initiated trial, ER + postmenoupausal women (11 = 750), with locally
advanced/metastatic breast cancer whose disease has progressed on therapy
with nonsteroidal AIs, will be randomized to receive either fulvestrant and con
tinued AI (anastrozole) therapy, or fulvestrant and placebo. The control arm
will be exemestane. The primary endpoint of the study will be TTP of the dis
ease. A similar study in the United States (EFFECT) will compare fulvestrant
with exemestane in patients whose disease has progressed on nonsteroidal Als.
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It is hoped that both of these studies will define the optimal role of fulvestrant

in the endocrine treatment sequence for postmenopausal women following prior

Al therapy.

VI. SUMMARY

Despite early preclinical promise, SERMs have shown rninimal activity in tamoxifen

resistant disease and no superiority over tamoxifen in the first-line setting. Their

tolerability profile is similar to tamoxifen, with the only major advantage being a

decrease in agonist effects on the endometrium. With the development of the AIs,

one might yet question whether there is a role for SERMs in combination with
these new agents or in an adjuvant or prevention setting.

As estrogen down-regulators, SERDs have an advantage in terms of mechanism

of action, and the lack of agonist effects in preclinical models is very promising.

In phase III trials, fulvestrant appears equivalent both to tamoxifen as first-line

therapy and to anastrozole in tamoxifen-resistant disease. Preclinical models

suggest a potential role for fulvestrant and other SERDs in targeting activated and
hypersensitive ER in AI-resistant tumors, and this will now be tested prospectively
in clinical trials.
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Aromatase Inhibitors:
The Third Generation

William R. Miller
University of Edinburgh and Western General Hospital

Edinburgh, Scotland

I. OVERVIEW

As a result of rational drug development, a third generation of breast cancer
drugs that are able to inhibit the aromatase enzyme (which is responsible for
estrogen biosynthesis) with immense potency and great specificity have been
developed. In comparison with anti-estrogens, such as tamoxifen, which block
signaling through the estrogen receptor (ER), aromatase inhibitors (AIs) have
the advantage of being devoid of estrogen agonistic action and antagonizing
non-ER mediated events, but they will not influence the effect of exogenous

estrogens or estrogen mimetics. Among the newly developed inhibitors, anas
trozole, letrozoIe, and exemestane are currently being used to treat post
menopausal women with breast cancer. All are a magnitude of order more
potent than the prototype, first-generation drug aminoglutethemide, when given
to postmenopausal women in daily milligram doses, often reduce circulating
estrogens to undetectable levels without evident effects on other circulating

hormones. However, differences exist between the Als in terms of structure and
mechanism of action. Thus, exemestane is steroidal, its mechanism of action
competing with natural androgen at the enzyme's active site where it binds irre

versibly. In contrast, letrozole and anastrozole are triazoles, which interact with

the cytochrome p450 prosthetic group of the enzyme; their action is reversible.
Among the inhibitors, letrozole appears most potent, having the lowest IC

5U
for
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aromatase and reducing estrogen levels to the greatest extent. Opti mal use of

Als requires: I) accurate prediction of which breast cancer is most likely to
respond to which inhibitor, and 2) identification of markers of primary and
acquired resistance and the means of bypassing such resistance. Tumor estro
gen receptor status is currently the best single marker of response to treatment.
In terms of resistance, mechanisms may be shared with other forms of
endocrine treatment, but it is becoming clear that certain forms of resistance

may be particular to Als; conversely, they may not show cross-resistance with
other endocrine agents such as tamoxifen.

II. TARGETING ESTROGEN

Many breast cancers appear to require estrogens for their continued growth and
will regress if deprived of these trophic hormones. In postmenopausal women,
there are two major strategies by which to produce estrogen blockade (Fig. I),
either: I) to use agents (SERMs) that interfere with estrogen signaling at the level
of ERs within tumor cells, or 2) to block the synthesis of estrogen, which, in

patients with breast cancer, occurs both in peripheral tissues (fat and muscle) and
the tumor itself. This is most specifically achieved by inhibiting the last step in
the biosynthetic sequence of the conversion of androgens to estrogens by the aro
matase enzyme using AI.

Although both SERMs and Als have the potential to reduce the trophic
effects of estrogen and cause regression of hormone-dependent cancers in com
mon, there are differences in their mechanism of action, which may have impor
tant biological and clinical implications (Table I).

Figure 1 Two mJjor strategies by which to clfect estrogen deprivJtion by: 1) ER
block using drugs thJt block estrogen (E) signJling Jl the level of the estrogen recep
tor (ER), thus interfering with estrogen signal transduction (ETl; ~) using drugs that
reduce the synthesis ot estrogen by directly inhibiling the transformation of androgens
(A) into estrogen catalyzed by the aromJtJse enzyme (peripherJlly/intTJtumorall~ll.
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Table 1 Differences Between Anti-estrogens and Als

Endogenous estrogens
Exogenous estrogens
Agonist activity

Aromatase inhibitor

Reduced
Unaffected
No

SERM

Unchanged
Blocked
Yes

For example, there are differences in effects on endogenous estrogens.
AIs reduce endogenously synthesized estrogens, but, in contrast, agents that
block the effects of estrogen at the level of the receptors generally do not
inhibit synthesis; estrogen levels remained unaltered or may even increase
(1). This difference may be important because metabolites of natural estro
gens can have influences independent of receptor-induced mechanisms (2).
Although specific aromatase inhibitors reduce levels of classical estrogen
synthesized endogenously, they will not affect the activity of exogenous
estrogens or estrogen mimics. Thus, environmental pollutants, plant-derived
phyto-estrogens, and adrenal androgens may all interact with the estrogen
receptor (3-6) and induce estrogenic activity, including stimulation of estro
gen-dependent growth of breast cancer cells (7). In contrast, anti-estrogens,
such as tamoxifen, will interfere with ER signaling regardless of ligand. It is,
however, interesting that the third-generation AIs appear more effective as
anti -endocrine agents than tamoxifen (8-13), which would not support the
hypothesis that environmental disruptors are responsible for breast cancer
growth (14).

Finally, in contrast to the most widely used anti-estrogen-tamoxifen
AIs are without estrogen agonist activity. This can most readily be illustrated
by the effects of treatment on the expression of classical markers of estrogenic
activity such as progesterone receptors (PRs). Thus, although AIs reduce the
tumor expression, the most common effect of tamoxifen is to increase expres
sion (15).

III. AROMATASE INHIBITORS

AIs represent several generations of development, each generation reflecting a
reduced spectrum of inhibition (increased specificity) and greater potency
(Table 2). The latest AIs (letrozole, anastrozole, and exemestane) are third-gen
eration drugs. All reduce aromatase activity, reduce estrogen levels, and can
cause the regression of hormone-dependent breast cancers in postmenopausal
women. However, the drugs differ in their structure, potency, and interaction

with the enzyme.
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Table 2 Ais by Generation and Type

Generation

First
Second
Third

A. Structure

Type I

Testolactone
Formestane
Exemestane

Type II

Am inogluteth imide
Fadrozole
Anastrozole
Letrozole

Inhibitors have been divided into two subtypes. Type I inhibitors consist of mol

ecules that compete directly with the natural androgen substrate for the substrate
binding site of the enzyme. These agents, such as exemestane, are invariably

steroidal, because they are androgen analogues (Fig. :2). The second subtype com

prises Type II inhibitors, which interact with the haem moiety of the cytochrome

P~50 prosthetic group in the aromatase molecule, inhibiting electron transfer. Type

II inhibitors (anastrozole and letrozole) are nonsteroidal because they are azoles.

These structural differences may have implications for long-term treatment,

whereby the steroidal agents may result in androgenic effects. For example.

increasing doses of the steroidal agent exemestane (including those used clini

cally) appear to suppress sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) progressively

(16). Similar changes in SHBG and other hormone plasma concentrations

including follicle-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone-have been seen

with another steroidal AI, formestane (17, 18). The effects are only rarely associ

ated with overt androgenic side effects. Indeed, steroidal influences may be ben

eficial in normal tissues subject to long-term estrogen deprivation. In this respect.

results have been presented suggesting that exemestane can protect against bone

mineral density loss in ovariectomized mice, whereas the non-steroidal inhibitor.

letrozole. does not (19). Whether these differences observed in an animal model

are relevant to postmenopausal women treated with Als remains to be established.

B. Potency

The potency of Als has been tested in a variety of model systems including pla

cental microsomes. particulate tumor fractions, and whole-cell systems (:20). The

latest generations of agents are magnitudes of order more potent than the proto

type drug, aminoglutethimide. Thus. whereas micromolar concentrations were

required for aminoglutethimide. only nanomolar concentrations are needed with

letrozole, anastrozole, exemestane. and formestane. Typical ICso values (50%

inhibitory concentration) derived from placental microsomes. breast cancer

homogenates. and cultured libroblasts of breast adipose tissue as the test

system are summarizcd as shown in Table 3. Relative potency compared with
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Figure 2 Structure of different Als.

aminoglutethimide in the fibroblasts ranged from 10.000 times greater for letrozole,
to 1,600 times for exemestane and 570 times for anastrozole.

Interestingly, letrozole appears to be more active in whole-cell cultures than
in disrupted-cell preparations (Table 3). More detailed comparisons of the two
third-generation Type II Als, letrozole and anastrozo]e, have been made across
several cell systems and reponed by Bhatnagar et al. (2 j). These comparisons
confirmed that letrozole was more potent than anastrozole, but in disrupted cell
preparations, the difference was only two-fold as compared with 12- to 30-fold in
whole cell systems. This increase in potency may reflect differences between the
two drugs in pharmacokinetics or drug uptake (22).

In vivo effects of AIs have been assessed on pelipheral aromatase activity and
circulating estrogens in postmenopausal women. At clinically used doses, anastro
zole, letrozole. and exemestane all markedly suppress in vivo aromatization (Ietro
zole: 98.9%; exemestane: 97.9%; anastrozole: 96.7%) (23-25). As a consequence,
circulating estrogens in postmenopausal women fall to levels that are often below
the detection limit of current assays. However, differences between AIs have also
been reponed. Geisler et a1. conducted a cross-over experiment comparing the
effects of therapy in patients given letrozole first followed by anastrozole, or vice
versa (26). Each group of patients was treated for 6 weeks. Following crossover
from anastrozole to letrozole, whole body estrogen inhibition increased signifi
cantly from 97.3% to > 99.1 % (the detection limit of the assays) in all six patients
studied (p = .0022) (Fig. 3). In the reverse direction-switching from letrozole to
anastrozole-the suppressive effects of letrozole to below the level of detection
were lost on transfer to anastrozole, with aromatase activity becomjng detectable in
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Table 3 Inhibition of Aromatase Activity in Whole-Cell and Disrupted-Cell
Preparation

Placental Breast cancer Mammary
microsomes homogenates fibroblast cultures

ICso Relative ICso Relative ICso Relative
(nM) potency (nM) potency (nM) potency

Aminoglutethimide 3000 1 4500 1 8000 1
Anastrozole 12 250 10 450 14 570
Letrozole 12 250 2.5 1800 08 10,000
Formestane 50 60 30 150 45 180
Exemestane 50 60 15 300 5 1600

five of six cases. Data from the same study showed that these differences also
applied to levels of circulating estrogen. Thus, letrozole produced greater suppres
sion of plasma estrone (84.3 vs 81.0%), estrone sulfate (98.0 vs 93.5%). and estra
diol (values) than anastrozole. Differences reached significance for estrone (p =

0.019) and estrone sulfate ( p = 0.0037). but that for estradiol did not reach signif
icance. most likely because many measurements were below the assay's level of
detection. [t still remains to be determined if these differences in suppression of
aromatase translate into differences in clinical benefit.

C. Inhibitor-Enzyme Interaction

Differences exist between the mechanisms by which Als bind and interact with
the aromatase enzyme. Inhibitors. such as formestane and exemestane. bind in"e-

Figure 3 Patients switching 10 letrozole consistently achieved greater inhibition of
whole body aromatization than wilh anastrozole. In contrast, p.ltients switching to
anastrozole lost the level of inhihition achieved hI' letrozole. ~
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versibly to the aromatase enzyme and, as such, have been termed aromatase inac
tivators. Indeed, it may be that the parent compound is metabolized by the
enzyme into reactive intermediates which results in irreversible binding. This
type of inhibition is mechanism-based (27) and, because the enzyme is inacti
vated as a result of its own metabolism, the drugs have been termed "suicide
inhibitors" (27). A further consequence of such inactivation is that the inhibition
is generally specific and long term, and continued presence of the drugs is not
required for inhibition (28). Conversely, Type II inhibitors, which include letro
zole and anastrozole, bind reversibly by associating with the moiety of the
cytochrome P-150 of the aromatase enzyme, and continued presence of the drug is
required for effective inhibition.

These differences may be illustrated in an experimental system (29). Thus,
if cultured fibroblasts are incubated with either Type I or II Als prior to an assay
of aromatase when inhibitors are removed, irreversible Type I agents-exemes
tane and formestane-are associated with decreased aromatase activity, whereas
the reversible properties of Type 1I inhibitors, such as aminoglutethimide, anas
trozole, fadrozole, and letrozo]e, mean that inhibition is not apparent without
their continued presence during assay. Interestingly, in this experiment design,
increased levels of aromatase activity may be observed with Type II nonsteroidal
inhibitors upon discontinuation of the drug. This is because the azoles may both
induce aromatase mRNA and stabilize the enzyme protein (30, 31).
Confirmation of these effects may be seen in surgical specimens derived from
patients given AIs. Thus, in a study in which breast fat was collected before and
after 3 months of therapy and assayed in vitro for aromatase, an increase in
activity was seen following treatment with aminoglutethimide-hydrocortisone
(Fig. 4) (29); similar but lesser effects were seen with both anastrozole and letro
zole, particularly when there were low levels of aromatase activity in the fat, but
the irreversible Type I inhibitor, exemestane, was always associated with
decreased activity. Thus, it is possible that, although reversible, Type II agents
may be highly potent in the short term, but they may be less effective in the long
term if effects lead to the induction and stabilization of the aromatase enzyme.
More research is needed in this area because it is not yet clear whether the effect
is clinically relevant.

D. Predictors of Response

Although Als produce strong estrogen deprivation and are effective endocrine
agents in postmenopausal women with breast cancer, not all tumors respond to
therapy. Currently, the si ngle most useful predictive marker for response to AIs
is ER status. This can be most clearly illustrated by observations from neoad
juvant studies in which ERs are measured in pretreatment biopsies and
response is monitored by volume changes in the same primary tumor. Thus, in
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Figure 4 Reduction of breast fat aromatase activity following the administration of
different Als (pre '= baseline; post '= after 3 months of therapy).

a study from a single center (Table 4), no ER-poor « 20 fmol/mg cytosol pro

tein) tumor responded to either aminoglutethimide or formestane. Patients

with such tumors should not be candidates for treatment with Als. Although

the responses came from the ER-rich tumor cohort, the presence of ER did not

guarantee benefit. The problem that still remains is how to differentiate those

ER-rich patients who will respond to therapy and those who will not. The PR

has been investigated in this respect. However. although patients who have

ER+/PR+ tumors tend to have higher response rates than those with

ER +/PR - tumors (32), benefits of aromatase inhibition may occur in PgR
tumors (Table 4).

Although ER and PR are predictive for all forms of endocrine therapy. it

is possible that some markers may be predictive for individual forms of ther

apy. In this respect. overexpression of the human epidermal growth factor

receptors (HERs) appear to be associated wilh a low likelihood of response to

tamoxifen, whereas tumors that overexpressed HER genes B-1 ::lI1d B-2 were

more likely to respond to letrozole compared with those that were negative for
these markers (33).

However. addi tional markers are requ ired so that management wi th A Is may

be more completely optimized. Studies have been initiated to identify such mark

ers in the neoadjuvant setting. Serial biopsies are taken before treatment and

between 10 and 1-1 days of lherapy with aromalase inhibition. Following 3 months

of treat menl. the palients undergo surgery, and samples are taken from the excised
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Table 4 Estrogen/Progesterone (ERlPR) Receptor
Status and Response to Als

Response Nomesponse

ER rich 6 (43%) 8
ER poor 0(0%) 8
PR+ 46 (88%) 6
PR- 4 (57%) 3

breast tumor. This protocol allows the identification of molecular change that
occurs before any clinical response is seen. It is hoped that candidate genes will
be found by micro-alTay of the tissue samples. These candidate genes will then
be used as markers to dictate therapy.

E. Resistance Mechanisms

Substantial numbers of patients with breast cancer benefit from endocrine ther
apy, but most still die of disease that appears resistant to treatment. Thus. it is
essential to understand the mechanism(s) by which both primary and acquired
resistance can occur. Resistance to therapy can be either as de novo or acquired.
Underlying mechanisms may also be common to all forms of estrogen deprivation
whereas others may be specific to particular forms of therapy. such as Als
(34-36).

1. General Mechanisms

These mechanisms include: I) the absence of a functional estrogen signaling sys
tem; 2) inefficient hormone deprivation: 3) hormone compensation; 4) clonal out
growth of insensitive cells: 5) estrogen hypersensitivity: and 6) dependence on
other signaling systems. The detailed evidence for these mechanisms has been
reviewed elsewhere (37) and. although it is clear that all are theoretically possible
and may be detected in model systems, clinical experience may be summarized as

follows.
Breast cancers that have no (or low) ERs, do not appear to require estrogen

for their continued growth (38). These tumors are, therefore, unlikely to respond
to measures that are specifically designed to block synthesis or action of estrogen.
This mechanism is a major reason for de novo resistance to therapy. Patients with

ER- tumors should not be candidates for endocrine treatment.
Therapies that do not adequately suppress estrogen signaling may be associ

ated with apparent hormone insensitivity: however, these tumors may respond to

more efficient hormone deprivation. Clinical experience suggests that responses
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to second-line therapies are not infrequent. Hormone compensation can occur and
lead to resistance. This is the underlying reason for the reluctance to use Als in
premenopausal women, because first-generation inhibitors. such as aminog
lutethimide. are largely ineffective at reducing circulating estrogens and produc

ing clinical benefit (39-41) as a result of compensatory feedback loops in the
hypothalamus/pituitary (42). These raise levels of gonadotrophins, which stimu
late the ovary. resulting in increased androgen substrate and aromatase. Although
the latest generation of more potent inhibitors may produce effective blocks, they
have yet to be used routinely in premenopausal women.

Hormone-insensitive clones of tumor cells that were present at initiation of
therapy may emerge under the selective pressure of treatment. However. although
cellular heterogeneity related to hormone receptors and sensitivity has been
documented (43, 44), clinical observations are not compatible with differential
destruction of cell clones being uniquely (or even generally) associated with
acquired resistance. Thus. if successful endocrine treatment selectively kills ER+
cells so ER- clones emerge at relapse, tumor receptor content should fall pro
gressively with therapy. This can occur (45). but tumors relapsing after endocrine
treatment are very often ER+ (46).

Breast cancers may have a hormone-resistant phenotype if tumors
are/become hypersensitive to estrogen (47). One of the mechanisms by which this

may occur is by ligand-independent phosphorylation of ERs. The consequence is
that signal transduction can occur even In an environment of

low estrogen (48). Therefore. it is pertinent that high expression of either EGF
receptor (49.50). protein kinase A (51) or insulin-like growth factor receptor (50)
confers hormone resistance clinically (52).

2. Specific Resistance to Als

There are several possible mechanisms by which tumors may have the phenotype
of selective resistance to Als. These include: 1) high/over-expression of 3ro
matase. 2) mutant aromatase. and 3) tumor stimulation by nonclassical and/or
exogenous estrogens.

High or over-expression of aromatase m:lY me:ln th:lt effective inhibition of
:lrom:ltase is not achieved by the clinical dose of drugs. For example. in pre

menopausal women. high aromatase activity in the ovary is Jifticultlo block. and
Als have not been effective in this setting (-1.0). Although levels of aromatase

activity in peripheral tissues of postmenopausal women are substantially lower

than those in the premenopausal ovary. it is possible to induce activity. Thus.
breast cancers from patients treateJ with aminoglulethimiJe display paradoxi

cally high levels of aromatase as assesseJ ex vivo. These cfrects are consistent
with aminoglutethimide's ability to inJuce microsomal cytochrome P _ hydrox-
I ')~ S" .. 4)0

Y :lses C .1). Inlilar eftects have been observed with other nonsteroiJal inhibitors.
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such as anastrozole and letrozole (28). The phenomenon might reduce the long
term efficacy of this class of drug. Interestingly, response to steroidal Type I
inhibitors (which are not known to induce aromatase) have been reported in

patients relapsing on nonsteroidal agents (54-56).
Structure-function studies of aromatase suggest that selective resistance to

inhibitors may occur as a result of gene mutation. For example, one particular
point mutation. induced experimentally in cDNA coding for the active site of the
aromatase enzyme, decreased sensitivity to 4-hydroxyandrostenedione without
changing either sensitivity to aminoglutethimide or inherent aromatase activity
(57). This phenotype has also been observed in about 15% of breast cancers that
display aromatase activity sensitive to nonsteroidal inhibitors, such as amino
glutethimide and fadrozole, but relatively resistant to 4-hydroxyandrostenedione
(58). Studies in which aromatase activity has been measured in breast cancer
before and during treatment with 4-hydroxyandrostenedione also support the con
cept that certain tumors may be resistant to 4-hydroxyandrostenedione (59, 58).
Interestingly, these resistant tumors also do not show the reduction in DNA syn
thesis or proliferative activity that is usually observed in tumors that respond to
4-hydroxyandrostenedione (Fig. 5) (59).

Als block the synthesis of classical estrogens, but they do not affect other
sources of estrogenic activity including: 1) L'1 sandrogens, which are produced in
large amounts by the adrenal cOl1ex, and 2) exogenously derived estrogens, which
include synthetic estrogens (60), industrial pollutants (5), and phyto-estrogens (6). If
these sources make a substantial contribution to the tumor environment, these par-
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Figure 5 Change in tumor aromatase activity and proliferation following the
administration of formestane. These changes are usually observed in tumors that
respond to 4-hydroxyandrostenedione.
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ticular cancers will appear resistant to Als, but they could still be estrogen-depend

ent and respond to other forms of endocrine blockage, e.g" anti-estrogens. However,
it is interesting that recent trials indicate that Als are at least equivalent to tamoxifen,
if not superior ( 10-I S, 20, 61, 62), suggesting that endogenously synthesized estro
gens (rather than exogenous agents) dlive growth in the majority of breast cancers.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, a new generation of potent and specific Als have been developed
that can suppress aromatase activity and levels of endogenous estrogens in post
menopausal women more effectively than ever before. All these agents. which
include letrozole, anastrozole, and exemestane, offer significant advantages over
earlier A[s and other endocrine modalities for breast cancer patients with respect
to efficacy and tolerability. However, the drugs differ in structure, potency, and
interaction with the aromatase enzyme, such that individual inhibitors may be
optimal in different breast cancers and management settings. This offers the
opportunity for more tailored therapy in individual cancers based on specific
tumor genotypes to particular inhibitors.

[n order to aid this identification, it will be important to have good, reli
able markers that will accurately predict response to therapy. Finally, the
methods by which tumors develop resistance to aromatase therapy need to be
identi fied.
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I. OVERVIEW

Since the 1980s, tamoxifen has been the preferred therapy for postmenopausal
patients with metastatic breast cancer. This attribute stems from t::uTIoxifen achiev
ing response rates of 35% and its relative safety compared to cytotoxic chemother
apy. Therefore, it is worthwhile to discuss whether any other endoCiine treatment
has significant advantages over cytotoxic chemotherapy as first-line therapy for this
devastating disease. Recent research has added to the armamentarium of endocrine
therapies. One of the characteristics of endocrine therapy is that new remissions can
be achieved using subsequent treatments. Hence, it is imp0l1ant to evaluate their
optimal sequence. This blief review addresses two basic questions: Should we ini
tiate treatment in metastatic breast cancer with cytotoxic or endocrine therapy?
What cUITently is the optimal sequence of endocrine therapy?

II. INTRODUCTION

It is well established that both endocrine and cytotoxic therapy improve survival
in early breast cancer (1. 2). In contrast, treatment of metastatic breast cancer
is palliative with survival in the range from a few months to several years.
Optimally, efficacy of cytotoxic therapy has been reached by achieving response
rates of 60-70% and medium times of progression of 8~ 12 months and
corresponding median survival figures in the order of 18-24 months. This has
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resulted in a renewed interest in the various endocrine therapies due to their

efficacy in patients with steroid receptor positive (SR+) tumors. lower treatment

relJted acute toxicity. lower long-term morbidity. and lower costs than cytotoxic

approaches.

This review of systemic therapy of metastatic breast cancer discusses:

I) treatment with initial chemotherapy compared to treatment with initial

endocrine therapy, and 2) the optimal sequence of endocrine therapy in post

menopausal patients with the first recun'ence of breast cancer.

III. CYTOTOXIC CHEMOTHERAPY VERSUS
ENDOCRINE THERAPY

When approaching this question there is. of course. the possible approach of

making a decision based upon personal experience and personal preference. In

contrast. the methodology behind evidence-based decision making is to scour all

available literature thoroughly and as systematically as possible (3). The gold

standard in terms of literature analysis are those performed and critiqued by the
Cochrane Collaboration (4).

One such systematic review compared the evidence of effectiveness of

chemotherapy alone to endocrine therapy alone for metastatic breast cancer in ran

domized controlled trials (RCTs) (5). The authors of this systematic review

searched through more than 5.000 RCTs in breast cancer in the Cochrane database

in order to identify eligible studies. Fifty tlials concerning chemotherapy and

endocrine therapy predominantly in the metastatic disea~e setting were initially

reviewed according to predefined protocol critelia. After a thorough examination of

the method section independently perfolllled by two investigators with a blinded

review of the whole manuscript. nine randomized control trials were included in the

analysis. All nine studies were published before 1995 and they included in general

only a small number of patients (range, II = 50-226). Also. the cytotoxic treatment

regimens among these trials varied. as did the endocrine therapies. Jnd tJmoxifen

was used in only three out of the nine triJls. The IJrgest single body of dJtJ in this

respect comes from the AustraliJn/New ZealJnd Breast Cancer TriJI Group

(ANZBCTG) of JdriJmycin and cyclophosphJmide (AC) in combinJtion. versus

endocrine therapy with tJmoxifen (6). The response rJte to chelllotherJpy WJS -lYle
for AC versus the response rate to t:lmoxifen of 220'('. Overall. six of these nine rJn

domized control tri:lls showed a higher response rate for cytotoxic agents. while

three of the studies showed a re.sponse r:lte th:lt favored endocrine therapy.

However. the situation is diffen::nt if the dat~l from seven out of the nine

.studies are an:llyzed in terms of over:lll surviv:ll. defined as time from dJte of ran

domization to date of dcath. In this outcome. there is a trend toward prolongation

of overall survival in favor of those patients starting out on endocrine therapies

(Fig. I). This trend bCCl)mes more pronounced by oillilling the survival
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Trial Regimen

Abe CAF / MPA Ii
\
\

Dixon Mitox / Meg •\
Tashiro FAC / Adx-Ovx .\

\

ANZBCTG AC/Tam
.\
• \

Taylor CMF /Tam \
\

Clavel CMF /Tam+A \ •\
\

Priestman Various •
............ HR 0.88 (0.76-1.02)........ HR 098 (0.72-1.34)

ET better CT better

Figure 1 Cytotoxic chemotherapy (CT) versus endocrine therapy (ET) for first-line treat
ment on overall survival as hazard ratios (HR). HR = 0.98 refer to all seven studies. HR
= 0.88 correspond to survival data after exclusion of the study by Priestman et al.
(7). A: drostanolone; AC: doxorubicin plus cyclophosphamide; Adx: adrenalectomy;
C: cyclophosphamide; CAF: cyclophosphamide, adriamycin, and fluorouracil; CMF:
cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and fluorouracil; FAC: fluorouracil, doxorubicin
and cyclophosphamide; MPA: medroxyprogesterone acetate; Meg: megesterol;
Mitox: mitoxantrone; Ovx: ovariectomy; Tam: tamoxifen. (Adapted from Ref. 5)

figures-a distinct outlier-from the oldest trial performed by Priestman and col
leagues (7). This pm1icular trial included both pre- and postmenopausal patients
and five different forms of endocrine therapy.

Of course there are limitations with extrapolating the outcomes on the basis
of evidence from this systematic review. The studies pooled included: patients
with tumors both positive and negative for estrogen receptors (ER); the endocrine
therapy varied from study to study; the comparative treatment arm did not always
include tamoxifen; and modern aromatase inhibitors of the third generation (Als)
were not used. Looking at the chemotherapy regimens used: chemotherapy
was relatively conventional; taxanes were not used at all; modern supportive ther
apies were not available, nor were oral combination or weekly low-toxicity
chemotherapies. Hence, when these pooled studies are aligned against CUITent
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sland::lrds of ther::lpy. overall surviv::ll W::IS probably biased against endocrine
therapy. and toxicity was biased against chemotherapy.

One or the charactelistics or endocline therapy is that the response can be
predicted by the presence of estrogen amI/or progesterone receptors in a patient's
tumor tissue. Moreover. one of the most intliguing charactelistics of endocline
therapy is that subsequent remissions can be obtained with successive endocline ther
apies. The v3lious fonTIs of endocrine therapies have different mechani ms of resist
ance. ::Ind it is universally accepted that. in comp3lison with cytotoxic therapy.
endocrine therapy is relatively nontoxic. It is, therefore, peI1inent, on the strength of
the best available evidence. to suggest that the established systemic therapy of
metast::ltic breast cancer in SR+ patients should be v3lious tlials of endocli.ne ther::lpy
in sequence. In steroid-receptor-neg::ltive (SR-) patients and nonresponders to
endocrine therapy, combination chemotherapy is by ::III means appropliate (Fig. 2).

SR

Prior A

Target-based CT

Figure 2 Systemic ther,lpy roules for mel,lst,ltic bre,lsl cancer. A: ,1nthrJcvcline;
ETI: firSl-lille endocrine therJI)Y; En: second-line endocrine therJpv; ET3: thi;'d-line
endocrine .lherJPY; NR: non-responders; peT: polvchemOlherJp\; R: responders;
SR -: slerold-reteplor negJlive; SR +: steroid-receplor positive; T: 1,1\,lnes.
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Table 1 Response Rates in Clinical Studies Comparing Cytotoxic
Versus Endocrine Therapy in Metastatic Breast Cancer

Trial (Ref.) Therapy N RR-CT RR-ET RR:ratio

Abe (25) CAF:MPA 50 36 24 1.5
Dixon (26) Mitox:Meg 60 23 13 1.77
Tashiro (27) FACAdx/Ovx 56 54 33 164
ANZBCTG (6) ACTam 226 45 22 205
Taylor (28) CMF:Tam 181 38 45 084
Clavel (29) CMF:Tam/A 64 13 29 044
Priestman (7) FACV:Various 92 49 21 233
Rosner (30) NFCP:Adx 57 44 33 1.33
Newsome (31) CDES/A 68 13 17 076

A: drostanolone: AC: doxorubicin plus cyclophosphamide: Adx: adrenalectomy:

A/FCP: adriamycin/5FU-cylophosphamide-prednisone: C: cyclophosphamide:

CAF: cyclophosphJ.mide. adriamycin. and fillorouracil: CMF: cyclophosphamide.

methotrexate. and fiuorollracil: DES/A: diethylstilbestrol/androgen: FAC: fillorollracil.
doxorubicin. and cyclophosphamide: MPA: medroxyprogesterone acetate: Meg:

megesterol: Mitox: mitoxantrone: Ovx: ovariectomy: Tam: tamoxifen.

Source: Adapted from Ref. 5.

IV. PROPER SEQUENCE OF ENDOCRINE THERAPY

A. Diethylstilbestrol as First-Line Treatment

By analyzing the available literature, Henderson investigated the optimal
sequence of endocrine therapies and proposed a treatment outline in 1981 (8). In
the 1970s, diethylstilbestrol was the first-line treatment. Responders were either
withdrawn from diethylstilbestrol, given adrenalectomy, or given third-line
treatment with progestins or androgens. This treatment outline was based upon a
nonsystematic review of the literature.

B. Tamoxifen as First-Line Endocrine Therapy

Therapy sequences devised using post-1981 literature have to look at additional
factors besides efficacy, such as side effects, quality of life, and cost. In the case
of side effects, endocrine therapy is widely regarded as relatively nontoxic. Cost
benefit analyses have major implications but will not be dealt with here. Quality
of life was not measured in the listed studies; therefore, for the purposes of out
lining optimal-treatment sequences in the context of this review, it is appropriate
to concentrate on efficacy data.

Efficacy of endocrine therapies can be established and compared through time
event measurements, response rate, predictive factors such as steroid receptors, and
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site of the disease, and efficacy. Efficacy analysis can be taken fUl1her by looking at

crossover data from RCTs. Ideally, optimal sequence should be evaluated frol11

RCTs with full crossover of all patients accrued for first-line therapy. However,

such studies have not been peltormed. The closest was the ANZBCTG, where

around 70% of the patients were actually crossed over after a trial of either

chemotherapy or tamoxifen. However, in most of the studies, only minor fractions

of patients are crossed over and we are, therefore, left with the only alternative of

analyzing studies with a partial crossover.

In an analysis of the literature (9), it could be demonstrated how diethyl

stilbestrol, the drug of choice for first-line endocrine therapy in the 1970s, was

replaced by tamoxifen. Tamoxifen and diethylstilbestrol were compared in six

RCTs. In all of these studies, endpoints were overall response rate (RR). Time to

a first response (TFR) was not given in any of these studies, and duration of

response (DoR) was given only in two-thirds of the studies. Basic time events

such as time to failure (TTF) or time to progression (TTP) were only mentioned

in a third of these trials, and only half of these studies mentioned survival data.

However, response rate for diethylstilbestrol was similar to the response rate for

lamoxifen in these six studies (28% versus 27%: total 11 = 497 patients). But

despite this and regardless of the lack of investigative rigor by today's standard.

diethylstilbestrol was replaced by tamoxifen mainly due to side effects. It is, how

ever, noteworthy that Peethambaram et al. in an update of their trial comparing

diethylstilbestrol versus tamoxifen, could show a significant survival advantage

for diethylstilbestrol over tamoxifen, with 5-year survival figures at 35% for the

diethylstilbestrol arm and 16% for the tamoxifen arm ( 10).

This literature search conducted in the late 1980s comparing tamoxifen to

other forms of endocrine therapy (oophorectomy. adrenalectomy, aminog

lutethimide, progestins, and androgens) yielded 26 RCTs. Again, RRs were given

in alL but TFRs only in one of the studies. Duration of remission was only cov

ered in 81% of these papers. What is now considered the primary endpoint,

TTFs/TTPs were only given in 4Y'!o of the 26 studies, with only 62% of these

studies showing overall survival data. By today'.s standards this seems to be very

weak evidence by which to establish tamoxifen as the treatment of choice for
fi rst -Ii ne metastatic disease.

Comparing the percentage RR of tamoxiren with other endocrine therapies

did not show a marked clinical advantage for tamoxifen. The RR to tamoxifen in

a heterogeneous population of both ER + and ER - patients varied from mid-20%

to a little above 30%. In these trials, patient populations were small. so it cannot

be said with confidence that the RR of tamoxifen dilTers from the rates of the
other forms or endocrine thcrapy.

SR data coming rrom these RCTs do not securely establish the precision of

tamoxifen either. Again, the patient numbers are very small. On the basis of

response rate in patients who are ER+, ranging from 25-56%, the predictive
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power of steroid-receptors is questionable. The assay of the time was basically the

ligand-binding assay performed on the primary tumor. Also, the order of magni
tude achieved was not in the 60% range expected by today's standards. The situation

is entirely the same for the other endocrine therapies in question.
The change in paradigm from using diethylstilbestrol or progestins to

tamoxifen for metastatic breast cancer was rooted in these 26 trials published in
the 1980s (9). However. only three of these trials met the tyranny of N and had
sufficent power (I - Beta = > 80%) to demonstrate a true benefit in a RR of
50% (e.g .. an increase from 20-30% in RR). Such a demonstrable
difference was not achieved in any of these 26 trials, and with a few notable
exceptions. this has never been achieved in any trial of endocrine therapy.

Nevertheless, by 1980 tamoxifen had become the gold standard. At that time,
the best treatment sequence for postmenopausal ER + or unknown women was
to start out with a trial of tamoxifen. Responders were then taken further with
a progestin or a first-generation AI. For responders to second-line endocrine
therapy. diethylstilbestrol or androgen therapy was the third-line treatment
option.

C. Third-Generation Als Versus Tamoxifen in First-Line Therapy

In a recent commentary, "A rose is no longer a rose" (I I), Craig Hendersen
aJluded to the indications of higher efficacy for third-generation AIs over
tamoxifen as first-line endocrine therapy for metastatic disease. Overall, the
results of these large, well-conducted RCTs comparing letrozole (12), anastrozole
in two trials (I3, 14), and exemestane-preliminary data (15), versus tamoxifen

gave indications of significant differences for some of the efficacy endpoints like
RR, clinical benefit rate (CBR), TTF, TTP, and toxicity, but none of the studies

gave indications of overall survival.
In a combined analysis of the two anastrozole trials, anastrozole could only

demonstrate superiority to tamoxifen for TTP in a retrospective analysis of the
subgroup of patients known to be SR+ (13). For letrozole, aJl subsets of patients
analyzed showed that those on letrozole fared better in terms of TTP than those
on tamoxifen (12). In the predominantly SR+ group. letrozole had a RR of 32%

versus 21 % for tamoxifen. However, it was nowhere near the erstwhile 60%
expected RR for first-line endocrine therapy in this group of patients. In this
study, the TTP on letrozole was 9.4 months, significantly better (p < 0.001) than

the 6 months on tamoxifen. This study was not designed to demonstrate differ
ences in overall survival. Letrozole patients survived a median of 34 months ver

sus 30 months on tamoxifen (p = 0.5303), although the first 30 months showed
a superior survival rate for letrozole treated patients (Fig. 3) (16).

In terms of TIP by hormone-receptor status, both patients positive for ER

and/or PR and receptor-unknown women did better than the tamoxifen-treated
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Figure 3 Overall survival analysis of letrozole versus tamoxifen as first-line therapy.
(From Ref. 16)

patients. Median TTP by site of metastasis revealed significant differences

between leo'Olole and tamoxifen in patients with visceral and nonvisceral dis

ease: and even in patients with liver metastases there was a small but statistically
significant difference in favor of lelI'Olole (Table :2) (17). By applying 950'(' con

fidence limits. the RR in the viscera goes from :200'(' to JJ0'( for letrozole and from
1:2% to 22% for tamoxifen.

In light of this new evidence. the sequence of endocrine therapy for SR+

postmenopausal patients is as follows: First choice. a third-generation AI.

although the use of tamoxifen here is still arguable. Some patients will already

have been exposed to an AI in the adjuvant setting. For thcse patients. the use of

tamoxifen is justified. For second-line therapy. third-generation Als h;lVe been

Table 2 Median Timc 10 Progression According to Sitc of I\\etastases for
LctrOlole Versus Tamo\ifcn

Letrolole Tamo\ifen
Type of metastasis (mo) (mo) HR (95"" (I) P

All 9...J 6 o.n (062-0.83) <0.0001
Nonvisceral 10.9 6.3 07S (0.62-0.91) 00038
Visccral, nonlivcr 11.9 61 066 (0.51-086) 0.001/
Livcr \.8 30 D. n (D..J ~-O. 9..J) 00232

Source: Rd. 17.
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compared to megestrol acetate in very large, well conducted RCTs. The results of
these trials showed some differences in favor of third-generation Als, particularly
in terms of TTF and toxicity. However, these differences in efficacy are not over
whelmingly imp0l1ant in clinical terms.

In terms of toxicity data, studies comparing third-generation Als to megestrol
acetate. with the exception of the Buzdar et a1. study with letrozole versus megestro]
(18), the third-generation Ais were better tolerated than the progestin megestrol
acetate.

Second-line comparisons of the various forms of Als have been conducted
in a number of large randomized trials. Letrozole and vorozol have been com
pared to aminoglutethimide. Letrozole has been compared favorably to fadro
zole and anastrozole (19). For some study endpoints, the third-generation Als are
more effective than the older ones. Two studies of anastrozole versus fulvestrant
for second-line endocrine therapy showed that these approaches were equivalent
(20,21).

In the case of liver metastasis, a comparison of the response rates between
letrozole, aminoglutethimide, and megestrol acetate. with the application of 95%
confidence limits, shows a trend in favor of the Als as a second-line endocrine
approach. This implies that there may be important clinical differences between
these third-generation Als and megestrol acetate.

However. only in a few of the studies. comparing Als with either megestrol
acetate or tamoxifen as second- or first-line endocrine therapy, have response
data been related to SR~ status. All these studies include patients with SR+,
unknown, and SR- tumors. Therefore, the RR in patients known to be SR+
should theoretically be higher than the overall RR. To exemplify this. Table 3A
and B give the overall RR compared to the RR in patients with SR+ status. SR
status, or unknown en status in relation to therapy with either Ais or other forms
of endocrine therapy. It can be seen from Table 3A that the RR overall and the
RR in SR+ patients are in the same order of magnitude regardless of endocrine
therapy. Likewise, there is not much of a difference between the overall RR and
the RR in patients known to be SR- or unknown (Table 3B). The compiled data
from these large randomized studies do not support our general belief that SR
status. predominantly coming from the primary tumors, is of substantial predic
tive value.

Crossover data define cross-sensitivity and non-cross-resistance. The tra
ditionally expected response rates for sequential therapy in SR+ patients used
to be 60% for first-line therapy and 30% for second-line therapy in responders
to previous endocrine therapy (22). Cross-sensitivity of tamoxifen versus
other endocrine therapies in the 26 "old" RCTs shows that. if treatment is
initiated with tamoxifen followed by other endocrine therapies, there will be
a higher total rate of response for first- and second-line therapy than vice
versa (9). In terms of efficacy. this observation (based upon small numbers) jus-
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Table 3
A Response Rates (%), Overall and in Patients with Positive Steroid-Receptor Status
(%) to Als and Other Endocrine Therapy (MA or Tam)

AI SR+* RR RR SR+ ET SR+* RR RR SR+

AG (32) 66 34 38 MA 77 31 28
Fadr (33) 76 27 20 Tam 81 20 30
Form (34) 76 17 16 MA 70 17 17
Ana (35) 62 10 11 MA 58 10 13
Let (36) 65 32 30 Tam 67 21 20

B Response Rates (%) Overall and in Patients with Negative or Unknown Steroid
Receptor Status (%) to Als and Other Endocrine Therapy (MA or Tam)

AI SR-/?** RR RR- SR-/? ET SR-/?* RR RR- SR-/?

AG (32) 34 34 MA 23 31
Fadr (33) 24 27 19 Tam 19 20 17
Form (34) 24 17 MA 30 17
Ana (35) 34 10 10 MA 38 10 8
Let (36) 34 32 28 Tam 33 21 19

'Percent of patients with SR + llIlnO".

""Percent of patients with SR- or unknown tumors

D'lla from five randomized studies in ,econd- and fir>t-line endocrine therapy comparing aromatase
inhibitors with other forms of endocrine therapy.

SR: steroid receptor: AI: aromatase inhibitor: AG: aminoglutethimide: Ana: anastrozole: ET: other

endocrine therapy: Fad: fadroxole: Form: forme'tane: Let: letrozole: rVIA: megestfl,1 acetate: Tam:

tamoxifen: RR: overall response rate: RR SR+: Rc,pon,e rate in SR patienb:

RR SR-n: Re,ponse rate in SR-n patient>: SR +: SR po,itive: SR-n: SR negatil'e c)r unknOlc n.

tified the use of tamoxifen as first-line choice for endocrine therapy-it was fair
to start out with tall1oxifen.

In 1l10re recent trials. there is a large variation in cross sensitivity between

either lamoxifen. aminoglutethimide. or medroxyprogeslerone acetate as tirst

line therapy :lI1d second-line therapy given with progestins. Als. or tamoxifen.

The RR to second-line endocrine th rapy in responders to lirst-line endocrine

therapy varies from 0 to 4~%. However. the number of patients with sufticient

data to analyze the cross sensitivity is very small. In terms of non-cross-resist

ance. then:: is more of a uniform picture. Non-cross-resistance in recent studies is

depicted by a RR to second-line endocrine therapy in the neighborhood of
10-15% in nonresponders (0 tallloxifen or aminog!utethimide.
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The steroidal third-generation AI, exemestane, still needs to show that it is
as good as tamoxifen for first-line therapy. However, a low RR to exemestane
(5-8%) has been demonstrated after prior AI therapy with either aminog
lutethimide, or another nonsteroidal AI (23).

For second- and third-line endocrine therapy, progestins can still playa role.
In many patients, tamoxifen can still be of use, and fulvestrant still has to be
defined better in clinical terms. However, the recent data from the comparison
with anastrazole tell us it might be a useful drug in a sequence of endocrine ther
apies. The third-tier agents could include high doses of estrogens. In a small study
of postmenopausal breast cancer patients heavily exposed to endocrine therapy,
some response was seen with high doses of estrogens (24).

V. CONCLUSION

To assess where we cUtTently stand, a series of questions can be asked. First is
first-line endocrine therapy equally effective as cytotoxic chemotherapy in SR+
patients? At present, there is no definite answer to that question because larger tri
als will be necessary to answer it properly. Second, are nonsteroidal Als really
first-line endocrine therapy in metastatic breast cancer? In view of the present
data, where anastrozole has shown equivalence to tamoxifen and letrozole has
shown superiority, the answer to this is yes. Third, concerning the CUlTent role of
steroidal AIs like exemestane, are we awaiting confirmative data? Fourth, what is
the role of pharmacological doses of estrogens? Because these are very inexpen
sive therapies, they warrant further investigation. Finally, what will be the future
role of fulvestrant? Its place in the treatment paradigm needs to be investigated
fU11her, as indeed do the benefits and limitations of the other endocrine therapies.

As Gertrude Stein said, "[A] Rose is a rose is a rose." And in terms of
endocrine therapy for metastatic disease, it now seems that we have a whole bou
quet of roses, with different bloom, fragrance, and hue.
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AlAC: Early Breast Cancer
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I. OVERVIEW

In the adjuvant treatment of postmenopausal women with early breast cancer,
tamoxifen is the standard first-choice agent. However, prolonged use of tamox
ifen can be associated with an increased risk of endometrial carcinomas and
venous thromboembolic disorders. Recent trials on the use of different aromatase
inhibitors (Als). in early breast cancer may provide the alternative answer to these
problems. First results have been reported for the Anastrozole, Tamoxifen Alone
or in Combination (ATAC) trial, which was designed to examine the efficacy and
tolerability of these two agents, as first-line adjuvant therapies in postmenopausal
women with early breast cancer. In this large, international, double-blind trial,
9,366 postmenopausal women with early breast cancer were randomized to
receive either anastrozole alone, tamoxifen alone, or a combination of both, for 5
years. The primary endpoints were disease-free survival and occurrence of
adverse events. with the data analyzed on an intention-to-treat basis. Hormone
receptor (HR) status and nodal status of the patients were identified. Patients tak
ing anastrozole alone experienced significantly better disease-free survival com
pared with tamoxifen alone: Hazard ratio = 0.83; 95% confidence interval (CI) =
0.71-0.96; P = 0.0129. This benefit was seen especially in patients with
hormone-receptor-positive (HR+) tumors. Similar rates for disease-free survival
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were observed between the combination therapy arm and the tamoxifen alone
arm (hazard ratio = 1.02: 95Ck CI = 0.88-1.18: p = 0.7718). Patients on anastro
zole reported fewer cases of hot flashes, vaginal bleeding and discharge, and
endometrial cancer compared with tamoxifen. However. a greater number of
cases of musculoskeletal disorders and bone fractures were reported in patients
on anastrozole. Overall. the ATAC tlial demonstrated the efficacy of anastrozole.
and that it is a well-tolerated endocrine agent. for use as adjuvant therapy in post
menopausal women with HR early breast cancer.

II. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is one of the leading causes of death in women in developed
countries. with only cardiovascular diseases and lung cancer causing higher
numbers of death (1,2). Although incidence of breast cancer in women has
increased. mortality rates have declined steadily (3). This can be largely attrib
uted to advances in breast cancer treJtment over the last 15 years. As breast
cancer progression is dependent on estrogens for growth. endocrine blockade
has played a large role in improving prognosis. Hence, a large contribution to
the reduction in mortality is due to endocrine manipulation. such as ovarian
suppression and the antiestrogen, tamoxifen. For early breast cancer in post
menopausal women. tamoxifen is the standJrd first-choice treatment for adju
vant therapy (4). However, despite its etTicacy. prolonged u e of tamoxifen is
associated with an increased risk of endometrial carcinomas and venous throm
boembolic disorders. In addition. recent developments on Als may demonstrate
greater efficacy. competing with lamoxifen as first-line adjuvant treatment.

III. ATAC TRIAL DESIGN

This was the first trial to report results of an AI versus tamoxifen in a head-on
comparison, and to examine their efficacy and safety as first-line adjuvant therJ
pies in postmenopausal women (5). The ATAC trial. an international. multicenter.
randomized, double-blind study. recruited 9.366 postmenopausal breast cancer
patients postoperatively. following radiotherapy or chemotherapy or both.
Patients were randomized to anastrozole alone (I mg 00). tamoxifen alone (20
mg 00) or a combination of both, for 5 years.

The primary endpoints were dise:.Jse-free survival (which included local.
regional. and distant recurrence: new primary breast cancer: Jnd death from
:.Jny c:.Juse). and occurrence of :.Juverse events. The data were Jnalyzed on In
intention-to-treat basis. All the treatment groups were well-bal;nced with
one-l hiI'd patients node-posi tive and 8-\.£7c patients wit h HR+ status. Receptor
status WJS negative in 8% of p:.Jlients and unknown for the remainin~ 8£7c of
the stuuy population. -
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IV. AlAe RESULTS

The total number of events needed to trigger the first protocol analysis and to
detect significance was predicted to be 1.056. However, in the main analysis,
1,079 first events were recorded, of which 766 were in receptor-positive patients.
Patients taking anastrozole alone experienced significantly better disease-free
survival compared with tamoxifen alone (hazard ratio = 0.83: 95% CI =
0.71-0.96: p = 0.0129). and the combination arm (hazard ratio = 0.81; 95% CI =
0.70-0.94: p = 0.006) (6). Similar rates for disease-free survival were observed
between the combination therapy arm and the tamoxifen alone arm (hazard ratio
= 1.02; 95% CI = 0.88-1.18: p = 0.7718)

In the receptor-positive patients. anastrozole alone also demonstrated higher
recurrence-free survival compared with tamoxifen alone (hazard ratio = 0.73:
95% CI = 0.59-0.9: p = 0.003) with no significant difference observed between
the combination arm and tamoxifen (hazard ratio = 1.09: 95% CI = 0.90-1.34: p
= 0.4). At present. the reason for the combination arm being significantly less
effective than anastrozole alone is unclear. A hypothesis for this may be that
tamoxifen acts as a weak agonist when endogenous levels of estrogen are low. as
is seen in the existing situation of postmenopausal women taking an AI.

Comparing the first events between the monotherapy arms, fewer breast can
cer events, such as local reCUITence and distant recun'ence, occun'ed in the anas
trozole arm. This is also demonstrated in a Kaplan Meier analysis in which the
probability of first event in the overall population showed significant advantage in
favor of anastrozole (hazard ratio =0.86; 95% CI =0.76-0.99; P = 0.03) (Fig. I).
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Figure 1 Probability of a first event in the overall population.
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Figure 2 Probability of a first event in HR+ population.

This translates into an absolute difference of 2.4% at 4 years. A similar finding was
also seen for probability of recunence in the overall population. with an absolute
difference of 2.3% at 4 years.

The greater efficacy of anastrozole compared with tamoxifen is validated
even more in the receptor-positive population. In this group, the probability of
first event again favors anastrozole (hazard ratio = 0.82: 95% Cl = 0.7-0.96: p =

0.014) (Fig. 2) with a relative risk reduction approaching 20% and an absolute
difference of 2.9% at 4 years. These results were also milTored for the probabil
ity of recunence in the receptor-positive population. as for the overall population.

FUl1her benefit was seen in the anastrozole arm compared with the ta.llloxifen
arm: Significantly fewer cases of new primary breast cancers in the contralateral
breast occun'ed in the anastrozole arm: Odds ratio (OR) = 0.62: 95% CI = 0.38-1.02:
p = 0.0062. This suggests that anastrozole may have a preventive element in breast
cancer development, especially in h0ll110ne-responsive tumors where the impact on
contralateral disease was even greater (OR =0.56: 95'70 CI =0.32-0.94: p = 0.042).
As a result of this, anastrozole was incorporated into the design of the second
International Breast Cancer Intervention Study (IBIS-II) prevention trial (7).

V. PROGNOSTIC FACTORS

HR status is a predictive factor in which patients who have receptor-negative
breast cancer do not obtain the benefit of hormone-blocking drugs. such as tamox
ifen and anastrozole. Therefore, it can be deduced from ATAC trial results. in
which the point estimate of comparison for receptor-negative patients is at one
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Figure 3 Breast cancer events for prognostic factors.

(Fig. 3). that tamoxifen and anastrozole were equally ineffective in preventing
breast cancer events.

With respect to nodal status. anastrozole is clearly more effective than
tamoxifen in node-negative patients. but it has less clear-cut superiority in node
positive patients as the confidence intervals overlap La (Fig. 3). Node-positive
patients are more likely to have received chemotherapy, hence a confounding
issue: In patients who previously had chemotherapy, anastrozole appears to be
similar to tamoxifen. This can readily be mjsinterpreted to suggest that anastro
zole is ineffective after chemotherapy. However, the odds ratio of the tamoxifen
versus anastrozole is close to one, and, because it is known that tamoxifen is
effective in combination with chemotherapy, it can be suggested that both drugs
are equally effective in this setting, but anastrozole is more effective in the
chemo-na'ive patients. The reason for this is open to speculation.

VI. ADVERSE EVENTS AND TOLERABILITY

In the initial analysis of the ATAC trial, significantly fewer patients on anastro
zole experienced hot flashes compared with patients in the tamoxifen-alone arm
(p < 0.000l) (5). A similar finding was also demonstrated in the final updated
analysis (6). However, this should not be used to market the drug considering hot
flashes still occurred in one-third of patients in the anastrozole group.

Significantly fewer patients on anastTozole expelienced vaginal bleeding or dis
charge compared with patients on tamoxifen (4.8% vs. 8.7% and 3.0% vs. 12.2%,
respectively). Tills is an advantage for both patients and gynecologists, because
thjs limits the number of invasive investigations required to exclude endometlial car-
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cinoma when such symptoms occur. These reductions in vaginal symptoms may
eventually translate into a protective element by anastrozole against endometrial can
cer. Significantly fewer patients in the anastrozole group developed endometrial car
cinoma compared with tamoxifen (0.1 % vs. 0.7%; p = 0.02) (Fig. 4).

Fewer ischemic cerebrovascular and venous thromboembolic events occulTed
in the anastrozole-treated group compared with patients on tamoxifen. However,
compared with tamoxifen, more musculoskeletal complaints, such as arthralgia.
occurred in the anastrozole arm, as well as a higher incidence of bone fractures
(30.3% vs. 23.7% and 7.\ % vs. 4.4%, respectively). This marked cOlTelation to bone
fractures may be due to the acceleration in Joss of bone-mineral density through the

reduction in estrogen levels. Tamoxifen may confer some advantage over anastro
zole in producing a partial agonistic effect at ERs. However. this should not deter
the use of anastrozole because osteopenia can be counteracted by the addition of a
bisphosphonate. Consequently, baseline and serial measurements of bone-mineral

density are recommended prior to stal1ing a breast cancer patient on anastrozole. or
indeed when any other hormone-blocking agents are used.

Overall tolerability among the three treatment regimens was similar and of a

high degree. with fewer withdrawals due to drug-related adverse events in the
anastrozole arm compared with the tamoxifen arm.

VII. CONCLUSION

The results of the ATAC trial demonstrate the significant benefit of anastrozole

over tailloxifen in disease-free survival and time-to-recurrence in postmenopausal
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early breast cancer patients, and especially in patients with HR+ tumors. In addi
tion, the overall incidence of contralateral breast cancer was lower in HR +
patients treated with anastrozole alone (OR = 0.56; 95% CI = 0.32-0.94;
P = 0.042) compared with tamoxifen.

When these ATAC trial results are compared with the overview by the Early
Breast Cancer Trialists' Collaborative Group (4), advances in adjuvant treatment
clearly can be seen to have been made (Fig. 5). Over the last 15 years, there has been
an improvement in the 4-year recurrence-free rate from 70.5% in
control patients, to 92.2% with anastrozole treatment. This marked improvement in
efficacy and tolerability for anastrozole over tamoxifen suggests it should be con
sidered as a choice for postmenopausal women with honnone-responsive early
breast cancer. At present, there are no restrictions to the licensing of anastrozole as
an adjuvant treatment for breast cancer in Japan and North America. However, its
current license in Europe is limited to patients in whom tamoxifen is contraindicated.

Although the ATAC trial results introduce the concept of anastrozole being
an equivalently effective adjuvant agent to tamoxifen, many additional aspects
should be considered. The precise, optimal duration of therapy has yet to be deter
mined. In the ATAC trial, the choice of 5-years' duration of treatment was arbi
trary. The most effective sequence regimen is also in question, with other trials
presently studying the different situations in which aromatase inhibitors might be
used, e.g., in place of tamoxifen or after 5 years of tamoxifen.

It has been suggested that the HER-2/neu status of a tumor may be predictive
of a preferential response for an AI over tamoxifen; therefore, an analysis of
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HER-2/neu status in the patients from the ATAC trial is presently being conducted
retrospectively to determine the predictive role of this marker. With the differ
ences between the classes of Als (for example. steroidal versus nonsteroidal),
there is a need to ascel1ain whether these differences confer any additional advan
tages in efficacy and tolerability. Within the Type II group of Als. letrozole.
another third-generation agent, may prove to be more potent than anastrozole,
and hence it should pave the way for more comparative trials in the future to
determine which is the better drug.

Although cytotoxic chemotherapeutic regimens were believed to be the most
effective antitumor treatments for breast cancer 20 years ago. endocrine therapies
have emerged to provide better prognosis and tolerability. Als, especially the
third-generation group, have further enhanced the superiority of endocrine thera
pies as adjuvant agents. The updated results of the ATAC trial have shown evi
dence of superior therapeutic index for anastrozole compared with tamoxifen.
Hence, anastrozole should be considered as a first treatment of choice as an adju
vant agent, for postmenopausal women with hormone-sensitive early breast can
cer. However, when selecting this therapy. close monitoring of bone-mineral den
sity is recommended, with the introduction of a bisphosphonate if the patient
should become osteopenic.
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I. OVERVIEW

Aromatase inhibitors (AIs) provide a novel approach to the management of breast
cancer in postmenopausal women. AIs are superior to megestrol acetate as
second-line therapy and to tamoxifen as initial therapy of metastatic disease. The
available third-generation AIs include the steroidal exemestane, and the non
steroidals anastrozole and letrozole. Although both types of inhibitors act on the
aromatase enzyme, they do so by different mechanisms and have different effects
on cellular aromatase activity. In cultures of human breast fibroblasts, non
steroidal agents increase aromatase enzyme content, whereas steroidal agents
decrease the levels. The increase seen with nonsteroidals may, in part, explain the
development of drug resistance to these agents and the ability of the steroidal
inhibitor exemestane to still induce a response when non-steroidal agents have
failed. Because AIs almost completely eliminate endogenous estrogen produc
tion, they not only affect breast cancers, but may also alter the function of other
estrogen-responsive tissues. The steroidal inhibitor exemestane has positive
effects on both bone and lipid metabolism in a preclinical rat model, and neutral
effects in short-term human volunteer studies. In addition, no increase in clinical
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fracture rate has been noted in women treated with exemestane in metastatic
trials. but the fracture risk has not yet been studied following prolonged exposure
in healthy women. The beneficial effects associated with exemestane on these end
organs may be due to the steroidal nature of both the parent compound and its
principal metabolite. 17-hydroexemestane.

Based on their excellent activity in metastatic disease. Als are now being
evaluated in the adjuvant setting and in pilot studies for chemoprevention. These
studies will provide data on the long-term safety of the agents in healthy women
and will help to differentiate the Als from each other. both in terms of efficacy
and toxicities. This chapter reviews some of the problems associated with tamox
ifen and presents preclinical and clinical data showing the value Als demonstrate
in the treatment of metastatic breast cancer. The new adjuvant trials that are ongo
ing or in planning that employ Als are also be discussed.

II. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is a complicated disease, and although enOIlTIOUS progress has been
made over the last decade, many challenges lie ahead. An important area is post
menopausal adjuvant therapy. Estrogen and progesterone stimulate the growth of
normal breast cells and have also been implicated in the development or progres
sion of tumors in the breast. C:lIlcers that are estrogen-receptor positive (ER +)

grow in response to estrogen that is synthesized from conversion of androgens ubiq
uitously in the body. The enzyme catalyzing the final and rate-limiting step in estro
gen biosynthesis is aromatase. which is present in fat. muscle. ovaries. breast cells
and adrenal glands. When estrogen binds to the estrogen receptors in ER + cancer
cells. the cells divide and tumor growth is promoted. Estrogen-receptor negative
(ER -) tumors are unaffected by systemic estrogens or progesterone (I. :!).

To circumvent these deleterious tumor promoting effects of estrogen. selective
estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) were developed. of which lamoxifen was

the first to be approved as an adjuvant endocrine treatment. Tamoxili:n is indicated
for the treatment of metastatic breast cancer. as adjuvant and neoadjuvant therapy.

and as chemoprevention in women at elevated risk of breast cancer. It functions
as an estrogen antagonist in most ER + breast tumors. but displays a paradoxical
estrogen-like activity on lipid metabolism, bone, and on the endometrium (3. -I).

Tamoxifen has dominated endocrine treatment of breast cancer for over two
decades. It is associated with a ::!6% decrease in tht: risk of death inckpendenl of

age or menopaus:t1 status, but is only effective in ER + tumors. The benetits of

tamoxifen must also be considert:d in light of tht: sidt: effects and risks associated
with treatment. The most comlllon side efkcls include hot !lashes, ilTegular

menstrual periods, and vaginal discharge or blt:t:ding. Mort: serious side effects
include an increased risk or lhromboembolic t:vents, endometrial canct:r. and
possibly cerebrovascular disease.
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Despite this, tamoxifen remains the most successful anticancer drug ever. It

has been the standard first-line adjuvant endocrine treatment for breast cancer for
several decades. Accumulated data comparing tamoxifen treatment versus placebo

over 5 years in ER + patients for outcomes of recun'ences and breast cancer deaths
suggest that 5 years of adjuvant tamoxifen confer a beneficial effect lasting beyond

the treatment period for at least 15 years and possibly beyond (5, 6). However.
breast cancer can become refractory to tamoxifen or develop resistance to it with
ongoing treatment. This resistance involves several complex mechanisms, a review
of which is beyond the scope of this chapter. Suffice it to say that receptor muta
tion, recruitment of co-activators and co-suppressors, as well as possible receptor

mutation causing estrogen hypersensitivity have been noted (7).
One of the current and future goals of breast cancer therapy is to increase the

efficacy of endocrine therapy without increasing toxicity. Als hold promise in this
area. Another future direction is to find new predictive markers that are able to
identify subgroups of patients who are more or less likely to respond to a certain
treatment. For example, women with one or more positive axillary nodes have an
increased risk of breast cancer reCUITence. and the number of positive axillary
nodes has been linked to disease-free and overall survival (8). However, there are
currently no data to suggest that the number of involved axillary nodes is corre
lated with response to chemotherapy or to endocrine treatment. One of the impor
tant goals is to increase survival of patients that have receptor positive breast can
cer and that are node positive by tailoring treatment according to the biological
characteristics of the tumor. Tumors that are ER - remain a chalJenge. One way to
approach this issue may be to try to prevent ER - breast cancer.

Another important issue is that some patients are cUITently being treated who
may not benefit from therapy. Thus, if predictive factors could help to identify
patients who are at very low risk for developing a recurrence, those patients could
be spared the treatment. A recent meeting of the National Cancer Institute
Clinical Trials Information Project (NCI CTIP) group addressed this issue and a
novel trial design was set up for ER + premenopausal node-negative women. The
trial's objective will be to stratify patients into good-risk versus poor-risk popu
lations based on tumor gene profiling, thereby attempting to avoid unnecessary
chemotherapy in certain groups of patients.

III. Als

Apart from tamoxifen, another way of depliving hormone-dependent breast
cancer of estrogen is to prevent its synthesis. Aromatase (estrogen synthase) is the

enzyme complex responsible for the final step in estrogen synthesis-the
conversion of androstenedione and testosterone to estrone and estradiol, respec

tively. Inhibitors of this enzyme have been shown to be clinically effective in the
treatment of advanced breast cancer in postmenopausal women, in whom estrogen
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is produced in pelipheral tissues by aromatization of adrenal androgens. Als are
logical alternatives to SERMs, not only in the treatment of breast cancer, but also

in prevention of the disease. To date, SERMs have shown efficacy only in the pre
vention of ER + and progesterone-receptor-positive (PR + ) breast cancers. with
out a reduction in ER-IPR- tumors. By both inhibiting the parent estrogens and
their carcinogenic catechol metabolites. true prevention of cancer initiation with
AIs might be possible, not only for receptor-positive but also for receptor-nega
tive tumors (9. 10).

The first widely used Al was aminoglutethimide. However. being nonselec
tive, it also inhibits adrenocorticosteroid synthesis, necessitating hydrocortisone
supplementation. Therefore, aminoglutethimide is associated with frequent and
troublesome side effects (10). The second-generation AI formestane. which was
also the first selective inhibitor to be developed, has an improved safety profile
over aminoglutethimide. However. its use has been somewhat limited by its incon
venient administration via intramuscular injection (10). Newer, orally adminis
tered, third-generation Als include the nonsteroidals anastrozo]e (Arimidex®) and
letrozole (Femara®), and the steroidal exemestane (Aromasin®). These compounds

are highly specific at clinical doses, and have little or no effect on basal levels of
corti 01 or aldosterone (11). They are able to reduce circulating plasma estrogen
concentrations in postmenopausal women to below detectable limits. and signifi
cantly inhibit aromatase in n0I111al breast tissue and breast rumors. Significant
gains in clinical efficacy with these agents over tamoxifen and the older Als have
led to their evaluation as adjuvant therapy (10).

The third-generation Als are very well tolerated with a low incidence of
short-term adverse effects. The nonspecific side effects associaled with Als
include headache, nausea. peripheral edema. fatigue. vomiting. and dyspepsia. In
addition. certain endoCiinological ide effects in postmenopausal women have
been noted, namely, hot flashes and vaginal dryness. [n advanced breast cancer,
these side effects result in treatment withdrawal in few (4%) women. Of concern.
however. are the potential long-term endocrinological side effects in women
receiving treatment as first-line adjuvant therapy or in sequence or combination
with tamoxifen or other SERMs.

Current studies of adjuvant treatment for breast cancer in healthy women are
carefully evaluating the effects of Als on bone. lipid metabolism. c~rdiovascular

risk. quality of life. and menopausal symptoms. in addition to general toxicities.
Careful evaluation of all-cause morbidity and mortality is neces~sary to plan trials

and justify long-term use of Als in the treatment or prevention of br ast cancer in
healthy women (6).

Ongoing adjuvant breast cancer trials are exploring Als as altern::ltives to
tamoxifen. as well as in sequence or in combination with tamoxifen. The ration
ale for these adjuvant trials are clinical trials in the metastatic settinQ and several

preclinical models. Brodie et al. for example. (12. 13). have del1lc~nstrated that
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AIs are superior to tamoxifen in a preclinical model. In the clinical arena, AIs
have shown superiority over tamoxifen as first- and second-line endocrine ther
apy in women with hormone-responsive metastatic breast cancer (14-18). In the
neoadjuvant setting, it has been demonstrated that letrozole is more effective than
tamoxifen (19). Apart from their superior efficacy, another important advantage
of AIs is that they have no agonist effects and thus an improved profile relating to
the endometrium compared to tamoxifen. In particular, AIs eliminate the possi
bility of estrogen operating through non-ER pathways (20). Therefore, current
data suggest that AIs will replace tamoxifen as the gold standard in earlier stages
of disease, as they have in the advanced disease setting.

IV. ADJUVANT TRIALS WITH Als

As discussed earlier, the use of AIs in adjuvant therapy is cun'ently being
explored (6). Several major ongoing clinical trials with a variety of treatment
regimens are comparing the relative efficacy of tamoxifen with the steroidal and
nonsteroidal AIs in the adjuvant setting. These are summarized in Figure I.

The first strategy compares an AI against tamoxifen directly. Among these are
the ATAC (Arimidex, Tamoxifen Alone or in Combination) trial, the BIG FEMTA
(Femara-Tamoxifen Breast International Group) study, and the EXEM and TEAM
trials (exemestane). The ATAC tlial was a randorTlized, double-blind, multicenter
trial that compared tamoxifen with anastrozole, alone and in combination with
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Figure 1 Summary of ongoing first-generation adjuvant trials with Als.
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Figure 2 Comparison of ATAC data with EBCTCG receptor-positive patients >50
years old. (Adapted from the EBCTCG overview with ATAC data superimposed.
Lancet 1998; 351:1451-1467.)

tamoxifen. as adjuvant endocrine treatment for postmenopausal patients with

invasive. early stage breast cancer ('21). The results of the ATAC trial show anas

trozole to be more effective and better tolerated than tamoxifen in this group of

patients (Fig. :2). Anastrozole is now emerging as a new standard for the adjuvant

treatment of postmenopausal women with hormone-sensitive early-stage breast

cancer. Based on the published results from ATAC. the American Society of

Clinical Oncology technology assessment included the option of

giving anastrozole to postmenopausal women in the adjuvant breast cancer setting.

although tamoxifen is still seen as the standard of care (22). At least one ongoing

new adjuvant trial is using anastrozole in the control arm of the study ('23).

The adverse events in the ATAC trial showed an increased risk of long-bone
fractures in patients receiving anastrozole (Figs. 3 and 4) 1'21). It is difficult. how

ever. to determine from the ATAC trial whether this was a protective effect of

tamoxifen or a detrimental effect of anastrozole. as there W3S no pl3cebo 3rm.

Figure 4 demonstrates that there is a stable difference in bone fr3ctures over time

in the ATAC study. There are several possible explan3tions for these findings. [t

has been hypothesized. for example. that women tre3ted with Als suffer from

cognitive dysfunction. and thus. m3y rail more frequently and fracture their

bones. The importance at' increased bone turnover induced by A Is h3s therefore
yet to be definitively determined.

In the ATAC study. Baum el 31. ('21) repolted on the side effects as determined

by "Iudy protocol. [n contrast to these data. which favored anastrowk. Fallowfield

(:24) reported on a quality of lire substudy with 1.000 patients. In this study. patients

reporled their side ellecls themselves. with somewhat unexpected findings.
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Figure 3 Adverse events in the ATAC.

The patients significantly favored tamoxifen over AIs because of significant dif
ferences in categories such as vaginal dryness. pain with intercourse. loss of inter
est in sex. vomiting. and dianhea. Whether this type of repOt1ing is more reliable
or more accurate than the usual reporting by the trial investigators remains to be
determined,

A second set of trials is evaluating the use of an AI as an extension after the ini
tial 5 years of tamoxifen. Examples of this trial design are the MA. 17 (Ietrozole) and
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Figure 4 Percentage of bone fractures in the ATAC trial.
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the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP B-33, exemes

tane) trials. Recently, the results of the MA.17 adjuvant study, comparing 5 years

of letrozole versus placebo following 5 years of adjuvant tamoxifen were pub

lished (25). The women in this study had their study medication unblinded at the

first interim analysis because of a highly significant reduction

in breast cancer recurrences in the letrozole arm. After a median follow-up of

2.4 years, the hazard ratio for local and distant recurrence or new contralateral

breast cancer in the letrozole group as compared with the placebo group was 0.57

(95% CI = 0.43-0.75; p = .00008). Low-grade hot flashes, arthritis, arthralgia,

and myalgia were more frequent in the letrozole group, but vaginal bleeding was

less frequent. Similar to the ATAC trial, there were more new diagnoses of osteo

porosis in women in the AI group, but this was not statistically significant (25).

A third approach of introducing Als into the adjuvant setting is their use in

sequence with tamoxifen as therapy within the initial 5 postoperative years.

Examples of this approach are the International Collaboration Cancer Group trial

(tamoxifen for 2 to 3 years followed by either tamoxifen or exemestane for the

remainder of the 5-year period), the BIG FEMTA trial (patients are crossed over

from tamoxifen to letrozole or letrozole to tamoxifen), and the Arimidex

Nolvadex (ARNO) trial (patients receiving tamoxifen are randomized either to
continue with tamoxifen or to switch to anastrozole).

The MA.17 trial is one of three adjuvant studies that will collect placebo

controlled data about toxicity. Several companion trials to MA. 17 are designed to

study end organ effects. Among them, MA.17B specifically addresses

bone metabolism with the study endpoints being bone metabolism markers and

bone density. MA.17L assesses lipid metabolism and quality of life using tools

specific for menopausal women. The results from these trials will be reported
shortly (5, 6).

As indicated by the results of the ATAC and the MA.17 trials, the AIs seem

to be very promising from an efficacy point of view. A crucial point, however.

which cannot be answered at present, is whether A Is have the long-term protec

tive effects on cancer recurrence similar to tamoxifen. In addition, menopausal

symptomatology or deleterious effects on bone and lipid metabolism and other
end organs may be potentially exacerbated by Als (10).

V. EXEMESTANE

The third orally active third-generation AI. exernestane, has demonstrated excel

lent selectivity, tolerability, and efficacy in the treatment of postmenopausal

breast cancer. The chemical structures of both exemestane and its major metabo

lite, 17-hydroexemestane, have the potential to exert mini mal steroidal activity,

which may counterbalance the effects of estrogen deprivation in some tissues

(26). At clinical doses, exemestane causes a dose-dependent reduction in sex
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hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), indicating that it has an androgenic effect.
When exemestane was tested in the castrated immature male rat, a standard
model for androgenicity, it produced an increase in ventral prostate weight and
hypertrophy of the levator ani muscle mass. It is not clear whether these andro
genic effects are due to exemestane or to 17-hydroxymetabolite, which is present
both in rats and humans. Labrie et al. demonstrated that when exemestane is
added to hormone-sensitive MCF-7 cells under a steady-state milieu of estrogen,
it has an antiproliferative effect, which is in contrast to other Als* This effect can
be reversed by f1utamide, which blocks the androgen receptor.

The effects of exemestane on bone and lipid metabolism were investigated in
comparison to letrozole and ovariectomy in 10-month-old Sprague-Dawley rats
(Fig. 5). The animals were sorted into three groups: intact control (sham operated);
ovariectomized control; ovariectornized and treated with exemestane 100 mg/kg
weelJy. Exemestane completely protected against the adverse changes in lipid and
bone metabolism associated with ovariectomy (27). These data demonstrate that
exemestane has a distinct effect on bone metabolism. As the castrated animal is
devoid of estrogen, it is only the androgenicity of this compound that can explain its
protective effect on bone mineral density. In this rat model, the changes in choles
terol levels are similar to those in bone metabolism. In the group of animals treated
with ovariectomy, a prompt rise in serum cholesterol was noted, whereas in the
group treated with exemestane no rise in SenllTI cholesterol levels was seen (Fig. 6).

In a Phase-II study there was no difference in the incidence of pathologic frac
tures in postmenopausal women with metastatic breast cancer treated with exemes
tane versus megestrol acetate (5). In another Phase-II tlial in women with metastatic
breast cancer, there were also no negative effects on lipid profile after 24 weeks of
treatment with exemestane as initial therapy (28. 29). A 3-month human volunteer
study investigated the effects of placebo, exemestane, and letrozole on bone bio
markers (30). The effects of exemestane were similar to placebo in this study, show
ing no increase in bone turnover in postmenopausal women. Letrozole was substan
tially worse, demonstrating a steep reduction in bone formation. An ongoing,
6-month follow-up study with anastrozole, letrozole, exemestane, and placebo will
provide additional information on this important finding.

The protective effects on bone zoledronic acid (Zometa®), a bisphosphonate
approved for the treatment of hypercalcaemia of malignancy, will be
evaluated in a new study in the adjuvant setting. Postmenopausal women with
ER + tumors will receive letrozole 2.5 mg daily in this trial. Zoledronic acid will
either be given concurrently with letrozole from the start of the study or it wi II be
started at a later stage as "salvage therapy," if signs and symptoms of bone dem
ineralization are reported.

"'Labrie F. personal communication. 1002.
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VI. DURATION OF TREATMENT WITH Als

In the adjuvant setting. the optimal duration of tamoxifen therapy has not yet been
fully determined. Two ongoing clinical trials, Adjuvant Tamoxifen Offer More
(ATOM) and Adjuvant Tamoxifen Longer Against Shorter (ATLAS). are attempt
ing to resolve this issue. The results from these trials should appear in 20 I0 or
somewhat earlier. The ATAe trial may support the use of anastrozole in the first
5 years of therapy, whereas MA.17 may support the use of letrozole for 5 years
after tamoxifen, but neither trial answers the question of how long patients should
receive AI therapy. One consideration of duration is being made via rerandomiz
ing the patients coming off the MA.17 trial or other adjuvant trials to another
5 years of therapy versus placebo.

Another important issue in endocrine treatment is that of timing, particularly
in relation to chemotherapy. The data from Albain et al. (31) have demonstrated
that regarding chemotherapy, tamoxifen is probably best given after and not con
current with chemotherapy. This question also has to be answered for AIs. The
same issue applies to radiation therapy, where there is some evidence to suggest
that concurrent irradiation with endocrine therapy is more toxic and less effective
(32). Therefore. it might be possible that completing radiation therapy before
initiating hormone therapy may be clinically superior.
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VII. COMBINATION THERAPY WITH Als
AND COX-2 INHIBITORS

The COX-2 pathway is activated by tissue injury, chemotherapy, radiation, and
cancer. Its activation leads to cancer growth promotion by pleiotropic mecha
nisms in many solid tumor types. Among the COX-2-dependent targets in breast
cancer are angiogenesis, cell growth and invasion, tumor-associated inflamma
tion, anti-apoptotic effects, and association with c-erbB-2 (33).

The diagrammatic representation in Figure 7 shows COX-2 in a central
role, in which tumor cells invoke the inflammatory mechanism that is in turn
driven by the inducible COX-2 enzyme. Once COX-2 has been induced,
prostaglandin levels are increased, having a vasoactive endothelial growth fac
tor (VEGF) effect and increasing ligand binding through human epidermal
growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2). This mechanism of action has been shown
for both ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) as well as invasive cancers. Other
COX-2 inducible effects are activation of the MAP kinase and PI3 kinase
pathways, leading to an anti-apoptotic effect, and induction of P450 . There is
evidence that a positive feedback mechanism from some of these loops back to
COX-2 exists. Importantly, the aromatase gene is stimulated by the over
expressed COX-2 to produce more estrogen. Estrogen then feeds back. further
driving COX-2 stimulation. Aromatase and COX-2 may thus work in concert

EGFRlHER2
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VEGF ··~:1..~.... ---1----- Cell
~ . . membrane

T ~1 (~@
•• PI3K ...
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... : Akt ----/
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Figure 7 Schematic description of the interactions between COX-~ and Als.
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to increase the growth of premalignant, preinvasive, and invasive tumors,
resulting in a vicious circle that could be broken by treatment with an AI or
COX-2 inhibitor.

The rationale for combining AIs with COX-2 inhibitors is partly driven by
these pleiotropic anticancer effects of COX-2 inhibitors and partly by the fact that
the Women's Health Initiative (WHI) reported a 43% reduction in new breast
cancers from the use of over-the-counter nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories. There
is also a substantial amount of preclinical evidence suggesting that inhibition of
the COX-2 pathway may prevent breast cancer.

The DMBA-induced ER + breast cancer model is reliable for predicting the
clinical efficacy of hormone therapies. In this model, exemestane and celecoxib
inhibit tumor growth when administered alone, and produce an additive effect
when co-administered (34). Interestingly, celecoxib alone also has a dose
dependent inhibiting effect on cell proliferation in ER - breast cancer cell lines
in vitro (35).

The combination of an AI and a COX-2 inhibitor is evaluated in a second
generation adjuvant trial (NCIC CTG MA.27), which has recently opened to
accrual. It is a 6,800-patient study, and the first trial to randomize to one of two
AIs without tamoxifen in the control arm. The first question investigated in this
study is whether exemestane is superior to anastrozole, both in terms of efficacy
and in terms of bone, lipid, and other end-organ toxicities. The second important
point to be evaluated is whether the addition of a COX-2 inhibitor provides addi
tional benefit to patients already receiving an AI. For companion studies, a
prospective serum and DNA repository, as well as a fresh-frozen and paraffin
embedded tumor bank are being established. In addition to bone
and lipid metabolism, quality of life and breast density substudies are being
undertaken.

VIII. UNANSWERED ISSUES

In an animal model of ovariectomized nude mice, Long et al. (36) have demon
strated that combining letrozole with tamoxifen, and anastrozole with tamox
ifen was not superior to the inhibitors alone. In the case of exemestane, how
ever, the combination with tamoxifen appears to be superior to the inhibitor
alone, at least in a preclinical model (37). The reason or mechanism for this
finding are unclear to date. These interesting data have prompted a revisiting
of the debate about combining AIs with SERMs, called "total estrogen block
ade," a strategy that the ATAC trial was initially aiming for. A trial combining
exemestane with tamoxifen has, therefore, been proposed in metastatic breast

cancer.
Although there is a strong preclinical rationale for this combination, the

combination of an AI with SERMs other than tamoxifen might even be supe-
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rior to this strategy. Toremifene, for example. has a much lower agonistic

activity than tamoxifen in an estrogen-depleted environment. although both

drugs are equivalent clinically. Thus. combining an AI with a less agonistic

SERM may be a more viable treatment combination and a possible way of

achieving total estrogen blockade in the way that the combination arm in the

ATAC trial failed to do.

When combining Ais with nonendocrine agents, biological pathway

inhibitors other than the COX-2 inhibitors have also been used. Among the stud

ies in this field. results from the NCIC CTG MA.14 study will be reported soon.

This adjuvant trial investigates whether tamoxifen plus the IGF-l inhibitor

octreotide are superior to tamoxifen alone. a hypothesis that is supported by pre

clinical data. In the United States. the NSABP trial asking the same question was

stopped because of a higher incidence of gall stones in the investigational

octreotide arm.

IX. CONClUSIONS

Als are a step forward in the treatment of endocrine responsive breast cancer.

not only because of their enhanced efficacy. but also because of improved tox

icity and possibly fewer resistance mechanisms. In addition. they offer the

chance of better chemoprevention in women that are at risk for developing
breast cancer.

Further data from the ATAC trial are keenly awaited with regard to disease

reCUITence, overall survival, and duration of benefit. The optimal regimen for Al

therapy in early breast cancer. both in terms of efficacy and toxicity. needs to be

carefully evaluated. The ongoing MA.27 trial will address this issue. The NCIC

CTG MA.17 trial has provided definitive evidence of the value of letrozole after

5 years of tamoxifen in early-stage breast cancer, and an extension of this trial

will help to answer questions :.tbout the optimal ongoing dur:.ttion of therapy.

Timing of the Als in relation to chemo- and radiation therapy has not been
prospectively studied yet.

The next generation of studies in this field will address the combination of

:.tromatase inhibitors with other targeted therapies in an attempt to overcome

either de novo or acquired resist:.tnce to the aromatase inhibitors. Phase'::! and -3

tri:.tls are being conducted to explore these possibilities in the advanced disease

setting already. Examples include combining awmatase inhibitors with COX-~

inhibitors. iressa. herceptin. :.tnd other promising cell signaling pathway
inhibitors.

Editorial Note in I~e(erence to the MA. 77 Trial
The results or this trial became ~lv:.tilable after the Gleneagles meeting but h~lve

been cited in this chapter to provide a comprehensive over~'ie\\' or this~area.
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6

Neoadjuvant Therapy in
Postmenopausal Women

J. M. Dixon
Western General Hospital

Edinburgh, Scotland

I. INTRODUCTION

There are several potential advantages and disadvantages of primary systemic or
neoadjuvant therapy in patients with breast cancer (I). The advantages include the
presence of a measurable breast mass to allow a direct in vivo assessment of the
sensitivity of tumor cells to a particular drug or drugs used. Detection of resist
ance to treatment allows discontinuation of worthless treatments, which avoids
unnecessary toxicity and also allows change to a potentially more effective treat
ment regimen. Theoretically the earlier the breast cancer is treated, the less likely
there is for resistant tumor clones to emerge, and this should ensure that there is
only a short delay between diagnosis and treatment of any systemic disease
thereby potentially improving outcome. Furthermore neoadjuvant therapy can
shrink large primary tumors to allow less extensive surgery, and it can make
locally advanced breast cancers operable.

There are some potential disadvantages, however. Diagnosis in the past has
relied on fine needle aspiration cytology and this cannot differentiate between inva
sive and in situ cancer. It is currently routine practice to base diagnosis on a core
biopsy, so the danger of treating noninvasive disease with primary systemic therapy
should be small. Systemic therapy is usually based on recognized prognostic fac-
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tors and, in particular, axillary-node status. With neoadjuvant therapy many of the
standard prognostic factors including axillary-node status are unknown at the time
drug treatment is st311ed. These prognostic factors help to provide crucial informa
tion when planning both the length and intensity of chemotherapy regimen.

Although initially neoadjuvant therapy was used only in locally inoperable or
locally advanced breast cancer to reduce tumor size and to facilitate mastectomy
or radiotherapy, more recently neoadjuvant chemotherapy and honnonal therapy
have been used in patients with large, operable breast cancer to produce tumor
shrinkage and allow less extensive surgery (2). Clinical experience with both
neoadjuvant chemotherapy and honnonal therapy in postmenopausal women is
reviewed in the sections that follow.

II. NEOADJUVANT CHEMOTHERAPY IN LARGE OPERABLE
BREAST CANCER

A. Nonrandomized Studies of Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy

The first studies of neoadjuvant chemotherapy were conducted in Milan. Between
January 1988 and October 1990, 226 women younger than 65-years-old with
large operable cancers (greater than 3 cm on mammography) were enrolled (3).
Only 34% of these women were over 50 years of age, and the median age of the
whole group was 49. The response rate (RR) did not differ between different
chemotherapy regimens. The RRs were high with 10.2% having a
complete regression, 24.3% a partial response, and 58.9% a minor response; of
the remainder, 6.2% showed no change, 3.1 % progressed with 1.3% not being
evaluable. Of the 226, 203 (90%) were eventually treated with breast-conserving
surgery. In eight cases there was no histological disease remaining. and in another
five, only in situ disease remained. Of the patients. 60% had axillary node metas
tasis following chemotherapy. There is no breakdown given in this study of
the benefits of therapy in pre- and postmenopausal women. Local reCUlTence
rates were acceptable, with 12 of 203 treated by breast-conserving surgery (590)

developing local reCUITence at a mean follow-up of 36 months (4).

B. Randomized Trials of Neoadjuvant Chemotherapy

The first randomized trial of neoadjuvant therapy was conducted between Janu31")1
1985 and April 1989 in France. It accrued 272 women with 131'ge. operable breast
cancers (5), with 54% of women in this study postmenopausal. In the 138 patients
randomized to standard treatment, all had a modified radical mastectomy and 76
had adjuvant chemotherapy. The remainder received no adjuvant treatment
because they had no poor prognostic factors, In the 134 patients randomized to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy, breast conservation was possible in 63.1 % with 33%
(11 = 44) having radiation alone and 30% (/1 = 40) having breast-conserving sur-
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gery followed by radiation. In the patients treated by radiation alone, there were
15 local relapses. In the 44 patients treated by tumorectomy and radiotherapy,
there were nine local relapses. This is a high rate of local recurrence in both
groups. Overall survival was identical in the two treatment groups after 124 months
of follow-up. Looking at the prognostic factors, age did not appear to have any
impact on response to therapy or outcome.

The largest randomized studies of neoadjuvant chemotherapy have been
performed by the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast Project group (NSABP) (6). In
1988 the NSABP initiated a randomized trial in patients with larger operable breast
cancers to compare the preoperative and postoperative administration of
chemotherapy. Patients were randomized to receive four cycles of doxorubicin
combined with cyclophosphamide given every 21 days for 4 cycles either before or
after surgery (6. 7). There were 1.523 patients recruited to this study. Of those
patients 36% obtained a complete clinical response to the chemotherapy, and 43%
of patients had a clinical partial response giving an overall response rate of 79%
following neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Only 3% of women had progressive disease.
Of the patients who achieved a complete clinical response, 25% of those who
received neoadjuvant chemotherapy (or 9% of the total group) were found to have
no tumor present on pathological examination in the lumpectomy or mastectomy
specimen. A further 10% of patients with a complete clinical response (4% of the
total group) had only noninvasive cancer present in the surgical excision specimen.
In total, therefore, 13% of all patients who received chemotherapy had no invasive
cancer following chemotherapy (6, 7). There was clear evidence that administration
of chemotherapy improved pathological lymph nodes status: 58% of the patients
who were randomized to surgery followed by adjuvant chemotherapy had involved
nodes histologically whereas only 40% of the group who received neoadjuvant
chemotherapy had nodal metastasis. This difference was statistically significant.
Overall survival was not different between the two groups and age had no impact
on outcome. There was a marginally significant effect of age on outcome in this
study. Just less than half the women in both groups were 50 years of age or older
(8). Younger women « 49 years of age) had a better overall 9-year survival with
preoperative chemotherapy, 7 I % vs. 65%, whereas older women had the opposite:
67% for preoperative chemotherapy vs.75% for postoperative chemotherapy (8).
This interaction with age was significant (p = 0.04). Local reCUITence after breast
conserving surgery at 9 years was also less for older women, 13.1 % for women
< 50 compared with 5.2% for women> 49 (p = 0.003). There were more local
recurrences in women converted from mastectomy to breast-conserving surgery
11/69 (15.9%) than in the group eligible for breast-conserving surgery at the outset
43/434 (99%) (p = 0.04). However, this difference is explained by age. with a
greater percentage of younger women in the converted group, and after adjustment
for age, local recurrence rates were statistically similar in both converted patients
and those initially eligible who had breast-conserving surgery (9).
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III. NEOADJUVANT ENDOCRINE THERAPY IN LARGE
OPERABLE BREAST CANCER

Endocrine treatment is an attractive alternative to chemotherapy in hormone
receptor-positive (HR+) patients, particularly postmenopausal women who may
not tolerate the toxicities of chemotherapy. There have been few studies of neoad
juvant endocrine therapy. Initially tamoxifen was used as primary treatment for
elderly women regardless of their estrogen-receptor (ER) status (8). These stud
ies showed that prolonged treatment with tamoxifen does not provide long-term
control for the majority of women, although one study did suggest that for some
women tamoxifen did provide an alternative option for operable breast cancer in
selected elderly patients (8).

Two trials compared tamoxifen alone with surgery (9, 10) and two further
trials compared tamoxifen alone with surgery and tamoxifen combined (II, 1:2).
Time to local relapse was significantly shorter in the tamoxifen-alone arm of all
trials. Surprisingly, in three or four trials the number of patients with distant
relapse were slightly lower in :1 group who had no immediate surgery. However,
an overview analysis did indicate a significant reduction in deaths from breast
cancer in patients who were treated surgically (\3).

In Edinburgh, a number of studies have been performed with tamoxifen and
the third-generation aromatase inhibitors (AIs). In these studies, postmenopausal
women with large operable or locally advanced estrogen-receptor-positive (ER+)
breast cancer were treated with either letrozole (36 patients). :1nastrozole (:23
patients) or exemestane (12 patients) (14). The response rates to these new AIs
were high (Table I )-in the region of 80% with few patients progressing on treat
ment. Furthermore. there was a high rate of conversion from mastectomy to

Table 1 Median-Tumor Volume Reduction in Series of Patients with
Locally Advanced Breast Cancer Who Received eoadjuvant Endocrine
Therapy in the Edinburgh Breast Unit*

Patients with Patients with Patients with
> 50% < 50% reduction > 25%

No. of reduction, or < 25% increase, increase,
Agent patients n(%) n(%) n(%)

Tamoxifen 65 30 (46) 34 (52) 1 (2)
Letrozole 36 32 (89) 3 (8) 1 (3)
Anastrolole 23 18 (78) 5 (13) 0
Exemestane 12 10(83) 2 (17) 0

I:Tulllor volulllt" changes (redllctlt)ll or incrt"ase) wt're assC':-,sed by ultrasl.."'lund measurelllents during
the 3-l11orllh treatment period. . ~
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Table 2 Patients with Locally Advanced Breast Cancer Requiring
Mastectomy Before and After Neoadjuvant Endocrine Therapy in Studies at
the Edinburgh Breast Unit

No. initially No. requiring
No. of requiring mastectomy Conversion

Agent patients mastectomy after treatment rate, %*

Tamoxifen 65 41 15 63
Letrozole 36 24 2 93
Anastrozole 24** 19 2 89
Exemestane 12 10 2 80

*Percentage of patients initially considered only for mastectomy who underwent breast-conserving

surgery following treatment.

""Includes one patient who did not complete full treatment.

breast-conserving surgery (Table 2), with between 63% with tamoxifen and 89%
for the AIs (15).

A. Randomized Studies of Neoadjuvant Endocrine Therapy

There have been no large studies comparing neoadjuvant endocrine therapy with
standard treatment (16). There has been one small study, called the Edinburgh
Randomised Large Tumour study, which randomized 171 patients with large
operable breast cancers measuring more than 3 em between January 1990 and
October 1995: 86 patients were randomized to receive standard therapy, which
was surgery, mastectomy, or breast-conserving surgery followed by adjuvant
chemotherapy or endocrine chemotherapy. The standard at that time in
premenopausal node-positive women was chemotherapy, but in all other women

(that is, premenopausal node-negative and all postmenopausal women) regard
less of ER status, it was tamoxifen. There were 85 patients randomized to the
experimental or neoadjuvant arm. Thirty-eight patients, who were ER-poor on
an initial biopsy, received neoadjuvant chemotherapy, whereas the 47 patients
who had ER-rich breast cancers were treated with either goserelin (17 patients)
or tamoxifen (30 patients). There were ten patients who did not respond to their

primary endocrine therapy, and they went on to have four cycles of neoadjuvant
endocrine therapy. These data were presented at San Antonio last year and
showed no detriment to metastatic-free survival by giving neoadjuvant therapy,

and there was the suggestion that the preoperative systemic-therapy group had a
better outcome (16). Overall survival was no worse for the primary systemic

therapy group with a trend to improved survival for patients receiving neoadju
vant therapy. In the ER+/rich patients, survival was identical in both groups.
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Overall, patients who had ER+ cancers had an improved survival compared to
those who had (ER-) disease. Metastatic disease-free survival was best in

patients who had a partial response. There was a significant relationship between
the number of involved nodes after the end of the primary neoadjuvant treatment
and survival.

The conclusions from this study are that there is no disadvantage to using
ER-directed neoadjuvant therapy, and that axillary-node status at the end of
neoadjuvant therapy gives the best guide to outcome in patients treated with
neoadjuvant therapy.

A second study randomized 210 patients with Tl-4 NO-2 MO cancer to
receive neoadjuvant chemoendocline therapy or postoperative chemoendocrine
therapy (17). Systemic therapy was again based on the ER content of the tumor.
ER- patients received chemotherapy, and ER+ patients who were premenopausal
received goserelin while postmenopausal women got formestane. At 5 years there
was no difference in outcomes between the two groups. There was a reduction in
the incidence of metastases in patients responding to primary therapy 4/5 I
vS.17/49 (p < 0.0 I ), and there was a reduction in the extent of surgery in patients
receiving neoadjuvant therapy (17).

IV. COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT ENDOCRINE
AGENTS IN THE NEOADJUVANT SETTING

Two randomized trials have compared different endocrine agents in the neoadju
vant setting---one of which has not yet been published. The published trial (P024),
the largest of its kind to date, compared 4 months of neoadjuvant treatment with
either letrozole or tamoxifen in 324 postmenopausal women with ER+ and/or
progesterone-receptor-positive (PR+) breast cancer (18, 19). This study demon

strated that patients who were randomjzed to receive letrozole had a significant
higher clinical response rate than tamoxifen (55% vs. 36%; p < 0.00 I). The
response rates based on both ultrasound and mammographic assessment were also

superior for letrozole (Table 3). Also. more patients in the letrozole-treated group
compared with tamoxifen-treated patients, were able to undergo breast-conserving
surgery (45% vs. 35%; p = 0.022). The only other factor apart from treatment that
significantly influenced the chance of a patient undergoing breast-conserving sur
gery was the initial tumor size, with T2 tumors being much more likely to be suit
able for breast-conservation surgery than other T stages (p = 0.00 I). In this study,
letrozole was at least as well tolerated as tamoxifen. The higher efficacy of letro
zole over tamoxifen in this large group of postmenopausal women with early
breast cancer might well have implications for the adjuvant setting as well.

This study also demonstrated that letrozole was superior to tamoxifen across
the whole range of ER expression (Fig. I). A small number of patients had tumors
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Table 3 Primary and Secondary Efficacy Endpoint Results of Trial P024
Comparing 4 Months of Neoadjuvant Letrozole vs. Tamoxifen, in All Study Patients

Letrozole
Efficacy endpoints (n = 154), %

Pri mary end poi nt
Clinical response (palpation) 55

Complete 10
Partial 45

Secondary endpoints
Ultrasound response 35

Complete 3
Partial 32

Mammographic response 34
Complete 4
Partial 30

Breast-conserving surgery 45

Ta mox ifen
(n = 170), %

36
4

32

25
1

24
16
o

16
35

p value

<0.001

0.042

<0001

0022

Figure 1 Response of patients in the P024 randomized trial of letrozole versus
tamoxifen subdivided by ER Allred category score. Cases designated
ER -, PR + by conventional criteria were excluded from the analysis. (From Ref. 7)
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Median Tumour Volume Changes with Letrolole
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Figure 2 Median tumor volume changes by both clinical and ultrasound assess
ment in patients treated with 3 months of letrozole. Eighty-three patients were
treated and the numbers with ER 8, 6, and 7 are shown. (From Ref. 20)

with low levels of ER expression, and in this group there were no patients respond
ing to tamoxifen, but there was still a reasonable response rate to letrozole. Even
at higher levels of ER expression, there was a better response rate to letrozole than

tamoxifen. A subsequent study looking at treatment with neoadjuvant letrozole
showed no significant difference in response rate in ER-rich tumors. which had
Allred scores 6 and 7 vs. score 8, but this study did show that the median percent
age reduction in tumor volume was greater for patients whose tumors had higher
level of ER (score 8) compared with those of scores 6 and 7 (Fig. :2) (0).

A second neoadjuvant study called IMPACT (IMmediate Preoperative
Arimidex Compared with Tamoxifen) is comparing anastrozole I mg daily vs.
tamoxifen 20 mg a day vs. anastrozole plus tamoxifen given for 3 months. This is
a multicenter, randomized, double-blind trial that recruited 330 postmenopausal

ER+ and/or PR+ breast cancer patients. The results of this study should be avail
able later this year (21).

Data from the P024 study demonstrated that letrozole had a signi ficantly
higher response rate than tamoxifen in tumors that were ER+ and/or PR+ and also

overexpressed EGFR or erbB2 (HER:2/neu) (Table 4). Furthermore. there were
significant reductions in proliferation in these tumors in patients treated by letro
zole, but not in those treated by tamoxifen. Similar data have been presented with

anastrozole. albeit in a very small collective. 01':23 patients treated with neoadju-
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Table 4 Calculation of Odds Ratio of Clinical Response, Letrolole vs Tailloxifen,
in Subgroups of Patients with Tumors that were Either erbB1 + and/or
erbB2+ (erbB1/2) and ER+ or erbB1- and erbB2- (erbB1/2-) and ER+

Letrolole Tamoxifen

No. of No. of Odds ratio
respon ders/ responders/ (letrOlole vs.

Category Total % Total % tailloxifen) 95% CI P

erbB-1/2 + 15/17 4/19 28 00004
ER+ 88 21 4.5-177
erbB-1/2- 55/101 42/100 1.7 0.0780
ER+ 54 42 0.9-29

This analysis ignored PgR status because none of the erbB-l /2 + cases was ER-. PR +.

vant anastrozole. six tumors were erbB2 3+ overexpressers. All six had a clini
cal response and all six showed significant reductions in proliferation over the
three-month-study period (Fig. 3) (22).

These studies of neoadjuvant endocline therapy have shown that. if patients
are carefully selected and only those that are likely to respond (i.e.,
patients with ER-rich tumors) are treated, then response rates are high with few
patients showing disease progression on treatment. Standard practice has been to

Figure 3 Changes in proliferation as measured by Ki67 in patients with ER-rich
large operable locally advanced breast cancers treated with three months of anas
trolole. Patients have been subdivided into whether the tumor was erbB2 0 or erbB2
3 + (From Ref 22)
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administer neoadjuvant chemotherapy between three and six cycles. The optimum

duration of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy. however, has not been established.

During initial studies, patients remained on tamoxifen until tumors became unre

sponsive and grew. Studies pelf'ormed in Edinburgh, in a selies of 100 patients who

were more than 70 years old with ER-rich breast cancers treated with tamoxifen,

showed that, after 3 months. 73 had responded based on ~ 25% reduction in ultra

sound volume. and I patient had progressive disease. The remaining 27 patients

were continued on tamoxifen for an additional 3 months. and dUling this time, 18

remained static, 4 responded well. and 5 progressed (15). From these data it is evi

dent that if a patient has not responded by 3 months. then the subsequent chances of

response are small and the poor response-to-progression ratio does not wan'ant con

tinuing treatment (15, 23). However, in patients who responded at 3 months, it is

possible to continue treatment to shrink the tumor fl.lIther so that surgery can either

be completely avoided or any surgery performed can be less extensive.

V. LOCAL RECURRENCE AFTER NEOADJUVANT
ENDOCRINE THERAPY

The data on local reCUITence come from a series of patients treated in Edinburgh;
112 patients have been treated with neoadjuvant endocrine therapy followed by

Figure 4 LOGJI recurrence rates in 112 patients treated by neoadjuvant endocrine ther
apy (Iailloxifen, n = 47; lelrozole, n = 3..J; anaslTozole, n = 21; e\elllestane,
n = 21) followed by breast consclvillg surgery. Twenty-seven patients diclnot have raclio
therapy lollowing breast-conserving surgery; W; did. Median follow-up is 62 Illonths.
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breast-conserving surgery. The median follow-up of this group IS

62 months. At 5 years. the actuarial local recurrence rate of patients who had
radiotherapy was 2.8% compared with 27.8% in patients who had no radiother
apy (Fig. 4) (15). There was no significant difference whether patients were
treated with neoadjuvant tamoxifen or Als.

VI. CONCLUSION

Neoadjuvant therapy appears safe. It can reduce the amount of surgery a patient
requires. ConveI1ing a patient from needing a mastectomy to breast-conserving
surgery does not increase local reCUlTence provided that breast-conserving surgery
is followed by radiotherapy. Neoadjuvant endocrine therapy offers an altemative to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy in older women with ER+ cancers. High RRs producing
significant reductions in tumor volume are possible. The neoadjuvant setting pro
vides the ideal oppOitunity to compare different agents and explore their effects on
cancer cells. Studies have shown that letrozole is superior to tamoxifen in post
menopausal women with ER-rich breast cancers. Ongoing studies are evaluating
how the Als achieve such high RRs and how they influence gene transcription and
protein expression in breast cancers.
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PANEl DISCUSSION
1

Therapy in Postmenopausal Women
Jacques M. Bonneterre and Henning T. Mouridsen, Chairmen

Monday, July 7, 2003

R. Santen: I wonder if I could start, with Mr. Chairman's permission, to ask a
question of Bill Miller, to discuss an issue not previously covered. Bill, one
of the issues that you raised is the dose-response curves with respect to the
various aromatase inhibitors and the possibility that letrozole may be more
potent than anastrozole in lowering estrogen levels. I want to ask you,
because I think there is some controversy in the literature about measuring
blood estrogen concentrations and how low you can actually suppress them
with aromatase inhibitors. We know that with the isotopic kinetic techniques
that you've showed us, there may be dose-response differences.

What we are really trying to do with an aromatase inhibitor is lower the
level of estrogen in the breast to the lowest level possible. I was wondering
whether you and Mike Dixon or Mitch [Dowsett] would have some data to
let us know what percentage of estrogen reduction there is in the breast tumor
itself when one looks at anastrozole. letrozole, and exemestane. This would
give us dose-response curves that are a little more meaningful than measur
ing total aromatase or, potentially, aromatase in the blood?

W. Miller: I think that's a good point. I believe in the dose-response curves when
one looks across individual inhibitors. The sort of data I showed you today,
which came frol11 Mitch Dowsett and Per Lonning, are fairly convincing.
The effects on endogenous estrogens. aromatase. and the effects in vitro all

go in parallel.
The concern that I have is that it relates to dose-response curves within

individual aromatase inhibitors when it sometimes is very difficult to show
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those dose curves, once you go beyond a critical level. I guess your point is:
Do we need more powerful aromatase inhibitors') What happens if we use

them at increasing doses?
I worry about these things. I have deliberated in publications about the

question: What is the actual percentage reduction in estrogens, particularly in
the breast') The technology needed to address this is very difficult. If you use
radioisotope methodology, and look for differences in counts in the tumor,
you can, for example, measure maybe 20 dpm per gram of tissue before treat
ment and I [dpm per gram] with treatment, that represents 95% inhibition.
But for a single count higher after treatment (i.e" 2). the inhibition then
becomes only 90%.

r personally find it very difficult to do these studies. When you're look

ing at endogenous levels of estrogen in the breast. I think that was slightly dif
ferent. and r hope Per [Lonning] might address this. [than] when you're look
ing at total body aromatase. and the clinical material you are dealing with is
blood plasma rather than tumor.

P. Lonning: But when you look at estrone sulfate you may in theory detect only
about 70-80% suppression, and for estrone and estradioL in practice around
85-90% suppression, like we did in the study we published with Mitch
[Dowsett] in Clinical Cancer Research in 200 I.

M. Dowsett: Can I just make a couple of points about that') Firstly, when Bill
[Miller] showed the data on the aromatase inhibition. he showed that letro
lOle had a value of 1.1 % residual aromatase activity, which is the same way
we generally present that. I think it's worthwhile remembering that we may

be wrong to do this, but we always express undetectable data as equivalent
to the detection limit. We give it a value of detection because we're trying to
be conservative. That may not be the best way of doing things.

In fact in the publication, we put down the point estimates of each of
those values. With letrozole in fact, if you take those values. I think it's

99.7% suppression. Thus, there is a 0.3% residual activity. It may be better if
we express our estradiol levels like that as well because we express them as
2.1 if they're less than 2. I .

The extra point I wanted to bring from that in relation to using more
potent aromatase inhibitors. is that if you look at the pharmacokinetics and

the pharmacodynamics between letrozole and anastrozole, in fact 2.5 mg of

letrozole per day is equivalent to 50 mg a day of anastrozole. It is 20-fold
more potent in vitro. the pharmacokinetics are almost identical and if you look

at the in vivo arolllatization data. we derived from 0.5 mg of Ietrozole. that was
equivalent to about 10 Illg of anastruzole.

In essence, we have to say letrozole is a drug that has already given us 50
fold higher pharmacological effectivt'ness than anastrozole. I think thert' may
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be a marginal improvement with letrozole. but it"s not a vast improvement. Do
we need to get anything more potent than letrozole? I guess we probably don·t.

I hope that is understandable. it"s really a rather convoluted argument.

R. Santen: Let"s go into this issue a bit further. The fact that we now have
neoadjuvant therapy means we have a tool to measure tissue estrogen levels
in a more practical fashion. Previously. we had an indirect measure of what

we were doing with aromata~e inhibitors (and that"s total body aromatization
or estrogen levels in the blood). I think it"s very important when we begin to
ask these dose-response questions to get to the tissue that we need to meas
ure. and that's the breast itself. I think we're beginning to get there.

That"s really my only point to emphasize. that I think our measurements
now need to be directly in the breast. We have a way of doing this. As Per
[Lonning] said. we have assays that are probably sensitive enough to make

those measurements.

P. Lonning: I think a very important issue in relation to what you have said is
that we know that a couple of these patients, after developing acquired resist
ance on even the very potent aromatase inhibitors, are still sensitive to
endocrine manipulation. That is based on your paper back in 1995. Based lon]
your findings, that bell-shaped estrogen stimulation curve was actually the
reason why we tried to treat a group of these patients with high dose estrogens
after they failed on aromatase inhibitors. We found that 10 out of 3:2 patients
achieved an objective response to therapy. There is no doubt clinically that a
number of these tumors are still sensitive to hormonal manipulation. It may
well be that to go further down with the estrogen levels in the tissue after they
fail, letrozole or anastrozole could achieve a second response.

I. C. Henderson: My question is actually a corollary of this and [I ami directing
this toward Bill, Dick, and Mitch. Do we really have evidence that
the critical event here is the absolute level of estrogen as opposed to the per
turbation of the hormone milieu? It always has seemed to me puzzling that we
obtained these sequences of responses. In fact, they were in some ways more
obvious in the 1970s when we had fewer choices, when we stal1ed by adding
estrogen. We got a response by withdrawing estrogen. We fUl1her withdrew
estrogen with an adrenalectomy. The only way it seemed to me that we could
really explain that was that it wasn't the absolute level. it was the perturbation.

So in a way, this is a corollary of what Per [Lonning] was just saying.

I'm pushing it a little bit further and saying: Do we really have evidence that
the absolute level of estrogen suppression is a critical factor in vivo.

R. Santen: I could address that. I think it's very clear that breast cancer cells
adapt. No matter what you do, if you treat them with Megace® or an aro

matase inhibitor or tamoxifen. adrenalectomy. ovariectomy, those cells have
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a way of adapting so that they will respond to secondary, tertiary, or quater

nary therapy. If one asks: What is the level of estrogen that induces an effect?

you have to ask yourself: What is the level that does it acutely and what is

the level that is necessary to have that same effect later on?

I think you really are focusing on a very important part. We really don't

know that. But if, in fact, the tumor can respond to a minor reduction initially

and a greater reduction of estrogen later on, then clearly the set point

changes. One then needs to look at the time frame involved as well as the

dose of estrogen. I don't think we have the answer to that question.

A. Howell: I'd like to ask Paul a question. Mitch [Dowsettl says in letrozole we

may have the ultimate aromatase inhibitor but in exemestane we've got a

drug that does other things, as you presented the Autamide data and the bone

data. I'd like to ask you whether you feel that is COITect and whether we may

see something extra in terms of tumor efficacy by some other mechanism

than aromatase inhibition with exemestane.

P. Goss: Tony, there will be more data in this regard soon. My belief is that the

dual action of exemestane will be confirmed, and we will in time divide the

aromatase inhibitors into "pure aromatase inhibitors" and '"mixed action"

drugs, like exemestane. The telling factor will be what actual steroidal effect
exemestane will have at 25 mg a day.

It's easy in these animal models to show various effects where you're not

exactly using the same milieu of dose and pharmacokinetics as in humans. ]

think that the clinical trial data actually suggests that there might be a slight

advantage of exemestane over the other inhibitors in the metastatic setting.

But I think it's also obscured by the fact that it's tested in the metastatic set
ting. The adjuvant trials will give us a clearer picture.

A. Bhatnagar: I think just to follow up on that. if I mJy, we mustn't forget thJt

we have quite a wealth of data on a sister compound of exemestane, that's

formestane. I think that all of the datJ from the formestane triJls that Mitch

[Dowsett] and the Marsden group generated will probably Jddress this issue
even better. But all the dJtJ from the Lentaron® triJls didn't show that the

added features of Jndrogenicity, which Lentaron also has, of dilt"erent effect

or different lipophilicity, seem to mJke any difference in terms of its efficJcy

when you relate it to its potency JS an aromJtase inhibitor. So, I think if we

are trying to speculate on what the exemestane results are going to show, the

speculations have to be done Iwith I a backdrop of the inl'ormJlion we Jlre:ldy
have. The Lentaron dala are quite I:xtensive.

H. Sasano: I have questions to PaullGossl and Bill IMillerl. Could you please

clarify on bone-sparing effects of exemestane"l Recently, limited dJla have

indicated possible long-term benefits of this compound, which could act. at
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least in bone. like an androgen. However, adverse effects of androgens are
well known and could be relevant if you apply this agent to chemoprevention
or adjuvant therapy.

P. Goss: Are you asking about the mechanism by which it may have a bone
sparing effect'!

H. Sasano: Right. and also its clinical relevance-namely low-dose andro
genicity adding to an aromatase inhibitor activity. In other words. this seems
to be a pure weak androgenic effect because the aromatase is completely
blocked. So exemestane may exert some weak androgenic actions systemi
cally. That could be an advantage or possibly a disadvantage. Could you
please clarify on that point?

P. Goss: I think that's the point that I was making. Our hypothesis from the data
is that there is a difference between giving exemestane as an aromatase
inhibitor and a weak androgen simultaneously, [or] just giving a weak andro
gen to a postmenopausal woman. You increase bone resorption with the
aromatase effect. What we've seen from the bone biomarkers is that both
resorption and formation are decreased. So you have an effect similar to a
bisphosphonate. at least in the first three-month study that we've conducted.
With exemestane you reduce both resorption and formation, whereas with
other inhibitors one sees an increase in formation [as a] consequence to the
increase in resorption.

A. Bhatnagar: Could I just follow up on that, Paul, if I may. I would like
Angela [Brodie] to address it as well. I mean the rat is a very unfortunate
model to use here in this situation for the simple reason that we know
very well that androgens are uterotropic in the female rat. Angela and I
had that same discovery that we made in terms of Lentaron®, [i.e.,] that
when you give Lentaron to mature female rats you get quite a large rise
in uterine weight.

We also know that androgens have a disproportionate effect on bone in
female rats as compared to the human situation. We're extrapolating from a
model that was not built to extrapolate to the clinical situation because with
Lentaron, again, we saw no effects on bone.

P. Goss: I don't understand why you don't. The model is a standard model for
osteoporosis testing. This is the same model in which the bisphosphonates
and raloxifene were tested. Raloxifene® is [a] hormone model.

A. Bhatnagar: The point I'm making is that the rat has a disproportionate
androgenic effect on bone. It's the model that's used for estrogens, not andro
gens. When you use estrogens in the rat to show BMD changes, that is what
is accepted. As concerns androgen effects, I'd like Angela [Brodie] to also
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respond to that because she actually did the same studies as we did and we

had very similar results.

A. Brodie: It is a fact that androgens stimulate the myometrium of the rat utems.

However, we did not study the effects of formestane on BMD in the rat.

P. Lonning: I'd just like to add that with the different mechanism of action of

the steroidal and nonsteroidal compounds, the evidence goes back to the
formestane trials. It started with Robin Murray's study, published eight years
ago, [which] showed that formestane worked after the patient failed on the
aminoglutethimide. At that time people believed formestane was a more
potent aromatase inhibitor compared to aminoglutethimide. All evidence
collected afterwards has shown that this is not true.

Anyway, there were responders. I think the most striking evidence that
there is a difference regarding the mechanism of action is a small study of
Carlini et a1., who showed that patients even failing on anastrozole and letro
zole could respond to formestane afterwards. That shows that even though it
is a less potent aromatase inhibitor, it may work as long as you give the
steroidal after the nonsteroidal one. Obviously there must be something else
going on .

.1.-.1. Body: I'm also not convinced that the rat model is the best one to study
the bone effects. I would like to know if there have been any human studies
so far. The second point I would like to ask the speakers is the following:
Are there any data on the effects of pure anti estrogens on bone cells or on
bone mass?

M. Dixon: We've got a study ongoing that should answer some of the ques
tions. Patients are being randomized to either anastrozole. letrozole, or
exemestane. We're looking at lipids and bone markers. We should get an idea

whether what we see in the rat actually happens in the patient with breast
cancer, and what sOl1 of things, including chemotherapy, will interfere with
their bone metabolism. One of the things to watch out for in all these studies

is an enormous list of drugs these patients can't be on. It's actually quite
difficult to get a clean study, but that's what we're doing at the moment.

S. Johnston: My understanding with the Faslodex® data is that there are
preclinical data showing it's protective on bone in rats.

J.-,J. Body: What were the precise effects on bone with a pure antiestrogen'?

S. ,Johnston: I think with the ovariectomized model that the increasing doses
were protective. Tony, you may want to expand on that. ~

A. Howell: That's true, but there are no data in humans. It's only the rat data
from Alan Wakeling.
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C. K. Osborne: To tum to a slightly different subject, maybe a practical one for
those of us taking care of some of these patients. I guess if you add up the
side effects of tamoxifen versus Arimidex® in the ATAC trial, sheer numbers
are slightly favoring Arimidex. But when you take care of these patients day
to day, I think I hear more complaints from the patients on the aromatase
inhibitors than from those on tamoxifen.

I think that the musculoskeletal events are much more frequent than are
rep0I1ed. Maybe American patients complain about it more. but nearly every
patient, if you ask them about it, has musculoskeletal, joint stiffness when
they get out after riding in a car for a long time and so forth. There's not
much you can do for that. Nonsteroidals don't help very much. They just
have to leam to live with it.

What I am also concerned about is the ability of the breast tumor cell to
adapt over time to very, very low concentrations of estrogen, 10- 15 molar in
some of Dick's [San ten] studies. Benita Katzenellenbogen's studies show
stimulation of cells that have been estrogen deprived for a very long period
of ti me.

What does that mean regarding dietary changes to our patients in terms
of trying to get rid of any plant estrogens that might bind to the estrogen
receptor. More importantly, although vaginitis is a big problem in these
patients, can we believe that Vagifem® tablets or Estrace® are safe? It's said
that absorption is very low, but you would not need much absorption to coun
teract the beneficial effect that you're seeing on the tumor cell. I wonder if
we can have a little discussion on what people are doing about some of these
side effects. Can we assume that the levels of estrogen absorbed with Estrace
are not going to stimulate the tumor and what do you do?

H. Mouridsen: Could you just try and answer Kent's [Osborne] question rather
briefly. I think we should devote approximately 15 minutes to the advanced
disease and 15 to primary. We've got only half an hour left now. Please
answer briefly to Kent's questions.

R. Santen: I can't answer his questions but I can address the issue of vaginal
estrogen administration. We've done some fairly extensive studies regarding
this. The Estring®, which is the silastic vaginal ring that delivers approxi
mately 5 mcg of estrogen per day, gets absorbed by about 10%. Thus, about
500 nanograms of estrogen [are] absorbed. That's very, very little compared
to the production rate in a postmenopausal patient. But it's still somewhat
worrisome because there is some estrogen that is delivered. Clearly the other
vaginal preparations, Estrace® cream, the 25 microgram Vagifem® tablet or
the Premarin® cream deliver much more than that. If one wants to use vagi
nal estrogen and deliver the lowest dose which is still effective, use of the
Estring is really the best way. However. [ caution patients that we really don't
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know, particularly in patients taking aromatase inhibitors, whether this very

small dose can exert some detrimental effects.

J. Ingle: Can I just make one comment about the musculoskeletal complaints.

I think you're right, Kent, this could be disabling in some patients. Just one

anecdote, I had a woman who was terribly disabled by musculoskeletal com

plaints. I switched her from anastrozole to exemestane. Her estimate was

[that] in one month 70% of it went away. Now she still actually has some

musculoskeletal complaints. I don't know if anybody else has experience

with that.

M. EIIis: I can counter that with an anecdote where a switch didn't work.

M. Baum: Just before I address that paI1icuiar issue, it's just to a question of

mine which I gave up on, but it was resurrected, refelTing back to what Kent
[Osborne] said. That is the corollary to Craig Henderson's corollary, which

is the issue of the relevance of circulating estrogens versus the relevance of

intratumoral or peri tumoral estrogens. Some of the paradoxes that we've

observed, as described by Craig Henderson, may be the fact that circulating

estrogens per se are not important. but it's the gradient between the circula

tion and the tumor that's important.

I was going to address this question to Bill Miller. Is it conceivable that the

benefits of aromatase inhibitors are not the effect on circulating estrogens but

on endo tumoral and peri tumoral estrogens and their gradient from the circu
lation to the tumor')

W. Miller: I guess the answer to your question is yes, it is conceivable. What I

would have to caution, although the sensitivity of methodology is increasing

all the time, we don't really have definitive methodology to measure very

small amounts of estrogen in the breast. This may be a technical point but I

think it is quite important. When you're doing some of these studies, us[ing]

such a methodology as Per Lonning employs, then you can work on mililiters

of blood or liters of urine. But when you're actually looking at events in the

breast. you have a limited amount of material. and it's very difficult to be
certain that your methodology is up to it.

What I can tell you anecdotally is that by and I::trge the effects that you

see in the circulation are mirrored in the breast. For example. you can show

in premenopausal women that you reduce the circulation of estrogen follow

ing ovarian ablation. Levels fall in the tumor and you get ~responses.
However, in postmenopausal women following treatment with aromatase

inhibitors, when you actually look at individual patients, there are cases

which show that while you can reduce the levels of estrogen in the circula
tion, you don't necessari Iy reduce them at the leve I of tu n~or.
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That would go along with your perception that hormones may be excep
tional at the local level of the breast. I think where things start to come unstuck
a little bit is that you cannot always show the correlation by which, if you

don't show reduction at the level of tumor, then you should not see a response.
Sometimes you do. The definitive results to substantiate your hypothesis are
not there.

I think I could add something to Craig Henderson's question. Craig
Henderson is asking the question: Is it the estrogen or is it the estrogen sig
naling that matters? My suspicion is that it is neither one nor the other. In cer
tain patients it will be the signaling; in certain patients, it will be the level.

I think the best way of teasing it out is to follow up [with] the patients
who are going into these neoadjuvant studies in which you have sequential
access to tumor material during short-term treatment and then, when patients
come back with recurrence, you can look at the phenotype in the tumors. I

think Mitch Dowsett presented some data fairly recently at ASCO to suggest
that those people who come back with recurrent disease will have a change
of phenotype in the tumor. This would suggest there are changes which have
happened in the signaling. Others come back with the same phenotype at
recun'ence, which is perfectly compatible with the fact that the estrogen lev
els have not changed and are still low. There has to be some other mechanism

to account for recurrent resistance.

H. Mouridsen: I think it is a very exciting discussion. After Mitch [Dowsett],
I think we have to go and discuss some clinical aspects of advanced and

primary breast cancer.

M.Dowsett: I wanted to really stay with this same issue that Craig [Henderson]
brought up and Mike [Baum] returned to, as to whether or not it's just per
turbation or is it degree of deprivation. There is a rationale that the more
potent third-generation aromatase inhibitors are more effective than the
second generation and first generation, since there is a greater degree of
estrogen deprivation with the third-generation inhibitor in each of the studies
that have been done. But it may just be the greater the perturbation, the

greater response we get, rather than saying it's the degree of estrogen depri
vation per se. If instead we were to give estrogen or more estrogen, we might
get the same result there. It's interesting. Before coming here, I actually
looked at one of Basil Stoll's books from 1971, where he addresses exactly

the same question.

H. Mouridsen: We now again have too little time to discuss this because every

body has something to say. We have to go to the clinical situation. I'll start

with advanced disease. Have you any questions about that?
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J. Bergh: I'll return shortly to Mitch's [Dowsett] presentation at ASCO because

I think that was an imp0l1ant one with reference to how stable are the expres

sions in the tumor. Although the study was limited. around 25% of the breast

cancer patients. upon relapse. after receiving tamoxifen. had an altered expres

sion of either HER::!/neu or the receptor status. It could go in both directions.

So when we are talking about advanced disease and the efficacy of new drugs.

we should not forget to ask how we know for sure that the metastases are

equivalent in their biological properties with reference to their primary tumors.

I think we too often forget to biopsy [to] verify that they really contain the same

propel1ies as the primary tumor originally did. That reflects the difference

among sophisticated mechanisms of action with reference to hormones. A

basic thing, like the absence of receptors in the previous receptor positive

tumor. could be the explanation of why the patient failed.

H. lVIouridsen: Comments to thar')

IVI. Ellis: As a follow-up to that. thinking about this mechanism of estrogen

receptor down regulation in the instance of Mitch's [Dowsett] recent data

with tamoxifen. I was quite struck from the neoadjuvant setting that some

tumors do show very dramatic downregulation of estrogen-receptor when

treated with tamoxifen. And certainly more frequently than when one treated
with the aromalase inhibitor.

So if you see a patient relapsing on tamoxifen, and you biopsy that

tumor and it's estrogen-receptor-negative, that might be purely a biochemi

cal effect as the result of the presence of tamoxi fen. Have you any data where

you subsequently say you have done an estrogen withdrawal maneuver and

a repeat biopsy which showed the estrogen receptor no\\' reappeared,

suggesting Ithat] tamoxifen really did cause a reversible biochemical down

regulation') I'm a bit worried that if you biopsy a patient upon tamoxifen

relapse and find it is estrogen-receptor-negative, it might be. in fact. estrogen

receptor-positive, but the presence of tamoxifen was obscuring that.

IVI. Dowsett: In that particular series. Matt. we emphasized and identified only

patients that were actually still on tamoxifen. I would say th~ll when we've

done these three-month studies, and Bill [Millerl might want to comment on

this as well. we do indeed sec estrogen receptor downregulation with tamoxifen.

We don't generJlly see in those three-month studies an abscnce of estrogen
receptor. It's a run down in estrogen-receptor. ~

I think actually there are potcntially two artifacts in that as well. One is

that if you compare core cut biopsies and incision biopsy in those neoadju

vant studies. I Ihink there arc lixation artifacts which can actually leJd to'an

apparent estrogen-receplor loss. When lVe look at core cuts. you do get a
reduction. but it is not as grc~11. ~
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The other thing that perhaps Craig Allred might be able to respond to is
whether the tamoxifen-estrogen receptor complex is immunologically and
immunoreactively identical to an estrogen-estrogen receptor complex. Might
we actually be seeing a parallel loss of estrogen receptor, which is in fact
reflective of the fact that the shape of the estrogen receptor is different? I
think I remember some of Pasgualini's stuff suggesting that was the case
many years ago. Craig have you had any experience with that?

D. C. Allred: I don't know of anyone who has really studied that in a formal
manner. There are older studies using ligand binding assays showing stelic hin
drance between tamoxifen and radio-labeled ligand (estrogen) when testing
for estrogen receptor. With tamoxifen bound to estrogen receptor. the tumor
would look like it was estrogen receptor negative when it was not, the steric
hindrance of tamoxifen would result in a false-negative signal.

For immunochemistry, at least theoretically, I think the issue is different
in that there are dozens of different antibodies with epitopes distributed along
the length of the molecule. Those antibodies that are commercially available
and popular have purposefully restricted their epitope targets away from the
hormone binding domain. The thinking is that steric hindrance effect by
tamoxifen wouldn't be an issue then by immunochemistry because the anti
body is directed against a different part of the estrogen receptor molecule.

I. C. Henderson: I'd just like to make a point about metastatic disease and refer
back to Carsten's [Rose] presentation. I guess Mitch [Dowsett] made the
comment about aminoglutethimide versus third-generation aromatase
inhibitors. I find the data very compelling and am guite willing to let it rest
at that.

On the other hand, I think it would be inappropriate to take away too
strong a message in the clinical trials that exist. As I recall from Carsten's
presentation-and he may correct me in a second-there is really only one
direct, randomized comparison of two aromatase inhibitors.

Secondly, in metastatic disease most of them are indirect comparison[s]
of an aromatase inhibitor versus other drugs, such as Megace® and so on.
You're shaking your head, so maybe I should turn this to Carsten. The point
I was driving at is that, even when you're doing randomized trials, when
you're doing trials that involve a relatively more toxic versus a less toxic
therapy, you often end up with false positives on efficacy that are related to
the toxicities. In other words, too early crossover, for example, and other
effects that become important because you can't really do a double-blind trial
and do a full evaluation.

[Although] on the one hand, the basic data seem to be overwhelming and
the indirect comparisons are very compelling, I'm not so sure that the direct
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comparisons are sufficient for us to draw firm conclusions about at least the
size of the differences among the different aromatase inhibitors.

C. Rose: You are not entirely right. There are more than two trials comparing
directly aminoglutethimide and other aromatase inhjbitors. I think we have
to be aware that comparing aminoglutethimjde with the newer generations
implies that we're comparing 500 mg of arninoglutethimide. That is based on
basically one reasonably large study from France, comparing 500 to 1,000 mg.
If it is true that there is a dose-response relationship here, relating to letro
zole and anastrozole, then this is not a fair comparison to aminoglutethimjde.
We will have fewer side effects, but in terms of efficacy you might overlook
something. That is how it stands.

W. Eiermann: I was wondering about the figures in the P25 trial with a very
low or relatively low response rate for tamoxifen of about 20%. Do we have
to write the textbooks again because we usually expect 40-50% response
rates in this situation? Is the reason for this a better evaluation of responses
or is it a problem of the receptor determination in these patient groups?
What is the explanation? 20% is first line. metastatic disease. It's very low
unexpectedly low.

H. Mouridsen: Carsten? You are expected to be the expert in advanced breast
cancer, you start.

C. Rose: Being an expel1. we always go back to the Oliginal investigator. Yes.
I'm wondering too why we are seeing now this new generation of drugs and
these low response rates. It's not only for this. Look back to the anastrozole
comparison with Megace® and so f0l1h. We have a very low response rate in
populations of patients predominantly being estrogen-receptor-positive.
That's the reason why I showed you the picture where we actually saw the
higher response rate for those patients being positive to both estrogen and
progesterone receptors. I have no good explanation for that. Maybe we should
rewrite the textbook. This is a crucial question. We are all sJying now that we
have a revival of endocrine therapies. It is very safe to stan out provided they
have some degree of positivity for steroid receptors. I'm not so sure abollt
that. Maybe Henning [Mouridsen] can explain why only 20% for tamoxifen.

H. Mouridsen: I don't have the explanation. On the other hand. if we look at
the primary endpoint in Phase III trials and in clinical situations. the time to
progression. it is very similar with the recent tamoxifen trials if we compare
with trials from the past. Ingle did a trial once, 12 to 15 years ago. compar
ing tamoxifen with tamoxifen plus an androgen. Time to progression in the
tamoxifen arm was exactly as time to progression in the P25 arm. The ch:u
acteristics of the patients were quite similar.
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It may be a problem of the definition of responses and reassessment of
responses, etc., etc. Kent, you have a comment?

C. K. Osborne: I think it's probably what you say. That is, I think that over the
years we finally agreed upon response criteria and applied them in a much
more uniform way. It's not that patients are less responsive or [that] the drug
has changed, it's simply that we're defining it better. I think on some of the
earlier trials we mixed in a lot of stable disease patients and called them
response. Stable disease didn't require six months duration. I think it's a
definition thing. I think we're being more realistic now about what the real
benefit is.

The more interesting question, though, is: Why are tamoxifen and
Arimidex® so lousy in metastatic disease·' It's curative in the adjuvant set
ting. That to me is the more interesting question.

L Smith: Most of these newer uials were, at least to some extent, contaminated
by adjuvant endocrine therapy, whereas the older studies weren't. Perhaps
the better model is the neoadjuvant study. Matt Ellis' study would suggest
higher response rates in neoadjuvant therapy: the IMPACT trial will have the
results for that very soon. It may be that's giving you a purer picture,
noncontaminated by previous adjuvant therapy. Otherwise you have to
postulate that as the disease progresses it becomes less sensitive to hormone
treatment.

A, Harris: One comment and one question. One comment might be the assess
ment of bone secondaries. Using modern criteria for the assessment, we may
exclude patients to a large extent, and they could respond well. That's a com
ment on what might have changed.

The question really is to Per Lonning and to Bill Miller. Bill had a nice
slide of mechanisms of resistance to aromatase inhibitors. We have the data
that exemestane may work after nonsteroidals. What is the explanation for
the lack of cross-resistance between those two molecules?

H, Mouridsen: Could I just suggest you have lunch together and you discuss
it? Mike, you had a comment?

M, Baum: I want to offer a suggestion to Kent Osborne to explain the possible
reason for this discrepancy of the potentially curative value in adjuvant
setting versus the rather disappointing effect in the advanced setting. It's a
hobbyhorse of mine. For a decade I think I've been concerned with the
assumption that the advanced disease is a good model for the adjuvant dis
ease. I really think we might have gone badly wrong in the past; that our
whole strategy for developing adjuvant therapy has been predetermined by
the effect on the advanced disease.
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I believe just as there are long latency peliods for the development in the
primary, there are many of the so-called mjcrometastases that are not minipli
mary diseases but could be a long period of latency for the metastatic disease.
It's just possible the endocline therapy has much greater effect on the latent
disease than on the established primary disease. Where there is already an estab
lished microvasculature. My hypothetical model of a micrometastasis, a bunch
of cancer cells and stromal cells without an established n-ucrovasculature.

T. Powles: I think another factor is that I know that in our earlier trials. when we
didn't have a lot of treatment options, the median time to objective response
was something like 14 months. That meant half the patients would not achieve
objective response by 14 months. I think now with the other treatment options
that are available in metastatic breast cancer, they're probably pulling out
before those objective response rates are achieved. That's why your time to
progression is the same, but your objective response rate is lower.

P. Lonning: I think Mike Bailin is raising a very critical issue. What is actually
happening with adjuvant therapy? Why do we give endocrine treatment or
give the chemotherapy? I think perhaps one of the mistakes that we have
done is that we have confused a clinical endpoint for a scientific endpoint.
What influences relapse is not only tumor resistance. it's invasion of the
metastasis, the growth rate. You have all these different characteristics of the
tumor cells that could, more or less. potentially be influenced by treatment.

If you are really going to explore the use of miCrOalTays and other bio
logical techniques, the issue of, say, chemoresistance in patients. we need to

define the type of clinical models where we can dissect these different char
acteristics from each other. such as using neoadjuvant therapy. You can
directly assess the influence of treatment or the growth in tumor cells and so
on. I think actually the adjuvant setting is a very. very poor model to study the
biology of cancer.

H. Mouridsen: We haven't much time left. but could I just take the privilege
here. as co-chairing this session. to ask Mike [Baum] a question') It is some
thing related to selection of patients to be offered aromatase inhibitors in the
adjuvant situation. I think that is a very critical question. To try and provoke
you. I quote you the data now. We see approximately a 2% absolute difference.
so a very. very small absolute difference between tamoxifen and aromatase
inhibitors. As far as I've understood. the ditlerence of benefit is observed
only in local recurrence.

My nexl concern is lhat aromalase inhibitors are 30 times more expen
sive than tamoxifen. My last concern is lhat with tamoxifen. we saw a
continued divergence between the control group and the tamoxifen group
following discontinuation of therapy. With aminoglutethil;lide. we S;\\' in
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Trevor's [Powles] study, the benefit disappear immediately when the therapy
was discontinued. I would be quite concerned that perhaps the benefit might
disappear immediately upon discontinuation of the aromatase inhibitors.
These are concerns for me to decide which patients should receive an aro
matase inhibitor in the adjuvant situation. I'm very conservative just now.

M, Baum: You're absolutely light on one point there.

H. Mouridsen: Only one?

M. Baum: Yes. The relative costs of the drugs. The absolute differences in the
estrogen-receptor-positive group are closer to 3% than 2%. You would find
that these absolute differences are minored by almost any trial which is
reporting dramatic relative risk reductions. It's just I'm one of the few
people who describe the data in absolute terms in order to be conservative in
their interpretation. In that way I am conservative.

As far as it only affecting local recun"ence, again you're wrong in
numerical terms. There is a numerical advantage for each of the breast can
cer events except for contralateral DCIS. [For] each of the other breast can
cers, there is a numerical advantage.

As far as predicting the future, it's very difficult to get a ten-year result.
Unfol1unately, you have to wait ten years. This is one of the major frustra
tions of my life' Sure, in the technology assessment repol1 from ASCO they
emphasize that, after stopping tamoxifen after five years, the curves continue
to diverge. Yes, I share your conservatism. I would like to see what happens
upon withdrawing anastrozole, whether there is a rebound effect. But you
may come to a threshold where there is a significant difference in distant dis
ease-free survival, and it might be quite difficult for one to wait long enough
to look for these rebound effects because the dye is already cast, the outcome
is already predetermined.

J. Ingle: Could I just ask, to reinforce your question to Trevor [Powles]? Could
you interpret the duration question of aromatase inhibitors in light of your
experience with your study?

T. Powles: It was obviously disappointing from our point of view. It was only
a small trial, but the effect was lost. I thought that later on we would be see
ing a bigger effect because of what had happened with tamoxifen. One of the
few concerns I have with the adjuvant aromatase inhibitor trials, particularly
Arimidex®, is that, if it is true that in the mechanism which occurs experi
mentally in humans, cancer cells adapt to growing in lower and lower levels
of estrogen, and if we do give a long duration of an aromatase inhibitor like
five years, then several things can happen. The consequences of having an
agonist effect on hypersensitive cells from environmental factors and having
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an exaggerated, agonist response to tamoxifen, thus having a detrimental
effect with tamoxifen, could produce a downside after we stop. It wouldn't
be the same sort of thing that's occurring when there is an overexposure to
tamoxifen.

I just think we really need to critically review what evidence we have at
this stage, for example, of the effects of tamoxifen postaromatase inhibitors.
I'm not familiar enough with those data. But is there evidence that tamoxifen
is working as well post Arimidex or that we have activation of disease post
aromatase inhibitors? Otherwise, I think we've really got to look very care
fully at a possible rebound effect.

W. Jonat: Only one question. Contralateral breast cancer, the advantage, is it
also true in the chemotherapy plus Arimidex® versus chemotherapy plus
tamoxifen?

M. Baum: You ask me to tell you the results of the contralateral breast cancers
that had ...

W. Jonat: Chemotherapy plus Arimidex® versus chemotherapy plus tamoxifen.

M. Baum: That's a tiny subset. Only 20% of them.

A. Howell: We don't have those data. They're there but they wouldn't be inter
pretable because the number of events would be so few. The question is a
good question.

I'd really like to ask Dick Santen what he thinks of what happens after
you stop anastrozole. There is a separation of the curves with tamoxifen after
you stop tamoxifen. That may be a withdrawal effect of tamoxifen. We don't
know what it is. But when we stop aromatase inhibitors, we pe11urb the
tumor to potentially be sensitive to very low levels of estrogen. When you
stop the aromatase inhibitors. you increase the estrogen level to 20, 30,
40 pM, presumably. ]n your models would that be sufficient to inhibit the
tumor and would you then think that there still may be separation of the
curves with the aromatase inhibitors?

R. Santen: Tony [Howell] is asking a very good question. What we've
observed, when you deprive MCF-7 cells of estrogen long term. they become
hypersensitive to the stimulatory effects of estrogen. Paradoxically,
when you increase the estrogen to physiologic concentrations, you actually
turn on apoptosis and kill the cells. which is mediated through the FasfFas
ligand death receptor pathway. Tony's [Howell] question is: If you treat a
patient with an aromatase inhibitor for five years and then stop, would the
rebound rise in estrogen that would occur after that be sufficient to tri<wer off
a wave of apoptosis and actually be beneficial? I think that's the tenorcl your
question.
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The level of estrogen that one achieves when you stop the aromatase
inhibitor would be enough to trigger off apoptosis in the experimental
MCF-7 cell model. Whether that would hold true in patients, of course, we
don't know.

A. Brodie: Can I just interject 3. quick response to Tony's [Howell] comments?
The aromatase tumor model-when we clo get loss of inhibition with letro
zole, we give the higher dose, and are able to induce responses again. This
raises the possibility that you can increase the dose of letrozole. If tumor
cells become sensitized to low levels of estrogen, we can still suppress them.

H. Mouridsen: Thank you.

C. K. Osborne: To get back to Trevor's [Powles] question about tamoxifen
after aromatase inhibitors, there isn't very good data with the new aromatase
inhibitors. We have anecdotal data. Ian, didn't you, in an early trial. do
aminoglutethimide versus tamoxifen with a crossover? I'm not so sure that
we have very good information about how well tamoxifen works after aro
matase inhibitor.

J. Ingle: Henning, what is your data? You can answer th3.t question.

H. Mouridsen: No, not directly. We don't have the exact data of response rate.
I think it's so difficult to interpret these data because patient offered second
line are not identical in the two arms. These are different patients because
they are not randomized from the very beginning to the second-line therapy.
They are highly selected. These patients are entering the second line accord
ing to response to the first-line therapy. It's very difficult to interpret that
response data in this situation. But we know from the survival data and the
time to progression data, that second-line patients who progressed on first
line tamoxifen and then received letrozole second line did significantly bet
ter than those receiving second-line tamoxifen following letrozole.

R. Santen: Can I comment on that? I don't remember precisely, but both of the
North American and the European anastrozole-versus-tamoxifen trials had a
secondary crossover on relapse. It's my understanding that both of those tri
als showed that the patients had a response to tamoxifen after they had failed
initially on anastrozole.

J. Bonneterre: Unfortunately, there was no preplan ned crossover. There was a
retrospective analysis of patients treated with tamoxifen after anastrozole.
It's even more difficult to interpret that data in highly selected patients.

A. Monnier: I want to come back to the ATAC trial and to make some com
ments. First, we know very well that the trial was initiated before the NIH
consensus. When we look at the population, we can see that 34% of the
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population had node positive tumors. We can imagine that actually with the
new consensus. 45% of the populations should receive chemotherapy and
only 25 to 27. if I remember well. received chemotherapy in the trial.

The second point. you showed us on the first plot. was that there is no
difference between tamoxifen and anastrozole for women receiving
chemotherapy. But you have a difference in favor of anastrozole for women
who did not receive chemotherapy. For my daily practice I am until now very

skeptical concerning the benefit for anastrozole. I would be very happy if
there was a retrospective analysis taking into account only women treated
according to the new consensus in terms of chemotherapy.

M. Baum: If I understand the point that's being made-the results of the tJial
apply to the population in the trial. If you're treating that population. that's
what you get. I'm sorry I'm not clear about the point that's being made here.
The one thing that I tried to emphasize lis]. that the effect of anastrozole and
tamoxifen is equivalent after chemotherapy. In the current stage of analysis.

they appear equivalent. But I think there is so much statistical noise in that
the confidence intervals are so wide-that I keep urging people to wait for

another two years at least before [trusting] their sufficient events in the sub
population.

A. Monnier: Yes. but you have better results with anastrozole among women
who did not receive chemotherapy.

M. Baum: Tests for heterogeneity are negative. There is no significant differ

ence between those two groups. although one looks much better than the
other. Again. I think it's because there are too few events in the chemother
apy. There is no significant difference between those two point estimates.
even though they look impressive on the chal1.

A. Monnier: You don't plan to make a retrospective analysis with women
treated according to the actual consensus criteria. among your population')

M. Baum: No, this is nonsense as far as I" m concerned.

H. Mouridsen: This will be the last comment.

M. Kaufmann: The final question to Mike. Did you see fewer side effects or
adverse elt"ects for the combination'?

M. Baum: As far as tolerability. side effects. the combination looks almost
identical to tamoxifen alone. pretty much identical.

H. Mouridsen: I think we shuuld clusc now.
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Endocrine Therapy for Advanced Breast
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I. OVERVIEW

Relatively few data have been published on the use of endocrine therapy in

premenopausal patients in the setting of advanced breast cancer. Although a
common clinical assumption is that premenopausal patients can be rendered
postmenopausal by either medical or surgical means, the validity of this assump

tion in terms of treatment outcomes has not been adequately explored. At present,
the biology and behavior of breast cancer in premenopausal patients who have
been rendered postmenopausal by ovarian suppression with luteinizing hormone
releasing hormone (LHRH) agonists are unknown. Similarly, questions about the

use of combined vs. sequential therapy, or the selection of an optimal drug and
sequence remain largely unanswered. This paper will review the published liter
ature concerning these and other related issues.

II. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades, relatively few data have been published on endocrine
therapy for advanced breast cancer in premenopausal women. To address this

issue systematically, one might pose several key questions: I) Is advanced breast
cancer the same disease in pre- vs. postmenopausal women? 2) Is it the same
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disease in ovariectomized or LHRH-treated patients who are pre- vs.
postmenopausal, or are there differences') 3) What is known about the efficacy of
combined or sequential endocrine therapy? 4) What is the optimal drug and
sequence? 5) Do novel endocrine therapies have a role? This chapter attempts to
answer each of these questions based on the published literature.

III. PRE- VS. POSTMENOPAUSAL PATIENTS

Figure I shows the distribution of sex-hormone receptor status (concordant pairs)
in breast carcinoma biopsies as a function of the potential for endocrine respon
siveness (I). Although receptor status changes as a function of age, from 30 to 39
years up to those over age 80, there is no clear-cut difference in pre- vs. post
menopausal women. Those in the younger age groups, however, appear to be
more receptor negative or hormone unresponsive compared to older patients. One
might expect the hormone levels between the age cohorts to be comparable,
although the receptor levels are totally different.

In order to investigate the possibility of breast cancer variants based on hor
mone-receptor expression, Anderson et al. reviewed breast cancer records from
the National Cancer Institute's Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End-Results
(SEER) database (2). The study included 19,541 non-Hispanic white women with
node-negative breast cancer, in whom standard tumor cell characteristics and
breast-cancer-specific survival were analyzed by independent estrogen receptor
(ER), independent progesterone receptor (PR), and joint ERJPR phenotype Age
frequency density plots by joint ERPR phenotype are shown in Figure 2. The
concordant ER/PR pair was characterized by a mix of early-onset (pre-

Figure 1 Sex hormone receplor slalus as J functiOll 01' <lge. (From ReI'. 1)
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Figure 2 Age frequency density plot by joint ERPR phenotype. (From Ref. 2)

menopausal) and late-onset (postmenopausal) populations. Postmenopausal breast
cancer dominated the ER +IPR + phenotype, whereas the premenopausal peak
was dominant in ER -IPR - expression. The discordant pair were shifted toward
postmenopausal ages for ER + PR - but toward premenopausal ages for ER
PR +. There was also a biologic gradient by joint ERIPR phenotypes for
cancer-specific survival, with worsening chances of survival from ER +IPR + to
ER+IPR~ to ER -IPR + to ER -IPR - (Fig. 3). Rather than a single disease along
a continuum, data from this study suggest two breast cancer variants with overlap
ping early- or late-onset etiologies based on honnone-receptor expression (2).

Experimental data suggest interaction between HER-2 and the ER pathways,
with the possibility that HER-2 overexpression may serve as a marker of breast
cancer resistance to endocrine therapy. A meta-analysis of seven studies involving
patients with metastatic breast cancer (n = 1, I 10) was pelformed to evaluate the
cOlTelation between the response rate to endocline therapy and HER-2 expres
sion. For each study, the odds of disease progression was regarded as an indica
tor of tumor resistance to therapy, and the odds ratio for HER-2+ over HER-2
patients was calculated as an estimate of the predictive effect of HER-2. The over
all odds ratio was 2.46 [95% Confidence Indicator (CI) = 1.81-3.34], indicating
that metastatic breast cancers overexpressing HER-2 are resistant to endocrine
therapy (3). Osborne has suggested that preclinical overexpression of HER-2
causes tamoxifen resistance; in turn, blocking HER-2 with tyrosine kinase
inhibitors restores tamoxifen sensitivity. He concludes somewhat cautiously that
tamoxifen may be less effective but it should not be withheld because it is not
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Figure 3 Breast cancer-specific survival by joint hormone receptor expression
using data from the SEER database. (From Ref. 2)

ineffective. This applies to pre- as well as postmenopausal patients. although
most of the data in this study and in the meta-analysis are based on post
menopausal patients (4).

Love et a!. recently reported on a group of premenopausal patients (11 = 282)
participating in a randomized controlled trial of adjuvant oophorectomy and
tamoxifen or observation, who had ER + tumors that were evaluated for HER
2/neu overexpression. Women whose tumors were ER + benefited from adjuvant

as opposed to delayed ovarian ablation and tamoxifen. Among
those who received adjuvant therapy, their data indicate little or no statistical
difference in disease-free or overall survival for both the HER-2/neu/+
and HER-2/neu/- groups. However, the survival curves were much worse for the

observation patients who were HER-2/neu/+ than for those
who were HER-2/neu/-. The 3-year disease-free survival curves showed that

HER-2/neu/+ patients received greater absolute benefit from adjuvant treatment
(52% survival rate in observation patients vs. 82% treated) compared to HER
2/neu/- patients (observation, 73%: treated. 85%) (Table I). The response in rela

tion to HER-2/neu in premenopausal women to ovarian ablation and tamoxifen is
contrary to results with tamoxifen alone in other settings (5).

Overall, evidence suggests that differences exist between premenopausal and
postmenopausal advanced breast cancer. with potential implications for treat-
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Table 1 Overall Survival in ER+ Patients According to
HER-2/neu Status and Treatment with Adjuvant Surgical
Oophorectomy and Tamoxifen or Observation

DFS OS

Variable RR p RR P

Adjuvant oophorectomy/tam 059 011 076 0.50
HER-2/neu+ status 145 0.27 220 0.05
Interaction of HER-2/neu status

and adjuvant treatment 038 018 0.21 0.07

Source: Ref. 5.

ment. Whether it is the same disease in both kinds of patients is not clear. but
there are differences, for example, in biomarkers.

IV. OOPHORECTOMY/LHRH IN PREMENOPAUSAL PATIENTS

Another question to consider is the status of breast cancer in premenopausal
patients who have been ovariectomized or treated with LHRH compared to post
menopausal breast cancer patients. Once again, is it the same disease in both
groups?

Some of the earliest data relating to this question were published by Kaufmann
et aI., who studied the response of pre- and peri menopausal patients (n = 134) with
breast cancer who were treated with goserelin. Mean serum estradiol levels fell
into the range of castrated or postmenopausal women « 30 pcg/m!) within 2 to
3 weeks, and suppression was maintained for the duration of therapy (up to 24
months). In addition, response rates (RR) and duration of remission produced by
goserelin were comparable to those seen following oophorectomy (6).
Nevertheless, the biology and behavior of breast cancer in a premenopausal
patient who has been rendered postmenopausal by ovarian suppression with
LHRH-agonists are CLmently unknown. There are relatively little data with which

to address this question.

V. COMBINED/SEQUENTIAL ENDOCRINE THERAPY

A. Combined Therapy (Goserelin Plus Tamoxifen)

Data on the issue of combined endocrine therapy with goserelin and tamoxifen or
goserelin alone in premenopausal patients are fairly well known. A meta-analysis
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of 29 Phase II clinical trials (/1 = 228 patients) concluded that goserelin provided
effective, well-tolerated treatment for advanced breast cancer (7).

Nicholson et al. compared the endocrinologic effects and clinical efficacy of
goserelin alone and goserelin plus tamoxifen in two separate groups of patients.
Combination therapy resulted in more effective suppression of circulating concentra
tions of follicle stimulating honnone (FSH) and luteinizing honnone (LH), and a
small but significant decrease in serum estradiol levels. The combination also pre
vented the uplift of FSH seen with gosereun alone. Although the incidence of static
disease was increased in patients receiving goserelin and tammufen, perhaps at the
expense of partial remissions, the time to progression (TIP) was extended in women
receiving combination therapy. Remissions were primmily resuicted to patients
whose tumors were ER +, with only occasional responses seen in ER-disease (8).

In the largest such randomized trial to date, ]onat et al. compared the effect
of goserelin with or without tamoxifen in 318 pre- and perimenopausal women.
With a median follow-up of 93 weeks, 31 % of goserelin-treated patients had ORs
(complete objective regression, COR; partial objective regression, paR)
compared with 38% of those receiving goserelin plus tamoxifen (p = 0.24).
There was a modest benefit in favor of combination therapy in TTP of disease
(p = 0.03), but not in survival (p = 0.25). Median times for disease progression
and survival were 23 and 127 weeks in the goserelin alone group, and 28 and 140
weeks in the combination group, respectively. In a series of 115 patients, only
those in a subset with musculoskeletal metastases receiving combination therapy
showed significant differences in RR. TTP. and survival (9).

A meta-analysis by Klijn et al. combined evidence from four randomized
clinical trials (/1 = 508) to compare combination therapy with LHRH and
tamoxifen to LHRH alone in premenopausal women with advanced breast can
cer. With a median follow-up of 6.8 years. there was a significant survival ben
efit (hazard ratio = 0.78; p = 0.02) and progression-free survival benefit (haz
ard ratio = 0.70; P = 0.0003) in favor of combination therapy (Table 2). The
overall objective response (OR) rate was significantly higher for patients
receiving combined treatment (OR = 0.67; p = 0.03). Although perhaps overly
impacted by the single large trial by ]onat et al.. the meta-analysis concludes
that the combination of LHRH and tamoxifen is superior to LHRH alone in pre
menopausal women with breast cancer (10).

B. Goserelin V5. Oophorectomy

Goserelin. alone and in combination with tamoxifen. has been compared with
oophorectomy. In an early study involving 81 peri menopausal women with
advanced breast cancer. Boccardo et al. compared surgical castration (or ovarian
irradiation). goserelin. surgical castration (or ovarian irradiation) plus tamox
ifen. and goserelin plus tamoxifen In a 2 X :2 factorial randomized design.
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Table 2 LHRH Agonist Plus Tamoxifen in Pre-/Perimenopausal Women
with Advanced Breast Cancer: An EORTC Meta-analysis

LHRH LHRH agonist
agonist + tamoxifen* Odds/hazard

Parameter (n = 256) (n = 250) ratio p value

OR (CR+PR) 30% 39% 0.67 0.03
PFS (median) 5.4 mo 8.7 mo 0.70 <0.001
OS (median) 2.5 yr 2.9 yr 0.78 0.02

'The combination of LHRH agonist plus tamoxifen is superior to LHRH agonist alone in
the treatment of advanced breast cancer in hormone-sensitive pre-/perimenopausal women

OR. Objective response: PFS. Progression-free survival: OS. Overall survival: Median fol
lOw-up of 6.8 years

SOl/ree: Ref. 10.

Despite the small sample size, oophorectomy or ovarian irradiation and the com

bination of goserelin plus tamoxifen were the most active regimens, yielding

comparable OR rates. Although patient survival rates were statistically compa

rable regardless of treatment, the factorial design suggested that tamoxifen

enhanced the activity of goserelin therapy but did not improve the efficacy of

gonadal ablation (I I).
A study by Taylor et aL compared failure-free survival and overall survival

for premenopausal patients (11 = 136) with ER + and/or PR + metastatic breast

cancer treated with goserelin or surgical ovariectomy. Although initially designed

as an equivalence trial with 80% power to rule out a 50% improvement in survival

in patients who underwent ovariectomy, early termination resulted in a final

power of 60% for the alternative hypothesis of equal survival distributions.

Failure-free survival and overall survival were similar for goserelin and

ovariectomy. The goserelin/ovariectomy hazaard ratios for failure-free survival

and overall survival were 0.73 (95% CI: 0.51-1.04) and 0.80 (95% CI:

0.53-1.20), respectively. The test of 50% improvement in overall survival in

ovariectomized patients was rejected at p = 0.006; median overall survival was

33 and 37 months for the ovariectomy and goserelin groups, respectively. Results

from the study allowed the authors to rule out at least a moderate advantage for

oophorectomy (12).

C Goserelin Plus Other Agents

Relatively little is known so far about the efficacy of goserelin in combination

with other agents. A small, open-label study by Dowsett et aL reported on the
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effects of the aromatase inhibitor (AI) vorozole in premenopausal women (11 =

10) with advanced breast cancer who received goserelin therapy for 4 weeks,
followed by combined goserelin and vorozole therapy for 12 weeks, followed by
goserelin therapy for another 4 weeks. When combined with goserelin, vorozole
markedly enhanced suppression of serum levels of estrone, estradiol, and estrone
sulfate over that achieved with goserelin alone (by a mean of 74%, 83%, and
89%, respectively) (13).

Overall, studies indicate that: I) goserelin provides an effective alternative to
oophorectomy for premenopausal women with hormone-sensitive advanced
breast cancer; and 2) the efficacy of LHRH agonists in advanced disease is
enhanced by the addition of tamoxifen.

VI. OPTIMAL DRUG AND SEQUENCE

Most clinicians would probably agree on a treatment algOlithm for advanced breast
cancer that splits into two paths: I) endocrine therapy for hOllllone receptor

positive (HR+) breast cancer, switching to chemotherapy when the patient is
either not responsive or clinically no longer a candidate for endocrine therapy;
and 2) chemotherapy for hormone-receptor-negative (HR~) or highly progressive
disease. From the list of potential endocrine agents, including antiestrogens, AIs
and LHRH inhibitors, there are relatively little data in premenopausal patients on

which to base either drug selection or sequence. Only few data suggest goserelin
as first line, perhaps in combination with tamoxifen and/or anastrozole. A small
study from Tan et al. supports this idea (14).

As part of a crossover design in the large study by lonat et al.. a subgroup of
patients (17 = 71) initially received goserelin, with t::lI11oxifen added after first disease
progression, Thirteen patients ( 18%) had an objective response (COR or POR), and
29 patients (41 %) had stable disease. Median time from the addition of tamoxifen to

second-disease progression was 20 weeks (range, 2-1-18 weeks). This result suggests
that there may be no additional benefit of combined goserelin plus tamoxifen over
sequential therapy, provided the second agent is given at progression (9).

Overall, optimal sequencing of available endocrine agents remains to be
defined. There is unquestionably a need for large, randomized trials examining

the roles of various new agents, including the ER down-regulator fulvestranL
and nonsteroidal and steroidal Als, subsequent to therapy with goserelin plus
tamoxifen.

VII. NOVEl AGENTS

With few exceptions, virtually no data exist nn nnvel endocrine therapies in pre

menopausal advanced breast canccr. There is minimal data on use of :Hom:1t:lSe

inhibitors in premenopausal patients without nvarian ablation (medical or surgical),
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Although it is possible to reduce estradiol production by the ovaries with
Als. the clinical outcome of this intervention is thus br limited to case presenta
tions. with no studies to date. However. the first generation agent aminog
lutethimide was not effective. perhaps because of its limited efficacy in reducing
estradiol levels.

Similarly, there are no data on either selective estrogen receptor modulators
(SERMs) or selective estrogen downregulators (SERDs). In particular, there are
no efficacy and only limited safety data for fulvestrant in premenopausal patients.
leaving the potential role for this agent and other SERMs to be defined. Studies
are needed to compare alternative regimens of fulvestrant combined with ovarian
ablation or LHRH analogue in premenopausal patients.

VIII. SUMMARY

Keeping in mind the paucity of data on treatment of advanced breast cancer in
premenopausal women. it is possible to supply only limited answers to the origi
nal list of questions posed at the beginning of this chapter. Advanced breast can
cer is probably not the same disease in premenopausal and postmenopausal
patients. nor is it likely the same disease in oophorectomized or LHRH-treated
pre- vs. postmenopausal patients. It appears that combined endocrine therapy is
likely to be the approach of choice, especially considering the relatively high per
centage of patients who have rapid progression of their disease and the difficulty
of conducting adequate crossover studies. The optimal drug and sequence
remains unknown. as do the roles of various new. and in some cases promising.
novel endocrine therapies.
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I. OVERVIEW

The role of adjuvant therapy in premenopausal women with breast cancer has
been assessed by numerous randomized trials. New developments in hormonal
blockade are often compared with traditional chemotherapy regimens as provid
ing a more tolerable and efficacious treatment. With induction of amenorrhea as
a goal in the adjunctive setting, ovarian ablation, anti estrogen and, more recently,
aromatase inhibitors (Als) contribute to the choice of treatments available for pre
menopausal women with hormone-responsive (HR) breast tumors. Overall results
from past and recent trials favor ovarian ablation, with luteinizing hormone
releasing hormone (LHRH) analogues such as goserelin alone or in combination
with the anti-estrogen tamoxifen, rather than with chemotherapy, in the adjuvant
treatment of premenopausal patients with HR breast tumors.

Steroid hOllllone-receptor levels increasingly guide current selection of adjuvant

therapy. However. emerging data suggest the role of new tumor markers, such as
human epidermal growth factor (HER)-2/neu, in predicting prognosis and in select
ing treatment regimens. Additionally, preliminary results from the Austrian Breast and
Colorectal Cancer Study Group (ABCSG) 12 tlial suggest the need for the addition

of a bisphosphonate to adjuvant treatment involving ovarian-function suppression to
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prevent the deletelious effects on bone-mineral density. Despite CUITent clinical evi
del1Ce on the value of endocrine therapy in adjuvant therapy, future clinical trials must

address numerous questions including the role of Als in this setting.

II. INTRODUCTION

Breast cancer is the leading cause of death for women aged 20-59 years, with
I in 229 women below the age of 39 in the United States developing the condi
tion (I). Treatment of these patients attempts, in some situations, to induce remis
sion while causing only a temporary cessation in menses and hence preserving

fertility. Systemic adjuvant therapy following breast surgery consists of
chemotherapy and endocrine treatment, the latter having less long-term harmful
effects on reproduction. However, unlike postmenopausal women, few clinical trial
data exist for adjuvant endocrine treatment in premenopausal patients. This chapter
discusses the treatment options and the CUITent clinical evidence available.

III. OVARIAN ABLATION

Ovarian ablation is an effective adjuvant therapy in patients with hormone
sensitive breast cancer. This can be achieved by a number of methods including
surgery, radiotherapy, cytotoxic chemotherapy, and pharmacotherapy.

A continuing meta-analysis conducted by the Early Breast Cancer Trialists'
Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) on randomized trials examining the effects of
ovarian ablation on recurrence and death in women under the age of 50 years,

now has information collected from 15 years of follow-up (2). The defined cate
gory of women under the age of 50 years was used rather than "premenopausaL"
as the menopausal status was not clearly ascertained across the trials. The meta
analysis incorporated trials with ovarian ablation by surgery, radiotherapy, and

pharmacotherapy. Estrogen-receptor (ER) status was only defined in patient trials
of ablation plus chemotherapy versus chemotherapy alone. Results showed
15-year survival with ovarian ablation in the absence of chemotherapy to be

highly significant. with an overall 25% reduction in recurrence-free survival
(2p = 0.0005) and 24% reduction in death (2/1 = 0.0006) compared with no adju

vant treatment. In trials with ablation plus chemotherapy, no significant benefit in
survival or recurrence-free survival was seen, even in ER+ patients.

The efficacy of chemotherapy compared with oValian ablation was also found to
be insignilicant in two other trials with 1,064 patients. though suboptimal chemother

apy regimen was used (3, 4). Despite this, ovarian ablation by cytotoxic chemother
apy is used in the adjuvant treatment of 30-70% patients with breast cancer.

The efficacy of any such adjuvant chemotherapeutic agent likely relies to a
great extent on its ability to cause amenorrhea, with the induction of amenorrhea

being age-dependent. and the amenorrheic slate being of large prognostic value.
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Ovarian ablation induced by luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone (LHRH)
analogues such as goserelin, effectively generates a reversible amenorrhea, with
patients regaining their menses once the drug is stopped. No placebo-controlled
tl1al exists for the use of goserelin as an adjuvant agent.

A large triaL however, does exist in comparing goserelin with chemotherapy.
The Zoladex Early Breast Cancer Research Association (ZEBRA) study assessed
the efficacy of goserel in versus cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, and fluorouracil
(CMF) chemotherapy as adjuvant treatments in premenopausal patients with
node-positive breast cancer (5). Postoperatively, patients (:s SO years of age, were
randomized to receive either goserelin 3.6 mg every 28 days for 2 years, or six
cycles of 28-day regimen of CMF. ER status of the patients was defined, with
approximately one-fifth of the 1,493 patients identified as ER-. The patients were
then followed up with an analysis performed after 684 events had been achieved.
The median follow-up was 6 years.

The ZEBRA trial showed a cOIl'elation between ER status and treatment
regimens. The overall smvival was lower in goserelin-treated patients who were ER
compared with ER+ (hazard ratio = 1.77,95% confidence interval (CI) = 1.19-2.63;
and hazard ratio =0.92, 95% Cl =0.76-1.28, respectively). Overall survival and dis
ease-free survival between the treatments in ER+ patients were identical. This infers
that additional CMF therapy is not required when administering goserelin in ER+ pre
menopausal patients with node-positive breast cancer. On the contrary, in ER
patients. goserelin was significantly inferior to CMF for disease-free survival (hazard
ratio = 1.76,95% Cl = 1.27-2.44) (Fig. I). Thus for this trial, CMF-treated patients
had a markedly better prognosis, which suggests that endocl1ne therapy should not
be given to patients with hormone-unresponsive tumors.
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Figure 1 The ZEBRA study: Kaplan-Meier curve for disease-free survival in ER
patients demonstrates inferiority of goserelin compared with eMF chemotherapy.

(From Ref. 5)
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Figure 2 The ZEBRA study: A greater percentage of patients treated with goserelin
experienced amenorrhea compared with eMF chemotherapy. (From Ref. 5)

The ZEBRA study also demonstrated that a greater number of patients
experienced amenorrhea induced by goserelin compared with CMF (approxi
mately 95% and 65%. respectively after 6 months) (Fig. 2). Compared with CMF.
not only did goserelin-treated patients achieve amenorrhea more successfully. but
also a greater number of patients regained their menses more readily: only 22.6%
of patients still remained amenoITheic after 3 years of follow-up versus 76.990 of
CMF patients. This return of menses is an important benefit with regard to the
impact on bone-mineral density. because the resumption of endogenous estrogen
prevents osteoporosis.

Tolerability of goserelin was greater than for CMF. with more patients on CMF
experiencing greater side effects. such as nausea/vomiting. infection. and alopecia.
In conclusion. the ZEBRA study showed that in premenopausal patients with ER+
and node-positive breast cancer. goserelin is effective. well-tolerated. and. hence. an
alternative to CMF. In ER- patients. chemotherapy is the recommended choice.
with endocrine treatment reserved for patients with HR tumors. This tri::11 demon
strates the importance of defining ER status and node status in any breast cancer
trial design in order to determine the most beneficial therapeutic agents for each
characteristic IXltient group.

The Zoladex in Premenopausal Patients (ZIPP) trial also examined the effi
cacy of goserelin as additional therapy to surgery and standard local therapy (6).
Premenopausal patients were randomized following stand;trd therapy. including
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chemotherapy if desired. to receive either goserelin or placebo. and a smaller pro
portion then further randomized to receive either tamoxifen or placebo. The ER
status of patients was not a defined requirement. The results of the ZIPP trial
demonstrated that the addition of goserelin to standard adjuvant therapy signifi
cantly improved overall and disease-free survival (hazard ratio = 0.82, 95% CI =
0.67-0.99; hazard ratio = 0.80. 95% CI = 0.69-0.92, respectively). More impor
tantly, in patient receiving goserelin. there was a significantly reduced incidence
of contralateral breast cancer (hazard ratio = 0.60; 95% CI = 0.35-1.00).

IV. ANTI-ESTROGEN

It was initially thought that ER antagonism offered no beneficial adjuvant therapy
to premenopausal breast cancer patients. However, recent evidence from the
EBCTCG shows that the anti-estrogen tamoxifen, given for 5 years, has a marked
survival benefit in ER+ patients, even greater when indirectly compared with
chemotherapy (7.8). The analysis showed 45% reduction in recun'ence and a 32%
reduction in death. The current standard adjuvant therapy in the United States con
sists of a combination of chemotherapy and tamoxifen. However. insufficient trial
data exist to SUpp0l1 this regimen and further large. randomjzed tlials are necessary.

V. ANTI-ESTROGEN PLUS OVARIAN ABLATION

As both the LHRH agonist, goserelin, and the anti-estrogen. tamoxifen, have
been shown to be effective as adjuvant therapies (5. 7). one could predict that
their combined use would be even more beneficial. Evidence in support of this
theory has been shown in a meta-analysis by Klijn et al. (9) in the metastatic-dis
ease setting. This analysis of four randomized clinical tlials comparing the com
bined treatment of LHRH agonist and tamoxifen with LHRH agonist alone. in
premenopausal women with advanced breast cancer, showed significant survival
benefit with the combined treatments (Log rank p = 0.02). Progression-free sur
vival was also greater with the combined treatment compared with LHRH agonist
alone (Log rank p = 0.0003) (Fig. 3).

In the adjuvant setting. the Austlian Breast and Colorectal Cancer Study
Group 5 (ABCSG V) took this one step further by comparing the combination of
LHRH analogue and tamoxifen with chemotherapy in premenopausal patients
with hormone-responsive breast cancer (10). The trial enrolled 1,034 patients,
who where randomized to receive either 3 years of goserelin with 5 years of
tamoxifen or six cycles of CMF. After 6 years, the overall total recurrence of
breast cancer was 20% for all patients in the trial, with a 7.4% local recurrence
and 10% death rate. The 6-year event-free survival was significantly in favor of
the combined endocrine treatments (p = 0.024) (Fig. 4), as were the relapse-free
and local recurrence-free survival compared with chemotherapy (p = 0.037 and
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Figure 3 Progression-free survival was significantly better for combined treatment
of LHRH agonist plus tamoxifen compared with LHRH agonist alone. (From Ref. 9)

p = 0.0 15, respectively). A similar beneficial. although insignificant trend for
overall survival was also seen.

eMF does not represent the current standard of chemotherapy treatment for
most premenopausal patients. A study conducted by Roche et al. looked at regimens
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Figure 4 The Austrian Breast ilnd Colorectill Cancer Study Croup 5: Six-year event
free survival was significanlly in favor of combined endocrine treatments (p = O.O::!-Il
compared with CMF chemotherapy. (From Rd. 10)
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similar to the ABCSG V study (II). This study compared hormonal blockade with
3 years of LHRH agonist plus tamoxifen, versus six cycles of fluorouraci I, epiru

bicin, and cyclophosphamide (FEC 50). The outcome effect was measured on dis
ease-free survival and overall survival in premenopausal women with HR and
node-positive breast cancer. Results of this study did not demonstrate any signifi

cant benefit of FEC 50 compared with hormonal blockade, but in both treatment
arms, disease-free survival and overall survival rates were high.

VI. Als AND OVARIAN ABLATION

The use of Als in combination with ovarian ablation represents a new form of
therapy for which clinical trial evidence has yet to emerge. The ABCSG 12 study
is currently underway to determine the potential benefits of Als in this setting.
The trial aims to recruit 2,000 premenopausal women with HR breast cancer, ran
domized to receive 3 years of goserelin in combination with either tamoxifen or
the AI, anastrozole. Patients will then be fUl1her randomized to receive either the
bisphosphonate, zoledronic acid, or placebo, in an attempt to reduce the deleteri
ous impact of complete endocrine blockade on bone-mineral density (BMD).
Preliminary results from this trial indicate clearly that the combination of gosere
lin plus anastrazo]e has marked impairment on BMD, which can statistically be
improved with the addition of zoledronic acid (p < 0.02 and p < 0.0001 for
BMD in the trochanter and lumber spine, respectively) (12). BMD density is also
impaired with the administration of tamoxifen, which once again improves with
the addition of zoledronic acid. Little reduction in BMD was seen when anastro
zole or tamoxifen plus goserelin were administered with zoledronic acid. These
preliminary results show that the addition of zoledronic acid has a protective

1.04 G + Tamoxifen +
Zoledronic acid

1.00 G + Anastrozole +

III
Zoledronic acid.. tooooo,0 0.96(,)

'9
!=0.43

l-
0.92

0.88 on

0.84

° 6 12 18
Months

Figure 5 Addition of zoledronate has protective effect on bone-mineral density in
the lumbar spine when endocrine blockade is given.
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effect on BMD, especially in the lumbar spine, when endocrine-blockade is

undertaken (Fig. 5).

VII. ST. GALLEN 2003 TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

New information was presented at the St. Gallen meeting. emphasizing the admin

istration of endocrine therapies in premenopausal patients with homlone-sensitive
tumors (13). Consensus recommendations consisted of several treatment options
for premenopausal patients with node-positive. hormone-responsive breast
tumors> 2 cm. Ovarian ablation (with LHRH analogue) plus tamoxifen with or
without chemotherapy or chemotherapy followed by tamoxifen was the consen
sus. Additionally, in node-negative patients with hormone-responsive breast

tumors, tamoxifen or ovarian ablation alone is cun'ently recommended.

VIII. ClARIFYING THE CONFUSIONS

What defines hormone-responsiveness and do data exist outlining hormone resist
ance? [n the ABCSG V trial in which estrogen and progesterone status was

defined and measured, multivariate analysis showed that the presence of proges
terone receptors (PR) but not ER. had significant prognostic importance. This was
true for overall survival and event-free survival (10).

Reiner et al. examined the prognostic importance of steroid hormone lev
els identified by immunocytochemical localization. in primary breast cancer
(14). Immunocytochemical assay (ICA) results in this study showed that

patients with ER - and PR- carcinomas had poorer prognosis than patients
with only one negative receptor. As one could predict. patients with either ER
lCA or PR ICA+ carcinomas demonstrated significantly better overall survival

than patients with negative assays (p < 0.0000 I and p = O.OO-L respectively).
This study demonstrated that hormone receptor status is a strong prognostic
indicator. with clinical importance attributed to the proportion of receptor-pos
itive tumor cells.

Data outlining hormone resistance were presented in a multivariate COX
analysis of the ABCSG V trial (10). In this analysis. HER-2/neu. a proto-onco

gene cell surface receptor and an important marker in some epithelial carcinomas.

was measured in 566 premenopausal patients with hormone-responsive tumors.
The overall survival was signilicantly better for patients without HER-2/neu
receptor markers compared with patients with HER-2/neu overexpression (p =

0.007) (Fig. 6) (10). Hence. HER-2/neu expression and overexpression are impor
tant prognostic factors.

Good clinical trial dala have yet to emerge lo define the efficacy of tamoxifen
versus chemotherapy. and tamox iren versus gosere lin.
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Figure 6 The overall survival was significantly better for HER-2/neu- patients com
pared with HER-2/neu overexpression (p = 0.007). (From Ref. 10)

The addition of endocrine blockade to premenopausal breast cancer patients
receiving chemotherapy but not experiencing amenolThea has yet to be confirmed.
The Eastelll Cooperative Oncology Group briefly highlighted this in their
E5l88, INT-O 10 I trial, a randomized trial in premenopausal, hormone-responsive,
node-positive breast cancer (15). The 1,504 patients were randomized to receive
one of the three treatment an11S postoperatively: chemotherapy (cyclophos
phamide, doxorubicin, 5-fluorouracil-CAF). CAF followed by 5 years of gosere
lin, and CAF followed by 5 years of goserelin plus tamoxifen. Results from this
trial showed that in premenopausal women with node-positive. receptor-positive
breast cancer, the addition of tamoxifen to CAF plus goserelin improves recur
rence-free survival (hazard ratio = 0.73: p < 0.0 I). No significant effect on 9-year

reculTence-free survival was demonstrated by the addition of goserelin to CAF.
Amenorrhea was observed in 66% of women < 40 years and 95% of women
2: 40 years at the end of CAF treatment. Hence, should goserelin or tamoxifen be

administered to patients who are still not amenolTheic?
Finally, in an attempt to define the patients in which endocrine treatment is

most suitable, the following characteristics may be proposed: Patients who are
strongly receptor-positive, with no HER-2/neu overexpression, may be treated

with endocrine treatment alone, without chemotherapy: patients who have
HER-2/neu overexpression and are weakly receptor-positive, may benefit from
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the combination of chemo- and endocrine therapies. However, only future
prospective, randomized, direct comparative trials, will be able to clarify the
differences in beneficial outcomes provided by the current adjuvant treatments.
Only then can more appropriate guidelines be designed.
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I. OVERVIEW

Adjuvant polychemotherapy has for years been demonstrated to be the standard
approach for the treatment of breast cancer patients with certain risk features,
especially premenopausal patients. However, recent data from different types of
hormonal therapy strategies pal11y challenge this view; indeed, some oncologists
would consider certain premenopausal patients with receptor-positive disease as
candidates for hormonal therapy only.

The outcome of adjuvant CMF (cyclophosphamide, methotrexate,
5-f1uorouracil)-based polychemotherapy appears to be linked partly to the
induction of amenorrhea in patients with receptor-positive disease; patients with
amenorrhea have improved outcomes compared with those without. The effi
ciency of amenorrhea induction, however, differs with different chemotherapy

regimens; classical CMF appears to be potentially more efficient at inducing
amenolThea compared with anthracycline-containing regimens. On the other
hand, anthracycline- or taxane-containing regimens seem to offer a slllall but
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statistically signiflcant survival gain, although outcomes have not been prospectively
analyzed in relation to receptor status and induction of amenolThea. Retrospective
analyses indicate that taxane-containing regimens may have slightly more beneflt in
patients with receptor-negative disease.

Recent evidence supports the hypothesis that breast cancer is not a single
disease. but rather comprises multiple diseases. This will imply more detailed
subgrouping in addition to analyses of conventional prognostic factors and
separation of patients into hormone-positive or -negative disease. Further devel
opments will expand this. ultimately aiming at offering individual prognostic and
predictive value.

II. INTRODUCTION

Different oncological therapeutic modalities have been used to significantly reduce
the risk for breast cancer recun'ence and to improve overall survival in younger
breast cancer patients (1-4). The meta-analysis strategies by the Oxford team for
the Early Breast Cancer Trialists' Collaborative Group (EBCTCG) have been
instrumental for obtaining these data. Most patients have been included in studies
using adjuvant chemotherapy. Chemotherapy versus non systemic therapy resulted
in a relative reduction of recurrence of 34% (standard deviation (:+:: 4). with a cor
responding relative mortality reduction of ::!79'0 (:+:: 5) (-I). Ovarian ablation resulted
in a 25% (:+:: 7) relative relapse reduction and a relative mortality reduction of ::!-I9'('
(:+::7). The earliest ovarian-ablation studies were hampered by the fact that recep
tor status was not determined: accordingly. hormone-receptor-negative (HR-)
patients would very likely have been included. thus diluting the results. Tamoxifen
alone for 5 years resulted in 45% (:+:: 8) and 3::!% (:+:: 10) relative reduction in recur
rence and mortality. respectively (4). The addition of ovarian ablation to
chemotherapy compared to chemotherapy alone resulted in an additional 10%
(:+::9) and 8% (:+:: 10) reduction in reCLllTenCe and mortality. respectively.

Adjuvant chemotherapy alone in patients with (ER)-poor tumors resulted in
a 35% (:+::9) relative mortality reduction. The potential of better efficacy of
chemotherapy in patients with ER-poor disease is underlined by the fact that the
corresponding relative mortality reduction for a patient with estrogen-receptor
positive (ER+) disease was ::!O% (:+:: 10). However. the confidence intervals are
overl3pping (3).

III. CHEMOTHERAPY COMPARED WITH OOPHORECTOMY

A. Amenorrhca-I\elated Effects

The effect 01' adjuvant chemotherapy on premenopausal patients with HR+ disease
seems to be related to the induction of amenorrhea. This was demonstr;1ted by dat:1
from Study Viol' the International Breast Cancer Study Group. using cl:;ssicli
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cyclophosphamide. methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil (CMF) administered postop

eratively for 3 or 6 courses. with or without re-induction at different

time periods (5). A significantly improved disease-free survival (17 < 0.000 I) was

recorded for patients with estrogenlprogesterone-receptor-positive (ER+/PR+) dis

ease obtaining amenolThea. compared to those without. No difference was

recorded in disease-free survival with respect to amenolThea for the group with

estrogen/progesterone- receptor-negati ve (ER-/PR-) disease.

Similar results were demonstrated in the Zoladex Early Breast Cancer

Research Association (ZEBRA) study (6). In this study. premenopausal patients

with axillary lymph node positive disease were randomized to receive goserelin

subcutaneously every 28 days for 2 years compared with CMF given in 4 weekly

schedules. with per oral cyclophosphamide and intravenous methotrexate and 5

fluorouracil on days I and 8. every cycle for 6 cycles. Patients with estrogen-pos

itive, estrogen-negative and estrogen-unknown tumors were included in the

ZEBRA study. Again. patients with amenorrhea at 36 weeks had a significantly

bener disease-free survival (p = 0.005) compared to those without (6) (Fig. I).

For patients with ER+ tumors. there was no difference between goserelin and CMF

(6). Similar data have been rep0I1ed from the Danish-Swedish study comparing
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radiotherapy-induced oophorectomy (or surgical
CMF given every third week for nine
estrogen- or progesterone-positive tumors (7).

The ZEBRA study, however, strongly underlined the need to include the
con'ect patients in this type of study (6). ER- patients had a significantly worse

survival rate in the goserelin group [hazard ratio = 1.77; 95% confidence interval
(CI) = 1.19-2.63] (6). At 5 years there was a calculated 15% survival benefit for
those randomized to CMF.

In conclusion, for premenopausal patients with receptor-positive breast cancer,
the available data demonstrate an improved outcome for patients achieving

amenon·hea. AmenolThea can be induced by surgical oophorectomy, radiotherapy
induced oophorectomy or by the use of luteinizing hormone-releasing honTIone
(LHRH) analogues. CMF-based regimens result in equivalent outcomes in com
parison with oophorectomy.

IV. ANTHRACYCLlNE- AND TAXANE-CONTAINING REGIMENS

In an overview analysis by EBCTCG. anthracycline-containing polychemotherapy

compared to CMF-like regimens resulted in a statistically significant relative
survival improvement of 11% (::'::5) (3).

In the recently reported study 9344 from Cancer and Leukemia Group B
(CALGB). 3.15 I patients were randomized between doxorubicin at three differ

ent dose levels (60 mg/m 2, 75 mg/m2• and 90 mg/m2) and cyclophosphamide
600 mg/m2 given for four cycles. These regimens were randomly compared with
four additional cycles of paclitaxel (8). The eight-course regimens with pacli
taxel, compared with the four-course regimens without paclitaxel. resulted in a
significant survival advantage for those receiving paclitaxel (p = 0.098.

unadjusted Wilcoxon) (8). Subgroup analyses revealed that paclitaxel conferred
additional benefits regardless of nodal status. tumor size. and patient age.
although the largest effect was seen in patients with receptor-negative disease and
in those not receiving tamoxifen (8).

CALGB 9741. another recent study from CALGB with 2.005 randomized
patients. compared concurrent and sequential doxorubicin. cyclophosphamide.
and paclitaxel given every second or third week (9). The two-weekly schedules
resulted in a significant survival advantage (fJ = 0.013. relative risk 0.69) at a

short median follow-up of 36 months (9). Forty-eight to 50% of the patients were
premenopausal in this study (9). The overall hazard reductions were 19% for
patients with ER+ disease and 32% for patients with ER- disease (9).

Docetaxel has also been studied in the lymph-node-positive group of

patients. In a study by the Breast Cancer International Research Group. a total

of 1.491 p~ltiellts were randomized to receive six courses of TAC (docet~lxel 75
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mg/nY~, doxorubicin SO mg/m 2, cyclophosphamide 500 mg/m 2) versus six

courses of FAC (5-FU 500 mg/m 2, doxorubicin SO mg/m 2• cyclophosphamide

500 mg/m 2
) (10). Sixty-nine percent of the patients had either ER+ or PR+

tumors and approximately 50% of the patients were defined as premenopausal.

TAC therapy significantly improved disease-free survival (p = 0.005, relative

risk 0.62) compared to FAC in patients with receptor negative disease (10).

Patients with receptor-positive breast cancer also had a significant benefit (p =

0.02. RR 068) (10).

V. AMENORRHEA INDUCTION BY DIFFERENT REGIMENS

In many studies, detailed data on amenon'hea in relation to receptor status have

not been reported. Classical CMF has been demonstrated to be very efficient in

amenorrhea induction, with 61 % of patients less than 40 years of age achieving

amenorrhea by classical CMF (11) (Table I). For patients 40 years and older. the

corresponding figure was 95% (II). The previous U.S. standard regimen con
taining doxorubicin and cyclophosphamide has been demonstrated to induce

amenorrhea in 34% of patients (12), The Canadian FEC regimen containing per

oral cyclophosphamide, and epirubicin delivered on days I and 8, was described

to induce amenorrhea in 5 I% of the treated patients (13). Nabholtz has com

pared the induction of amenorrhea by TAC versus FAC; the former induced

amenorrhea in 51.4%. while the latter induced amenolThea in 32.8% of patients
(10) (Table I).

Thus, classical CMF seem to be at least as good as conventional doxorubicin
containing regimens in amenorrhea induction (Table 1). In the overview

comparison between CMF-like regimens and anthracycline-containing poly

chemotherapy, there was a slight benefit for the latter (3). However, these data are

Table 1 Efficacy of Amenorrhea Induction by Different Chemotherapy Regimens

Adjuvant chemotherapy

Cyclophosphamide, methotrexate, fluorouracil (CMF)

Doxirubicin, cyclophosphamide (AC)
Fluorouracil, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide (FAC)
Docetaxel, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide (TAC)
Doxorubicin-based
Cyclophosphamide, epiribicin, fluorouracil (CEF)

Source: Ref. 20.
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based on analyses on both receptor-negative and receptor-positive patients, so the
conclusions, especially for patients with receptor-positive disease. must be treated
with caution.

VI. SCANDINAVIAN BREAST GROUP STUDY 9401

The Scandinavian Breast Group Study 940 I (SBG 9401) was a randomized study
in high-risk women under 60 years of age (14). The patients were estimated to

have approximately 70% risk of relapse within 5 years. based on three
Scandinavian registries (14). An individual-tailored and G-CSF-supported FEC
regimen was randomly compared to conventional FEC therapy followed by
man'ow-supported high-dose therapy with cyclophosphamide (6 g/m C). thiotepa
(0.5 g/m C). and carboplatin (0.8 g/m C) (14). Patients in the tailored arm received
nine courses of FEe. while patients in the other arm received three (four) courses
of FEC followed by the CTCb-regimen. Patients in the tailored regimens were
given epirubicin doses varying from 38 mg/mc to I::W mg/m c. and cyclophos
phamide from ..+50 mg/mc to 1800 mg/mc. 5-FU was administered from
300 mg/mc to 600 mg/mc. Six different dose levels were used and patients
received unchanged. escalated. or reduced doses based on the hematological tox
icity recorded after l. 1.5. and 2 weeks following each course (1"+). All patients
were to be started at F6ooE75C90o with G-CSF support from days 2 to 15 and
prophylactic antibiotics from days 5 to 15 (1"+).

Patients in the G-CSF-supported and tailored FEC arm had statistically
significantly fewer breast cancer relapses compared with st::l1ldard FEC followed
by marrow support (14). There was no difference in over311 survival.

In 3 subanalysis of SBG 9..+0 I. the breast cancer relapse risk was calcubted
in relation to given doses; p3tients had similar breast cancer relapse risks. regard
less of delivered dose levels. However. this does not mean that the dose level does
not m3tter. The principle in this study W3S that each patient was treated accord
ing to the optimal dose that the patient required based on toxicity (1..+). The 3ctual
delivered dose level indicated that patients can receive markedly di fferent dose
levels if treated on the basis of equivalent toxicity.

The individually tailored therapy principle has recently been tested once more
in the recently completed SBG 2000-1 study comparing sewn courses of standard
FEC versus tailored FEC without G-CSF support. By the end or the study in August
2003, 1,533 patients were randomized. The rrequency of alllenolThea unfortunately
was not recorded in the SBG 9..+0 I study. How\:ver. it C3n be speculated that very
rcw patients would not experience induction or :lmenorrhea unless they were \'('r~'

young, based on the very high cumulative doses of cyclophosphamide. The medi:l;l
dose of cyclophosphamide was 10.238 mg/mc and S'-+OO mg/mc in the tai lored FEC
arm and standard FEC-CBCb high-dose arm. respectively ( 1..+). The corresponding
epirubicin doses were 7S0 mg/mc and lSI mg/mc. respectively (1..+).
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VII. HORMONAL STATUS: THE BEST AND ONLY
WAY FORWARD?

HR status in primary breast cancer is a powerful predictive instrument.
Immunohistochemical determination of ER and PR status is today a widely
accepted method to assign patients to different h0I111onal therapy modalities. It is

recognized that the immunohistochemical expression in most tumors is markedly
heterogeneous. The accepted cut-off level for receptor positivity in many studies
is at least 10% positive cells, while a lower level of only I % to 10% has also been
indicated to be useful for the application of adjuvant endocrine therapy (IS).

Hormonal status alone may not be enough to judge whether a patient should
receive only hormonal therapy, a combination of hormonal therapy and
chemotherapy. or chemotherapy alone. There is no question that the separation of
breast cancer into hormone responsive (receptor positive) or unresponsive is valu
able in clinical practice. However, it may not be the only way forward for therapy
selections in the future because some patients with clearly hormone responsive
disease will have no benefit from this type of therapy. In the future we must
explore strategies for understanding the biology of small subgroupslindividuals
not behaving as expected according to present prognostic and predictive factors.

Current calculations of relapse risk and choice of therapy are based on group
statistics from analyses of prospective and retrospective studies. However, judg
ment of this factor in the future may require more strategies for understanding the
biology of smaller groups or even individual patients because present group sta

tistics cannot predict who will relapse or respond to therapy.
Advances in research techniques and strategies may allow an increased

understanding of breast cancer biology, thereby improving the potential for prog
nostic and predictive potential. For example, microarray-data using the HG Ul33
Affymetrix chips contain expression information from approximately 33.000

human genes (16). In a recent study on patients initially treated between 1994 and
1996. we found that around one-third of these genes were expressed in the breast
cancer samples. ER- and PR- were found to have genes with discriminatory
expression compared with ER or PR-containing tumors. These data further indi
cate that we may have to have additional information on patients with receptor

positive disease versus receptor-negative disease in our future therapy decisions.
Breast cancer is a far more complex disease than the present separation of patients
into hormone-responsive and hormone-unresponsive patients.

The more sophisticated separation of breast cancer into several subgroups
has previously been illustrated in a study that classified breast carcinomas into
five or six distinct diseases having a similar prognosis, based on variation of gene

expression derived from microanay-expression data (17). It has also been
demonstrated that the application of the alTay-technology will allow improved
prognostic value for breast cancer patients (18). By the use of these 70 genes
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identified by the Dutch group, it was demonstrated that the gene-alTay-expression
determination allowed a better risk separation of patients compared with the NIH
or the commonly used St. Gallen criteria (19).

VIII. CONCLUSION

Polychemotherapy is very well documented for therapy of premenopausal
patients with both axillary-Iymph-node-negative and -positive disease. The mor
tality reduction by polychemotherapy is potentially higher in the receptor-nega
tive group, compared to patients with receptor-positive disease. The reduction in
relapse and improved survival by adjuvant chemotherapy in premenopausal
patients with receptor-positive disease, especially with CMF-based regimens,
appears to be related to the induction of amenorrhea.

Classical CMF is efficient in inducing amenon'hea in premenopausal patients.
No upfront and randomized comparative studies exist between classical CMF and
anthracycline-based regimens or taxanes in relation to the potential to induce
amenorrhea and the relationship to outcome. Indirect comparisons indicate a
potentially lower induction of amenorrhea by these regimens, but compmisons m'e
difficult because different schedules and total doses have been used in different
studies. However, regimens containing anthracyclines or taxanes or especially
high-dose intensity of epirubicin offer an additional significant survival benefit
compared with CMF-based therapy. However, outcomes in studie have not been
prospectively analyzed for many of these anthracycline/taxane-containing regi
mens in relation to receptor status and induction of amenon'hea.

Recent microaITay data strongly support the hypothesis that breast cancer no
longer can be considered as a single disease entity. but rather as multiple-disease
entities requiring separation into multiple subgroups in addition to the receptor
positive and receptor-negative groups. Further developments will allow further
studies in this area, potentially with the addition of proteomic data. which may
allow a deeper understanding of the different subgroup entities and potentially
allowing the possibility of better and more tailored prognostic data and therapy
prediction for each patient.
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PANEL DISCUSSION
2

Therapy in Premenopausal Women
Gini F. Fleming and Jan G. M. Klijn, Chairmen

Monday, July 7, 2003

J. KJijn: Thank you. Jonas [Bergh] for this last presentation. In line with your last
remarks. I would like to show two slides to start the discussion. I have the first
one. After the publication of the two trials, the ZEBRA trial and the Austrian
study last year in the JOllmal of Clinical Oncology (December IS. 2002).
Kathleen Plitchard wrote an editorial (J Clin Oncol 2002; 20:4611). You see
these remarks: "While many questions remain to be answered. it seems clear
that we must begin to think of endocrine therapy as a legitimate alternative to
chemotherapy in the adjuvant treatment of women with receptor-positive
breast cancer. This form of targeted therapy has probably been greatly under
used in North America and perhaps in other parts of the world as well ..

What is really the key in hormone-receptor-positive patients will be
endocrine treatment, certainly when we are able to improve the efficacy of

endocrine treatment now and in the future.

C. K. Osborne: It seems like we've been focusing, particularly our European
colleagues, on the issue that Dr. Pritchard raised there. That is, the underuti
lization of endocrine therapy perhaps by people in the United States, which
I agree with. But that's not the important issue now. There is no question that
endocrine therapy is impol1ant in premenopausal receptor-positive patients.

Many of us use it all the time.
The real question is: For whom and when should we add on chemother

apy? That I still am confused about. Or when should we add endocrine ther
apy on to those who have gotten chemotherapy? Most people would treat
those who have node-positive disease with chemotherapy. When do we add
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on goserelin? Is it only in those that don't achieve amenoIThea? Would
tamoxifen do just as well. chemotherapy plus tamoxifen, without any LHRH

agonist or ovarian ablation?
Those are the questions that we still don't know the answers to. The

Intergroup trial would have answered them if we'd been smart enough to have
a fOUl1h arm: chemotherapy plus tamoxifen. The issue now is who should get
the combination of the two as opposed to either one alone? I think everyone
would agree that if you're going to give chemotherapy or endocrine therapy
in a low-risk patient. endocrine therapy would be the choice. It's at least as
good and less toxic. But who should we give both to? That's the issue.

J. KIijn: May I have a question to Kent? How do you treat premenopausal
estrogen-receptor-positive early breast cancer in daily clinical practice?

C. K. Osborne: Low-risk cancers I treat with tamoxifen alone: higher-risk ones
I treat with both chemotherapy and tamoxifen. In some of those patients, par
ticularly the younger ones and those at very high risk, I may give ovarian
ablation of one sort or another along with tamoxifen, although I'm not
certain that tamoxifen alone wouldn't be just as good.

W. Jonat: I would like to show two short slides from the ZEBRA trial focus
ing on the question which you just raised. One of the major points, of course.
is still about chemotherapy and amenorrhea. We have analyzed this question
a bit. What you can see here are patients who become amenoITheic. Patients
who are amenorrheic due to CMF; patient who are amenorrheic due to hor
mone therapy alone: patients on CMF and nonamenorrheic, cytotoxic effect
alone, hormone effect alone, combination of cytotoxic and hormone effect.
showing superiority for the combination.

I think these data are previously unreported and although they are not
randomized data, they more or less show what we are looking for. Of course.
we need further data on age subgroups.

W. Eiermann: I would like to ask a question to Walter IJonat] regarding the
slide here. Is there any age dependency of the Zoladex® effecr) Is the dura
tion of amenorrhea with Zoladex age dependent')

W. Jonat: or course this is just the whole group of all premenopausal patients
and going into subgroups would make it too small.

A. Howell: This analysis is very problematic because basically what you're
doing is comparing older patients with CMF versus younger patients with
CMF. You haven't made the age adjustment. have you')

W. Jonat: We have. I didn't show these data.

A. Howell: In age-adjusted data do you get the same')
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W. Jonat: We do. We can do age adjustment. It's just age groups looking at
35 to 40 and 40 to 45.

I. Smith: Can I ask you another question on that? We tend to be more confident
giving chemotherapy in patients who are node positive. Can you split it down?

W. Jonat: These are all node-positive patients.

M. Ellis: The important next diagnostic step is to be able to differentiate ER +
endocrine-therapy-sensitive disease from estrogen-receptor-positive
endocrine-therapy-insensitive. I believe a step has been made down that path
by Filipits et aL from the Austrian Breast and Colorectal Cancer Study
Group (ABCSG) Trial 5 presented at ASCO 2003. They examined P27 Kipl

which looked quite promising as a predictor of sensitivity to
goserelinJtamoxifen versus CMF in premenopausal women. Combination
endocrine therapy was superior to CMF in patients with high P27Kipi expres
sion but not in those with low P27 Kipi expression.

P. Lonning: Did you also measure the cyclins? Was the P27 just a reAection of
an increased level of cyclin 0 or cyclin E'7

R. Jakesz: Yes, that's right. We have done that as well. P27 was the most
differentiating one.

R. Santen: I'd like to ask a "Craig Henderson" question. Looking at existing
data, one may ask whether chemotherapy works exclusively by chemical cas
tration in ER + premenopausal patients in the advanced setting. I've been try
ing to follow the data to see if we have an answer to that question now. In
order to answer that question, we would have to take estrogen-receptor-posi
tive, premenopausal patients with advanced disease, put them on a GNRH
agonist and show that it clearly did lower the estrogen levels to post
menopausal levels with no FSH escape.

After exposure to that manipulation for a period of time, one would add
chemotherapy or placebo. It seems to me that's the only way to directly
answer the question, which I've heard Craig Henderson ask multiple times
over the past several years. Perhaps I have missed something? Do we have
data now that incontrovertibly proves that chemotherapy adds something to
ovarian ablation in that setting? I'm seeing a lot of no's. Do we have any pos
itive data? Isn't it necessary that we obtain data to answer that question'7

C. K. Osborne: That's indirect data right there.

R. Santen: But I think you have to block the ovaries first so that you have a patient
who really is postmenopausal. At that time, when the rumor is quiescent, one
then adds chemotherapy or placebo and observes the clinical outcome.
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C. K. Osborne: In that case you may be counteracting the effectiveness of
the chemotherapy with your hormone therapy. I think it's a more compli
cated issue to think about than you might think. You could argue the fact
that chemo works very well in estrogen-receptor-negative patients which
would suggest that there is a nonovarian ablation effect. That may be only
in those tumors that are estrogen-receptor-negative. It may not be in those
tumors that are estrogen-receptor-positive. That data that was just up there,
the CMF ovarian ablation was a lot better than the Zoladex® ovarian abla
tion, which would implicate a chemotherapy effect. There are other indi
rect data. But it's not so simple to study because of the impact of ovarian
ablation.

T. Powles: I want to ask a slightly different but related question. Do we have
any evidence now from the tlials that have been done with the u e of
Zoladex® that it will protect against permanent amenorrhea or protect against
infertility? It's very relevant in our choice of treatment. I think the one single
big factor is the loss of fertility when using chemotherapy in premenopausal
women. Is there any evidence now?

I. Smith: There are two or three small uncontrolled studies, which tend to how
very positive results at a very high rate of recurrence of ovarian function in
patients who have had Zoladex® and then chemotherapy. We've been doing
this ourselves and again in fairly small numbers. 30 or 35 women. We cer
tainly don't see recurrence of ovarian function in anything like the 95% or
so that's reported in the literature. It' not been looked at in a properly
controlled group.

I. C. Henderson: Coming back to this question of the combination of therapies,
I certainly did take the argument that Kent [Osborne] made for quite a few
years. That is, if there is an effect. for example. in postmenopausal receptor
negative patients, and I think that's unequivocal, then it must have an effect
against any receptor-negative tumor cells. However. there is something that
strikes me just looking at the clinical data alone. and I think you could also
make arguments based on preclinical data. Is the impoct of endocrine
therapy much greater than you would predict just looking ot the estrogen
receptor positivity of the cells?

For exomple, I wrote in the early 1980s that we wouldn't have a big
impact on survival (with hormone therapy) because I felt that you had to hov;
close to 100% of the cells receptor positive. Thot definitely hos not proven to
be the cose. That was sort of dogmo in the early years of odjuvont therapy, thot
you had to somehow destroy something in excess of 99 l' of the cancer cells
in order to have much of on impact on survivol. That's not the case.
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If we look at recent data coming from the Baylor group, tumors that have
really a very, very small percentage of receptor-positive cells show regression

that exceeds the amount that you would predict. I think that the question you
raised, Dick [Santen], underscores the point that Kent [Osbome] made, that the
complexity of this issue is quite a bit greater than we've thought. Sometimes

our oversimplification leads us to conclusions that are inappropriate, such as
that these therapies are always going to be additive. Maybe that comes back to
what Matt [Ellis] was raising as an issue that the heterogeneity among what we
call estrogen-receptor-negative and what we call estrogen-receptor-positive
tumors, is in fact much more variable than we recognized thus far.

Going on from that, I'd like to ask a kind of practical question, picking
up on one of the points that Kent [Osborne] made. That is, he said he would
treat patients who are at low risk with tamoxifen alone. It seems to me that
when we treat any group of patients we should at least offer them whatever
is the optimal therapy, whatever gives them the greatest benefit. They may
choose a therapy that has less toxicity and less benefit. but they certainly
should be given the option of the therapy with the greatest benefit. Are you
convinced that we have sufficient evidence right now that tamoxifen is as
good as ovarian ablation in patients with endocrine sensitive tumors? Do we
have sufficient evidence to conclude that?

C. K. Osborne: It is probably better but we don't have the evidence.

I. C. Henderson: It seems to me that was a mistake in the take-home point
from the overviews. By putting all the patients together and comparing
tamoxifen versus no tamoxifen, it has resulted in a lot of patients who have
been made postmenopausal (by chemotherapy) in that group. It's such a het
erogeneous group to begin with that I wonder if we're short-changing
patients. Have we closed our minds to this issue prematurely in younger
premenopausal women?

W, Eiermann: I don't want to make things still more complicated with amenor
rhea. Amenorrhea does not mean that this patient is in a postmenopausal situ
ation. Amenorrhea means that there is no more cyclic ovulation. The estrogen
values can be higher than postmenopausal values. So the symptom of amenor
rhea does not necessarily mean a patient is postmenopausal. We have to reex
amine these patients, for example, to look at the real estradiol values they have.

They still can be premenopausal. This makes the discussion more complicated.

R. Santen: I was going to make this comment before because it's come up

several times in the discussion. I think it's very important to focus on some
new physiology that we know about normal breast. Normal breast only has
about I-2% of cells that are estrogen-receptor positive.
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Several Speakers: 20%

R. Santen: OK, so let's say 20%. ['m quoting Jose Russo's and Bob Clark's data.
But basically the cells in the breast that are estrogen-receptor-positive are not
the cells that are dividing. The cell that is estrogen-receptor-positive resides
next to [the] cell that is Ki67 +. In the normal breast simation, estrogen is really
working via a paraCline mechanism. The best explanation is that estrogen binds
to the estrogen receptor and stimulates growth factors. Those growth factors
then travel to and bind to the cells that are sun'ounding the normal estrogen
receptor-positive cells and stimulate proliferation of cells lacking estrogen
receptor but containing growth-factor receptors.

Marc Lippman and others presented data regarding MCF-7 cells many
years ago, suggesting that estrogen could directly stimulate cell proliferation
in breast cells. These data may be a bit misleading. These observations would
suggest that a breast cell has to work in an autocrine or an endocrine fashion,
where the estrogen is acting directly on the cell where the estrogen is made.
If we take the concept that you have a few estrogen-receptor-positive cells,
and it may be as few as 5% in a tumor, those few cells are really the drivers.
Those are the cells that respond to estrogen and stimulate the remaining
breast cancer cells through paracrine. growth-factor-mediated mechanisms.

When we begin to analyze immunohistochemistry and say that 5% of
the cells in that tumor are receptor positive and. therefore. hormone sensitive,
95% are receptor negative and. therefore, hormone insensitive. this is not
really a concept that we can hold onto any further. Clearly, estrogen can bind
to the cells that have estrogen receptor and drive the proliferation of others.
I think that's a very important concept when we begin to look at these kinds
of data.

C. K. Osborne: We'd better be cautious in interpreting immunohistochemical
data. First of alL we've known for a long time. even from the days of bio
chemical data, that we always used a cut off of undetectable values to be pos
itive or negative. Values between 3 and 10 fmol per milligram protein were
considered to predict good response rates to hormonal therapy. I'm not sure
why people raised the cutoff to 10. but it became routine. We weren't sur
prised when we saw very low percentages of hormone receptor cells still
being able to predict benefit from tamoxifen adjuvant therapy. In fact. the
biggest di fference is between less than I ''10 of cells and between I and 10%
of cells. That's a much bigger ditlerence th:lI1 the higher and higher levels of
estrogen-receptors in terms of tamoxifen benefit in our study.

We're looking at the percent of cells that have estrogen receptor at that
moment. We know that estrogen receptor is cell cycle dependent. We 're also
looking at the limits of detection of the assay. It may be that when you detect
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a tumor that has some estrogen-receptor-positive cells, that means that the
majority of those cells at some point in the cell cycle do express estrogen
receptor and would be sensitive to hormone therapy. Or that even in those
cells where we can't measure it, the fact that we can see it in some cells
means that they all have it below the limits of detection of the assay and they
respond. While I think the things that you bring up are certainly more likely
the possibility, I think we don't know for sure whether these other cells are,
in fact. estrogen responsive because they have receptor at some other point
in time that we're not seeing, or that they have very low levels of receptor that
are still biologically relevant.

R. Santen: Just to respond quickly if I can. Gerald Cunha has done some beau
tiful work, mixing estrogen-receptor-negative cells and estrogen-receptor
positive cells obtained from transgenic animals. This model represents
benign, not malignant. tissue. But I think his model really gets around the con
cept that you're raising that a cell might have a receptor at one time, and not
at another. He clearly shows that estrogen-receptor-positive cells can stimu
late sUITounding estrogen-receptor-negative cells in a paracrine fashion.
These experiments represent the benign situation, and it seems also to be true
in prostate cancer and in other types of cancer that one can show this impor
tant paracrine mechanism. We need to think about this paradigm because we
fairly routinely interpret the kinds of data that we've seen with a different
explanation.

A. Howell: If I could just complete what you're saying, Dick. As you know, we
were the first to show this separation between estrogen-receptor-positive and
estrogen-receptor-negative cells in normal breast. In tumors, you find that
estrogen-receptor-positive cells proliferate. Almost one of the first changes
that one sees in ADH and DClS is that separation is lost.

Our interpretation is that there is a paracrine effect in tumors because
there are estrogen-receptor-positive and estrogen-receptor-negative cells
within the tumor. But also estrogen is directly stimulating some of the estro
gen-receptor-positive cells in the tumor as well as there being a potential
paracrine effect in the cells.

C. K. Osborne: Regarding that, I forgot about a paper that we published back
in the early '80s where we took estrogen-receptor-positive cells and mixed
them with estrogen-receptor-negative cells and put them in a mouse. The
hypothesis originally was that the estrogen-receptor-negative cells would
release paracrine factors which would cause the estrogen-receptor-positive
cells to grow in the absence of estrogen. and vice versa. If we didn't supple
ment the mice with estrogen, the only cells that grew out were estrogen
receptor-negative. If we did supplement the mouse with estrogen, the only
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cells that grew out were estrogen-receptor-positive. We weren't able to show
the paracrine effect in either direction. It was a publication in one of the first
issues of Breast Cancer Research and Treatment.

J. Klijn: Can you suggest any other factors, Kent, apart from the receptor,
which may be important in tumors with only 5% positive estrogen-receptor
cells?

C. K. Osborne: I think there are a couple of possibilities. Dick [San ten] men
tioned one. When you shut off the estrogen-receptor in the estrogen-receptor
positive cells, you shut off the expression of the TGF alpha and EGF and
IGF2 in some tumors that then would feed the estrogen-receptor-negative
cells. That's certainly one possibility.

The other possibility is that the majority of the cells do have estrogen
receptors, if you were able to measure it over time. If you had a movie with
live cells, which people are now starting to be able to do. you might find that
this cell, l2 hours later in the cell cycle, does now express estrogen-receptor
whereas it didn't at this time. Those are imp0l1ant issues that perhaps just
now we have the technology to begin to look at.

M. Baum: In the same way, the other side of the coin may be the response to
tamoxifen that could explain bystander effects, in that there is upregulation
and induction of transforming growth factor beta and downregulation of
insulin like factor I by using tamoxifen. Anthony Coletta in my lab some
years ago suggested the induction of TGF beta from fibroblasts. So. just as it
is complex to look at the estrogen effect. it's equally complex in interpreting
the response to tamoxifen in cancers with a minority of receptor positive cells.

H. Sasano: I'd like to comment from the standpoint of a pathologist. r believe
that one of the most important things is. as Dr. Osborne mentioned. that more
than I% receptor-positive cells may be the cutoff for prediction of benefit
from hormone therapy in the patients with breast cancer. However. it is true
that the great majority of pathology laboratories depends merely on the per
centage of the positive cells. Recently. the intensity of each positive cell has
also been shown to be import:lnt in predicting response to endocrine therapy
or other biologic:ll treatments.

I believe that standardiZ:ltions of both the scoring :lnd the staining sys
tem of estrogen receptor immunohistochemistry are now becoming more
important than before. considering recent development of endocrine therapy
in the patients with breast canc r. In this regard. the scoring system as
Professor Craig [Allred] had developed. which is a combination of intensity
and also the absolute number of the cells. probably satisfies some of the
questions thaI clinical colleagues raised in this discussion. I would like to
emphasize again that the scoring system incorporating the number and
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intensity of positive carcinoma cells may also be a better eVJluation method
for estrogen-response protein such as EBAC 9 or efp, JS well as cyclin

related protein. These four scoring methods probably select some pJtients'
responses to the therapy. These scoring methods can select the patients who
may respond to endocrine therapy with more precision. However, whatever

markers will be introduced, the important thing is the standardization of
procedure.

C. K. Osborne: I think you're absolutely right. In the United States in the early
1980s there was a major, federally funded program to standardize ligand bind
ing assays. By the end of the 1980s everybody was doing it exactly the same
way. If you got SO femtomoles in this lab, you'd get 40 to 60 in that lab.

Now with immunohistochemistry, we're back to where we were in 1979
or 1980. According to the studies from the U.K.. 30% of estrogen receptors
are wrong by immunohistochemistry in the routine average laboratory. Craig
will tell you the same thing is true in the United States I think there Jre a lot
of patients who are not receiving potentially life-saving adjuvant endocrine
therapy simply because their laboratory hasn't paid attention to how they do
the receptor. They think it's an easy test. You just do it; get the cheapest anti
body you can and run it.

R. Jakesz: We have made quality control. We run it continuously over all
departments of pathology in Austria. It's a small country so it's easy to do.
It's only twenty departments. But we are doing that continuously.

J. Ingle: For completeness sake. in the early-stage disease. some of the questions
that Kent [Osborne] and other people hJve raised about the importJnce of
amenolThea in outcome, the role of aromatase inhibitors, what is the role
of chemotherapy? Clearly things that people face every day. There is a triad
of studies, I'm sure everybody is aware of. that will address these issues:
SOFT, TEXT and PERCHE. These were developed with the IBCSG taking
the lead and involvement of the Breast International Group and the North

American Breast Intergroup. They are absolutely crucial studies that people
have come to acknowledge to address important questions.

J. KIijn: Mitch, and then I would like to go for the last 10 minutes to clinical

questions.

M. Dowsett: I really wanted to just go back to the postmenopausal setting and
an analogous situation in the premenopausal setting. Perhaps the best clini

cal data we've got regarding the ability of breast tumors to acquire hyper
sensitivity to estrogens are with a GnRH agonist. Look at the patients who
respond to a GnRH agonist and then relapse. When we Jdd an aromatase

inhibitor. these patients will respond in many cases. There was a very small
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study which Charles Coombes did back in about 1989 that showed that four

out of six patients responded in those circumstances.
I'm just thinking about the adjuvant effects of oophorectomy. [n those

studies there are major separations of the lines in the overview analysis, and

the lines do not come back together in this premenopausal situation when
we're depriving the patient of estrogen. I just wonder whether that might be
slightly reassuring to Kent [Osborne] in his consideration of the aromatase
inhibitors in the postmenopausal situation, If the biology in the pre

menopausal woman is that we're sort of sensitizing these tumors to estrogen,
yet those lines are not coming back together, can that reassure us in the post
menopausal setting') Can you respond to that, Kent?

C. K. Osborne: I don't know which way it's going to go in the postmenopausal
setting. I think there are arguments that it could be beneficial by killing off cells

or that it could also be detrimental. I think one of the reasons that 1 haven't
switched over to aromatase inhibitors as a standard adjuvant therapy is that we
don't know. We have many, many years of experience with tamoxifen. I'm
intrigued that only two years of ovarian ablation in the German studies repre

sent very good therapy. That's attractive for patients. I don't know which way
it's going to go.

M. Dowsett: Can [ just ask Dick [Santen] a very simple question. You said two

words which provoked thought. In the goserelin-treated patients, you do get
increases in FSH. This happens in male patients with prostate cancer as well.
Can you just say a couple of words about the signific::lIlce') How frequent that
is? How frequently does it cause increases in estrogen levels? Is it sufficient
for us to think that's really distinct from an oophorectomy')

R. Santen: [really can't answer that. The studies that I was refelTing to were

mainly in men with prostate cancer. It was clear that the FSH levels went up
over time, probably because of inhibin effects on negative feedback and

effects on the testes. Clearly it occurs in premenopausal patients as well. I
don't think that's been studied carefully enough to know what the effects on
estrogen are in that situation or even whether systematic measurements of
FSH levels have been adequately performed.

R. Jal<esz: We're doing that routinely and we have never seen that.

M. Dowsett: You have never seen')

R. Jal<esz: Never seen that LH or FS H goes up.

M. Dowsett: We published two papers on that several years ago. One was for
Zoladex® and one was with Lupron@ LH levels st~1yed flat. Thev dOll't

escape at all. FSH levels steadily increased. In the tirst study, we l1lal;~H:ed to
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do a little statistical investigation, sort of an exploratory analysis. We corre
lated the fact where their F5H increases were highest, the estrogen levels also
increased. The estrogen levels didn't become premenopausal, but the levels
were higher after six months than they were after four weeks.

R. Jakesz: But not with tamoxifen. We are measuring only with tamoxifen.

M. Dowsett: I think actually that's interesting data. If you give tamoxifen, the
F5H no longer rises. The estrogen levels, therefore, stay low.

R. Santen: We need to concentrate a bit on the physiology here. In post
menopausal women, tamoxifen is an estrogen agonist on the pituitary. Clearly
postmenopausal women on tamoxifen will have suppression of both LH and
F5H. Here we are talking about premenopausal patients. This represents an
open loop feedback situation. When you lower the level of estrogen with the
GNRH superagonist analogue, by lowering LH and F5H, you'll lower ovar
ian inhibin levels. Inhibin is an alternate negative feedback regulator for F5H
but not for LH. The physiology of F5H going up in the individuals with
GNRH superagonist analogues is pretty well understood.

I don't know the data regarding what effect that rise of F5H has on the
endogenous level of estrogen being made in those patients.

J. KJijn: In line with this discussion, it is very important to discuss what the opti
mal duration of treatment is with an LHRH agonist. It is now unknown. 50 a
question to Walter Jonat. You showed that a certain number of women get
recun'ence during Zoladex® treatment. My question is, since recunence was
seen at 36 months of follow-up, does that mean that one year after stopping
Zoladex® the patients [would be] having a recurrence in the Zoladex-only arm')

W. Jonat: Once again, it's just a question of age groups that you're looking
into. We have looked into the question of being on Zoladex® in women over
35 years of age, as you would say, after 2.5 years. Half a year off ZoIadex
treatment, there was sti II an amenonheic group and one group that did get the
menstrual bleeding back. If we are comparing those two groups and the out
come, then there was no difference in the outcome.

50 the amenonheic group and the nonamenolTheic group are totally the
same. Have in mind the sample size, only 327 patients. Of course it is of
importance to look into the age subgroups. Once again, if we are looking at
women 40 to 45 years, the curves are still exactly the same.

I. C. Henderson: How many patients in each of those two groups?

W. Jonat: This is exactly one of the points. The distribution is not exactly right.
Of course there are more on Zoladex® who get menstrual bleeding. The

proportion is one-third to two-thirds.
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I. C. Henderson: One-third is permanent or not?

W. Jonat: Not permanent.

A. Howell: This is the remarkable result. Two years of amenorrhea is as good
as permanent amenon'hea. The question is whether you are giving two or

three endocrine therapies at the same time. You get amenolThea for two years
and then the estrogen goes up a la Dick Santen. Is that another endocrine
therapy in which those patients may subsequently go through menopause and

get a third endocrine therapy? That may be why the two years is as good as

permanent amenoIThea.

R. Santen: Can I make a comment? I think there are a couple of very interest
ing things. One, we know that there is a carry-over effect of tamoxifen. Five

years of tamoxifen use results in continuing benefit at IS years. I don't think
that we've focused sufficiently on the fact that these endocrine therapies may
actually be cytotoxic. They trigger off apoptosis. We know that reduction of
estrogen will kill cells through this mechanism. Is it possible as an explana
tion that if you give two years of depo Zoladex® and you have residual

micrometastases or local hormone sensitive cells, you're basically killing the
cells that are there via apoptosis?

Then when you stop, you don't have any cells left that can be hypersen
sitive and you don't have cancer cells left. What you've really done is
destruction of a subset of cells. This concept obviously isn't proven. but it's
very important when we start thinking about prevention of breast cancer. A

lot of patients that we're treating with tamoxifen for breast cancer prevention
probably have pre-existing small tumors. Some of those, we may be in
essence curing through this pro apoptotic mechanism. Although we have to

specuIJte about what may be going on, it is important not to implicate just
one potential explanation for the effects seen with t\\lO years of depo
Zoladex.

J. Klijn: For the last few minutes, let's focus on the role of aromatase

inhibitors, Dick, do you think that when you have very low estrogen levels

by the combination of LHRH agonists plus aromatase inhibitor that in that
case more tumor cells will dic than during the LHRH agonist treatment
alone? Or do you expect no difference')

R. Santen: I can only speculate. I think we need data to hnd that out. Cle~lrly

when one lowers estrogen levels in MCF-7 cells, there is a dose-respons~

curve to enhance apoptosis. In that setting it would suggest that further
reduction or estrogen under some circumstances might kill more cells than a

lesser reduction. That's really a major leap, extrapolating that in vitro d~1ta to

predict the effects of the combination in women. My guess is yes. blocbde
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of estrogen action and of ovarian synthesis of estrogen may be more effec
tive. Or the aromatase inhibitors, where you're lowering the levels even fur
ther, may be even more effective.

I think that's only speculation at this point. We need to think about that.
We need to test it to find out what our therapies are doing.

J, Klijn: There is one small Spanish study, presented in Paris, and data in the
abstract book of the San Antonio Breast Cancer Conference last year which
show that a combination of an LHRH agonist plus an aromatase inhibitor is
more effective in metastatic disease than the combination of LHRH agonist
with tamoxifen. My question to you as expel1S is: What do you expect of the
application of aromatase inhibitors in premenopausal breast cancer? What is
the role for aromatase inhibitors? Will it replace tamoxifen or not?

A. Howell: I'm waiting for the Austrian result.

J. Klijn: Indeed, these are very imp0l1ant.

R. Santen: I was very impressed with Steve Johnston's presentation this
morning. I've seen these data previously. If you take the nude mouse
xenograft model of breast cancer, the results from a comparison oophorec
tomy with a SERM, such as tamoxifen, are quite interesting. Lowering of
estrogen as a result of oophorectomy is always more effective than any of the
SERMs. I don't think that's been emphasized enough before. These results
indicate to me that when one gives a SERM, it still has some estrogen
agonistic effects, even though it has a major estrogen-antagonist effect.
These preclinical data comparing castration with tamoxifen suggest that
there is some residual estrogen agonistic effect of the SERM under these
circumstances.

You could apply these concepts to patients who have their ovaries
medically downregulated by GNRH superagonist analogues. Under these
circumstances, you could ask whether tamoxifen or an aromatase inhibitor
might be better. I would be very concerned that under those circumstances,
you still would have some estrogen agonistic effect of tamoxifen, which you
don't have with an aromatase inhibitor. I think the data Steve [Johnston]
showed is really very important in this regard.

C. K. Osborne: [think we should stop thillking of tamoxifen as an anti-estrogen.
It's not. It is a weak estrogen. When you load the receptor with a weak estro
gen, you have a little tiny bit of agonist activity but you're able to counteract
the more potent 17-beta estradiol that was on the receptor. That amount of
agonist activity, which in most breast cancers is a very small amount, can be
made bigger by certain things that happen in the cell, to the point where
tamoxifen could be bad or deleterious by stimulating the tumor.
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It's a lot easier to explain the ATAC data, if you think of tamoxifen as

being in most patients a weak estrogen, not an antiestrogen. It almost always
has a little bit of agonist activity even in breast cancer cells. Cross-talk with
growth factor pathway and then stress pathways is one of the mechanisms

that can boost up its relative amount of agonist activity.

R. Santen: Steve [Johnston] showed another slide this morning that he didn't
comment on. Tamoxifen, in the face of no estrogen, exeI1s primalily estrogen
agonistic properties. Tamoxifen in the presence of a lot of estrogen acts as an
antagonist. He showed a beautiful slide where. with castration, tamoxifen stim
ulated uterine weight up to a given level. The intact animal, given tamoxifen,

inhibited uterine weight down to the same level that tamoxifen stimulated it.
The condition of very low estrogen levels is exactly the setting in which

tamoxifen will become an agonist. particularly as seen in the ATAC trial in
which one is markedly lowering the estrogen levels with the aromatase
inhibitor. I think when Mitch Dowsett and I objected to the combination, this
was really the reasoning. The worst situation in which to add tamoxifen to an

aromatase inhibitor is the one where there is very little estrogen present.

C. K. Osborne: Estrogen for the tamoxifen to antagonize.

S. Johnston: Therefore, do you think it would be a worthwhile approach if the
SERMs were to have any resurgence, to take something that had very little
agonist activity and put it on a background of low estrogen levels with aro
matase inhibitors? I don't see anybody necessarily jumping up and down

wanting to do that. There might be benefit in early disease. adjuvant setting.
or prevention setting in having that combination. It's quite a high-risk
strategy to go down a major development route going that way.

M. Dowsett: Perhaps someone else can answer this. I heard of a study which is
a raloxifene plus one of the aromatase inhibitors in advanced disease. Does
anybody else know of that and can anyone give an update on that')

J. Ingle: It's at Memorial Sloan Kettering. I think Maur~1 DickieI' is doing
exemestane plus raloxifene. It's a neoadjuvant study.

Unidentified Speaker: Plus raloxifene: why raloxifene')

.1. Ingle: Yes, it's a combination.

M. Dowsett: One does sort of wonder whether there could be a rationale there .

.1. Klijn: Before closing this session. one i:.Jst question.

I. Smith: It just relJtes to the discussion that Dick [Santen] and Kent [Osborne]

have been having. In premenopausal advanced disease. overvie\\' tri~11s
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of LHRH agonists alone versus the addition of tamoxifen show that the
addition of tamoxifen is beneficial there. I just can't quite see how that works

in view of these other discussions we've been having and in view of the
ATAC data.

C. K. Osborne: The estrogen levels vary much with ovarian ablation. You still
have aromatase there that is making a lot of estrogen in the tumor.

R. Santen: Remember that 30 years ago we knew that surgical adrenalectomy
was effective when used in sequence after medical oophorectomy. The con
cept has now been raised. The tumors become more sensitive to estradiol
after exposure to low levels following oophorectomy. Some people call this
phenomenon the estrostat. That is, as the estrogen levels go down. the tumors
become more sensitive to this. When you use the GNRH superagonist
analogue and put the patient into menopause. the levels of estradiol are about
10 picograms per ml. That's just the situation where tamoxifen works in post
menopausal patients when you antagonize that amount of estrogen. So it
seems that you are antagonizing a good deal of estrogen that is still present
in that setting. Remember that the level of estrogen in the breast in a post
menopausal woman is about the same as the estrogen level in the breast in a
premenopausal patient. There is really plenty of estrogen there to antagonize

fUl1her. I think that's probably the most likely explanation.

J Klijn: I'm SOIl-y. I have to close this session. Maybe we can continue this

discu sion tomol1'OW. I wish you good afternoon.
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Biology of Premalignant lesions
and Pathogenesis

D. Craig Allred

Baylor College of Medicine
Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

I. OVERVIEW

All invasive breast cancers evolve from premalignant lesions. The biological
alterations behind this evolution represent potential prognostic factors for pro
gression to invasive disease and, perhaps more importantly, targets for prevention.
This paper reviews which lesions are the most important in terms of premalignant
potential, their biological characteristics in terms of standard biomarkers, and the
implications of pathological findings for chemoprevention. Little is known about
the biological evolution of premalignant lesions into invasive disease, and
progress in prevention depends on a better understanding of this biology, which

should be a fundamental research priority.

II. INTRODUCTION

Because all invasive breast cancers arise from premalignant lesions, the biological
alterations behind this evolution are potential prognostic factors for progression to
invasive disease. Perhaps more importantly, such lesions may be potential targets

for breast cancer prevention strategies. This chapter focuses on a few key issues of
clinical relevance: I) which lesions, from the many that exist, appear to be the
most important in terms of premalignant potential and the evidence for their
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status; 2) the biological characteristics of these lesions, particularly as they relate

to standard detectable biomarkers; and 3) the clinical implications of histological

findings in terms of risk and prevention strategies.

III. MAJOR PREMALIGNANT lESIONS

Among the hundreds of permutations and combinations of proliferative breast

lesions in humans, only a relatively small number are thought to be premalignant

(Fig. I). They include normal terminal duct lobular units (TDLU) simply because

this is thought to be the stem cell compartment for all the other proliferative lesions

(Fig. Ia). One of the earliest histological abnormalities with significant premalig

nant potential is the hyperplastic unfolded lobule (HUL). sometimes identified as

[b]

Cd]

[f]

[c]

e]

[9]

" .r ' .... _

Figure 1 Major types of hUlllall prclwdigllallt bre,lstlcsiolls: (J) TerlllillJI duct lob
UIJrUllits (TDLUl (b) Hyperplastic ullfoided lobule (HULL (c) Usual dUCt,ll hvper
plasla (UDHl (eI) AtyplC.ll eluctJI hypcrplasiJ (ADHl (e) Duct,ll CJrci1lOIll,1 ill situ
(DClS). (f) Atypical 10bulJr hyperpl.1SiJ (ALHl (g) Lobular carCillOIllJ ill silu (LClS).
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_ HUL _ ADH _ DCIS _ IBC _ Met
(.'<LA I- II ) (ALA IV) (ALA V ITDLU

r-- ALH -
~ (ALB n·lII)

LCIS
(ALB IV-V) \

\~ UDH

~"~H"-

Microcyst~

Figure 2 Evolutionary model for development of invasive breast cancer from pre
malignant lesions. (See legend to Fig. 1 for abbreviations.) (From Ref. 1)

clonal alteration of lobules or blunt duct adenosis (Fig. Ib). Other early lesions

include usual ductal hyperplasia (UDH), also known as hyperplasia of the usual

type (HUT) (Fig. lc). atypical ductal hyperplasia (ADH, Fig. ld). ductal carci

noma in situ (DCIS, Fig. Ie), and their lobular counterparts, atypical lobular
hyperplasia (ALH, Fig. 1n, and lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS, Fig. Ig), each

with its own unique histological features.

Although published nearly 30 years ago, the evolutionary model proposed by

Jensen and Wellings based on the idea of histological continuity remains the most
consistent with accumulated laboratory data (I). In their evolutionary scheme,

TDLU play the central role as the stem cell repository for everything else that

ensues (Fig. 2). There are two main lineages in the evolution toward invasive

breast cancer: 1) the central lineage-evolving to so-called ductal carcinomas and

accounting for 85% of invasive breast cancer-where TDLU gives rise to HUL,

which gives rise to ADH and beyond; and 2) a second histologically independent,

smaller evolutionary pathway, involving the so-called lobular neoplasias, where

ALH evolves to LCIS and eventually invasive breast cancer. Some of the

competing contemporary models for breast cancer evolution have placed UDH

on the direct lineage to invasive breast cancer, but most recent thinking is that it

represents a side branch on the evolutionary tree, with some importance at least as

a risk factor because of shared ancestry through other lesions in the evolutionary

scheme.

IV. EVIDENCE FOR AN EVOLUTIONARY MODEL OF
PREMALIGNANCY

Virtually all of the evidence that exists regarding an evolutionary schema for pre

malignant lesions is correlative and indirect in nature. There is very little direct
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Figure 3 Histological continuum for the development of invasive breast cancer
(IBO from TDLU. (See legend to Figure 1 for abbreviations.) (From Ref. 1)

evidence, simply because the development of breast cancer in humans cannot be
observed and animal models do not seem to be especially representative of the
process in humans.

A. Histological Continuum

One of the most compelling arguments for the evolution of invasive breast cancer
from a relatively small group of premalignant lesions remains the idea of histo
logical continuity, perhaps best illustrated by focusing on the development of
ductal carcinomas. As shown in Figure 3, the process starts with TDLU. which is
a small terminal duct emanating from a subsegmental duct in the breast and end
ing in a grapelike cluster of blind secretory acini. Each acinous is lined by a sin
gle layer of cuboidal secretory cells, scattered among which reside the stem cells.

A substantial subpopulation of TDLU cells undergo hyperplasia. i.e .. rela
tively uncontrolled proliferation, until they evolve to a lesion called HUL whose
general overall shape is very similar to TDLU. Volumetrically. however. HUL are
100- to I,OOO-foid larger, involving tens of thousands more cells. HUL are
extraordinarily common, to the point where they are sometimes considered part
of the spectrum of normal breast epithelium. In a subset of HULs, the epithelium
continues to proliferate, accumulating within the acini and often expanding them
in a cribriform growth pattern known as ADH. As that process continues III

extenl. il becomes DCIS. Eventually. a substantial subset of DCIS invades to
become invasive breast cancer.

B. Frequency of Premalignant Lesions

Data from autopsy and mastectomy studies have shown that speci lic lesions are
much more common in cancerous lhan noncancerous breasts. A review by the
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author of :2-+ mastectomy/autopsy studies pelformed since 1930 and involving
about 5.300 patients indicates anywhere from a two-fold increase in the incidence

of HUT to an approximately :20-fold increase in DCIS. In breasts without
invasive cancer. the incidence of HUT. ADH, and DCIS were :25%. 5%, and 5%,
re pectively. compared to 50%, 50%. and 90%, respectively for those with
invasive breast cancer (:2. 3).

C. Risk Factors

Other pathological and epidemiological studies have demonstrated conclusively
that premalignant lesions are risk factors for developing invasive breast cancer.

early all these studies are retrospective in nature and have calculated the rela
tive risk. compared to age-matched controls. of eventually developing invasive
breast cancer in patients who have had an excisional biopsy containing specific
lesions. Again. a review by the author of 30 studies since 1960 involving over
120,000 patients indicates an approximately two-fold increase for HUL, a five
fold increase for ADH and a ten-fold increase in the incidence of DCIS in patients
who develop invasive breast cancer compared to those who do not (2, 3). These
findings are consistent with a large study by Dupont and Page (4).

D. Genetic Evidence

The most recent types of evidence come from laboratory studies showing that
these putative premalignant lesions share identical genetic abnormalities with
synchronous invasive breast cancer in the same breast. To illustrate the idea of
clonal evolution for important carcinogenic events, the author has reviewed more
than 30 studies assessing allelic imbalance (loss of heterozygosity or LOH), and
comparative genomic hybridization (CGH) at more than 100 loci on 17 chromo
somes. From 40% to 90% of lesions involved in this evolutionary progression
contain allelic imbalances, sometimes a dozen or more in a single lesion. such as
high-grade DCIS at the far end of the spectrum. Among that subset of premalig
nant lesions that contain LOH and CGH, when they occur in the breast with
invasive breast cancer, they share those identical genetic abnormalities in 50% to
90% of cases. Although LOH and CGH are relatively low resolution assays, the
rate of sharing is virtually the same with defects examined using higher resolu

tion assays.

V. BIOMARKERS

Although evidence points to specific premalignant lesions as being involved in
the development of invasive breast cancer, the important issue clinically is how to
interfere with that process. One important strategy is to target specific biological
alterations; unfortunately, very little is known about these evolutionary alterations
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Table 1 Biological Characteristics of Premalignant Lesions

ADH (%)' DClS (%)Characteristic

Proliferation rate
ER (any + cells)
ER (% + cells)
HER-2 amplification
P53 mutation

TDLU (%)

2
98
30
o
o

HUL (%) UDH (%)

5 5
100 98

90 60
0 0
0 0

5
98
90
o
o

20
80
50
30
30

'ALH = ADH .

.. LClS = DClS (low-grade).

DCrS is 3 biological continuum.

at the biological level. Instead, most of what is known in a comprehensive

fashion involves standard biomarkers with predictive significance in invasive

breast cancer that have retrospectively been evaluated in premalignant disease,
usually by immunochemistry.

Table I summarizes information about the standard biomarkers. Although a

dynamic process, the proliferation rate is quite low in TDLU (2%), and signifi

cantly higher but still relatively low for ADH (5%). Not until the

far end of the spectrum with DCIS (20%) does the rate of proliferation increase
substantially.

The estrogen receptor (ER) has been studied extensively and been shown to

have important alterations. If one defines estrogen-receptor positivity (ER +) as

the presence of any positive cells, then nearly all premalignant lesions are ER +.
with the exception of a relatively small subset of DCIS. Where premalignant

lesions differ is in the proportion of ER + cells. In general. the proportion of

ER + cells is much higher in the premalignant lesions compared to their adjacent,
normal counterparts (i.e., TDLUs).

HER-2 alteration-amplification of the gene or overexpression of the pro

tein-has been studied very thoroughly, as has P-53 mutation. using immunohisto

chemistry as a surrogate for mutation in most studies. Very little evidence exists for

alteration of these genes in early premalignant disease: it is not until the very l:1te

stages in a subset of DCIS that they play any kind of significant role. In trying to

document the biological characteristics of most premalignant lesions. proliferation
is relatively low. ER + is high. and HER-2 :lIld P-53 appear normal (2. 3).

VI. BREAST CANCER EVOLUTION AND PREVENTION

The following comments address a handful of issues that are often overlooked or

misunderstood but are still very important in terms of breast cancer evolution.
risk. and prevention.
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A. In Situ Risk

A strong argument can be made that the true in situ risk of developing invasive
breast cancer associated with these premalignant lesions is probably much higher
than generally believed. Most substantial studies that have established this risk
were retrospective in nature. based on excised lesions in patients-many of whom
were probably cured by the surgery. From a clinical perspective. the challenge is
really one of detection and subsequent treatment to interfere with the process of
cancer development.

B. Hyperplasias/ln Situ Carcinomas

Despite the distinctions inherent in the classification scheme. atypical hyper
plasias and in situ carcinomas are essentially the same disease. They vary on a
continuum only in terms of extent. with the distinction between ADH vs. DClS.
and ALH vs. LeIS based on somewhat arbitrary rules that remain a subject
of discussion among pathologists. In a biological sense. the difference has very
little meaning. although the clinical implications in terms of therapy are very
profound.

C. Lobular Neoplasia

Lobular neoplasia. which is the term applied to the spectrum of evolution from
ALH to LClS. is a serious disease; it is a precursor rather than simply a risk fac
tor. which is how many clinicians think of it today. For example. 20-30% of
patients with lobular neoplasia on excisional biopsy eventually develop invasive
breast cancer. Almost always it is an infiltrating lobular-type carcinoma or one
with very striking lobular features. located in the ipsilateral breast by a ratio of
three- or four-to-one (5). Similarly. 10-15% of patients with lobular neoplasia in
a core needle biopsy have more advanced disease (DClS/invasive breast cancer)
on surgical excision, suggesting that this subgroup be treated as candidates for
follow-up excision (6).

D. ER+ in Premalignant Disease

ER + is very high in nearly all types of premalignant lesions-a point that is impor
tant enough to WaITant further discussion. Figure 4 summarizes data from a study
by Allred et a!. involving several hundred patients that was designed to measure
ERs in premalignant lesions (7). The histograms show the proportion of ER + in
terms of frequency of cases. Despite obvious variability in content. the overwhelm
ing majority of all premalignant lesions, with the exception of a small subset of gen
erally high-grade DClS. have high ER content (8). Globally, over 90% of lesions
are highly ER +; it approaches a biological abnormality. suggesting that prevention
strategies with hormonal therapies are a good idea. If. as might be hypothesized.
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Figure 4 Histograms showing the proportion of ER + in terms of frequency of cases.
(See legend to Fig. 1 for abbreviations.) (From Ref. 5)

most of the small ER - subsets of premalignant lesions evolve through various

mechanisms from ER + DClS, then eventually a reduction in ER - breast cancer
should follow from hormone prevention strategies.

E. DClS vs. Invasive Breast Cancer

Unlike the other premalignant lesions, DCIS is a histological and biological con

tinuum very similar to invasive breast cancer. Pathologists specializing in breast

disease have recognized for a long time that DCIS villies on a continuum from very

well-differentiated lesions definable as ADH, to very high-grade lesions that :lre

associated with aggressive biological features. The convention of dichotomizing

DClS into low-grade noncomedo and high-grade comedo type is incOlTect.

Various grading methods have been designed to convey this histological

diversity on more of a continuum. At Baylor College of Medicine, we grade

DCISs using the Scarff-Bloom-Rich:lrdson method that has been used for decades

to grade invasive breast cancer-slightly modi tied to take into account the extent of

necrosis that has played such an important role historically in classifying DClSs.

Using this method. we conducted a study of ,","00 consecutive DClSs cOITelating his

tological grade with standard biomaJ"kers for invasive breast cancer (Fig. 5) (8).

The dotted line indicates a fairly even distribution of cases along the histologic~t1

continuum, underscoring the impossibility of dividing them into low-grade vs.

high-grade lesions. Hormone receptor (H R) expression is relatively high at the

very well-differentiated or low end of the grading scale. gradually decreasing to

very low levels at the high end of the spectrum. Proliferation gradually incre~1ses
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Figure 5 Biomarkers for DClS based on grade showing that DClS is a histological
and biological continuum. (From Ref. 6.)

from low levels in well-differentiated lesions to relatively high levels in poorly
differentiated lesions. P-S3 and HER-2 abnormalities are rare in well-differenti
ated lesions, but gradually increase to fairly high levels in the higher grade
lesions. Overall, these data emphasize a highly correlated histological and COITe

lated biological continuum (8).
This study was extended to provide data on the prognostic value of these bio

markers by comparing their frequencies in pure DCIS to the DCIS component
associated with invasive breast cancer. There were no significant differences in
any of these phenotypes, with the exception of a trend toward accumulating lower
histological grade in association with invasive breast cancer. This not only runs
counter to the notion that high grade lesions are the most likely to progress but
also suggests that these features are not very useful in predicting the clinical
course of disease (8). Data from a prospective study by Solin et al. also confirm
that low-grade DClS is a potentially serious disease. They examined the rate of
local recurrence in patients with high- vs. low-grade DCIS treated by lumpec
tomy and radiation. At relatively short follow-up (S years), there is indeed a
statistically significant difference in the rate of local reCUlTence, but with long
term follow-up (10 years), the difference is not significant (9).

By definition, all DCIS is harmless, if it is truly non-invasive and can be
excised within adequate margins. Unlike invasive breast cancer, relatively little is

known about prognostically significant biomarkers in noninvasive disease.
Perhaps most important, however, is that little is currently known about the bio
logical evolution of premalignant lesions into invasive disease. Progress in pre
vention depends on a better understanding of this biology, which should be a fun

damental research priority.
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I. OVERVIEW

Long-term exposure to estradiol is associated with an increased lisk of breast
cancer but the mechanisms responsible are not firmly established. The prevailing
theory postulates that estrogens increase the rate of cell proliferation by stimulat
ing estrogen receptor (ER) mediated transcription and thereby the number of
errors occlIITing during 0 A replication. An alternative theory suggests that estra
diol is metabolized to quinone derivatives. which directly remove base pairs from
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DNA through a process called depurination. En'or prone DNA repair then results
in point mutations. We postulate that these two processes-increased cell proli fer

ation and genotoxic metabolite formation-act in an additive or synergistic fash
ion to induce cancer. If correct, aromatase inhibitors (Als) such as letrozole. anas
trozole. or exemestane would block both processes whereas anti-estrogens would

only inhibit receptor-mediated effects. Accordingly, Als would be more effective
in preventing breast cancer than use of anti-estrogens.

Our initial studies demonstrated that catechol-estrogen metabolites are
formed in MCF-7 human mammary cancer cells in culture. We then utilized an

animal model that allows dissociation of ER-mediated function from that of the
effects of estradiol metabolites. Knock-out of ER-alpha in Wnt-I (ERKOfWnt-l)
transgenic mice allows examination of the effect of estrogen deprivation in the
absence of ER in animals with a high incidence of mammary tumors. In the mam
mary tissue of these ERKOfWnt-1 transgenic mice, we demonstrated formation
of genotoxic estradiol metabolites. The ERKOfWnt-1 mammary extracts con
tained picomole amounts of the 4-catechol estrogens (CE). but not their methoxy

conjugates nor the 2-CE and their methoxy-conjugates. The 3.4 estradiol
quinones. conjugated with glutathione and its derivatives, were also detected in
picomole amounts in both tumors and hyperplastic mammary tissue. We also
examined the incidence of tumors formed in ERKO mice bearing the Wnt-I
transgene. To assess the effect of estrogens in the absence of ER. animals were

castrated at day 15; half the animals were given back estradiol and the other half
were given a vehicle by silastic implant. The absence of estradiol markedly
reduced the incidence of tumors and delayed their onset.

In aggregate. our results support the concept that metabolites of estradiol
may act in concert with ER-mediated mechanisms to induce mammary cancer.
This finding supports the possibility that Als might be more effective in prevent
ing breast cancer than use of antiestrogens.

II. INTRODUCTION

A variety of experimental and epidemiological data suggest that estrogens con
tribute to the development of mammary cancer. but the mechanisms responsible
have not been conclusively established (Fig. I and 2) (1-9). The most commonly

held hypothesis is that estrogens bind to ER-alpha or -bt'la and stimulate tht' tran
scription of genes involved in cell proliferation (8-9) (Fi~. .\A). With each Cycle

of new DNA syntht'sis during the cell prol iferative proct's~. the chances for el:mrs

in DNA replication increase. and permanent point mutations rt'sult if DNA repair

is insuflicienl. As tht' process continues. sewral mutations accumulate (10-11).

Wht:n these Illutations involve critical regions nt't'ded for cellular proliferation.

DNA repair. angiogt'nesis. or apoptosis. neoplastic transform~llion results (12). A
more controversial hypothesis is that estradiol can be metabolized tl) genoto\ic
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Figure 1 Hormonal indicators and risk of breast cancer. Each bar represents the rel
ative risk of breast cancer with respect to factors reflecting exposure to estradiol.
(From Ref. 30)
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Figure 3A Diagrammatic representation at" the two pathways by which estradiol is
postulated to cause breast cancer. The anti-estrogens block only the ER-mediated
pathway, whereas the Als block the formation 01 genotoxic metabolites as well as the
ER-medialed pathway.

metabolites and directly damage DNA (Fig. 3A) (10-11. 13-1-1). Cytochrome

p4S0 IB I catalyzes the hydroxylation of estradiol. to -I-OH-estradiol. which is

then further converted to the 3,-1 estradiol quinone. This compound

can bind covalently to guanine or adenine and results in destabilization of the
glycosidyl bond, which links these nucleotides to the DNA backbone. (Fig. 3B).
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Figure 3B Structure of the key molecules involved in the genotoxic effects of estradiol,

Adenine and guanine. which are bound to estradiol. exit the DNA backbone and
form 4-0H-estrone (estradiol)-I-N7-guanine (Fig, 38) or 4-0H-estrone (estra
diol )-I-N-3-adenine. two depurinated products that leave behind a naked site on
DNA. Through the process of en-or-prone DNA repair, these sites now form point
mutations that serve as potential initiators of neoplastic transformation (14), Our
working hypothesis is that estradiol acts on both pathways shown in Figure 3 in
an additive or synergistic fashion to induce breast cancer.

Experimental evidence regarding estradiol genotoxicity derives from in vitro
studies, Liehr and colleagues, using the V-79 cell carcinogenicity assay. found that
low doses of estradiol in the tenth to the eleventh and twelfth molar ranges, causes
a 3.8- to 4,2-fold increase in rate of genetic mutations (15), In other experiments.

Russo et al. administered estradiol to benign MeF-IOF breast cells in vitro in
doses ranging from 0,007 nM to I mM (16, 17), They found that even very low
estradiol concentrations induced loss of heterozygosity (LOH) at chromosomal
sites (II q23,3, Ilq23,1-25, 3p21, 3p21-212, 3p21.1-14,2, 3pI4.2-14,1) at

which human breast cancers commonly exhibit LOH. They also documented the
neoplastic transformation of these cells by demonstrating an increase in anchor
age-independent colony formation and loss of duct differentiation (Fig. 4), Taken

together, these recent data provide support for the genotoxic hypothesis.
In the studies described herein, we sought further evidence of the validity of

the estrogen genotoxic hypothesis, Initially. we wished to demonstrate that human
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Figure 4 Eifects of estrogens and benzepyrine (BPJ on the colony plating efficiency
of benign MCF-l 0 F cells in agar methocel. (From Ref. 17)

mammary cancer cells contain the enzymes necessary for conversion of estradiol
to estradiol quinones and that depurination can occur. For these studies we utilized
MCF-7 cells containing a stably transfected aromatase gene and measured geno
toxic products after incubation with estrogen substrates (13. 18-19). In addition.
we used an ERKO animal model (20-23). These animals express no ER-beta in
mammary tissue as demonstrated by RNase protection assay. In this model system.
estradiol cannot act via receptor-mediated effects on breast and any neoplastic
changes induced by estrogens must work through ER independent pathways.
Taken together. these studies demonstrated that mammary cancer cells Cln convert
estradiol to genotoxic metabolites and lhal nonreceplOr mediated mechanisms
involving estradiol can modulate the process of mamm~lry cancer de\'elopment.

III. SUMMARY OF OUR RECENT RESULTS

A. rOIllJtase Transfecled MCF-7 Cells

We initially determined whether enzymes responsible for formation \),. depurinating
metabolites were presenl in human IICF-7 human breast cancer celb
(Fig. 5A and B). I() fJ.M of '+-OH estradiol were incubated for 2.+ hours before c\)\
lecling medi~1 for later measurement of the various metabolites. As sl1\)\\'n in Fig. 6 .
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Figure 5B Diagrammatic representation of the metabolites measured.
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we detected large amounts of 4 methoxy-estradiol as well as substantial amounts of
the quinone conjugates and the depurinated species. 4-0H-estrone (estradiol)-I
N7-guanine. We then detennined in these aromatase-transfected MCF-7 cells
whether they could aromatize a sufficient amount of testosterone to estradiol to
result in formation of the depurinating species. As shown in Figure 6B, we detected
131 pg/ml of estrogen indicating the production of estrogens from aromatization.
The 4-0H-estrone (estradiol)-I-N7-guanine species was also present at a total con
centration (E I plus E2) of 0.17 pg/mJ as were the glutathione, cystein, and n-acetyl
cystine conjugates of 3,4 estradiol quinone. Finally, the AI, letrozole. inhibited
estrogen formation from a total of 131 pg/ml of E I and E2 (Fig. 6C) to 2.8 pg/ml
and their downstream metabolites to undetectable levels in most cases.

B. Measurements in Human Breast Tissue

As previously reported and shown in Fig. 7A and B, the levels of estradiol plus
estrone in breast cancer tissue approximated 5 pMol/gm of tissue and, in the
sUITounding normal breast, 2 pMol/gm. Expressed as pg/ml these values would
represent 1,650 and 660 pg/mJ (24). The levels of the 4-0H, 2-0H. and 16 alpha
OH catechol-estrogen metabolites are similar in magnitude. As evidence that the
human breast can synthesize the quinone derivatives of estradiol. the total E I and
E1 conjugates of the estrogen qui nones are in the range of:2 pM in the sun'ounding
normal tissue and 8 pM in the cancer itself.

4-0H-E~

4-Meo-~ 1 ~ 4-0H-E-2-GSH 11.25

1
1371 I ~ I

E-3-4-Q ~

1
4-0H-E-2-Cys 1 2 .83

4-0H-E-,!N Ac Cys~
4-0H-E-1-N7-Gua

10.92
Total E-Q-Metabolites

6.87

Figure 6A
The bo,,-es
pg/ml.

Formation of 111elaboliles when :!o ~IM of 4-0H estradiol ,He ,1dded.
represent the Jmount of metabolite measured and represented ,15
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Figure 6B Formation of metabolites when 10 ~IM of testosterone are added.
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Figure 6C Formation of metabolites when 1 fJM of letrozole is added to 10 fJM of
testosterone.
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Figure 6D Measurement of metabolites in the hyperplastic mammary tissue of
ERKOlWnt-1 double transgenic mice.

C. Measurements in ERKO/Wnt-l Mammary Tissue

ERKOlWnt-1 mammary tissue exhibits an altered metabolic balance (25).
Formation of 4-0H-estrogen metabolites are favored over those of the 2-0H
species and the catechol-O-methyl-transferase pathway appears to be relatively
inactive (Fig. 60). As summarized in Figure 7. we detected 10.9 pM/gm of

30 I----------:::=======~
oConlrols

• Cancer Cases
(f)
Q)

+-' 15
o
-g 10
ill
"5 5

o

Figure 7A Levels of estrone and eSlrJdiol, 2- Jnd ~-OH estrone Jnd estrJdiol, ,1nd 16
JlphJ-OH-estrone Jnd eslrJdiol in 77 breJSI C,lncer tissues (CJncer CJses) from
women Jnd the benign tissue dislJnl from the tumors from the SJme bre,lsts (Controls\'
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Figure 7B Levels of 2- and 4-methoxy-estrone and estradiol and the quinone con
jugates in these same samples. (From Ref. 24)

4-0H E2 and EI in mammary tissue as well as a total of 2.3 pM/gm of total
conjugated quinone. No 4-methoxy-estrogen metabolites were present.

D. Tumor Incidence in ERKOIWnt-l Animals

Bocchinfuso et al. had previously shown that ERKOlWnt-1 animals exhibit a
delayed onset of tumor development compared to animals expressing the ER
alpha. Nonetheless, they observed a nearly 100% incidence of mammary tumors
even in the absence of ER-alpha and -beta (20-21). To directly determine the
effect of estradiol in the absence of ER, we castrated animals at age 15 and treated
half with silastic implants containing estradiol and the other half with implants of
cholesterol. After 100 weeks of observation, the estradiol-treated animals devel
oped more tumors (12/15 vs 4/1 0), which appeared earlier than in animals receiv

ing cholesterol implants (50% of tumors at 50 weeks versus 25% of tumors at
100 weeks) (p < 0.004) (unpublished results). These data provide evidence that

estradiol exerts effects both through an ER-alpha-dependent pathway as well as
an ER-independent pathway to produce breast tumors.

IV. DISCUSSION

Studies in vitro in animals and in women provide compelling evidence that estro

gens contribute to the development of breast cancer (1-11 ). The commonly held
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mechanism of carcinogenesis is that estrogens stimulate cell proliferation,
increase the number of genetic mutations in proportion to the number of
mitotic divisions, and promote the propagation of these mutations by stimu
lating growth (9, 26). An alternate hypothesis suggests that estrogens may be
metabolized to directly genotoxic compounds (la-II, 13,27). Our working
construct is that these two pathways act in concert in an additive or synergis
tic fashion to cause breast cancer (Fig. 3A). We sought to provide evidence in
support of the genotoxic hypothesis by demonstrating the formation of geno
toxic metabolites in cell culture and in human breast tissue. In addition, we
utilized a double transgenic mouse model to provide proof of the principle
that estrogens can influence breast tumor development in the absence of func
tioning ERs.

We demonstrated that MCF-7 cells can convert 4-0H-estradiol and testos
terone both to the 4-0H-estrone (estradiol)-I-N7-guanine depurinated product
and to estrogen quinones. We also demonstrated that the incidence of breast
tumor development in ERKOlWnt-1 transgenic animals could be enhanced by
administration of estradiol to oophorectomized animals. These new data provide
direct evidence of the biological importance of the genotoxic pathway.

Our first aim was to demonstrate that human breast cancer cells convert
testosterone or 4-0H estradiol to genotoxic products. We clearly demonstrated
this in an MCF-7 cell model system by using a highly sensitive and specific assay
for steroid measurements. A commonly expressed criticism of the genotoxic
hypothesis is that supraphysiological amounts of estrogen are needed to fonn
genotoxic metabolites of estradiol (II). Our in vitro experiments can be criticized
on the same basis. However, we believe that biological endpoints of this process
provide a higher level of sensitivity than do biochemical measurements. This rea
soning is supported by studies that examined the biological effects of estrogen
under similar in vitro conditions. Russo et al. have shown that 0.007 nM estradiol
can induce neoplastic transformation as evidenced by increased colony formation
in benign MCF- 10 cells that lack a functional ER (17). This treatment also
reduced the formation of ducts, another parameter indicative of neoplastic trans
formation. Similar concentrations induce loss of heteozygosity in benign. non-ER
breast cells at hot spots for LOH in breast cancer tissue. Such low concentrations
can also induce mutations in Y-79 cells (15). As further evidence of the ability of
physiological amounts of estrogen to serve ::ts substrate for these genotoxic
metabolites, hum::tn bre::tst c::tncer tissue ::tnd surrounding benign breast tissue
cont::tin large ::tmounts of these met::tbolites. Taken together. the tissue measure
ment data and the findings from incubated cells in vitro clearly demonstr::tte th::tt
human bre::tst tissue c::tn form subst::tnti::tl ::tmounts of the genotoxic met::tbolites of
estradiol.

The ERKO / Wnt-I animals provide a powerful model for studying the
effect of estrogen in the absence of a functioning ER. These ::tnimals have
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circulating estradiol levels in the range of 325 pg/ml.* This is approximately 30

to 50-fold higher than normal as a consequence of the absence of estradiol nega
tive feedback on the pituitary and the resultant rise in LH levels. In addition, the
breast tissue from these animals appears to convert little 4-0H estradiol to 4

methoxy-estadioL a metabolite that is thought to be inactive and to obviate fur
ther conversion to genotoxic metabolites. In a prior report, we called this meta
bolic pathway unbalanced because of the propensity for estrogens to be converted
to the depurinating, 4-0H-genotoxic-quinones (25).

We consider it highly relevant with respect to prevention of breast cancer to
determine whether the genotoxic pathway is biologically impOt1ant. Anti-estrogens
act only to block ER-mediated function, whereas the Als reduce estradiol levels and
consequently block both ER mediated as well as genotoxic pathways. Theoretically,
AIs would then be much more efficacious for prevention of breast cancer than the
anti-estrogens (8). Data from the recently rep0i1ed ATAC ttial can be interpreted in
light of the genotoxic hypothesis (28-29). In this trial, the AI, anastrozole, resulted
in a 50% greater reduction of invasive contralateral breast cancer (p < 0.05) at 4
years than did the anti-estrogen, tamoxifen. Although there are other explanations
for this difference. the magnitude of greater effect of the AI is substantial. This
observation, when taken together with the biological data presented in this chapter,
highlight the compelling need to determine conclusively whether the genotoxic

hypothesis of estradiol-induced carcinogenesis is operative.
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Beyond Tamoxifen: Results
of Clinical Trials

Norman Wolmark

Allegheny General Hospital
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.

I. OVERVIEW

Results from the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP)
Breast Cancer Prevention Trial Protocol (BCPT; P-I) indicated a 50% decrease in
the frequency of breast cancer in women who received tamoxifen. Two other

smaller European studies failed to show any benefit. perhaps because of differ
ences in study population. More recently, the International Breast Cancer
Intervention Study (IBIS-I) confirmed NSABP P-I findings, with results showing

that prophylactic tamoxifen reduced the incidence of breast cancer by about one
third. The benefit of tamoxifen therapy, however, is tempered by significant
increases in the risk of endometrial cancer and thromboembolic events.

In this chapter, information from the major tamoxifen breast cancer preven
tion trials and from more recent, ongoing clinical trials is examined. The goal is
to help develop a strategy for finding safer, more effective alternatives, such as
selective estrogen receptor modulators (SERMs) or aromatase inhibitors (Als),

for breast cancer prevention.

II. INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, a number of major prevention trials are reviewed, with an eye
toward the future of breast cancer prevention, e.g., use of SERMs or Als, especially
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in postmenopausal women. Data from the National Surgical Adjuvant Breast and
Bowel Project NSABP (P-I showed clearly that tamoxifen reduced the incidence
of invasive breast cancer in the prevention setting. On the basis of these data.
tamoxifen was approved by the United States Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) for use in high-risk women as defined by the Gail model. However, the
benefits of tamoxifen therapy are accompanied by risks, suggesting the need to
go beyond therapy with tamoxifen and perhaps even outside the class of SERMs
as a whole. At the same time, recent publication of data from the Women's Health
Initiative (WHl) study, showing that the risks of homlone replacement therapy
(HRT) outweighed the benefits, has changed the backdrop against which future
breast cancer prevention studies will be conducted in the United States because
patients on HRT were not eligible to participate in NSABP trials. The resulting
treatment void in that setting can potentially help to evolve new strategies in breast
cancer prevention.

III. THE NSABP P-l BREAST CANCER PREVENTION TRIAL

The NSABP P-I trial tested the hypothesis that tamoxifen might playa role in
breast cancer prevention. Women (II = 13.388) who had increased risk for breast
cancer based on the Gail algorithm (age 60 years or older. age 35-59 years with
a predicted risk of at least 1.66%, or history of lobular carcinoma in situ) were
randomly assigned to receive either tamoxifen (20 mg/day) or placebo. Subjects
who entered the study were required to stop the use of HRT. The primary end
point in P-I was the incidence of invasive breast cancer. Thirty percent of patients
were age 60 or older, 30% were age SO-59, and 40% were under age SO; thus
young. premenopausal women were well represented in the study. There was a
mean follow-up of 4.7 years.

As shown in Figure L there was a highly significant reduction (-+9%) in the
incidence of invasive breast cancer in the tamoxifen group that was independent of
age, year of follow-up, or level of risk at the time of randomization into the study.
In particular. tamoxifen reduced the incidence of estrogen-receptor-positive (ER+)
tumors by 69% (1.\0 events for placebo vs. 40 for tamoxifen). There was no sig
nificant difference in the incidence of estrogen-receptor-negative (ER-) tumors.
Among women who were at increased risk beC:lLIse of either lobubr carcinoma in
situ or atypical hyperplasia, the risk of invasive breast cancer was reduced by 569('
~l11d 86%, respectively. The incidence of noninvasive breast cancer also was
reduced by 50%, and there W~IS a 197r reduction in the incidcnce of osteoporotic
fractures among women who received tamox ifen ( I ).

In terms of risks. there was a 2Sj% increase in the r~lte of endometrial carci
noma. and the rates of stroke. pulmonary embolism (PE). and deep win thrombo
sis (DVTj were elevated in the tamoxifen group. Although the benefits of tamox
ifen therapy applied to all age groups, the risks were age dependent. For those over
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age 50, for example, the risk of endometrial cancer was increased nearly four-fold,
while the rates of stroke, PE, and DVT were increased by 1.75%, 3.19%, and
1.71 %, respectively, in those who received tamoxifen (Fig. 2). There was no
excess of ischemic heart disease, including myocardeal infarction (MI), in the
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tamoxifen group. Overall, then, tamoxifen reduced the incidence of invasive and
noninvasive breast cancer by half in women of all age groups (35 years or older)
and at all levels of breast cancer risk. Thus, the risks and benefits must be weighed
before a woman is prescribed tamoxifen. However, this drug appears to be of
clear benefit in specific subsets of patients, including women who have had a hys
terectomy, women with atypical ductal hyperplasia or lobular carcinoma in situ,

and women under 50 (1).

IV. THE EUROPEAN PREVENTION TRIALS

Results from two smaller prevention trials in Europe have demonstrated less
favorable results for tamoxifen, as indicated by the event summary for prevention
trials shown in Table 1. Recruitment for the Italian National tliaL which random
ized 5,408 hysterectomized women to either tamoxifen (20 mg/day) or placebo.
was stopped early as a result of the large number of study dropouts. Primary end
points were the incidence of breast cancer and resulting mortality. After a mean
follow-up of 46 months, this study found no difference in the frequency of breast
cancer between the placebo (22 cases) and tamoxifen (19) anm, and there were
no deaths attributed to breast cancer. At the same time, there was a significantly
increased risk of vascular events in women who took tamoxifen compared to
those who took placebo. Overall. tamoxifen was shown to have no protective
effects in the cohort of women studied. It is important to note that these women
were at low-to-moderate risk, as suggested by the relatively low frequency of pri
mary events, compared to women in the P-l trial who were at higher risk (2).

In the Royal Marsden Hospital trial of 2,471 healthy women 30-70 years of
age and with a family history of breast cancer, subjects were randomized to
receive tamoxifen (20 mg/day) or placebo. The primary endpoint of this study
was the occurrence of breast cancer. There was a mean follow-up of 70 months.
although few women in the study took the entire 5-year course of tamoxifen. As
in the Italian trial. the overall frequency of breast cancer was similar for women
on tamoxifen or placebo, with a low event rate (Table I) again indicating a study

Table 1 Summary: Major Tailloxifen Prevention Trials

Invasive breast cancer
(no events)

Study n Placebo Tailloxifen HRT allowed

NSABP P-1
IBIS-I
Italian National
Royal Marsden

13,388
7,152
5,408
2,471

175
85
22

36

89
64
19
34

+
+
+
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population at relatively low risk compared to the NSABP P-I cohort
(3). Another possible confounding factor was the use of HRT by subjects in the
Royal Marsden Hospital study (4).

V. RECENT TRIALS

A. 1815-1

The International Breast Cancer Intervention Study (IBIS-I) randomized 7.152
women aged 35-70 years who were at increased risk for breast cancer to tamox
ifen (20 mg/day) or placebo. The primary outcome measure in this trial was the
frequency of breast cancer (including ductal carcinoma in situ), after a median
follow-up of 50 months. As shown in Table I, there were 149 cases of invasive
breast cancer (85 in the placebo group vs. 64 in the tamoxifen group) for a reduc
tion of 259c. When ductal carcinoma in situ is included, there was a 32% decrease
(170 total: 101 for placebo vs. 69 for tamoxifen). Age. degree of risk. and the use
of HRT did not affect the rate of reduction. In terms of risks, there was a nonsta
tistically significant increase in endometrial cancer, while thromboembolic events
were significantly increased by 2.5%. particularly after surgery. There was also a
significant increase in the total number of deaths from all causes in the tamoxifen
group (II for placebo vs. 25 for tamoxifen) (5).

Although IBIS-I had a different design and entry criteria-for example.
women taking HRT were allowed to participate-data from this study appear to
complement findings from the NSABP P-I trial and to be in the same range. The
finding of an unexpected increase in all-cause mortality in IBIS-I is troubling.
Most of the risk and all of the deaths in the tamoxifen group occurred after sur
gery. Hence, the excess risk of thromboembolic events seen in the major clinical
trials, and the increased number of thromboembolic deaths both in IBIS-I and in
the NSABP P- I trial indicate that thromboembolism is the most important risk
associated with tamoxifen use (S). Combined data from IBIS-I and NSABP P-I,
nevertheless, argue convincingly for the efficacy of tamoxifen in reducing the
incidence of invasive breast cancer. Additional trials are not likely to add anything

further based on numbers of events.
This rationale is consistent with the decision to drop the tamoxifen arm from

IBIS-II, which will compare the (AI) anastrozole (I mg/day), with placebo alone
in women who are at increased risk of breast cancer or who are diagnosed with
ductal carcinoma in situ. The target accrual for IBIS-II is 6,000 postmenopausal
women, aged 40-70 years. Follow-up will extend to 5 years (6).

B. The NSA8P STAR Trial

In contrast to IBIS-II, the design of the NSABP Study of Tamoxifen and
Raloxifene (STAR) trial reAects the efficacy data generated by the NASBP P-I trial
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and the possibility of finding a safer and more effective alternative to tamoxifen.
STAR will compare the ability of tamoxifen (20 mg/day) or raloxifene (60
mg/day) to reduce the incidence of breast cancer. Women will take either of these
two drugs for a period of 5 years. and there will be at least a 2-year follow-up

period. Entry criteria are the same as those of the NSABP P-l (age 35 years or
older. lobular carcinoma in situ or 5-year risk of invasive breast cancer of at least
1.67%), except that STAR is limited to postmenopausal women. After
4 years of recruitment, 16,770 women have been randomized of the required

19,000. The median age of randomized women is 58 years, with a median
5-year risk of breast cancer of 3.3%. Hysterectomy was reported by 52.5% of
subjects. and lobular carcinoma in situ by 8.4% (7).

C. The MORE Trial

A key issue related to STAR concerns the use of raloxifene. which was selected

on the basis of results from the Multiple Outcomes of Raloxifene Evaluation
(MORE) trial. MORE compared raloxifene. a SERM approved for prevention
and treatment of postmenopausal osteoporosis, at 60- and 120-mg/day doses.
and placebo (2: I) in 7,705 women. The mean age of women in this study was

66.5 years at entry. they were an average of 19 years post menopause. and had
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been diagnosed with osteoporosis. After -I years. there was a 7'2% reduction in
the incidence of invasive breast cancer in women who took raloxifene compared
to those who took placebo (Fig. 3). primarily a result of the highly significant
reduction (8-1%) in invasive ER+ cancers. There was no increase in endometrial
cancer. although thromboembolic disease (including DVT and PEl occurred sig
nificantly more often with raloxifene than placebo (IA4. 3.32. and 3.63 events
per 1.000 woman years for placebo. and raloxifene 60 mg/day or 120 mg/day.
respectively) (8).

VI. HRT AND BREAST CANCER TRIALS

The WHI wa a randomized. controlled trial that included 16,608 post
menopausal women aged 50-79 years with an intact uterus at baseline who were
allocated either to a combination of conjugated equine estrogens (0.6'25 mg/day)
and medroxyprogesterone acetate ('2.5 mg/day). or placebo. The primary outcome
measured in this study was coronary heart disease (CHD) (nonfatal MI and CHD
death), with invasive breast cancer as the primary adverse outcome. A global
index summarizing the balance of risks and benefits included the two primary
outcomes in addition to stroke. PE. endometrial cancer, colorectal cancer, hip
fracture, and death from other causes. The trial was stopped early. after a mean of
5.'2 years of follow-up. when the test statistic for invasive breast cancer exceeded
the stopping boundary for this adverse outcome and the global index statistic sup
ported risks exceeding benefits (9-12).

Figure -I summarizes principal results from the WHI trial according to rela
tive risks and benefits. Women who took HRT had a 1.29'70 increased risk of
CHD, alAI % increased risk of stroke, and a 1.26% increased risk of breast can
cer. which tended to be diagnosed at a more advanced stage. There was also a
2.llo/c increased risk of vascular events and a 1.90% increased risk of dementia.
In terms of benefits. there was a 0.63% decrease in the proportion of patients who
developed colorectal cancer and a 0.66% reduction in hip fractures. which. other
than the increased risk of breast cancer, was perhaps the only expected finding
from the study. No differences were found in the incidence of endometrial cancer
or overallmol1ality (9, 10).

It has generally been accepted, at least in the United States. that conjugated
estrogens negate the benefits of tamoxifen. However, postmenopausal women
taking estrogen for menopausal symptoms have been reluctant to stop HRT
in order to enter a clinical breast cancer trial. This has posed a barrier to breast
cancer prevention trials in the United Sates that. with publication of the WHI
results. has been lowered. From a public health perspective. the void that now
exists for treatment of menopausal symptoms might be utilized in evolving new
prevention strategies for the approximately 10 million women who, under the Gail
algorithm, are eligible to p3l1icipate in breast cancer prevention trials.
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Figure 4 Summary of risks and benefits of HRT therapy from the WHI trial. (From
Ref 9)

VII. SUMMARY

Accrual to STAR will be completed in 2004. :lI1d results will be available 2 to
3 years later. Meanwhile. in thinking about the direction of clinic::t1 trials to
date, one might ask the extent to which we are prepared to move beyond tamox
ifen and perhaps even the entire family of SERMs. Perhap:; the next logical step
might be to compare raloxifene with an AI in women who are at increased risk
of inva:;ive breast cancer. There are now enormou:; opportunities to make sig
nificant gains in prevention, provided that we correctly apply the information
already learned.
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Clinical Trials with Aromatase Inhibitors
for the Prevention of Breast Cancer

Mitch Dowsett
The Royal Marsden Hospital

London, England

I. OVERVIEW

With the acceptance of the feasibility of risk-reduction (generally called preven
tive) therapy for breast cancer, it has now become increasingly important to iden
tify optimal treatment paradigms to improve prognosis. As few as one-third of the
high-risk women selected in preventive trials of tamoxifen benefited from therapy.
New generations of trials with aromatase inhibitors (Als)-which have a low inci
dence of side effects and an early promise in preventing contralateral tumors-are
investigating the effects of these drugs on surrogate markers of breast cancer,
including bone and lipid metabolism and breast density. Other trials of Als are
seeking new ways of treating patients through the partial elimination of estrogen
production. What remains clear, however, is that without better patient selection,
the identification of women who will benefit most from preventive therapy will

remain low and, as such, new therapies will not reach their full potential.

II. TAMOXIFEN-WHERE ARE WE NOW?

A review of the outcomes from the four main breast-cancer prevention trials with
tamoxifen reported that while breast-cancer incidence could be reduced, these
reductions came at a cost (I ). The review covered randomized trials with tamoxifen:
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International Breast Cancer Intervention Study I (IBIS I) (2): National Surgical

Adjuvant Breast and Bowel Project (NSABP) P-I study (3): Royal Marsden

Study (4): and the Italian Tamoxifen Prevention Study (5, 6); as well as the trial

of raloxifene in postmenopausal women with osteoporosis: from the Multiple

Outcomes Raloxifene Evaluation (MORE) study (7).

Overall. tamoxifen reduced the incidence of breast cancer by 38%

(p < 0.000 I ). This reduction in incidence occurred regardless of age. 0 reduc

tion was seen in estrogen-receptor-negative (ER -) breast cancers. while a 48%

reduction was seen in estrogen receptor-positive (ER +) tumors (p < 0.000 I).

The MORE trial, comparing raloxifene with placebo, reported a 64% reduction

in overall breast-cancer incidence (p < 0.000 I).

Allied with these reductions were increases in adverse events. In the tamoxifen

studies, the relative risk (RR) of thromboembolic events was 1.9 (p < 0.000 I ), with

a similar increase observed in the raloxifene group (p = 0.003). Endometrial can

cer rates were increased in both prevention trials and in the adjuvant trials with

tamoxifen. Consensus RR for endometrial cancer in the prevention trials was

2.4 (p = 0.0005), while in adjuvant trials, the hazard ratio was 3.4 (p = 0.0002). It

is impOitant to note that these increased risks of thromoboembolism and endome

trial cancer were age-related with greater absolute increases in tamoxifen-induced

incidence in the 0Ider-than-50 group. This provides a better therapeutic index for

tamoxifen in the preventive setting in younger high-lisk women.

Although overall mOltality in the tamoxifen groups was no different than

placebo, there was a significant increase in all-cause mOI1ality in the ffilS I tamoxifen

arm. The number of deaths repolted in this study of 7.152 patients were 25 (0.70%)

and II (0.30%), respectively (p = 0.028) (2). However. it seems likely that this is an

abelTant result because exhaustive analysis has revealed multiple causes for the excess

deaths mostly unassociated with tamoxifen's known effecb.

The data from the meta-analysis provide strong support for tamoxifen's

reduction of the incidence of ER + breast cancer. sing the pooled data. Cuzick

et al. (I) predicted an 18% reduction in the la-year risk of de3th from breast

cancer in high-risk women similar to those entered into the trials. This predicted

gain needs to bc weighed against lhe high risks of a venous thromboembolism

and the incrcased risk of endometrial cancer. In light of the adverse events which

accompany tamoxifen. the authors concluded that t~lmoxifen cannot yet be
recommended as a preventive treatment.

The American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) has published ~l tech

nology asscssment of breast cancer risk rcduction (8) th~ll suggested that \Vomen

with ~I .'i-year projected cancer risk 01" ;:::: 1.66% could be olTert:d 1:1I110X i!'en as prt:

ventive therapy. The authors went on to state that the greltest ben lits \Vould be

seen in patients who were youngt:r (as noted earlier). had no uterus. and had a

higher risk of breast cancer. The available d:1ta \Vere summarized as Iwt \let su~-

gesting that tamoxifen provides ;In ()\ferall health benefit in this con tnt. . ~
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OveralL the data indicate thaL while tamoxifen may offer some benefits to

selected groups of high-risk women, these benefits are associated with a signifi
cantly increased risk of adverse events. It is, therefore. impol1ant that new thera

peutic options and algorithms be developed for breast cancer risk reduction. One
therapeutic option of major current interest is the use of Als.

III. Als

The effect of hormonal agents on the incidence of contralateral breast cancer dur
ing adjuvant therapy is an important marker of their likely effects in the preven
tion of breast cancer. An overview analysis of adjuvant trials by the Early Breast
Cancer Trialists Cooperative Group (EBCTCG) suggested that 5 years of tamox
ifen adjuvant therapy was associated with a 47% RR reduction of contralateral
breast cancer (p < 0.0000 I) (9). More recently, the Arimidex (anastrozole),
Tamoxifen. Alone or in Combination (ATAC) trial found that the AI anastrozole
produced a greater reduction in the incidence of contralateral breast cancer than
tamoxifen (odds ratio = 0.42: p = 0.007) (10) after 33 months median follow-up.
The difference after 47 months median follow-up was marginally less but sti II sig
nificant (Fig. I). Furthermore. data from the ATAC trial indicated that anastrozole
was significantly better tolerated than tamoxifen as measured by the prespecified
reporting of adverse events (Table I). Importantly, thromboembolic events. cere-

40

No. of 30 00 Del
contralateral 0 Invasivetumours 5 disease

20

10

0
Tam Anastr

Figure 1 Occurrence of contralateral breast cancer after 47 months follow-up in

the ATAe trial
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Table 1 Occurrence of Prespecified Adverse Events in the ATAe Trial That Differed
Significantly Between the Anastrazole-Alone and Tamoxifen-Alone Arms

Anastrazole (A) Tamoxifen (T) A+T
(11 = 3092) (11 = 3094) (11 = 3097)

Hot flashes 1060 (3 ..U%)* 1229 (39.7%) 1243 (-to. 1%)
Musculoskeletal

disorders 860 (278%)* 660 (21.3%) 685 (22.1%)
Vaginal bleeding 138 (4.5%)* 253 (8.2%) 238 (7.7%)
Vaginal discharg 86 (2.8%)* 354 (11.4%) 357 (11.5%)
Endometria I cancer 3 (0.1%)* 13 (05%) 6 (03%)
Fractures 183 (5.9%)* 115 (3.7%) 142 (4.6%)
Ischem ic cerebrovascu lar

events 31 (1.0%)t 65 (2.1%) 51 (1.6%)
Any venous thrombo-

embolic event 64 (2.1%)t 109 (3.5%) 124 (4.0%)
Deep-venous thrombo-

embol ic event 32 (1.0%)* 54 (1.7%) 63 (2.0%)

"p < O.OUO I v,. 'amoxifen: t p = 0.0006 v,. tamoxifen: +/' = 0.02 \ ,. tamoxifen.

brovascular events .. and endometrial cancer incidence were significantly lower
with anastrozole although there were significantly more fractures and muscu
loskeletal disorders.

Thus, it is possible that Als might offer greater risk reduction of breast can
cer than tamoxifen as well as better tolerability. However. it must be recognized
that Als will not be without some detrimental effects .. increased bone loss having
already been established (II). It is therefore appropriate that clinical trials with
these agents should be conducted in order to establish their potential in the pre
ventive setting, but it is prudent that these trials should include careful mOllitor
ing of potential side effects. The early development of strategies to avoid or man
age such side effects will be important in allowing the widespread use of these
agents and has already been considen:d in many of the series of Phase II and III
prevention trials of Als that have been completed. an: underway. or being
planned. These are reviewed in the following.

IV. PHASE II AI TRIALS

A. Letrozolc Intermediatc Tissuc Marker Study

The primary aim of the Letrt)zok Intermediate Tissue Marker Study (LiTMaS). th~\t

was conducted by our group at the Royal Iarsden Hospital. was to il1\'esti~~\te

the effects of ktroLOle on the expression of the proliferatit)1l marker Ki67 ill~lhe
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luminal epithelial cells of the normal postmenopausal breast, the rationale being that
this would indicate a likely reduction in the susceptibility of these cells to malignant
transfOlmation (11). The study recruited 32 women without active breast disease to

receive 3 months of treatment with letrozole (2.5 mg/day). The women had no active
disease but had a preexisting diagnosis of ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) or benign
breast disease and a nomlal contralateral breast. Core-cut biopsies were taken before

and at the end of treatment to allow the assessment of Ki67.
As expected, plasma estradiol levels were markedly suppressed other than in

two patients who may have been noncompliant. A 30% reduction in Ki67 was
found following therapy but this was not statistically significant. Therefore, we
concluded that any prophylactic effect of letrozole would most likely not be
dependent on anti proliferative effects on normal breast. This does not discount
the possibility of letrozole having prophylactic effects by impacting on later stage
events that are estrogen dependent, e.g., the promotion of subclinical carcinomas.

B. WISE Study

The Women with Increased Serum Estradiol levels (WISE) study is investigating
the effects of suppressing estrogen levels with full-dose letrozole in approximately
100 women who are at increased risk of developing breast cancer because of their
increased exposure to estrogen. The women are required to have a plasma estradiol
level 2: 12 pg/mL (-40 pmolfL). and the study is placebo-controlled. The 12 pg/ml
cut-off for increased risk was selected as it defined the upper qual1ile of estradiol
levels in the Nurses' Health Study (NHS) of epidemiology and associated breast
cancer risk (12). The plimary endpoint is the change in bone-mineral density. The

trial is still in its recruitment stage.

C. MAPl and MAP2

The MAP I and 2 trials aim to randomize women with high breast density to
I year of letrozole or placebo or I year of exemestane or placebo, respectively.
The primary endpoint for both studies is change in breast density at I year. Target
recruitment is 137 and 120 women, respectively. The MAP2 trial will
randomize 120 patients, also at high-risk of breast cancer, to I year of either

exemestane or placebo.

V. PHASE III AI TRIALS

A. International Breast Cancer Intervention Study II

The International Breast Cancer Intervention Study II (IBIS II) is a randomized,
double-blind, double-dummy study with two strata: a preventive stratum and a

DCIS stratum. The preventive stratum has a simi lar design to IBIS L however
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anastrozole, in place of tamoxifen, is being compared with placebo and all
subjects are postmenopausal. This stratum has a target enrollment of 6,000 post
menopausal women, aged 40-70 years, who are at increased risk of breast can
cer. Increased risk is assessed using the factors of nulliparity, a family history,

benign proliferative disease and high breast density. The primary endpoint is the
development of histologically confirmed breast cancer. The second stratum of the
study. recruiting 4,000 patients, will investigate the efficacy of anastrozole com
pared with tamoxifen in women with locally excised ductal carcinomas in situ
(DICS). The efficacy endpoint is the prevention of local recurrence or a second
breast cancer after completion of surgery for DCIS.

Importantly, IBIS II has a detailed bone subprotocol. It is planned that the first
1,000 women enrolled and randomized into the trial will undergo a detailed assess
ment of their bone parameters in addition to receiving anastrozole or placebo. This
group of 1,000 patients will be subdivided into three groups. The first group will
be comprised of 300 women with normal bone density (T-scores:2: - 1.5) who will
be monitored closely. The second group, consisting of 400 women with moderate
or severe osteopenia (T-scores < -1.5 but :2: -:2.5) will be randomjzed to receive

a bisphosphonate or placebo. The third group will consist of 300 osteoporotic
women (T-scores < -2.5) and will receive bisphosphonate therapy. All women in
this bone substudy will be required to take vitamin D and calcium supplements.

B. MAP3

The MAP3 prevention trial. coordinated by the National Cancer Institute in

Canada, will enroll 5, I00 postmenopausal women with increased risk of breast
cancer and randomize them to either placebo, exemestane. or exemestane plus
celecoxib (a COX-II inhibitor). The study's objective is to determine if exemes
tane, with or without celecoxib, reduces the incidence of invasive breast cancer
compared with placebo.

VI. NOVEL APPROACHES TO THE USE OF Als
IN BREAST CANCER PREVENTION

It has become clear that there is a signilicant relationship between high plasma
e.,tradiol levels and risk of breast c:lIlcer (see the following for a more detailed
discussion). This suggests that any reduction of these levels might reduce breast

cancer risk. Reducing rather than eliminating levels of estrogen in women II'ho

h:lve high levels of estrogen could theoretically reduce the number 01' clinical
complication., associ:lted with complete estrogen depriv:ltion. Such reductions

might be achieved by the use of low-doses of a third-generation inhibitor or con

ventional closes 01' a lower-potency second-generation compound. The latter
include rogletimide, developed at the Institute of C.IIlcer Research. London. or
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oral 4-hydroxyandrostenedione. both of which provide 50-80% suppression of
whole body aromatase activity (13.14).

However. it is likely that such an approach could be problematic, as it essen

tially involves down-titrating an individual's estrogen levels. This could prove
logistically difficult. especially when attempting to make broad recommendations
for treatment practice. because it would involve sequential estrogen measure

ments and dose adjustments based on these. A more practical approach might
emulate the premenopausal prevention strategy suggested by Pike et a!. (15) that
suggested that a gonadotrophin-releasing hormone agonist be used to eliminate
estrogen production in the ovaries of premenopausal woman, followed by treat
ment with low doses of hormone-replacement therapy in order to provide low
level, controlled estrogen exposure.

Such an approach could also work for postmenopausal women. In this case. a
full dose of AI could be used to halt estrogen production, with subsequent replace
ment of very low doses of estradiol following the intelTuption of estrogen produc

tion. Pilot studies of this approach are cUITently underway to establish the optimal
dose and pharmaceutical preparation for such replacement. Such an up-titration
approach might be more attractive compared with the equivalent down-titration
method, especially with respect to dose control in individual patients. Additionally.
the approach of complete aromatase inhibition with add-back estradiol has theoret
ical advantages because: I) the component of estrogen in the tumor or premalignant
lesion that is due to local aromatization would be ablated by this approach. and 2)
only that component that is derived from the circulation would be supplemented.
This would lead to lower exposure of the target tissue to estrogen than with the
down-titration approach for the same level of circulating estrogen.

It may also be possible to target local breast aromatase activity whi Ie avoid
ing or minimizing systemic effects by delivering the AI percutaneously through
the skin of the breast. Again, pilot studies are underway but much more data are

required to establish the viability of this approach.
Lastly, the use of tissue-targeted aromatase suppressants may be a viable

approach to estrogen deprivation in the breast. Specifically, we are cUITently
assessing inhibition of cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) for its possible suppression of
aromatase activity in and adjacent to breast carcinomas (16). Confirmation of this
would make these particularly attractive for possible use in breast cancer preven
tion based on this mechanism as well as their other effects, such as reduced tumor

angiogenesis.

VII. IMPROVING PREDICTION OF PREVENTABLE

BREAST CANCER

The meta-analysis of breast cancer prevention trials with tamoxifen reported that

only about one-third of breast carcinomas were prevented in the selected
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Figure 2 Possible components of an algorithm to predict hormone-dependent
breast cancer risk.

populations (I). It is clear that in order to make chemoprevention a viable propo
sition, the identification of women at high risk for the development of breast can
cer that is preventable by a particular maneuver must be improved. At the present

time, because our focus is on the use of estrogen deprivation or anti-estrogenic
maneuvers, the identification of women likely to develop an ER+ breast carci
noma would be highly advantageous.

At present, the most widely used model for breast cancer risk estimJtion is the
Gail Model (17). This WJS used to identify high-lisk women in the NSABP PI
study (3). The model uses Jge, first-degree reIJtive with breJst cancer, nullipar
ity/age at first live birth, number of breast biopsies, pathologicJI diagnosis of atyp
ical hyperplasia, and age Jt menarche. However, the majority of these criteriJ do

not relate to the development of hormone sensitive diseJse. Indeed, fJctors such as
the number of first-degree relatives with breast cancer may actually predict a

greater proportion of ER - disease (18). However, there are several other betors

that IllJy influence or be associJted with breJst cancer risk by virtue of an estro
genic pathway (Fig. 2). Some of the key factors are considered in the following.

A. Plasma Estradiol

Over recent years there have been nine repons on the association between plasma
estradiol :.Jnclother hormonc levels in postmcnopausal women and their subsequent

development of breast canccr. These h:1\Ie rccently been subject to overview an:lly

sis (19). Plasma estradiol showed a strong and highly signilicalll response r:\lc (RR)
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Figure 3 Risk of breast cancer in the MORE study: influence of plasma estradiol.
(From Ref. 20)

for increased breast cancer risk. Testosterone (and some of the other hormones)
also showed a strong relationship, but this was largely lost when adjusted for estra
diol level. although some independent predictive value was retained, even when
corrected for estradiol. Of particular note. data from the MORE study suggest that
high plasma estradiol levels select women at high risk of "preventable" breast can
cer. In an analysis of the data by Cummings et aI.. the RR of breast cancer was
assessed using a quartile analysis of estradiol levels in the study's patients (20). As
estradiol levels increased. so too did the risk of breast cancer (Fig. 3). Raloxifene
had a much greater preventive effect at these higher levels of estradiol, suggesting
that what is seen is indeed the identification of "preventable" breast cancer. Thus,
selection of patients on the basis of plasma estradiol-possibly together with
testosterone and sex-hormone-binding globulin (SHBG)-Ievels could contribute

to an estrogen-dependent risk algorithm. But for these to be widely acceptable,
much more rugged, well-validated assays will need to be developed for these

analyses in postmenopausal women than are currently available.

B. Bone Mineral Density

The correlation between bone density and incidence of breast cancer was shown in
a publication by Zhang et aL (21), which suggested that the risk of breast cancer
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increased in lhe highest quartile of bone density. However, it seems likely that high
estradiol levels explain much of this relationship such that limited information
might be derived in addition to the measurement of plasma estradiol levels. Thus.
while the possibility of bone-mineral density as an independent marker for breast
cancer risk should not yet be discounted, correction of bone density for estradiol
levels is needed to confirm if it has any independent predictive value. Additional
factors that reduce the attractiveness of this measure as a potential component of
a new algorithm are that bone-mineral density is not being routinely collected in
postmenopausal women and the wide variability in performance between various
instruments for assessing density.

C. Bocly Mass Inclex

Body mass index (BMI) has long been known to correlate with increased risk of
breast cancer. In the overview analysis of plasma steroids and breast cancer risk,
it was possible to assess the degree to which this relationship could be explained
by the higher estradiol levels seen in women with higher BM!. For every increase
of 5 kg/me in BM!, an increase of 1.19 in the RR of breast cancer was seen (22).
However, once adjusted for protein-free plasma estradiol, this increase in RR was
reduced to 1.02. Thus. if estradiol and sex hormone-binding glogulin (SHBG)
levels are included in the algorithm. very little predictability would be gained by
adding BM!.

D. BI'east Density

Breast density is a strong risk f;lctor for breast cancer: Women with density
> 75% have an RR of being diagnosed with breast cancer of 5.0 (23 l. Breast den
sity is readily available for the majority of postmenopausal p;ltients bec;luse most
will have mammograms taken at regular intervals during the first 10-20 years of
their postmenopausal life via standard breast screening. At present. it remains
unclear whether breast density is a greater risk factor for ER + disease but its
strength as a risk factor for breast cancer in general and its ready availability
make it likely that breast density will be more widely included in risk algorithms
in future. Even if it were not to enhance prediction of ER + tumors speeilically. it
could uscrully be included in an estrogen-dependent algorithm in which other
factors are used to enrich for the estrogen-dependent population.

It is clear that den.sity changes markedly with age and menopause. but the eX3ct
relationships are not well-delined. In order to make use of breast densitv in ~uiding

therapy. its rel~ltionship with age and menopausc needs to be characte;'i;:eJ bette;.
particularly in relation to how this inJ-luences breast cancer risk prediction.
Intereslingly Boyd et al. reported lh~lt breast density had a heritability C,ll11ponent
of up to 60'k (2-1-) such lhal if the genes responsible can be identilied. it mav e\en
lually be better to characterize these Ih~lI1 to quantify breast density itself .. .'
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Thus. at the present time. plasma estradiol and possibly testosterone and
SHBG analysis alongside breast-density measurements are attractive to consider
as components of a new estrogen-dependent breast cancer risk algorithm.
Looking to the future. it is attractive to speculate that these analyses might be
routinely available to women attending for breast cancer screening who might
then evaluate the derived data as a way of determining whether risk-reduction
strategies merit their personal consideration.

VII. CONClUSIONS

Data from trials with tamoxifen have provided "proof-of-concept"· about using pre
ventive therapy for reducing breast cancer incidence. However. long-term therapy
with agents like Als merit study in postmenopausal women due to the possibility of
decreased side-effects and improved efficacy. While newer therapies can provide
improved prognosis, the future need wi II be to improve the identi fication of patients
for whom preventive treatment would be most beneficial. In this respect, the next
generation of aromatase trials. desctibed herein. will provide crucial information on
surrogate markers of breast cancer.
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PANEl DISCUSSION
3

Chemoprevention
Trevor J. Powles and Wolfgang Eiermann, Chairmen

Tuesday, July 8,2003

T. Powles: I thought if we could try and structure the first part of the discussion
toward the issues related to tamoxifen versus aromatase inhibitors, and ques
tions about the trials which are underway at present and the proposed new
trials. Then in the second paJ1 we can move on to risk factors.

W. Miller: I think those were tremendous talks; both are to be congratulated.
I wanted to pull together the two elements that you just mentioned. It seems
to me that Mitch [Dowsett] has put forward a case that hormones may be
usefully manipulated in preventing breast cancer. Most of the data he puts
forward for this suggest that what we are 100lUng at are high-risk women
who essentially have normal levels of hormones and, for example, the groups
which comprise the top and lowest quintile still have normal levels although
there is a difference in incidence. Similarly, the Judy Garber risk groups still

encompass normal levels.
So the suggestion from the epidemiology would be that excess risk is

accompanied with comparatively small differences in hormone levels.
I know you have got to build exposure time into this equation but I am con
cemed that against this background we are discussing doing studies where

we use endocrine agents such as aromatase inhibitors.
Therefore, I am concerned about embarking upon large studies in which

the vast majority of women will not subsequently develop breast cancer.

I was wondering whether Mitch [Dowsett] may share some of these concerns
and that we shouldn't be treating women that have been exposed to a com
paratively small excess of estrogen with regimes that are developed to treat
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patients with advanced or early breast cancer. Rather, one should be looking

at an intermediate concept in which one reduces estrogen but not to the lev

els that you would achieve with the currently used clinical doses of these

potent aromatase inhibitors.

M. Dowsett: As I've tlied to illustrate in the talk, I very much do favor the

concept of reduced estrogen levels as opposed to completely wiping out the

estrogen levels. Unfortunately, those approaches still have to be developed.

P. Goss: Mitch [Dowsett] and r have shared the concept of developing better

algorithms for selecting impartial reduction. I think, Bill, to some extent you

may have answered your own question. That is, the whole issue about pre

venting breast cancer over a period of time may relate to a small and modest

change in the estrogen environment for a prolonged period of time, or a sub

stantial change for a short period of time.

What we think about the aromatase inhibitor trial is that we're moving

the proof of concept that's been established by tamoxifen gradually forward.

We strongly feel still that you have to do large endpoint Phase III trials and

verify some of these risk profi les prospectively before you start applying
them.

W. Miller: [accept what you say that it may very well be that the exposure

time, if we multiply things, makes a difference. But I do have some concell1S

still that without pilot data you are embarking on large prevention trials with

aromatase inhibitors when we do not have the long-term toxicities from

patients who have been treated with breast cancer at this time. We don't even

know what length of time to use these aromatase inhibitors. In the prevention
studies, we have quite a long exposure time.

P. Goss: To some extent, the corollary point could be made though. Bill. in that

there are about 20-30 thousand adjuvant breast cancer patients who fulfill the

criteria for prevention trials in terms of age and health profile. who are

already on aromatase inhibitors. This provides a vanguard body of data
evolving ahead of prevention trials in healthy women.

These trials are often conceived of as a static point in time. But we

have the safety net of the data coming from 30.000 women to study, on

aromatase inhibitors. with a lead time of 3 to -+ years. For instance. we

have 6 years of follow up in the MA.17 trial with placebo-controlled tox

icity data on .'i.000 patients. There is quite a body of data. Our view is that

we plan to Jssess these risk factors. as Mitch [Dowsett] has outlined:

bone-mineral density, breast density and plJsma hormone levels. Simibr

safety studies in IBIS II will be undertaken to try to tie down how they can

be incorporated into finJI selection of women for the next ~enerati~n of
prevention trials. ~
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R. Santen: I'd just like to make a general comment and try to have us put the
horse before the cart rather than vice versa. We have to look at this problem
from a general perspective. If you look at the prevention of heart disease and
the use of statins. this area of disease prevention is probably 10 or 15 years
ahead of the status of breast cancer prevention.

What has happened in the cardiovascular area? The first thing is that
the people selected for heart disease prevention have at least a 10% chance
of getting heart disease in 5 years. The benefit/risk ratio from prevention
therapy is going to be substantially greater in those individuals. We've had
a lot of discussion about this, but I really think that if we're going to put
the horse before the cart. what we've got to do is to develop these risk
algorithms. We have that for heart disease. It's multi-factorial: LDL cho
lesteroL HDL cholesterol, and so on. First, we need to concentrate on
developing powerful means to predicate who will get breast cancer. Only
then can we select patients at high risk to treat with aromatase inhibitors.

I.e. Henderson: I feel like I may be somewhat of a lone voice here. My
comments have to do with where we go with future trials as well as how we
interpret them. I think Bernie Fisher is quoted as saying something to the
effect that there aren't immature data, but only premature conclusions. I won

der if that might apply here.
I find the rationale for these trials elegant and the data very compelling.

I think that the trial data thus far from the tamoxifen studies are consistent
and do show that for a period of 5 years we decrease the incidence. However.
I think I would take issue with Mitch's [Dowsett] final slide where he said
we have proof of concept. It depends on which concept we're talking about.

We certainly do have proof of concept that we have a delay in the
appearance of breast cancer. That might be a worthwhile goal in itself if that
delay is sufficiently long. It's like saying we don't cure breast cancer but you
live 20 years before you die of it-20 additional years. That's a worthwhile
goal. Delay may be a worthwhile goal, but that wasn't our original goal when
we started this. Our original goal was to prevent breast cancer, and I think it's

too early to say that we have proof of concept.
However, we saw no data on mOl1ality. I think it's too early to expect such

data, but nonetheless, ultimately, [what] was the goal for most of the patients
who have gone on these studies? They hope they will decrease mortality.

I think that our goals have not yet been met. This is relevant to the trial
design in that I think there is still a lot of room for a wide variety of trial

designs.
I would make a plea for us to keep our minds open at least. I'm very sup

pOl,tive of all these trials. I'm supportive of looking for surrogate markers.
But I think we have to keep our analytical brains open and not overinterpret
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our data and not reach premature conclusions. I'm just not convinced that we
do have proof of principle yet for the important endpoints, which is preven

tion or a reduction in mortality or, much weaker, a prolonged delay that the
patients would consider humanly wOl1hwhile.

I. Smith: One of the problems the aromatase inhibitors introduced into this area
is that they are only effective in postmenopausal women. That may turn out
to be effective in terms of delaying breast cancer. But it seems to me there is
quite a reasonable hypothesis that the original event that you're trying to

prevent may have occurred premenopausally. I have got a question [for] the
aromatase-inhibitor proponents: Do you just accept this and say pragmati
cally there is nothing we can do about that? Or do you think that there are
theoretical reasons to believe that, in fact, the initial event that you're trying
to prevent occurs only in the postmenopausal environment.

P. Goss: My own view is both those possibilities are correct. I agree that there
is some suggestion from the calculations and the theories about the pathway
to breast cancer that many of the events may have started before the
menopause. But like Craig [Henderson] said, the division between invasive
breast cancer and ductal carcinoma in situ (DICS) or preinvasive cancer. is a
human-made division,

With regard to preventive versus early treatment, I think substantial
delay in the clinical occurrence of cancer is prevention. I am not sure it's
clinically important that we have to prove that we've prevented one of the
steps in the multistep pathway of breast cancer.

If we can arrest it or make the transition time between atypical ductal
hyperplasea (ADH) and DClS to invasive cancer an extra 5 or 10 years by

switching off the estrogen signal, and it translates clinically into delaying the
median age of invasive breast cancer in North American from 63 to 75, that's
going to allow other competing causes of death to catch up. More impor
tantly, it's going to shift breast cancer away as J mJjor cause of mortJlity
from the peri menopausal age when it has its greatest impact.

T. Powles: I think the point Craig [Hendersonl was mJking is it is importJnt
that we only hJve reduction in incidence dJta Jt the moment. In terms of

proof of principle about whether we have clinical benefit or reduction in mor
tJlity is questioned at this stJge. He's not saying thJt we shouldn't go ahead

with the trials, but that we shouldn't overplay it. I think that's the issue.

J. Bergh: I would really underline whJt Craig Henderson SJid. I think the
studies should or course be carried out as planned and I think they will

answer important questions. However, another issue is that the cancers

which are prevented arc receptor-positive breast cancers. It is possible that
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early-diagnosis strategies and treating those cancers would be similarly
effective.

I have to quote Danish data saying that receptor-positive small tumors

have an equivalent prognosis as in Danish women without breast cancer. You
are actually dealing with a scenario [in which] in the current published pre
vention studies, although it's too early to see it, still show no survival gain
whatsoever, even in the meta-analysis produced. You clearly must have con

cem at least for skeletal events with new strategies using aromatase inhibitors.
For the long run, I would also have concem for the lipid profile and what

that will make with the cardiovascular issues. If we are looking at the
risklbenefit calculation, and have a more global view on this, I'm not sure
that we so far have got the right drugs, the right instruments, to try and
identify the couect population [with which] to go ahead. This is my rather
conservative view on this.

J.-J. Body: I would like to raise two points. First, one about the selective estro
gen receptor modulators (SERMs). It is clear to me that they are not all the
same. I would like to come back to the results of the MORE trial, where you
had a larger effect on the reduction in breast cancer incidence than in the
tamoxifen trials. You have to know that these patients included in the MORE
trial were certainly not at increased risk of cancer of the breast since they
could not enter the study if they had a past history of breast cancer. In other
words, this was a population with an apparently low risk at baseline but with
a larger preventive effect than in the tamoxifen studies.

If I may go to another point, namely the use of aromatase-inhibitors
for prevention. One has alluded to the side effects. I would like to insist
upon the increased risk of the fractures, notably of the hip. This has now
been well demonstrated in the ATAC trial. We have to know that this is an
event that carries a risk of death of about 15%, if not 20%. I would like
to know your opinion, if we have the right to include patients in these
long-term trials with a T-score less than -2.5 and not treat them. for
example, with bisphosphonates. You have shown that the bisphospho
nates even prolong survival in patients with operable breast cancer, and

we have not mentioned these drugs at all.

M. Ellis: Actually this follows on. I think the concept of global health is so
important in these prevention trials. I'd like to see Kaplan-Meier not only
focusing on breast events but also in combination with freedom from serious
side effects. That's what is so nice about the hormone replacement therapy
(HRT) trials. They tried to use all these endpoints to make an informed deci

sion as to whether HRT was globally good for health or not. I think we

should take the same approach in prevention trials.
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N. Wolmark: I always marvel how a group of compelling individuals with

lucid and penetrating ideas can talk their way out of a perfectly good trial
that not only needs to be done but must be done. These are not mutually

exclusive endeavors. I mean. the trials are in essence our laboratories. We
will learn a great deal more about these questions that are being asked sug
gesting that we may not be addressing the conect endpoint or that we should

have sun-ogate markers that are more predictive of events. We will. I think
that the most compelling catalyst for obtaining that information is from the
trials themselves.

The nihilistic suggestion is that we have not demonstrated a mortality

difference. Yes. we would all like to see a difference in mortality but we know
very well that to demonstrate that in the same time interval we would need
eight- to ten-fold the population. This clearly. a priori, was not the endpoint
of these trials. You can say and hypothesize that we are only eliminating the

banal tumors and allowing the virulent ones to continue. There is little
evidence to support that.

In this process there certainly will be a mortality difference that we will
see. We have to evolve that from the strength of the trials. We continue to
do prevention. We have sera and lymphocytes on all these women. We will

analyze the sera on all these women and correlate levels of hormones and
other markers with events and with nonevents. We've done it for BRCAl and
2; we're going to do it for hormones in conjunction with the Cummings and
Harvard Group, as I'm sure you are as well.

I hope that we will be significantly enlightened by the information that
comes from these analyses as opposed to saying that we ought to wait until
the pristine model is going to be apparent. We ought not wait. That is an act
of commission.

T. Powles: Norman [Wolmark]. do we need to have more information than just
the early incidence data') What do you feel about where we are going with
these trials? If we stop the trials at the time of first incidence. will we ever

learn anything about what the real ongoing clinical benefit is likely to be.
even if we take as many bloods or genes or anything we like') \Ve don't
answer that fundamental question.

N. Wolmark: I think it is impractical to wait for the ultimate endpoint: that is.

difference in mortality. Ithink that's just not feasible in our current environ

ment. though we would like to see it. I think we have to do the next best
thing.

M. Dixon: There are three points I'd like to make. First of all. I" m surprised that

we're embarking on a study of one aromatase inhibitor without having com

parative morbidity data of the three aromatase inhibitors and then m~king a
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decision on which aromatase inhibitor to use based on some kind of science.

It seems to me that these are pharmaceutically driven as much as science
driven and that does concern me. Those studies are relatively easy to do in
really quite small numbers of women. Then we can identify which of the
three drugs is likely to be the best buy. As it happens, we've got two studies
so we might find out eventually.

Second point I'd raise is, Mitch [Dowsett]. you have an interesting slide
of how many people we need to treat to benefit. It would be interesting to see
how long these new drugs are going to be the price they are. Cost is an impor
tant issue in the U.K. When I actually presented the ATAC data locally and
we asked the audience to vote whether they wanted women to be treated with
anastrozole or they wanted everybody to get better care, about 5% of the

audience voted for anastrozole. There are imp0l1ant health financial issues
that we need to consider long term.

The other point I'd make is that quality of life is very impol1ant. I'm sur
plised there haven't been more studies even before we embark on trying to pre
vent breast cancer to try to alleviate some of the side effects. What about an
agent like tiboJone? There are very few studies going on to try and look at some
of the aromatase inhibitors. How we can actually get lid of the side effects, actu
ally making aromatase inhibitors much more tolerable in the long term getting
around the bone problems, the flushes, and a lot of the other effects and make
them more widely available. I think sometimes we jump in a little bit quickly.

T. Powles: If we could just go finally for 10 minutes on the risk factors. Mike
Saum wants to comment on pathology to start with.

M. Baum: Thank you. I want to go back to basics. All of our strategies on
chemo prevention presupposes that we truly understand the pathogenesis of
breast cancer from the precursor lesions. I want to take you back to Craig
Allred's wonderful presentation, but I want to take issue with him on one
particular area that I think is relevant to chemo prevention. That is, he
suggested that we excise these precursor lesions. If they excise completely,
they're cured. Therefore, we are underestimating the importance of these

precursor lesions.
I take a completely opposite view because I think we're overestimating.

The ones that are cured by excision, as Craig Henderson pointed out, may be
latent pathology, which, if left unperturbed, would never realize their malig
nant potential. Conversely, the ones that are incompletely excised are latent

lesions which have been perturbed. Surgical perturbation of an area of a
latent lesion could have incredible consequences. You then have a stew, full

of growth factors, steroids, and angiogenic factors.
Therefore, we need to address the issue of latency of these lesions and

the role of anti-angiogenic approaches. I think it was perhaps the first talk
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yesterday, Steve Johnston's talk that mentioned COX-II and COX-II

inhibitors. I'm, therefore, extremely attracted by NCIC MAP3, which con
tains the COX-II inhibitor along with an aromatase inhibitor. Is that right?

To me, that was a wonderful example of how we can take the complete
understanding of pathogenesis into a chemo preventive program. We have

been totally focused on the estrogen, whether it's a direct toxic effect or an
indirect effect. We've been, in the last couple of hours, just focusing on that
estrogenic component. I just hope we don't lose sight of the other compo

nents.

C. K. Osborne: I guess I interpreted Craig's [Allred] statements a little bit dif

ferently. The way I understood it from the studies in the past. prior to the
development and use of core biopsies. many of these lesions were surgically
removed. If indeed they are precursor lesions. then you might wind up 30
years later with a lower incidence of breast cancer than if they hadn't been
removed, even though the risk is still substantially higher.

Secondly, I don't think he was recommending excising them to prevent the
development of breast cancer, but excising them just like we do atypical duc

tal hyperplasia. which is diagnosed on a core biopsy because 20Ck of the time.
at that moment. there is an invasive cancer next to it. That's the reason that you
excise them. It is not to prevent breast cancer later on. but to recognize that
there is an invasive cancer there that you just nussed because of sampling en·or.

M. Ellis: I'd like to go back to talk to Mitch [Dowsett] a little bit about the

Boyd data and breast density and the implications. This relates panicularly
to the issue of polymorphisms in genes that might be predisposed to post
menopausal breast cancer. I'd sort of been focusing on polymorphisms in

genes that increase the supply of estrogen to try and explain why some
women had higher levels of postmenopausal estrogen production than others.

But I think two pieces of information from the Boyd data suggest that
we should be looking at genes that may produce a relatively estrogen
hypersensitive state. That is to say that there is a 60(} heritability of breast

density on mammograms and also it's fairly independent of estrogen levels.
Perhaps Mitch IDowsett] and Kent IOsborne] could comment on this with

respect to. for example. polymorph isms in estrogen-receptor coacti\'ator~ or
repressors or what's known about how polymorphic these genes are. I know

there is a lot about polymorphism in genes on the estrogen synthesis side, but
what about the estrogen response side')

IVI. Dowsett: Very briel~y, we showed in San Antonio last year the data on the sort

of supply side. looking at polymorphi~m~ in CYP 19. CYP 17. S HBG. etc. But

actually the endpoint there was estrogen levels. androgen levels. etc. There
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were highly significant cOIl·elations. It actually explains a tiny amount of the
variability in estradiol. So that in that respect, it was fairly disappointing.

It was from that same series that we're going to overlap with 1,500
women who have had repeated mammograms. looking at polymorph isms
related to the sensitized estrogen receptor-the receptor itself, the coactiva
tors, and perhaps also some of the things we talk about this afternoon, the
growth factor receptors and their downstream effectors. That's in hand. I
think it's a very important issue.

C. K. Osborne: With regard to the coactivators and corepressors, there is almost
nothing known that I'm aware of. other than [the fact that] we know that their
ab olute levels are different in breast cancers than they are in normal tissue, at
least in some cases. There are 30 coactivators and only a couple of them
have even been studied. SRC3 or AlB I, the one that we've been working on,
is overexpressed in two-thirds of breast cancer relative to normal ductal
epithelium.

But what we don't know, because we haven't. until now, had the
reagents, is: When do these receptor components begin to become overex
pres ed? Is it overexpressed in premalignant lesions? Could those lesions be
particularly susceptible to malignant progression because the estrogen
respon e pathway is supercharged, for instance? Those are questions that we
don't have the answers to. Hopefully we'll get the answers. One could imagine
that patients whose tumors have a lot of coactivator relative to corepressor,
the estrogen pathway is going to be supercharged. Maybe that group would
be a good group to target for hormonal therapy.

T. Powles: Presumably that could give rise to phenotypic features like breast
density or lack of osteoporosis?

H-J Senn: I would like to come back to breast density. Mitch [Dowsett], you have
just-in a very short side sentence-mentioned this when you were showing
the entrance criteria for IBIS II. You said that with digitalization of mammog
raphy this could be done very easily. Could you enlarge about the standardi
zation of measurement or classification of breast density? It's an intriguing
risk factor, no doubt, but how to implement it in an international study?

M. Dowsett: I'm not a radiologist but the study which we'll be doing with
Steve Cummings will, in fact. make use of something called a "phantom,"
which will involve putting a block of some sort between the plates which will
then allow for the exposure of the breast. This, as I understand it, is needed
for getting an appropriate contrast and will allow standardization of that

level.
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P. Goss: Just one word on that quickly. It depends what your purpose is. If you
just want to use breast density as a tool. you can do it categorically like Boyd
by looking at a mammogram and seeing if there is 50% or more density on

the mammogram. If you're using it as an enrollment tool in a post
menopaus~t1 woman, you need a continuous variable change in density.
which can be done by digital rescreening of the film to give an actual read

out using a simple computer program. It's not a difficult tool.
On Matt's [Ellis] point. I think the answer with breast density and

estrogen is [that] it could be a supply side. receptor sensitivity or a metabo
lism issue. but within the breast. I don't think the answer will necessarily
come from the plasma. I think we need to find out.

P. Lonning: Just a question for you, Mitch, relating to the risk factor of estro

gen levels and the meta-analysis. As we both are aware. in some of these
studies, the mean estrogen levels vary substantially, some studies have
reported estradiol levels of 70 or 80 pM per liter. As pointed out by Pentti
Siterii, this is theoretically impossible. Have you considered to reanalyze
some of these samples from the other studies with a standardized assay"7
That's the first question.

The second question is regarding a potential of a publication bias eITOr.
Are you absolutely confident that there are no negative studies that have not
been published in the literature in this issue?

M. Dowsett: I will try to be brief. There was this meeting II dJys Jgo of this
consensus group. I spoke Jbout the need for precise assays and Steve

Cummings was there as well. It's a little disappointing. from our perspective.
regarding the use of these as preventive tools for developing an algorithm.

that the epidemiologists were not too concerned about using Jssays that had
the e deficiencies. They have the perspective that there are \'Jriations in the
assays but irrespective of this. analyzing the results together indicates that
estrogen is important.

We need to know how important estrogen is in relation to testosterone
and other issues. To do that. we need to be able to get better analyses. Steve
Cummings has an analysis of about eight different assays comparing them

for predictability and association with body mass index and bone density.
I'm pleased lo say that our assay comes out on top. I hope that we' II actually

be collaborating with Steve [Cummings] on the PI study and Norman's
IWolmark I samples.

T. Powles: Thank you very much. I'd like to thank you all. This has been a
really important discussion. There are m3jor decisions being made 3bout
where chemo prevention goes.
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I have a sense of cautious enthusiasm to continue the prevention trials.
I hope that's COITect. I think that we must never forget that we are talking

about very large numbers of healthy women, that there are only a few events
that occur. It takes us a long time to get there. What's worse is that there is

always the potential that an unexpected toxicity will occur, in spite of what
Paul [Goss] said. A 4-year lead time is not sufficient for these trials which
take many years to complete. There is always the potential that we could

have a very large number of healthy women where a problem arises that
could be a major iatrogenic problem.

Having said that, because as the discussions have gone today, clearly
everybody is aware of those risks and everybody wants to do the best. We do
have an opportunity of preventing a major disease. Number one, it is going
to be important that the interventions are safe. And number two, it's clinically
clearly important from the talks we've had today that we identify the risk
groups where we're likely to have maximum benefit from endocrine inter
vention. I think I am right in saying that we should be progressing along the
path that's been proposed with the trials that we have, but we have to be very.

very careful.
Thank you very much.
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Crosstalk Between Estrogen-Receptor
and Growth-Factor-Receptor
Pathways as a Mechanism of

Endocrine Therapy Resistance

C. Kent Osborne and Rachel Schiff
Baylor College of Medicine and The Methodist Hospital,

Houston, Texas, U.S.A.

I. INTRODUCTION

Endocrine therapy of breast cancer remains the most important treatment modal
ity for those tumors that demonstrate dependence on the female hormone estro
gen. Cun-ently these tumors are defined in part by their expression of estrogen
receptors-alpha/-beta (ER), predominantly nuclear transcription factors that
mediate the genomic effects of estrogen on target genes. All endocrine therapies,
in one way or another, target the ERs. Although there are two ERs (ERalpha and
ERbeta) that are products of different genes, this chapter focuses on ERalpha
since the importance of ERbeta in breast cancer development and progression is

not yet understood.
Endocrine therapies for breast cancer can be divided into four classes. The

first class includes those agents or techniques that lower the level of estrogen avail
able to bind to ER. Ovarian ablation, the luteinezing hormone-releasing hormone
LHRH agonists to suppress ovarian function, aromatase inhibitors (Als), and the
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older forms of surgical ablative procedures are members of this class. The second

class includes selective estrogen-receptor modulators (SERMs), such as tamoxifen

and toremifene. These drugs bind to ER and prevent the binding of estrogen.

Although these drugs are normally thought of as anti-estrogens, conceptually, it is

better to think of them as weak estrogens. The degree of estrogenic activity gen

erated when these drugs bind ER is partly dependent upon the species. tissue, cell,

and gene-promoter context. In some tissues and on some genes. the estrogen ago

nist activity predominates, whereas in others only a weak estrogenic signal is

observed and the drugs are able to antagonize the more potent effects of endoge

nous estrogen by displacing it from ER. The third class of endocrine agents is the

pure anti-estrogens, which bind and block ER and induce its degradation. Pure

anti-estrogens have little or no estrogen agonist activity. The new agent fulvestrant

is an example of this class. The fOUI1h class includes pharmacologic doses of estro

gens. androgens, and progestins. The mechanisms by which these agents induce

tumor regression remain obscure. Because each of these classes of endocrine ther

apy works by a slightly different mechanism of action. they frequently demon

strate non-cross-resistance and, therefore. are often used sequentially in patients

with metastatic breast cancer who develop resistance to one class of agents.

De novo and acquired resistance to these various therapies remain a major

problem. Understanding the mechanisms by which breast tumors become resist

ant to endocrine therapy would reveal new strategies to predict resistance or to

reverse it in the clinic. Although there are many possible mechanisms for the

development of resistance. one mechanism for which there is now considerable

supporting data is bidirectional crosstalk between ER and growth factor receptor
(GFR) signaling pathways.

II. ER STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION

ER-alpha in contrast to ER-beta has been studied in great detail and it serves as a

clinically useful predictive marker and treatment target. Although ER has classi

cally been considered a transcription factor regulating the expression of estrogen

target genes in the nucleus. new data suggest that ER can also affect cells via non

classical or membrane affects and by modifying the activity of other transcrip
tional L.lCtors through protein:protein interactions.

A. Classical Mechanism of ER Action

The ER proteins contain several important functional domains ( I). The hormone

binding domain in region E of the ER also contains an estrogen-inducible

transcription-activating function called AF-::!. A second, constitutively active

transcription-activating function (AF-I ) is located in the A / B regiun of the receptor. The

DNA-binding domain and the hinge region reside between the two tr~lIlseription-
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activating functions. Several mutant and variant ERs have also been identified, and
one of these, K303R ERa:. may be very important in clinical breast cancer (2).

In the absence of ligand. ERs exist as monomers bound by heat-shock proteins
(3). Ligand binding activates the receptor. dissociates the heat-shock proteins. and

alters receptor conformation in a specific way. Estrogen binding also induces phos
phorylation of ER in several distinct serine/threonine residues (4). These activated
receptors then homodimerize and become complex with a variety of coregulatory
molecules. and the complex then binds to an ER response element in the promoter
region of target genes (ERE) to alter gene transcription (5). The coregulatory mol

ecules. many of which have now been identified and studied, modulate this classi
cal pathway for ER transcriptional activation (6). Some function as coactivators to
amplify ER-mediated gene transcription by interacting with the basal transcription
machinery and by altering chromatin structure via their histone acetylase activity.
Others function as corepressors to inhibit this function by preventing chromatin
unwinding via their deacetylase activity. The corepressor proteins may be impoI1ant
for those genes whose transcliption is normally blocked by estrogen. and they may
also be impoI1ant for the anti-estrogenic activities of certain ligands. The coactiva
tor AlB I (SRC-3), which is often overexpressed and sometimes amplified in breast
cancer. may be impoI1ant in tamoxifen resistance by enhancing its estrogen agonist
activity when it is present at high levels in the cell (7. 8). These nuclear functions
of ER that regulate gene transcription via specific response elements in the pro
moter of target genes have been labeled the classical functions of ER.

Various ligands modify the receptor in different ways. Selective estrogen
receptor modulators (SERMs) such as tamoxifen also bind ER, dissociate heat
shock proteins from the receptor, and induce receptor dimerization and binding to
ER-response elements on target genes (9). However, the conformation of the
receptor is different when bound by tamoxifen, and tamoxifen-bound receptor
associates with a different set of coregulatory molecules and corepressors (10).
Tamoxifen has long been known to exert both agonist and antagonist effects,
depending somewhat on the species, tissue, or gene. It is predominately an ago
nist in bone and in endometrium. whereas it is an antagonist, at least on genes
impoI1ant for cell proliferation and survival. in the breast. The agonist/antagonist
profile of tamoxifen and other SERMs may in part be related to the particular
milieu of coactivators and corepressors in a cell. Different response elements in
the promoter of target genes may also contribute to the agonist / antagonist prop
erties of these drugs. Experimental manipulation of coactivators and corepressors
can greatly influence transcriptional activity from tamoxifen-bound receptor (8,
II). An abundance of coactivators like ALB I leads to greater agonist activity,
whereas a reduction in coactivators or an increase in corepressors enhances

tamoxifen's antagonist activity. These studies have led to the hypothesis, not yet
proved, that altered expression of coactivators and corepressors may contribute to

endocrine therapy resistance in patients (7).
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Steroidal anti-estrogens, such as fulvestrant. also bind the ER (12). However,

this class of agents has an entirely different effect. These drugs inhibit ER dimeriza

tion and binding to DNA ( 13). FUl1hermore, they antagonize both the AF-I and AF

2 transcription-activating functions of ER, whereas the SERMs only inhibit AF-2

(14). Finally, the steroidal anti-estrogens induce ER degradation and ER loss from

the cell ( 13). Because inhibiting ER function is the therapeutic goal, these drugs the

oretically offer the optimal approach to endocrine therapy by eliminating the cellu

lar target.

Estrogen deplivation therapies. such as the Als, lower estrogen in the tumor to

very low levels (15). ER is not active in the absence of ligand and it cannot dimer

ize or bind to the promoters of target genes. As a result, there is a profound reduc

tion in ER-mediated transcriptional activity and suppression of estrogen-induced
tumor growth.

ER transcriptional activity thus is governed by the particular ensemble of

ligand, receptor subtype, receptor phosphorylation. the milieu of coregulatory

proteins and their phosphorylation status, and the promoter sequences in specific

genes. This complexity of ER structure and function may otler new diagnostic

and treatment strategies. Just as ER is necessary for response to endocrine

therapy. it is possible that the levels of coactivators and core pressors are just as

important. and studies are under way to measure these factors in clinical samples.

The blockade of coactivator function or drugs mimicking corepressor function

might even offer new treatment approaches. Finally, it is theoretically possible to

develop new SERMs that modulate the receptor in specific ways, thereby achiev

ing many of the desirable estrogen agonist activities in specific tissues while
avoiding undesirable estrogenic effects in others.

The mechanisms by which estrogen increases breast-tumor growth are mul

tiple. Several estrogen regulated genes are important for cell proliferation and

survival. Although there are probably many such genes that have not yet been

identihed and characterized, estrogen does increase the expression of transforming

GFR-alpha which. through an autocrine fashion can activate signaling through

the epidermal growth factor recptor (EGFR) (16). Several key signal ing mole

cules in the insulin growth factor (IGF) pathway are regulated by estrogen. These

include the levels of insulin receptor substrates (IRS I and IRS2). the levels of

IGF2 secreted by the tumor itself or its stroma. and the levels of the IGFI recep

tor (17-19). Cyclin-D I and the anti-apoptosis protein. Bcl-2. are 31so induced by

estrogen (20,21 ). The net effect of these classical effects of estrogen is to enhance
tumor cell prolil"eration and surviv31 of the cells.

B. Nonclassical and Membrane Effects of ER

A growing body of evidence ~i1so suggests that ER can regulate cellular function

through nonclassical mCl'hanisms of action. Recent studies indiclle tklt ER Iwt
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only resides in the nucleus, but may reside in the cytoplasm or in or near the
plasma membrane (22-24). Although ER is present in these subcellular locations,
its concentration is probably low. and its detection requires more sophisticated
molecular and imaging studies. This nonnuclear ER is important in breast cancer
because it may directly and indirectly activate several growth-factor-signaling
pathways. The binding of estrogen and even SERMs like tamoxifen to the mem
brane ER can activate the PI3K/ AKT cell survival pathway and it can also
activate the EGF family of receptors. The molecular mechanisms for this activa
tion by ER is still being clarified, but activation of G proteins-which then acti
vate SRC followed by activation of metalloproteinases and the cleavage of mem
brane-bound heparin-binding EGF-may be one such mechanism (23). The
heparin-binding EGF released from the cell can then activate the EGF receptor
family of tyrosine kinases in an autocrine mechanism. These data suggest the pos
sibility that, in cells that have abundant EGFR and/or HER-2 in addition to ER,
the administration of tamoxifen, like estrogen, might stimulate cell proliferation
and cell survival through these alternative pathways. This membrane ER could
then playa part in de novo or acquired resistance to tamoxifen.

Data also suggest that ER through protein:protein interaction with other tran
scription factors can itself function as a coactivator for these alternative pathways
(25). ER has been reported to bind to fos/jun complexes bound to their specific
response elements in the promoter of AP-l responsive genes, and. thereby, augment
transcription of these genes that are not normally thought to be estrogen targets.

C. Ligand-Independent Activation of ER by Growth-Factor-Mediated
Phosphorylation

Although the data just described indicate that ER can activate growth factor
signaling via its classical and its membrane effects. growth factor signaling can.
in tum, functionally activate ER and its coregulatory proteins. Several different
pathways, including cell-proliferation pathways, survival pathways, and even

stress/cytokine-signaling pathways. can activate ER.
The Pl3K pathway mediates cell survival and proliferation signals coming

from a variety of growth factors including insulin. the insulin-like growth factors,
and members of the EGF family (26). P13K is activated by the binding of these
growth factors to their respective membrane receptors. The tumor suppressor
gene PTEN inhibits P13K, and loss of its function constitutively activates this
pathway contributing to the development and progression of cancer. Activation of
P13K results in the inactivation of several apoptosis mediators including FKHR,
Bad, GSK-3, and caspases (26. 27). Pl3K activates AKT which in turn activates

cyclin-D I (26).
The PJ3K1AKT pathway can also modulate ER. AKT phosphorylates ER at

serine 167, and thereby enhances transcriptional activation (28). Interestingly,
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recent data demonstrate that FKHR. which is inactivated by AKT, can interact
with the ER and repress its transcription activating function (29). Loss of FKHR
function would. therefore. have important effects in breast ductal epithelium by
enhancing cell survival and augmenting ER mediated events. This crosstalk
between ER and the PI3K pathway may explain the previous observations of
additive or synergistic effects on cultured breast cancer cells treated with estrogen
and IGFs (17. 18).

GFR pathways consist of a protein kinase cascade that links growth factor
signals at the membrane with activation of transcription factors in the nucleus
(30). Among several growth factors. the IGF and EGF families can activate the
tyrosine kinase activity of their respective receptors which then activate ras. Ras
then activates other signaling intermediates eventuating in the phosphorylation
and activation of ERK 1,2 mitogen activated protein kinase (MAPK). ERK 1,2 can
then activate other kinases such as P90RSK and MSK, and also activate tran
scription factors such as Myc and Elk I (31.32). These pathways activate cell
proliferation and have transforming capabilities.

This signaling pathway also interacts with the ER at several levels. ER can
increase expression of several growth factors and their receptors to amplify
signals generated through these pathways as just described. whereas ERKs can
phosphorylate the ER at serine I 18 to functionally activate the receptor (33).
ERKs also phosphorylate P90RSK. which can also phosphorylate ER (3'+).
Finally. phosphorylation of ER coactivators and corepressors is also important for
ER function. Phosphorylation of ER coactivators such as AlB I/SRC3 augments
their interaction with the receptor and their ability to activate the transcriptional
effects of ER, whereas phosphorylation of corepressors such as -CoR inhibits
the interaction with ER (35. 36). AlB I is phosphorylated by ERKs and other
kinases in the growth factor/stress/cytokine pathways (36).

The SAPKIJ K pathway and the p38 MAPKs are activated by distinct
extracellular stimuli. including inflamm::llory cytokines and various cellular
stresses such as hypoxia or oxicbtive stress (37). The phosphorylation cascade
resulting from these pathways activates a variety of transcription factors. which
can affect many cellular functions including cell proliferation. JNK and p38
MAPK can phosphorylate ER and/or its coactivator proteins. thereby further
augmenting ER-mediated gene transcriptional activity (.:\8 . .:\9).

Thus. there is considerable crosstalk between ER pathways and pathways
mediating a variety 01' other important cellular functions. Experimental and
clinical data also suggest that this cros.,talk can be important for resistance to spe
cific endocrine therapies. Breast tumors that overexpress members of the EGF
receptor family may be less re"ponsive to anti-estrogens such as tallloxifen
(40--42). Blockade of these receptor pathways restores growth inhibition by anti
estrogens in model systems (.:j..:\). It is intriguing to speculate that phosphorylati\.1n
of ER and its coaclivators by growth-factor signaling expbins. in part. de no\'o.
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Growth

Stress

Figure 1 Interaction between estrogen receptor (ER), growth factor receptor (GFR) and
stress-response pathways. E = estrogen; GF = growth factor; CGA = ER coactivator;
CoR = ER corepressor.

and, perhaps, acquired tamoxifen resistance, and that simultaneous treatment
with inhibitors of these growth-factor pathways and tamoxifen may overcome or
prevent the development of this form of resistance. It is also likely that some of
the many proteins now known to modulate ER activity may eventually prove to
be clinically useful predictive markers for initial response to endocrine therapy.
In the future, molecular profiling of these many signaling pathways in a tumor
from an individual patient may enhance our ability to predict response, select the
particular class of endocrine therapy to use at a given point in time, and select the
appropriate signaling pathway to block or overcome resistance to that endocrine
therapy.

Thus estrogen-regulated growth of breast cancer is more complex than orig
inally thought (Fig. I). We can no longer think of ER as simply a nuclear

protein regulating transcription of estrogen target genes. ER has both genomic
and nongenomic effects that can contribute to cell proliferation and cell survival.
Estrogen's effects are further modified by signaling coming from growth factor,

cytokine, and stress-response pathways, which can functionally activate ER and
its coregulatory proteins. ER through its nongenomic and genomic effects can, in
turn, activate growth-factor pathways. This bidirectional crosstalk, if operative in
a breast cancer, could contribute to resistance to a variety of different endocrine

therapies.

III. CLINICAL VALIDATION OF RECEPTOR CROSSTALK

Recent clinical data support the idea that crosstalk between ER and growth
factor pathways contributes to tamoxifen resistance in patients with breast
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cancer (40). AlB I, also called SRC-3, RAC3, ACTR, and p/ClP, is an ER coacti
vator that is thought to be important in breast cancer. AlB I is overexpressed in

breast cancer cells compared with normal duct epithelial cells and is amplified in
a small proportion of breast tumors (44-46). AlB 1 is highly expressed in cultured
MCF-7 human breast cancer cells. and its activity is essential for the growth of
these cells both in vitro and in vivo (47). AIBI, like the ER itself, is phosphory
lated and, thereby, functionally activated by MAPKs (36); therefore, high levels

of activated AlB I could reduce the antagonist effects of tamoxifen, especially in
tumors that also overexpress the HER-2 receptor, a member of the EGF-receptor
family that activates MAPKs.

Laboratory studies suggest that ER+ breast cancers that overexpress HER-2
may be less responsive to tamoxifen than breast cancers with low HER-2 expres
sion (48). The mechanisms for this resistance are not yet clear: however. ligand
independent activation of the ER by MAPKs. which themselves are
phosphorylated and. thereby, activated by HER-2 signaling in such tumors, may
contribute to it. High HER-2 expression has also been shown to be associated

with tamoxifen resistance in some clinical studies. but this association is not
strong and other studies have failed to confirm it (41).

The cumulative data from laboratory studies suggest the hypothesis that
tumors expressing high levels of AlB I might be relatively resistant to tamoxifen
due to loss of its antagonist qualities (7). In addition, those breast tumors expressing
high levels of AlB I together with high levels of HER-2. which can activate AlB 1.
should be even more resistant to tamoxifen therapy.

To explore these hypotheses. AlB I protein levels and HER-::? levels were
measured in extracts from frozen tumors from 316 patients with long-term clini

cal follow-up (7). Nearly all these tumors were ER+. AlB I protein expression did
not cOITelate with the quantity of ER. but it was inversely cOIl'elated with PR

expression. AlB I was also positively correlated with higher S-phase fraction and
higher HER-2 expression. There were no significant correlations with

p53 status. age. tumor size. Bcl-::? expression or lymph node status. Despite
the correlation of ALB I with S-phase and HER-::? (both markers of a more aggres
sive tumor phenotype). high AlB I in tumors from patients who were treated

with surgery alone without adjuvant therapy was a good prognostic factor
(Fig. 2). When AlB lexpression was considered in a Cox multivariable analysis of
disease free survival in which ER. PR, S-phase fraction. HER-::? number of

positive lymph nodes. and tumor size were all considered together. the number

of lymph nodes, ER status. AlB I expression. and HER-::? expression were statis
tically signilicant.

Although high AlB I expression was associJted with better disease-free sur
vival in untreated pJtients, in those patients receiving tamoxifen adjuvant therapy.

high AlB I expression was Jssocialt:d with worse disease-free survival. as one
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Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier estimates of disease-free survival (DFS). DFS according to
AIB1 expression for patients who did not receive adjuvant therapy (n = 119).
Patients with high AIB1 expression (top quartile: AIB1>1.67 densitometric units)
were compared with patients with lower AIBl expression (Sl.67 densitometric
units).

would predict from the preclinical data 0). In a multivariable analysis that
included the same biomarkers described above, only the number of positive
lymph nodes and AlB I status were statistically significant predictors of outcome,
consistent with the hypothesis that high AlB I expression reduces tamoxifen's
antagonist activity. When AlB I expression was considered together with HER-2

expression, even more impressive results were obtained (Fig. 3) 0). Only those
patients whose tumors expressed high AlB I and high HER-2 had adverse dis
ease-free survival with tamoxifen. Patients with low expression of one or both of
these proteins had significantly better disease-free survival with tamoxifen adju
vant therapy. These data are consistent with the receptor crosstalk described
earlier. Phosphorylation of AIB l, by the HER-2 tyrosine kinase signaling cascade
functionally activates AlB I, which then increases the relative agonist activity of

tamoxifen-bound ER. In the absence of significant GFR signaling, AlB I, despite
being expressed at a high leveL is not as functionally active and tamoxifen

remains a more potent antagonist.
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Figure 3 DFS for patients who received adjuvant tamoxifen therapy (n = 187).
Patients with high AIB1 expression (lop quartile) and high HER-~ expression were
compared with patients with high expression of AIB1 and low e,pression of HER-~,
low expression of both AIB1 and HER-~, or low AIB1 e,pression and high HER-~

expression. All p values refer to two-sided log-rank tests. Numbers below each graph
indicate the number of patients remaining at risk in each group. Vertical lines are the
95% confidence intervals at selected time points.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND CLINICAL IMPLICATIONS

Ample biological evidence. and now preliminary clinical evidence. support
the idea that cross-talk between GFR and ER pathways is important in the regu
lation of breast cancer cell proliferation. Enhanced signaling through the growth

factor pathway in a cell with an abundance of ER coactivators can modulate the
signal generated by tamoxifen-boLind ER. increasing its agonist properties at the

expense of its antagonist activity. If these preliminary studies can be confirmed In
other patients, then we must consider sever~Ji clinical implications. First. AlB I

together with ER. and HER-2, would be useful clinic,1 predictive markers to

determine which patients should or should nol receive lamoxifen therapy for

breast cancer. Conlirmatory studies are now in progress. Second, if activation of

AlB I by the HER-2 signaling pathway is the major mechanism for this interal'
tion. then inhibition or blockade of the growth-factor-signaling pathway should

reslore t~lInoxi fen's antagonist activity and l1\'ercome tamox i fen resist~lIll'c in
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patients. Although this strategy is only now being tested in humans, data from
experimental models in several laboratories suggest that this hypothesis deserves
additional testing (43, 49-52). Receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitors, MAPK

inhibitors. and receptor-blocking antibodies such as Herceptin® have all been
shown to restore tamoxifen's growth-inhibitory properties in human breast can
cer cells expressing high levels of HER-2 growing in athymic nude mice.

Unfortunately, there are several redundant pathways all leading to phosphoryla
tion and functional activation of ER and its coactivators. This pathway redun
dancy might then necessitate multiple pathway inhibitors or an inhibitor of the
interaction of AIB 1 with the ER. These data also provide rationale to study other
ER coactivators and corepressors. which can also modulate ER activity.

Clinical trials are now starting to evaluate combinations of endocrine therapy
with growth factor inhibitors to overcome de novo resistance and delay acquired
resistance. The neoadjuvant setting in locally advanced breast cancer represents an
ideal setting to test this concept because of the accessibility of tissue for biomarker
studies. A Phase II study combining the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor gefitinib
with tamoxifen will address the issue of de novo resistance in HER-2 overex
pressing tumors. A randomized trial of tamoxifen with/without gefitinib in patients
with metastatic disease will also be initiated in the near fuwre to examine the abil
ity of the receptor tyrosine kinase inhibitor to overcome de novo and delay
acquired resistance. Finally, studies of Als and the pure anti-estrogen fulvestrant
combined with the GFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors are also in the planning stage.
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I. OVERVIEW

Levels of estrogen receptor (ER) overexpression as well as the co-expression of
ER-associated gene products (e.g., PR, pS2) have long been recognized as mark
ers of breast cancer prognosis and, more importantly, predictors of response to
endocrine therapy and clinical outcome. Several emerging lines of evidence sup
port the fact that ER+ breast cancers can be divided into clinically relevant sub
sets with extremely different outcomes, ranging from tumors with good clinical
prognosis and endocrine responsiveness, to others with de novo or acquired
endocrine resistance and risk for early metastatic relapse. Design of novel thera
peutic strategies that target the erbBIHER family of growth factor receptors
(GFR) in conjunction with endocrine therapies [selective estrogen receptor mod
ulators (SERMs), aromatase inhibitors (Als)] is being driven by: 1) improved
understanding of the age-dependence of breast cancer biology, its receptor-acti
vated pathways, crosstalk signaling between these pathways, and the co-expres
sion of other biomarkers (e.g., abnormal pS3) as well as unique gene expression
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signatures in SERM-resistant ER+ breast cancers; and 2) increasing clinical
availability of new erbB/HER-targeted therapies [e.g .. trastuzumab. tyrosine
kinase inhibitors (TKJ)] that appear promising in preclinical models for their abil
ity to reverse or prevent some forms of endocrine resistance.

II. AGE DEPENDENCE OF ER+ BREAST CANCERS, THEIR
CLINICAL BEHAVIOR, AND CO-EXPRESSED BIOMARKERS

Primary breast cancers arising before age 40 are far more aggressive and likelier
to metastasize and reduce patient survival than those arising in older patients,

regardless of hormone receptor rER. progesterone receptor (PRJ]) status; yet.
there has been little progress to date in defining biomarker profiles capable of dis
tinguishing these from less aggressive breast cancers arising later in life. espe
cially among the group of receptor-positive tumors that are candidates for
endocrine therapy. As summarized from a recent comprehensive analysis of age
associated breast cancer biomarker profi les ( I), Figure I shows the different age
variations for several well-studied breast cancer biomarkers that may also be con
sidered credentialed (ER. erbB2/HER-2), emerging (EGFRlerbB l/HER-l). or

putative (abnormal p53J predictive markers for a new generation of targeted
breast cancer therapeutics. Additional studies are needed to understand why such
different age variations are observed, with some biomarkers appearing less fre
quent after age 50 (e.g .. p53 abnormalities). others exhibiting a continuous
decline with aging (e.g.. erbB2/HER-2 and EGFR overexpression). and with ER

overexpression showing an inverse and ever-increasing prevalence with age ( I).
Only 40% of breast tumor~ arising before age -15 overexpress ER. but

these ER+ younger age tumors appear more proliferative and genetically unsta
ble (higher nuclear grade, more frequent p53 abnorm:i1ities) than the more preva
lent ER+ tumors arising later in life. The ER+ tumors arising with older age tend

to exhibit slower proliferative rates. are much less likely to overexpress
erbB/HER family receptors. and are thought by some ill\'estigators to be pro

moted by the paracrine effects of adjac nt senescent stromal tissue
(2). These ER+ older breast cancers also show differences in their activated intra
cellubr signaling pathways (e.g .. incrcased phospho-Erk5) and possess oxida

tively damaged and functionally impaired regulatory protl:ins (e.g .. the G:C box
binding transcription factor. Sp I). predisposing toward acquisition of more epi

genetic rather than genetic changcs during tUlm)r progression (e.g .. silencing of

lumor suppressor genes by promoter methylation) (3). While younger age breast
tumors that are ER+ arc snmewhat more likely tn co-express PR (3)-a gener;:llly

favorable predictor of response to endocrine therapy-paradoxically. they arc

also more likely 10 overexprcss mcmbers of thc crbB/HER family of mcmbranc

receptor tyrosinc kinases (I), unfavorable biomarkcrs associated with rcsistancc

to endocrine therapy. Olhcr amplilied and overexpressed markers reccnlly fl)Und
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Figure 1 Age dependency of breast cancer poor-risk prognostic markers: ER, p53,
EGFRlerbB1 and erbB2/HER2 overexpression. Excerpted data from our recent report
(1) describing immunohistochemical results and decade-by-decade analysis of the
frequency (mean % tumors::':: 95% confidence intervals, CI) of primary breast can
cers overexpressing each of the indicated biomarkers (n = case numbers analyzed,
p-values determined for linear regression fit to scatter plot of all values against age
as a continuous variable). ( From Ref. 1)

associated with ER+, erbB2/HER-2+, and SERM (tamoxifen)-resistant breast
cancers include the ER-coactivator, AIB I (also phosphorylated by erbB2/HER2)
(4), and the estrogen interconverting enzyme, 1713-HSD (encoded within the
extended ERBB2 amplicon) (5).

III. CLINICAL EVIDENCE FOR ENDOCRINE RESISTANCE OF
BREAST CANCERS OVEREXPRESSING ER AND erbB2/HER-2

Numerous hypotheses have been put forth to explain the clinically observed and
age-adjusted inverse proportion of breast cancers that overexpress ER and
erbB/HER family members (6, 7). In particular, the existence of multiple cross
talk mechanisms between activated receptor tyrosine kinases and ER signaling
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pathways are increasingly being appreciated and are now commonly implicated
as mechanisms accounting for the endocrine resistance of some ER+ breast can
cers (8. 9). However, not only are endocrine resistance mechanism still poorly
understood in general (9), how crosstalk signaling between ER and activated
erbB:2/HER-2 receptors leads to the profound reductions in both ER and PR
tumor content associated with this endocrine resistance remains a mystery.
Perhaps better understood is the mechanism by which ER overexpression down
regulates both erbB:2/HER-2 and EGFR levels. via ER binding to transcriptional
repression elements within these GFR-encoding genes (10-1:2).

We evaluated >3000 unselected primary breast tumors by quantitative
enzyme-immunoassays (ElAs) and definitively showed that erbB:2/HER-:2 over
expressing breast cancers express much lower levels of both ER and PR protein
as compared to breast tumors lacking erbB2/HER-2 overexpression (13). When
dichotymized only by erbB:2/HER-2 overexpression status, the breast tumor
cohorts show significant differences in steroid receptor content. with overall
six-fold lower mean ER and seven-fold lower mean PR levels in erbB:2/HER-:2+
tumors as compared to erbB2/HER-:2- breast tumors (Fig. :2). These results were
recently confirmed by Konecny et al. and extended to include approximately 900
breast cancer cases in which erbB:2/HER-:2 gene copy number (amplification sta
tus) was determined by Auorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). and to a com
parative panel of human breast cancer cell lines with either normal or elevated
erbB:2/HER-2 gene copy number. from either endogenous gene amplification or
recombinant engineering (14). Marked reductions in both ER and PR levels were
observed in both the amplified tumors and engineered cell lines (1'+). As summa
rized in Figure :2. of those cases (:219"c) positive by FISH for erbB2/HER-2 gene
amplification. 53% were also ER+ and 65% were either ER+ or PR+ (vs. 7590 and
81 %. respectively. in the non-amplified cohort). suggesting that a significant
number of breast cancer cases eligible for treatment with an erbB2/HER-2-tar
geted agent like trastuZllmab are also candid:ltes for some form of endocrine ther
apy. While there has been no proven mechanism to explain how steroid receptor
downregulation is induced by constitutively activated erbB2/HER-2-receptor
tyrosine kinase. the results of the above studies suggest that the m:lgnitude of
reductions in both ER and PR lcv~ls may in part expbin the :lpp~u'ent clinical
resistance of these lumors to SERMs like tamoxifen (13. 1.+).

With many different assays being used to score breast cancerS:l~ positive for
ER/PR and erbB:2/HER-:2 expression. it is difficult to st:lte precisely wh:lt fr:lction
of breast tumors overexpress both sets of these receptors. The Koneenv et :ll.
study (1'+) found that 1.+-18% of ER+ and/or PR+ tumors also sho\l' am'plifie:l
tion or overexpression of erbB:2/HER-:2 (summarized in Fig. 2). In one retl'o
spective cooper:ltive group study (CALGB 85.+1) in which> 600 ER+ cases were
treated with or without t:lmoxifcn adjuvant therapy :lnd sub~etled :lccordilHc to
erbB2/HER-2-po~itivity measured by three different techniques Iimlllllnoh~.;;[o-
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• Eppenberger.Castori et al. (Jca, 2001) • Konecny et al. (JNCI, 2003)

ER PR

I I

ErbB2/HER2-positive cohorts

A 17% overexpressing (n = 665; ELISA)
63% ER &Jor PR-positive
(81% if ErbB2/HER2-negatlve

B. 21% amplified (n = 894; FISH)
65% ER &lor PR~posi1jve

(81 % if ErbB2/HER2.negative)

ER &/or PR-positive cohorts

+ +
ErbB2/HER2 cohorts

n =3,208 primary breast cancers
12% ErbB2/HER2-positive (EIA):

6-fold lower mean ER content
7-fold lower mean PR content

A 14% ErbB2JHER2-positive (ELISA)
a 18% ErbB2/HER2-positive (FISH)

ER+ celf lines +/- ErbB2IHER2
(fold de-clinc in) ER: PR:

MCF- 7 5-fold 20-fold
ZR-75-1 2-fold >300-fold

T-47D 4-fold 2-fold

Figure 2 Summary data from two reporls showing dramatic reductions in tumor ER
and PR content associated with amplification and/or overexpression of erbB2/HER-2.
The study by Eppenberger-Castori et al. (13) dichotymized tumors by erbB2/HER-2 over
expression status (+ vs. - cohorts, determined by EIA for n = 3,208 cases) and evalu
ated the distribution of their ER and PR values (fmol/mg protein cytosol); the resulting
notch box-plots demonstrate the six-fold and seven-fold lower tumor ER and PR con
tent, respectively, in the erbB2/HER-2-+ cohort. The Konecny et al. study (14)
dichotymized (+ vs. - cohorts) two separate groups of primary breast tumors accord
ing to either ErbB2/HER-2 amplification (FISH, n = 894 cases) or overexpression (ELISA,
n = 665 cases) status. They determined the frequency of ER+ and ER- and/or PR+
tumors in each cohort and described the frequency of erbB2/HER-2-positivity (amplifi
cation, overexpression) among their two separate groups of ER- and/or PR+ breast can
cers. Included in this study was a comparison of reductions induced in the ER and PR
protein levels of several breast cancer cell lines following stable introduction and over
expression of erbB-2. (From Ref.14)

chemistry (lHC), FISH, polymerase chain reaction (PCR)], the fraction of ER+ and

erbB2/HER-2+ cases was reported to range between 12% and 28% (15). That

same CALGB study observed no significant difference in clinical benefit

(improved disease-free and overall survival) with tamoxifen adjuvant therapy

according to tumor erbB2/HER-2 status (15). However, a more recent retrospec

tive analysis of another randomized adjuvant study (Naples GUN) involving>

400 patients concluded that patients with tumors overexpressing erbB2/HER-2

receive no benefit from adjuvant tamoxifen therapy (16). As recently reviewed by
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Ring and Dowsett (17), and in addition to the above two conflicting adjuvant trial

results, there have been four other retrospective adjuvant tamoxifen analyses and
at least nine additional metastatic disease studies (six with tamoxifen, the others
with Als and/or other endocrine agents), most but not all indicating that

erbB2/HER-2 overexpression predicts for some degree of endocrine re istance. A
preliminary meta-analysis of the metastatic disease studies repol1ed between
1992 and 1999 yielded an overall pooled odds ratio (OR) of 2.5 (95% Cl:
1.8-3.3). confirming a statistically significant relationship between endocrine

treatment failure and erbB2/HER-2 po itivity (18).
Nonetheless. because of lack of prospective clinical evidence and inconsistent

retro pective results addressing this issue. no definitive clinical recommendation
can yet be made regarding erbB2/HER-2 status and resistance to any form of
endocrine therapy, be it a SERM or an AI. Accordingly. panelists from the 2003

St. Gallen Breast Cancer Conference, like those from its preceding 2001 concen
sus conference, have recommended against using erbB2/HER-2 status to guide in
the routine choice of adjuvant endocrine therapy. The last National Institutes of
Health Concensus Conference cautioned against using erbB2/HER-2 status as a
factor in making decisions about all forms of adjuvant therapy (19): and a more

recent American Society of Clinical Oncology panel conculTed with that recom
mendation. specifically regarding to adjuvant endoCline therapy (20). Because of
the weight of existing preclinical evidence. a developing understanding of crosstalk
mechanisms linking erbB2/HER-2 and ER pathways, and the widespread clinical
perception that erbB2/HER-2+ tumors are less responsive than erbB2/HER-2

tumor to endocrine therapy (particularly SERMs like tamoxifen). an increasing
number of clinicians in both the United States and Europe are cUITently using
erbB2/HER-2 status to assist in deciding if patients should be treated with

endocrine therapeutics alone or a combination of endocrine therapy with cyto
toxic chemotherapy.

IV. PROPOSED MECHANISMS AND PRECLINICAL
EVIDENCE FOR ENDOCRINE RESISTANCE INDUCED
BY ACTIVATED erbB2/HER-2

A decade ago in collaboration with Genentech investigators (who created the

SLlblines). we first demonstrated that responsiveness of estrogen-dependent.

ER+/PR+ MCF-7 human breast cancer cells to the mixed ER ::uwnisllanta!.'.onist.
tamoxifcn. could be dram:ltically altered by stable introductio; and overe~,pres
sion of otherwise normal erbB2/HER-2 genc copies (21). We tirst characterized a

number of transfected and clonally selected MCF-7 sublines for their .r-fold over

expression of erbB/HER-2 (vs. control MCF-7/neo transfectants) and these
included MCF/HER-2-18 (4.'i-fold); MCF/HER-2-19 (2.'i-foldJ: MCF/HER

2-29 (7-fold): and MCF/HER-2-30 O-fold). While graded changes In
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erbB21HER-2 modulated intracellular messengers, lipid kinases, and phosphoki
nase products (InsP pools, PI3 K, and a p56 protein since identified as p-Shc) were
observed in all of erbB2/HER-2 overexpressing sublines, only the 25-fold and 45
fold overexpressing MCF/HER-2-19 and MCFIHER-2-18 sublines exhibited
any detectable differences in their in vitro and/or in vivo phenotypes, with the lat
ter showing increased resistance in vitro to the growth inhibiting effects of tamox
ifen and also to one (cisplatin) but not other chemotherapy agents. All sublines
retained their ER positivity and their essential dependency on estrogen for
tumorigenic in vivo growth upon implantation into athymic nude mice (21). As
shown in Fig. 3A, the MCF/HER-2-18 subline not only exhibited complete in
vivo resistance to tumoristatic doses of tamoxifen, it provided the first demon
stration that under the influence of the constitutively activated erbB2/HER-2
receptor system tamoxifen can act as a pure agonistic ER ligand, unlike its pri
marily antagonistic effects observed in parental MCF-7 cells and tumors.
Subsequent studies have shown that the metabolism of tamoxifen is not altered in
this MCFIHER-2-l8 subline and that the structure and apparent DNA-binding
and transcriptional activities of the intracellular ER are intact. Importantly, in
vivo tumorigenic growth of MCFIHER-2- 18 revealed a more complete spectrum
of phenotypic changes induced by overexpression of erbB2/HER-2. These
changes include the emergence of in vivo resistance to chemotherapy agents not
previously observed in vitro (e.g. doxorubicin), as well as complete loss of any
tumoristatic effect by tamoxifen. Indeed, the more rapid tumorigenic growth of
MCF/HER-2-18 cells in vivo relative to parental (MCF-7) or control (MCF/neo
3) cells actually reflected tamoxifen's agonistic induction of tumor growth
dependent on an intact intracellular ER mechanism (21). This preclinical obser
vation not only provided the first mechanistic rationale for tamoxifen resistance
associated with erbB21HER-2 overexpression, but it also allowed for the predic
tion that estrogen ablation (e.g., by AIs), or even ER ablation (e.g., by the selec
tive ER downmodulator, ICI-182780/fulvestrant), might be clinically more effec
tive than SERMs like tamoxifen when treating breast cancers that overexpress both
ER and erbB2/HER-2. At least one randomized clinical trial SUpp011S this predic
tion with compelling evidence that the AI, letrozole, is significantly more effec
tive than tamoxifen in inducing regressions of ER+ and erbB21HER-2 (or EGFR)
overexpressing primary breast cancers (22). In addition to avoiding the agonistic
properties of tamoxifen, AIs like letrozole may be more effective at inhibiting growth
of low ER-expressing breast tumors, as was also suggested by this study (22).

To illustrate the extent of changes induced in the profile of genes expressed
within MCF-7 cells upon 45-fold overexpression of erbB2/HER-2, as well as
potential gene expression differences between MCF-7 and MCF/HER-2-18 cells
grown in vitro vs. in vivo, replicate pairs of MCF/neo-3 and MCF/HER-2-18
samples grown in culture or as tumors in nude mice were isolated, their total RNA
extracted, and 32P-labeled RNA hybridized to low-density membrane arrays con-
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taining 597 different and functionally grouped genes (Clonetech Atlas Human
Cancer kit 1.0 cDNA alTays). Principal components analysis (not shown) demon
strated consistent results between replicates but, as shown in Figure 3B, markedly
dissimilar expression patterns between sample pairs and the two sets of experi
mental conditions. As might be expected, the majority of the alTayed and
expressed genes are not affected by erbB2/HER-2 overexpression; more surpris
ingly. the subset of genes commonly affected by erbB2/HER-2 overexpression in
both systems appear to be nonrandomly distributed (p < 0.003, contingency
analysis) into three up-regulated gene groups (oncogenes, other receptors, cell
fate/development regulators) and three down-regulated gene groups (tumor sup
pressors. apoptosis, intermediate filaments). lending support to the hypothesis
that only a limited number of relevant gene programs are associated with
erbB2/HER-2 overexpression in the absence of additional genetic changes (e.g ..
the chromosomal gains and losses commonly found in association with endoge
nOLLsly amplified ERBB2). ImageQuant analyses of these low-density arrays identi
fied the 25% most highly up- or down-regulated genes induced by erbB2/HER-2
expression in both cells and tumors. When these were compared between in vitro
and in vivo experimental conditions, the same MCFIHER-2-18 subline exhibited
only 35 commonly erbB2lHER-2 up-regulated genes and 14 commonly down-reg-

Figure 3A More rapid and tamoxifen-stimulated tumorigenic growth of MCF/HER-2-18
cells in vivo relative to tumoristatic effects of tamoxifen on parental (MCF-7) or control
(MCF/neo-3) cells. As originally reported (21), ovariectomized nude mice subcuta
neously implanted with slow release estradiol (E) pellets were inoculated with cells at
day O. Tumor volumes (mm3) were determined on days shown (mean:!: SEM), and E
removed and daily tamoxifen (TAM) injections begun on day 26 for the MCF/HER-2-18
and on day 46 for the MCF-7 and MCF/neo-3 implanted mice, when E-stimulated tumors
in each group reached mean tumor volumes of 500 mm3 B Gene expression changes
induced by overexpression of erbB2/HER-2 in the cultured or xenografted sublines of
MCF-7. MCF/neo-3 and MCF/HER2-18 sublines grown either in culture (50-70% con
fluency) or as xenografted tumors in nude mice (same tumor size) under E-stimulated
conditions were harvested, their total RNA purified, 32P-labeled and hybridized to com
mercial low-density cDNA arrays (Clontech Atlas Human Cancer kit 1.0). As visualized
(and quantified by ImageQuant), the paired dots of 597 known genes are ordered into
16 groups that include 9 different housekeeping genes, 9 negative DNA controls, and14
different gene programs (each representing 4% to 17% of the total arrayed genes). Shown
boxed is expression of erbB2/HER-2, detectable at this magnification only in the arrays
from the MCF/HER2-18 samples. Vertical comparison of the arrays from each growth
condition (i.e., MCF/neo-3 vs. MCF/HER-2-18 samples) shows gene expression differ
ences induced by the overexpression of erbB2/HER-2. Horizontal comparison of the
arrays for each subline shows the profoundly different influences of in vitro vs. in vivo
growth conditions on both basal and erbB-2-induced gene expression profiles.
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ulated genes. Thus. these results also illustrate the profound impact of tumor phys
iology and cell environment on erbB2IHER-2-inducible gene expression profiles.

Other investigators have since used this MCFIHER-2-18 model, which is

appealing for its lack of other endogenous and confounding erbB/HER-receptor
changes (e.g .. altered levels of EGFR, erbB3/HER-3 or erbB4/HER-2), to show
that tamoxifen's agonistic effects on ER-inducible gene expression and in vivo

tumorigenic growth can be blocked, restoring tamoxifen's antiestrogenic activity
and even delaying its emergence, through pharmacologic agents that inhibit
erbB2/HER-2 receptor-activation directly (e.g .. the small molecule kinase
inhibitor, ZD-1839/1ressa), or through other agents and genetic constructs that
target erbB/HER-activated downstream MAPK and PI3KJAKT signaling path
ways (23. 24). Similar therapeutic strategies emerging from studies with the

MCF/HER-2-18 model have also been successfully applied to other breast can
cer models exhibiting anti-estrogen resistance in association with endogenous
overexpression of both ER and erbB2/HER-2 (25). Presently. there is increasing
experimental evidence that signaling pathways downstream of activated
erbB/HER family receptor tyrosine kinases not only playa causal role in induc

ing some degree of SERM resistance. but that these pathways should now be con
sidered promising targets for therapeutic intervention in combination with
endocrine agents to treat ER+ breast cancers clinically resistant to endocrine
agents alone (9. 17,26-28).

Shown schematically in Figure 4 are some of the ligand-dependent and lig
and-independent signaling influences on ER structure and its transcriptional

activity, caused by cross-talk with erbB/HER and other constitutively activated
membrane receptors expressed in breast cancer. and mediated primarily by acti
vated MAPK and PI3KJAKT pathways downstream of these receptors (9, 17.26.

28). Also shown in Figure 4 are the various ER and erbB/HER receptor-targeted
interventions potentially affected by this crosstalk between receptor systems.
Apart from the more recently described MAPK- and Pl3KJAKT-activating

nongenotropic effects of membrane-bound ER (29. 30). thought to directly
involve ligand-activated heterodimeric erbB/HER receptors. there are two basic

genotropic models of ligand-dependent ER transcriptional activation. These
genotropic models include: I) "classical" gene regulation in which an estrogen
agonist (or mixed agonist/antagonist like tamoxifen) binds and activates ER.

resulting in direct DNA binJing of this ER complex to an estrogen responsive
promoter element (ERE) on ERE-containing gene promoters: and 2) "non-classi

cal" gene activation in which the ligand-bound ER complex interacts with other
transcription factors like AP-I (Jun/Fos. Jun/ATF). Spl. C/EBP or CREB that

are directly bound to their respective DNA response elements to regulate tran

scription oft· genes that lack EREs. In both classical and non-classical genotropic

models. ligand binding first dissociates chaperone proteins off monomeric ER.
facilitating ER dimerization. allowing the nuclear ERE-bound or DN -tethered
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Figure 4 Schematic of signal transduction pathways and crosstalk mechanisms
between ER and GFR systems co-activated and experimentally shown to be associated
with the development of endocrine resistance in ER+ breast cancer models. As dis
cussed in the text, GFR systems may be activated by their own ligands or other mem
brane-coupled receptor systems, including ER. ER activation of gene transcription may
occur by ER dimers binding directly to classical ERE or tethered to non-classical
response elements by protein-protein interactions with other DNA-binding transcrip
tion factors (e.g., Sp 1, AP-1). MAPK and PI3 K activated signal ing leads to ER phos
phorylation at several serine residues in its AF-1 domain (S167, Sl18, Sl 04, Sl 06). This
can activate gene expression in the absence of available ER ligand, or further stimulate
ER ligand-dependent gene enhancement at both classical and non-classical promoter
response elements. These signaling pathways can also phosphorylate co-activators (Co
A) and co-activator binding proteins (CBP) needed to recruit and initiate the basic tran
scriptional machinery including RNA pOlymerase-II (pol-II). Clinical studies are under
way to determine if combination therapy with anti-GFR antibodies or kinase inhibitors
and SERMs, estrogen-ablating Als, or an ER-ablating anti-estrogen are more efficacious
than single agent therapies against endocrine-resistant ER+ breast cancers.

ER to recruit in a ligand-determined manner various co-regulatory proteins (co

activators and co-repressors, whose availability and function are often dependent

on phosphorylation and acetylation) at its exposed N-terminal AF-l and C-termi

nal AF-2 transactivating domains (31). In addition to many other modulating and

cell-specific factors. it is thought that the type and balance of co-regulators

assembled at any promoter-bound ER complex is determined largely by different
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conformational changes in ER structure induced by liganding to different func
tional classes of SERMs: agonist. antagonist. or mixed agonist/antagonist (32).

The relationship of these two ligand-dependent genotropic ER models to
the so-called nongenotropic signaling effects of ligand-bound ER (also seen
with other sex steroid receptors) remains poorly understood. Likewise, it is
still unclear how ligand-activated non-genotropic ER signaling effects are
related to the better documented ligand-independent genotropic effects of ER
(Fig. 4), mediated by the overexpression of erbB/HER family members (or
their autocrine and paracrine produced growth factor ligands like Heregulin®),
and resulting from MAPK and PI3K/AKT induced phosphorylation of nuclear
ER on its AF-l serine residues (S 167 and S 118, also S 104 and S 106). Of note,
it has recently been shown that membrane-localized and ligand-bound ER can
physically interact with growth factor activated erbB2/HER-2 heterodimers to
stimulate MAPK and PI3K/AKT signaling, with resulting phosphorylation of
nuclear ER that then stimulates transcription of both PR and pS2 but represses
synthesis of new ER (33). This cell line observation showing early (6 hr) feed
back inhibition of new ER production upon brief exposure to agonistic ER lig
and or Heregulin stimulation of erbB2/HER-2 GFRs might explain the reduced
ER content found in clinical samples of erbB2/HER-2 overexpressing breast
cancers: however, this study also observed upregulated expession of PR imme
diately after erbB2/HER-2 stimulation and during feedback inhibiton of ER
when, in fact, clinical evidence indicates that constitutive erbB2/HER-2 acti
vation is associated with profound reductions in PR expression (see Fig. 2).
One other recent study using another breast cancer cell line observed that
Heregulin similarly activates PR via erbB2/HER-2 and MAPK signaling, but
in this case the signaling resulted in rapid downregulation of PR levels (34),
suggesting that growth factor ligand-induced signaling and cross-talk not only
affects multiple members of the steroid receptor family but may lead to differ
ent receptor consequences in a rather cell-specific manner. In addition to these
contradictory observations, other critical mechanistic questions that must still
be addressed include: I) the relative importance of erbB2/HER-2-induced
phosphorylation of nuclear ER vs. phosphorylation of ER co-activators (Co-A)
like AlB 1 and/or various co-activator bi nding proteins (CB P) and components
of the basal transcription machinery in determining crosstalk induced
endocrine resistance: and 2) the relative dependence on ER ligands vs. other
cell-specific factors (e.g., Co-As and CBPs) and post-translational ER modifi
cations in addition to phosphorylation (e.g" acetylation) in determinino ER
membrane localization and its non-geno~ropic ~ontributions to endo~rine
resistance.

Current in vitro and in vivo breast tumor models showing crosstalk between
the proliferation- and survival-stimulating ER and erbB2/HER-2 signaling
pathways also predict both estrogen antagonism of erbB2/HER-2-t;rgeted
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therapeutics like trastuzumab (35) as well as resistance to various SERMs when
both receptor systems are overexpressed (33). In all, the bi-directional cross

signaling observed between constitutively activated ER and erbB/HER receptor

pathways in various preclinical models would appear to provide strong rationale
for the clinical assessment of endocrine agents in combination with various
erbB/HER-targeted therapeutics. It is worth commenting that while many prom

ising erbB/HER tyrosine kinase inhibiting agents are currently under clinical
development (e.g., ZD-1839/lressa, AstraZeneca: OSI-774/Tarceva, Genentech:
CI-1033, Pfizer: GW-57:20 16, GlaxoSmithKline: EKB-569, Wyeth-Ayerst: AEE
788, Novartis), most breast and other tumors overexpressing the targeted

erbB/HER receptors C::ll1 be expected to appear clinically refractory to these
inhibitors when given as single agents, and despite their general in vivo ability to
inhibit the tumor's erbB/HER kinase activity and downstream signaling (36).

Because reversal or prevention of endocrine resistance by these agents would
seem to be dependent on their ability to inhibit erbB/HER receptor signaling, the
utility of these agents in combination with endocrine agents should be assessed
independent of their single agent tumor growth inhibiting potential.

V. OTHER MOLECULAR PATHWAYS DEFINING POOR-RISK
AND ENDOCRINE-RESISTANT ER+ BREAST CANCER

Independent of the erbB/HER family of biomarkers, there appear to exist other
less well defined molecular pathways that associate with subsets of ER+ breast
cancer at risk for clinical resistance and/or early metastatic disease. This is illus
trated in the following retrospective analysis from a database of> 800 primary
breast cancer cases characterized by up to 20 different prognostic biomarkers and
associated with 18 + years of clinical follow-up. '" From 360 node-negative cases,
two cohorts of ER+ cases were chosen for outcome comparison based on extreme
differences in their ages at diagnosis: 11 = 62 older (2: age 70) vs. 11 = :21 younger

« age 45) cases. There were no significant differences between the age cohorts
with respect to tumor size (cm), primary treatment (22% lumpectomy/radiation,
2% adjuvant chemotherapy, 2% adjuvant endocrine therapy), type of recurrences

(90% distant), or several other biomarkers including apoptotic index, frequency
of p53 overexpression, PR or pS2 positivity, erbB2/HER-2 or EGFRlerbB I over
expression. The only tumor markers showing significant differences between
these two age coh0l1S were tumor grade (45% of younger vs. 20% of older with
SBR grade 3, p = 0.03) and proliferative status (e.g., mitotic index: and mean Ki
67/MIB-l = 25% for younger vs. 12% for older, p < 0.0001). Surprisingly, how

ever, a dramatic long-term outcome difference (disease-free survival DFS) was
observed between these two ER+, node-negative cohorts, with DFS plateauing at

"'Reported by Thor AD.
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10 years for <30% of the younger vs. > 70% of the older cases (p = 0.0004). The

significant differences in the observed (0) Kaplan-Meier DFS curves for these

two cohorts are shown in Figure 5. Adjusting these curves to account for the only

known cohort imbalances (the covariates tumor grade and proliferative index)

results in a set of expected (E) DFS curves that still show significant outcome dif

ferences that cannot be accounted for by any known differences in primary tumor

characteristics or biomarkers (Fig. 5).
Most interestingly, Cox proportional hazards and extensive multivariate

analyses indicate that each coh0I1 has different predictors of metastatic recur-
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c: 0.' \.g
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0.' I
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Cox Proportional Hazard Model - predictors of recurrence
Older cohort: T size (em): p = 0.02

mitotic index; p = 0.03
Younger cohort: p53+; p = 0.04

0---
o W 120

Months
180

Figure 5 Observed (0) and expected (E) pairs of Kaplan-Meier disease-tree surviv,d
(DFS) curves comparing olelcr (patient age :2:70) vs. younger (patient age <45)
cohorts of early-stage (node-negative) ER+ primary bl"east cancers (n = 83). As
described in the text, these two cohorts wcre well-matched tor numerous tumor bio
markers including erbG:2/HER-:2 and ECFR/erbGl overexprcssion as \Vcll as tumor
proportions overexpressing p53, and diftered oilly ill their mcall tumor proliferative
rales and proportions with high grade tumors. The dramatic outcome differcnces seen
in the obscrved DFS curves (p = 00004) for the t\Vo cohorts could not be eliminated
by adjusting for the extent of diffcrences in their proliferative rates and tumor grade,
as shown in the statistically adjusted (cxpected) K'lplan-Mcier DFS curves. Using
Cox proportional h,lzardmodcling, tumor size (T, cm) and proliter,ltive rate (mitotic
index) wcrc significant prcdictors of mClastatic rclapse for thc older cohort of ER+
breast C,lnccrs; in contrast, only p53 ovcrc\pression (+) emcrgcd as ,1 prcdictor ot
mctasl,llic rclapsc for the youngcr cohorl ot ER+ hrcast canccrs.
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rence, with T size (p = 0.02) and proliferative index (p = 0.03) predicting recur
rence within the older cohort. and p53 overexpression (p = 0.04) predicting
recurrence within the younger cohort. Thus. while these two ER+ cohorts did not
differ significantly in their overall frequency of p53 overexpression (13/62 in
older vs. 6/21 in younger), the p53 overexpressing older cases had only a 23% RR
while the younger cases had an 83% RR (RR = 3.6: p = 0.02). This suggests that
the underlying ER-associated tumorigenic mechanisms resulting in or interacting
with p53 overexpression are different and of greater metastatic potential in the
younger cases. Notably, p53 abnormalities and mutation types have not been well
studied in ER+ breast cancers or according to age at diagnosis, despite provoca
tive preliminary evidence that certain classes of p53 mutations are preferentially
found in early-age breast tumors (e.g., G:C to TA transversions) while others are
found in later-age breast tumors (e.g., small deletions) (37, 38).

In the last half decade, high-density gene expression alTays have emerged as
a powerful oncodiagnostic approach that can potentially identify additional
ER-associated pathways linked to endocrine responsiveness and clinical outcome
(39). With bioengineering advances enabling a single investigator to probe multi
ple breast tumor RNA samples and simultaneously determine the gene signature
of each on microscopic arrays containing all known human genes (approximately
30,000), it is already apparent that informative groups of as few as 70 different
genes may be able to identify clinically distinct subsets of ER+ breast cancers
(40). Scores of previously uninteresting genes are being shown to cluster in their
expression patterns with overexpression of our clinically important breast cancer
biomarkers like ER and erbB2/HER-2 (40, 41). One landmark breast cancer
expres~ion array study using unsupervised clustering analysis identified at least
two ER+ breast cancer subsets (A and B), each with different keratin-specific lumi
nal gene expression patterns and very different clinical outcomes (40). Stage
matched survival analyses indicated that the ER+ subset A tumors were associ
ated with significantly better patient survival than the ER+ subset B tumors, in
which poor clinical outcome approached that of patients with ER-, erbB2/HER

2+ cancers (40).
In comparison with our earlier described biomarker findings showing the

poor-risk impact of abnormal p53 status in a young age cohort of ER+ breast can
cers not treated with adjuvant tamoxifen, the expression an'ay-determined poor
risk subset B ER+ breast tumors were treated with adjuvant tamoxifen and were
found to harbor a high frequency of p53 mutations (comparable to that found in
the ER-, erbB2/HER-2+ subset) (40). Taken together, these studies suggest that
abnormal p53 not only represents a poor-risk prognostic biomarker within sub
sets of ER+ breast cancer, but it also appears to be linked to an as yet undefined
pathway of endocrine resistance. In support of this hypothesis, conversion of
tamoxifen from a tumor-arresting ER antagonist to a tumor-stimulating ER ago
nist has been rep0l1ed to occur more rapidly and more extensively in vivo with an
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ER+ breast cancer line (T47D) bearing mutated p53 than with another (MCF-7)
bearing intact p53 (42).

Once the reproducibility and predictive accuracy of high-density expression
arrays and their resulting gene signatures are clinically validated by other groups
(39), future challenges will face both basic and clinical investigators who must
decipher the biologic roles played by individual genes within these expression
signatures, according to their specific protein functions and known networks of
interacting tumorigenic pathways. Besides leading to an improved understanding
of the many different endocrine-dependent breast tumorigenic pathways, this
wealth of biomarker data will obviously also offer new insights into the design of
more effective endocrine treatment strategies.
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I. OVERVIEW

Estrogen-receptor (ER) signaling plays a central role in the pathogenesis of breast
cancer. However, recent research has identified other signal elements within the
breast cancer phenotype that have a potential to influence ER signaling. Targeting
of such elements might more effectively limit the activity of estrogens in breast
cancer development, and perhaps enhance the effects of anti hormonal therapies.
The clinical result would be to enhance antitumor activity of anti hormones and
provide novel, effective treatments for both de novo and acquired resistant states
that might improve patient survival. This chapter examines the relationship
between growth-factor-signaling pathways and antihormone failure in tumor

models of breast cancer, and suggests a possible strategy for using signal trans
duction inhibitors to improve the actions of antihormones and block the aggres
sive disease progression that often accompanies the development of endocrine

resistant states.
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II. INTRODUCTION

Current conceptions regarding the role of endocrine response pathways in the
pathogenesis of breast cancer continue to recognize the central importance of
estrogen and ER signaling. It would be na'fve, however. to consider this sig
naling pathway in isolation. Research findings have identified many other sig
nal elements within the breast cancer phenotype that could influence-and be
influenced by-ER signaling, and thus have the potential not only to alter the
sensitivity of developing breast cancer cells to estrogens, but also have the
potential, when aberrantly expressed, to adversely influence therapeutic
responses to anti hormonal drugs. Targeting of such elements might, therefore,
more effectively limit the actions of estrogens in terms of breast cancer devel
opment, and also at presentation could enhance the quality and duration of
response to antihormonal drugs, thereby providing novel. effective treatments
for both de novo and acquired resistant states that improve patient survival.

III. ANTIHORMONE FAILURE: EPIDERMAL GROWTH
FACTOR RECEPTOR AND HER-2 SIGNALING

Figure I shows the relationship between antihormone failure. and epidermal
growth factor receptor (EFGR) and HER-2 signaling. The tamoxifen-resistant
variant shown on the right was derived from wild-type (wt) MCF-7 cells
through prolonged exposure to 4-hydroxytamoxifen. Although the parental
cells on the left show only modest levels of EGFR and HER-2. there is a sub
stantial increase in the expression of these erbB family members as tamoxifen
resistance develops. Immunostaining is visibly situated on the tumor cells'
plasma membr~lIles.

Most importantly. such a cobblestone appearance (Fig. I. right) in clinical
breast cancer specimens is often associated not only with loss of ER but also with
emergence of other aggressive features of the disease. In this light. it is notewor
thy that the increases in EGFR and HER-2 in tamoxifen-resistant v~'iants pro
mote about a two-fold increase both in basal growth rates and in cell motility.
There is also about a four-fold increase in the invasiveness of the cells as demon
strated by Matrigel penetration ( I. 2).

It .seems unlikely thal the increased levels of growth factor receptors present
in the tamoxifen-resistant cells are merely bystanders in the process of the devel
opmenl of resistance. Imillunoprecipitalion studies indicate that the erbB recep
lors are heterodimerized and display an inLTeased basal level of activation. This
serves lo recruit multi pic signal transduction cascades involved in the re~ulation

of cell proliferation and survival. including ras. rat'. MAPK. PDKJAKT. a71d PKC
isoforms. cach of which is subslantially activated in the tamoxifen-resistant cells
(:\.4). Su.slained induclion of such proliferation and survival signals by growth
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Figure 1 Relationship between EGFR and HER-2 signaling, and anti-estrogen fail
ure. Tamoxifen-resistant variant (right) derived from wt MCF-7 cells (left) through
prolonged exposure to 4-hydroxytamoxifen. (From Ref. 7)

factors ultimately serves to override the growth-inhibitory effects of antihor
mones and drives endocrine-resistant growth.

A. ER Phosphorylation

An obvious and complicating issue is how this interfaces with the ER. Several
growth-factor-induced protein kinases, including MAPK and AKT, are also able
to target and phosphorylate key regulatory sites on the ER protein. This crosstalk
enables the activity of the ER as a nuclear transcription factor, even driving some

of the estrogen-like properties of anti hormonal drugs. Compared to parental cells,
tamoxifen-resistant cells show a substantial increase in the basal phosphorylation
of the ER on serine I 18 and 167 (Fig. 2), which are target sites for EGFR/HER
2-induced MAPK!A KT. This leads to an increase in the expression of several
EGFR ligands and establishes a new self-propagating autocrine growth-regula

tory loop that efficiently drives tamoxifen-resistant cell growth (5, 6).
In this model, the resistant growth originates from the growth-factor pathway

rather than directly from the ER protein. If ER signaling is blocked with the pure
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Figure 2 Tamoxifen-resistant cells show a substantial increase in the basal phos
phorylation of the ER on serine 118 (top) and serine 167 (bottom), target sites for
EGFR/HER-2-induced MAPK and AKT

anti-estrogen fulvestrant. Jdd-bJck experiments in which cells are exposed to
exogenous TGFa not only fully JctivJte EGFR. HER-::!. ERK MAPK. Jnd akt sig
mling. but also support substJntiJI tUlnor cell growth in the presence of the nor
mally growth-inhibitory drug (6). Strengthening of the EGFR pJthwJy is thus Jble
to entirely circumvent the catJstrophic effects of this antihormone on the ER pro
tein in such cells.

B. IGF-I R

Recent data supporting this autocrine model of tallloxifen resistance indic3te sig
nificantly elev3ted levels of total and activated IGF-I R. which appear to contribute
to EGFR-driven growth responses. Challenge of the tamoxifen resistant cells lI'ith
IGF-Il results. not only in the predicted increase in IGF-I R phosphorylatinn.
but also in a reproducible increase in EGFR activation. These events C1n be
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reduced in parallel by preincubation of the cells with an IGF-I R selective
inhibitor. AG 102-1- (2, 7).

Significantly, a neutralizing antibody to IGF-I1 reduces both basal IGF-IR
phosphorylation and EGFR phosphorylJtion in a dose-dependent manner.
consistent with the concept that IGF-I R signaling may contribute to EGFR
driven responses. These interactions, however, appear unidirectional insofar as
challenge with EGF, which results in a massive phosphorylation of EGFR, does
not activate lGF-1 R. Furthermore, blockade with Iressa® is without inhibitory
effect on p-IGF-IR (2, 7).

IV. ANTIGROWTH FACTOR THERAPIES

These tumor-model data provide good evidence that growth-factor signaling,
notably EGFR, HER-2, and IGF-I R, make a significant contribution to the
development of antihormone resistance. Is it possible, then, to negate these
effects using antigrowth factor therapies and treat antihormone resistance with
its potentially more aggressive phenotype? The answer is certainly "yes," bear
ing in mind that increases in EGFR signaling, for example, result not only in
changes in endocrine response but also in increases in the motility and invasive
ness of cells.

At an effective dose, lressa decreases phosphorylation of EGFR and inhibits
the growth of tamoxifen resistant breast cancer cells (3, 5). The decrease in phos
phorylation of EGFR is accompanied by a decrease in tumour-cell motility and
invasiveness, confirming the importance of EGFR to the aggressive phenotype
(I). Herceptin® (humanized monoclonal alb to HER-2) produces the same end
result, indicating the importance of the HER-2 receptor, and AG I024 can simi
larly be used to inhibit cell growth, at least in part because of the contribution of
IGF-IR to EGFR signaling. However, all these inhibitory actions in tamoxifen
resistant cells are only temporary; acquired resistant variants to Iressa, Herceptin,
and AG 1024 emerge within 2-6 months. In the case of tressa, the resistance does
not arise because of a failure of Iressa to continuously suppress phosphorylation
of EGFR. Rather, it appears to result from a raised level of IGF-I R signaling onto
downstream molecules such as AKT, PKC, delta, and ER (8).

Interestingly, the increases in p-AKT and PKC delta are progressive from wt
cells, to tamoxifen-resistant cells, to dually tamoxifen-resistant and lressa
resistant cells. Iressa-resistant cells also develop co-resistance to Herceptin, prob
ably as a consequence of increases in IGF-I R signaling. Furthermore, cells with
combined resistance show an increase in their level of invasiveness-a nearly
two-fold increase compared to cells resistant to tamoxifen alone (8). Thus,
although antigrowth-factor therapies are successful at inhibiting antihormone
resistant cells, they are in turn subject to resistant mechanisms that can also
generate an increasingly invasive phenotype.
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V. STRATEGIES TO PREVENT RESISTANCE

The emergence of dually resistant breast cancer cells has implications for the

sequencing of therapies, including administration of anti hormonal drugs and
now ignal transduction inhibitors. This last section discusses strategies
designed to delay or prevent the development of such resistance by combining
the primary treatment with drugs that anticipate and abrogate the recruited resist
ance mechanism.

Figure 3 (a-c) shows the typical results of treatment of endocrine-sensitive
breast cancer cells using tamoxifen. The increase in EGFR signaling is apparent
as early as 5 weeks. although at this time it is insufficient to dlive resistant
growth. The subsequent emergence of resistance occurs by week 12. when EGFR
levels are further upregulated and the EGFR-signaling pathway is prominent. In
one experimental model, lressa is combined with tamoxifen in anticipation of the

cells using EGFR for the resistant growth that develops on anti-estrogen
challenge. Figure 4 compares graphically the results of therapy with tamoxifen
and/or lressa vs. control on cell growth; the typical appearance of combined
tamoxifen-Iressa treatment after 5 weeks is shown in Figure 3d. Iressa has very
little effect initially because of low levels of EGFR signaling. Tamoxifen shows
the expected inhibitory effect in this 5-week period, while the combination of
tamoxifen and Iressa is the most effective treatment (9).

[a]

~ ..
tTamoxifen(week 1)

~

5 \oJeeks

Tamoxifen+Iressa

Figure 3 Results or treallllent or endocrine-sensitive breast cancer cells on EGFr
expression using IJllloxifen at weeks 1, 5, and 1~ (a-c), Jnd results at week 5 when
Iressa is cOlllbined with IJllloJ\ifen (dl. (FrOIll Ref. 9)
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Figure 4 Results of treatment using Iressa, tamoxifen, tamoxifen plus Iressa, and con
trol (no treatment) on cell growth rates during the first 5-week period. (From Ref 9.
Copyright 2003 The Endocrine Society.)

Excitingly, if continued out to the time frame in which tamoxifen resistance
nonnally develops, the combination of agents prevents the evolution of resistance
and also results in a total cell loss (Fig. 5). Iressa blocks the antihormone-induced
increases in EGFR in endocrine-sensitive cells, with co-treatment further deplet
ing the activity of MAPK and AKT. The end result is a reduction in proliferation
and a higher level of apoptosis within the cells (9).

As already indicated, Iressa and AG 1024 are growth inhibitory to tamoxifen
resistant cells, but in each instance resistance develops. Applying the logic of
combining lressa and tamoxifen, what would be the effect of adding AG 1024
in anticipation of the cells adopting IGF-IR for resistant growth? As shown in
Figure 6, our preliminary studies indicate that co-treatment with AG 1024 pre
vents the evolution of Iressa resistance, with its more aggressive phenotype. and
increases cell loss. The combination appears very much more effective than the
use of either agent alone.
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Figure 5 Effects of treatillent with tailloxifen (left) and tailloxifen plus Iressa (right)
on cell growth rates during a 12-week treatillent period. (Frolll Ref. 9)

Figure 6 Effecls of IreJllllenllVilh Irc~~,l (left) Jnd Iressa plus AGl 02-1 (right) on cell
growlh ralcs during ,112-lVcck IrC,llmcnl pcriod. '
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VI. SUMMARY

Alterations in growth-factor signal elements have a considerable potential to
influence cellular and growth responses. not only to anti hormones, but to
antigrowth factors as well. Evidence of this is beginning to appear in trials of
antigrowth factors. which do not work in all patients and in whom acquired
resistance clearly develops. Changes in growth-factor-signaling pathways
appear to allow cells to survive initial drug treatment ultimately driving resistant
growth together with aggressive invasive behavior. Research evidence to
date suggests a strategy for developing treatment options to combat both
endocrine and antigrowth factor resistance. possibly resulting in greater
efficacy for signal transduction inhibitors through their combination with
endocrine therapy. This would probably apply not only to the pathways
discussed here-EGFR. IGF-I R, and HER-2-but would also be applicable
to inhibitors of downstream signaling. Hopefully this line of inquiry will improve
breast cancer survival rates.
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Novel Therapeutics
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I. OVERVIEW

Many novel therapeutic anticancer agents specifically targeting key aspects of can
cer growth and progression are under development. One key element of tumor
progression is angiogenesis. Many complex molecular and cellular mechanisms
govern tumor angiogenesis, including vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF).
Expression of VEGF in breast cancer tumors has been shown to correlate with
poor prognosis. However, a recent Phase III trial with an anti- VEGF monoclonal
antibody (bevacizumab) has not demonstrated a survival benefit when beva
cizumab was added to chemotherapy in breast cancer patients. However, VEGF is
only one element of the angiogenic pathway and it is possible that blocking the
pathway fUI1her upstream would be more effective. Another confounding factor is
the heterogeneity of angiogenesis and VEGF expression in breast tumors. It is
likely that targeting those tumors with an angiogenic phenotype would confer
more benefit. Bevacizumab has shown promising results in clear cell renal cancer,
a tumor type known to be associated with high levels of VEGF.

II. INTRODUCTION

Clinical trials on many of the novel cancer drugs developed in recent years have
failed to reproduce the potential shown by animal models. For endocrine treatments,
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measurable pharmacodynamic markers exist, for example, estrogen levels in the

blood and other tumor markers. For newer therapies. where the pathway of action

has not been fully mapped out, these measurable markers of efficacy are not

necessarily available.

The characteristics of cancer can be classified into six areas: 1) self-suffi

ciency in growth signals, 2) insensitivity to antigrowth signals, 3) tissue invasion and

metastasis, 4) limitless replicative potential, 5) sustained angiogenesis, and 6) eva

sion of apoptosis (I). An imp0l1ant question in breast cancer biology is whether

estrogen is involved in all these pathological processes or whether other estrogen

independent pathways are responsible for tumor growth and metastasis.

Key elements of these six pathways represent attractive targets for novel ther

apeutics. Indeed. many agents acting on these targets are cLlITently in develop

ment, New targets include key gene products involved in growth signaling (e.g ..

EGFr, HER-2. bcr-abL kit, aurora kinases). cell cycle progression (including

chk!, chk2. cdk I. cdk2, cdk4), apoptosis (bcl2. survivin. traiL MDM2 p53). inva

sion proteolysis, and angiogenesis. Other novel agents. such as histone deacety

lase inhibitors, proteasome inhibitors, and hsp60 blockers, do not fit into the con

cept of six main areas quite so well. Other important novel therapeutic

targets are DNA repair inhibitors, immunotherapy, and gene therapy. However,

the most successful drugs besides endocrine therapy are anti metabolites and
drugs that block proliferation.

There are several novel anticancer agents involving many pathways under

development. One area that has been the focus of recent research is prevention of
tumor angiogenesis.

III. TUMOR ANGIOGENESIS

Tumor angiogenesis is essential for growth. invasion. and metastasis of a tumor:

thus it represents an attractive target for cancer therapeutics (2). Moreover. in breast

cancer, angiogenesis is switched on early, before invasion, and occurs extensively

in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCrS). One of the most important angiogenic factors is

VEGF. The actions of VEGF include endothelial cell mitogent'sis and migration.

remodeling of the extracellular matrix via induction of prott'inases. increast'd vas

cular permeability and vasodilation, and inhibition of endotht'lial cell apoptosis.

VEGF has three endothelial cell suIt'ace rect'ptors: VEGF-R I (Fit-I). VEGF-R2

(KDRlFlk-l), and VEGF-R3 (FLT--J.) (Fig. I J. OVtTt'xpression of VEGF in animal

models has been shown to confer resistanct' to chemotherapy. radiotherapy. and

immunosuppression. MOI"t'owr. higher kvels of VEGF in brt'ast canct'r corrt'latt'
with a worse prognosis.

VEGF inhibitors have bt'en in dewlopmcnt for at least 5 to 6 yt'ars. Initi~llly.

drugs were developed that blocked tht' VEGF-R2 (VEGF kinast'·2). which is'a

Illultidomain receptor with at least thrt'e ligands (VEGF-A, VEGF-C. VEGF-DJ.
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Recently. bevacizumab (Avastin™), an antibody to VEGF-A has shown a sur
vival advantage in metastatic colon cancer when combined with chemotherapy
(3). However, inhibiting VEGF-A alone will not block VEGF-C or D. which are

also ligands of VEGF-R2.
It was originally thought that VEGF-R2 was the most important endothelial

cell receptor in cancer; however, recent data have shown that VEGF-R I may also
be impoI1ant (4). Moreover, VEGF-R3 is normally present in embryonic endothe
lial cells and is switched off in normal adult cells, but switched on in tumor
endothelial cells (5). Therefore, inhibitors of just one receptor or ligand may not
be effective at preventing tumor angiogenesis. Nevertheless, despite recent disap
pointments in the field of VEGF kinase inhibitors, bevacizumab has shown
encouraging results in advanced metastatic renal cancer (6). It is possible that the

correct targets are not yet being blocked. Several other compounds that inhibit the
VEGF pathway are under development, including a ribozyme-a VEGF-RI
inhibitor-and SU I 1248-a broad spectrum tyrosine kinase inhibitor that
inhibits VEGF-R2, platelet-derived growth-factor receptor (PDGFr), c-kit, and

fetal liver tyrosine kinase 3 (7, 8).

A. Influence of Hypoxia on Angiogenesis

Microenvironmental alterations are a key feature of tumors. Hypoxia is present in
many solid tumors and generally occurs over 100 J.-Lm away from functional blood
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vessels (9). Hypoxia, as well as being a marker of malignant growth, is associated
with rapid growth, metastasis and poor response to treatment (10, I I). In hypoxia,

VEGF is induced and in situ hybridization can demonstrate VEGF expression in
breast cancer sections around the hypoxic zone.

Hypoxia exerts direct effects on pathways involved in tumor development and
expansion, including angiogenesis, apoptosis, glycolysis, and cell cycle regulation

(9). Over the past 2 years, there have been great advances in the understanding of
this pathway. A key enzyme in this process is proline hydroxylase, which hydrox
ylates the transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor (HIF)-IO'. in the presence
of oxygen. Hydroxylated HlF-IO'. is then a substrate for the von Hippe! Lindau
(VHL) gene product, a ubiquitin ligase. which targets it for destruction in the pro

teasome. However, in conditions of hypoxia, there is less hydroxylation of HIF
10'. and, instead of proteolysis. HIF-IO'. translocates to the nucleus and het
erodimerizes with an aryl hydrocarbon nuclear translocator. The heterodimers
then bind to specific hypoxia response elements. thereby activating specific genes

(12). Key genes activated in response to hypoxia include GLUTI (involved in
glucose transport), VEGF (angiogenesis), and LDH A (glycolysis, which is essential
for tumor survival under hypoxic conditions) (9). Therefore, many of the cardinal
signs of cancer are regulated by hypoxia.

In total, IS angiogenic factors or pathways are regulated by hypoxia. These
factors include endothelin I and 2. adrenomedullin. plasminogen activator
inhibitor I, histone deacetylase and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF).

A probable endogenous marker of tumor hypoxia is the enzyme carbonic
anhydrase 9 (CA9). a transmembrane glycoprotein with an extracellular enzymatic

site. CA9 is responsible for reversible conversion of carbonic acid to carbon diox
ide and water. This enzyme has a low expression in normal tissue but is induced
by hypoxia (13). Staining breast cancer sections with monoclonal antibodies
against CA9 showed a very strong pattern approximately 100 IJvm from the blood

vessel, which is exactly the diffusion distance of oxygen and is related to radia
tion resistance in these areas.

CA9 has been shown to be a strong prognostic indicator in breast C:lIlcer.
Patients without CA9 expression had a signilicant survival advantage over those
who had CA9 expression (f! = 0.001) (1-1). However. is CA9 just a marker of

hypoxia or does it playa fundamental role in cellular survival under conditions of
hypoxia? In experiments on breast cancer cell lines. RNA inhibitor (RNA]) treat

ment to switch 01'1' hypoxia-inducible CA9 shows that RNAl slows the growth of
cells in low-density culture. although cell growth eventually reached the same

density as control samples. Moreover. in dense cultures, cells never reached the

same density as the control cells. If these cultures arc then subjected to c1ono
genic survival a.ssays undcr conditions of hypoxia. then 50% of remaining clones

died. Thus. CA9 is clearly involved in a hypoxia survival pathway. Furtl;ermore.

hydrogen ions can enter cells six times more rapidly if CA9 is switched on than
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if it is switched off. thus CA9 may exet1 its biological effect through regulation
of microenvironmental pH (13).

B. Selecting the Correct Therapeutic Target

Angiogenesis is. however. a complex process and is regulated by many different
pro- and anti-angiogenic factors, which has led to difficulties in determining the
most effective target to halt tumor angiogenesis. In addition to the rrucroenviron
mental influence on angiogenesis, many other factors induce angiogenesis (Fig.
2). For example. oncogenes such as ras and EGFr switch on VEGF and angio
genesis. Hypoxia synergizes with these pathways to activate HIF-Ia, producing
hypoxia-inducible angiogenic factors including VEGF, PDGFa, and
adrenomedullin. The angiogenic enzyme thymidine phosphorylase can also
induce production of angiogenic factors such as IL-8, VEGE and metallopro
teases. Cell adhesion molecules upregulated in tumor endothelial cells also
enhance angiogenesis. Tissue factor and endoglin additionally have proangio
genic effects. Tyrosine kinase receptors for VEGF and other pathways are also
involved in the complex process of tumor angiogenesis. Pathways involved in the
inhibition of angiogenesis are also lost. Cytoskeletal changes in the tumor
endothelial cells also promote growth of tumor endothelial cells. Macrophages
are additionally recruited, which are essential for tumor growth. The tumor
produces IL6, among other cytokines, which stimulate the bone man'ow to
produce platelets. The platelets then aggregate in the tumor and release VEGF.

b;;;;oo FGF. V~Gl",
p'oM""'!le5,Tt.IFrt.

Ill>

hypox~a
oncogenes

Ihymidinl!
pfIo "i!>o'tor,I;v.1!
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ca'\hI!'f'>&Ir'l5
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~

Figure 2 Angiogenesis pathways.
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The tumor also produces factors that stimulate circulating endothelial cells to

form the vasculature of the tumor. Given these manifold pathways involved in
angiogenesis, what is the most suitable therapeutic target for attenuating tumor

angiogenesis?
The size and stage of a tumor are imp0l1ant considerations when designing

new therapeutic targets. The effect of some of the most widely studied antiangio
genic agents was investigated in animal tumor models of differing sizes/stages
(15). These agents were BB94 (a metalloprotease inhibitor), AGM1470 (a fumag
illin analogue), endostatin, angiostatin, and endostatin and angiostatin combined.
The results showed that these drugs are effective at different stages. In the early

lesion, endostatin and angiostatin were most effective at reducing tumor burden;
however, this combination is less effective in the invasive stage. Similarly, the
metalloprotease inhibitor was not very effective in the early lesion or in the inva
sive stage, but was more effective in small tumors.

The problems facing the development of anti-angi/ogenesis therapy are iden
tical to those facing all novel therapies that target new molecules. Namely, there

are multiple complex mechanisms involved in angiogenesis. New understanding
of the biology of these processes is occurring in parallel to new drug develop
ments. Moreover, angiogenesis mechanisms may be different in the primary and
secondary tumors. Furthermore, not all metastases have an angiogenic phenotype.
The size of the tumor is also critical to the effectiveness of chemotherapy and
probably endocrine therapy.

There is a large degree of heterogeneity in the extent of tumor angiogenesis
and VEGF expression in breast cancer tumors. Greater numbers of blood vessels
and higher microvessel density in tumor con'elate with poorer prognosis. The

location of receptor-bound VEGF in sections of tumors was determined using a
specific antibody (16). It could be assumed that vessels staining positively for
VEGF are the active blood vessels that have been stimulated to grow. Indeed,

receptor-bound VEGF is associated with a significantly poorer prognosis
(p < 0.001). Thus, treating patients with anti-VEGF therapy is clearly potentially
of value in patients who are positive for VEGF. However, treating patients
negative for VEGF with anti-VEGF therapy is likely to be less effective.

C. Angiogenesis in Metastases

When blood vessels in lung metastases from breast cancer patients were stained
using CD31 antibody, two distinct patterns were seen in these sections (Fig. 3) (17).

The lirst was a typical pattern of angiogenesis, with increased blood vessels in a

chaotic pattern around the tumor cells. The second pattern was of alveolar blood ves
sels with tumor cells within them. Although there was only a sm::tll number of

p::ttients studied, it was ::tpP~u'entlhatthose patients with the typical angiogenic phe

notype had a very poor S-year survival rate ::tfter resection of the lung Illet::tstases,
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Figure 3 Staining of blood vessels in lung metastases with CD31 antibody. The section
on the left shows a typical angiogenic phenotype in a lung metastasis of breast cancer;
the section on the right shows a nonangiogenic phenotype, with alveolar blood vessels
staining for CD31 .

whereas the patients with the nonangiogenic phenotype survived more than 5 years
after resection. The latter group of patients most likely did not have an angiogenic
phenotype as yet and thus tumor cells were colonizing pre-existing blood vessels.
The patients with the typically angiogenic phenotype generally developed more sec
ondaries, even after resection of the lung metastases.

When liver secondaries from breast cancer patients were examined, it was
found that of the 32 samples, 30 were pathologically determined to be nonangio
genic and two had an angiogenic phenotype. All the nonangiogenic metastases
were negative for the hypoxia marker CA9, whereas both of the angiogenic sam
ples were positive for CA9. In 46 samples of liver secondaries from colon cancer
patients, 25 were pathologically nonangiogenic and 20 of these were negative for
CA9. Of the 21 angiogenic tumor samples, 13 had an activated hypoxia pathway
(i.e., were CA9 positive).

The results of these small studies might suggest that inhibition of angiogenesis
would be less effective in breast cancer liver metastases than for colon cancer
liver metastases, because more of the colon cancer secondaries had an angio
geneic phenotype compared with the breast cancer secondaries. This may in some
way explain the lack of efficacy of bevacizumab in breast cancer. While respolLe
rates to monotherapy in Phase rr trials have been promising, a Phase III trial with
bevacizumab and the chemotherapeutic agent capecitabine failed to increase the
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survival time in comparison with chemotherapy alone (18). However, it is not
clear how many breast cancer cases actually use VEGF as a main angiogenic
pathway, as VEGF expression in breast cancer is very heterogeneous.
Bevacizumab has, however, shown promising results in renal cancer. There was a

highly significant dose response to bevacizumab treatment-the higher the dose,
the better the response (6). This is possibly because all cases of clear-cell renal
cancer have a VHL mutation. Because VHL is a key regulator of HIF-I a and
mutated VHL can no longer degrade HIF-I a, large amounts of VEGF accumulate.

Although there is a clear biological interaction with bevacizumab in renal

cancer (progression-free survival difference between the control and high-dose
anti- VEGF was p = 0.00 II), there may be more benefit in blocking HIF-l a
itself, because 15 other angiogenic pathways are regulated by the HIF-I a path
way. Blocking the angiogenesis pathway further upstream, i.e., blocking HIF-Ia,

is the focus of current research.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Genetic changes or well-defined biochemical changes that drive tumor progression
are key targets for novel therapeutics. Care should be taken so that molecularly tar

geted drugs are used on tumors that are actually utilizing the relevant pathway.
Thus, it is important to know the molecular pathways in subpopulations of patients
to determine whether a particular novel agent is likely to have a beneficial effect.

Although many targets inhibit angiogenesis. is it necessary to inhibit one key
target or multiple pathways? Improved trial design is needed to detell11ine how the
target is inhibited, by use of imaging, biopsies. and pharmacodynamic endpoints.
Moreover, combination of novel targeted agents with conventional agents such as
radiation, chemotherapy. hormone therapy. and immunotherapy is generally more
effective in preclinical models. Thus. in clinical practice. where the situation is

even more complex. combination of novel therapeutics with conventional treat
ments is likely to be more effective than monotherapy.

In summary, we are only just beginning to understand the complexity of
angiogenesis and hence how to develop this area properly.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Endocline treatment with a third generation aromatase inhibitor (AI) is an
effective neoadjuvant regimen for strongly hormone receptor-positive primary
breast cancer in postmenopausal women, as shown by a recent trial of letrozole
versus tamoxifen. However. although AI responses are frequently sufficient to
improve surgical outcomes, the rate of pathologically complete response is less
than 50/0. Alternative clinical or biomarker surrogates for drug efficacy must.
therefore, be identified. Currently the most investigated biomarker is Ki67. This
cell cycle regulated protein usually falls dramatically with neoadjuvant endocrine
treatment. The finding that Ki67 is suppressed more by letrozole than tamoxifen
(1) correlates well with the clinical advantages of a third-generation AI in the
neoadjuvant, adjuvant, and advanced disease settings (2) and supports a role for
Ki67 as a surrogate endpoint in Phase !II neoadjuvant studies addressing strate
gies to enhance adjuvant AI efficacy. Less certain is the value of changes in Ki67
(t.Ki67) as an endocrine therapy sensitivity test that could be used to plan adju
vant treatment. It will take much larger studies than those currently planned to
validate t.Ki67 for this use. It seems likely that additional surrogates. such as
those obtained through gene expression profiling, will be necessary to reach the
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level of certainty required to individualize adjuvant therapy based on a clinical or

biomarker response to neoadjuvant AI treatment.

II. DEFINING THE QUESTIONS REGARDING SURROGATE
BIOMARKERS FROM NEOADJUVANT THERAPIES

From the clinical perspective, there are at least two very distinct motivations for

conducting neoadjuvant studies in breast cancer: 1) to identify promising systemic

therapies for further testing in larger scale adjuvant trials. and 2) to identify

individuals with primary tumors that are resistant to standard treatment modali

ties. Different clinical trial design considerations. measurement parameters, and

statistical techniques are required to address these two issues. When comparing

drug regimens, a number of different biochemical. histological, and clinical

endpoints can be used in an analytical approach that focuses on group rather than

individual outcomes-i.e .. is there evidence that overall tumor regression rates.

induction of cell death, or inhibition of proliferation are more frequent on one arm

of the study than the other? In contrast, studies that attempt to capitalize on the

potential of neoadjuvant therapy to predict the effectiveness of standard adjuvant

therapy mList focus on individual outcomes. In other words. does tumor regres

sion. reduction in tLimor proliferation, or increase in cell death in response to

neoadjuvant endocrine therapy translate into a higher individual chance of

long-term remission in comparison to patients whose tumors responded poorly?

In this latter instance. surrogate endpoints must: 1) be closely con'elated with

long-term outcomes; 2) be subject to a low degree of measurement error: and

3) be analyzable as a discontinuous variable (high or low risk) to simplify

decision making regarding the treatment approaches. CUITently. there are no

robust surrogate endpoints or biomarkers that meet these essential parameters in

the context of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy. Thus. large prospective trials must

be conducted if we are to test a strategy of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy for the

purposes of sensitivity testing in a definitive way. An alternative approach is to

define new baseline biomarkers for endocrine responsiveness in the neoadjuvant

setting (as they relate to response). and then test them in retrospective series of

patients tre:.Jted long term for adjuvant ther:.lpy with the same class of endocrine
agent.

III. PATHOLOGICAL COMPLETE RESPONSE AS A SURROGATE
ENDPOINT: STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES

P:.Jthologic:.J1 complete response of primary bre:.Jst cancer in response to neoadjuvant

chemotherapy i.s :.J valid:.Jtcd surrogate endpoint for long-term outcomes ;vith a

number of clear advantages. First. pathological :.Jssessments are alreKlv routinely

applied Second. measurement error. while present. is presumably at :1 re1:ltivel~'
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low level. Third, pCR is a binary outcome (pCR: yes or no'7) so that simple
statistics based on contingency tables and chi-square statistics are appropriate, and
clinical algorithms can be developed, Finally. pCR is not based on a change from
baseline measurement but is simply assessed on a post-treatment specimen. When
surrogate analysis requires two data points (before and after therapy), difficulties
with measurement en'or and establishing cut points (when is the change significant
in tenTIS of prognosis?) become a critical concern. Not taking into account the size
of the Oliginal tumor does create some issues with pCR because pCR occurs more
frequently with small tumors than large tumors. Therefore, the association of pCR
with better long-term outcomes must be, in part. related to the prognostic associa
tions with tumor size. The published estimates for the rate of pCR in response to
neoadjuvant endocline therapy are less than 5% (3). Although strategies to increase
pCR in response to endocrine therapy must be explored (treating smaller tumors,
extending the period of neoadjuvant therapy, or adding a second agent), other sur
rogates for drug effect and long-term outcomes need to be studied. Arguably, this is
also the case with chemotherapy because patients who experience pCR still suffer
systemic relapses. just with reduced frequency. Perhaps the problem of relapse,
despite the occun'ence of a pCR, is largely why we have yet to see the application
of pCR as an interim endpoint in a clinical trial where treatment is randomized, to
further chemotherapy versus not according to the presence of pCR after a standard
chemotherapy regimen.

IV. ALTERNATIVES TO PCR FOR NEOADJUVANT
ENDOCRINE STUDIES

The clinical findings from the randomized neoadjuvant trial comparing letrozole
versus tamoxifen established that clinical response, radiological response. and
rates of breast-conserving surgery are all valuable endpoints in comparing the
relative efficacy of two endocrine approaches for the treatment of early stage
breast cancer (Table I). The letrozole 024 results milTor the conclusion from the
>9000-patient ATAC trial that a third generation aromatase inhibitor (AI) would
be more effective adjuvant endocrine therapy than tamoxifen (4). It is, therefore,
of considerable interest that the letrozole 024 study predicted the outcome of
the ATAC study with a much smaller sample size (328) and with only 4 months
of follow up. These findings establish the concept that a positive result from a
neoadjuvant study could, in the future, be viewed as essential preliminary data
for the activation of any future adjuvant endocrine therapy study. In terms of
tissue-based surrogate endpoints. Ki67 analysis has been conducted on paired
specimens from the letrozole 024 study. This cell cycle regulated protein usually
shows a dramatic fall with endocrine treatment of ER + primary breast cancers
and was, therefore, chosen as an additional surrogate with which to compare
letrozole and tamoxifen. The statistical analysis of Ki67 changes presents
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Table 1 Clinical Results Summary ior "On-Study Biopsy" Coniirmed ER+ and/or
PR+ Cases from a Randomized eoadjuvant Endocrine-Therapy Trial that
Compared Tamoxifen and Letrozole

oniirmed (ER +/PR +)
Overall tumor response (CR + PRJ

Clinical
Ultrasound
Mammography
Breast-conserving surgery
Clinical disease progression

"Stratilied Manlel-Haenszel chi-squared test.

Source: Ref. 6.

Letrozole

124 (100%)

74 (60%)
48 (39%)
47 (37%)
60 (48%)
10(8'10)

Ta mox iien

126 (100%)

52 (41%)
37 (29%)
25 (20%)
45 (36%)
15 (12%)

p value"

0004
0119
0.002
0036
0.303

some challenges because the raw data are not nOllllally distributed. The data are.
therefore. presented using the median. range. and geometric mean before and
after therapy. Nonparametric tests are then applied. in particular the Wilcoxon
signed rank test. for assessing treatment induced changes within treatment
groups. The Mann Whitney two-sample test is also applied to compare the
overall degree of change for letrozole versus tamoxifen. However. a disadvantage
of the Mann Whitney test is that it has less statistical power when
compared to a parametric test (based on the mean and standard deviation of a
normally distributed population). Also. there is no method to adjU5t the data for
differences between the two groups in terms of baseline values. An alternative
approach is to take the natural log of the Ki67 value to simulate a normal
distribution and then apply analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) (5). ANCOVA is a
type of regression analysis in which the slopes of the two lines generated by
plotting the before- and after-treatment values on the two treatment arms are
compared. Using these methodologies. it was established that the fall in Ki67 was
more profound with letrozole than tamoxifen (Fig. I). This result establishes
Ki67 analysis as an additional useful sun'ogate endpoint for the assessment of
endocrine agents in neoadjuvant trials. This conclusion was underscored by
comparing the relative effects of tamoxifen and letrozole within subsets defined
by HER-I (epidermal growth factor receptor) and HER-2 (erbB2) as a combined
category of HER-I- and/or HER-2+ versus both negative. In the assessment of the
clinical data it had been established that within the group of patients
with ER + and HER-1/2 + disease, letroznlc was dramatically more eH'ecti"e
than tamoxikn (6). The Ki67 analysis correlated with thi~ finding bec1Use
the treatment-induced reduction in Ki67 was greater on the letrozole arm in
both subsets (Fig. I). These d~lta suggest that Ki67 can also be u~ed to as~ist in
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Figure 1 A summary of an analysis that compared the changes in the proliferation
related biomarker Ki67 between letrozole and tamoxifen. The fall in Ki67 was
greater with letrolole therapy regardless of HER-l and HER-2 status.

the exploration of relationships between signal transduction pathways and

therapeutic effects of different classes of endocrine agent.

V. GLOBAL GENE EXPRESSION PROFILING: A NEW
SURROGATE FOR THE EFFICACY OF ENDOCRINE AGENTS
IN THE NEOADJUVANT SETTING

Neoadjuvant endocrine therapy trials tend not to demonstrate close correlation

between changes in Ki67 and clinical and radiological response (7). In fact,

analysis of the letrozole 024 trial found no difference in the degree of change

in Ki67 between tumors responding to letrozole and those tumors recorded to

exhibit stable or progressive disease. This finding suggests that tumor regression
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is prevented by the inability of letrozole to trigger therapeutic events such as cell
death or perhaps vascular collapse, rather than a failure to inhibit tumor prolifer
ation. One approach to improve our understanding of the nature of tumor respon
siveness to estrogen deprivation is to conduct global gene expression profiling on
tumor biopsy samples taken before and after the initiation endocrine therapy.
Limited information is available from a responding case of an ongoing study in
which a baseline expression array was compared with analysis of a sample taken
at I month after the initiation of letrozole therapy (8). Genes showing the great
est decrease include members of a proliferation cluster, topoisomerase (DNA) II
alpha (170kD), ribonucleotide reductase M2 polypeptide, 5-methyltetrahydrofo
late-homocysteine methyl transferase reductase and cell division cycle 2 G I to Sand
G2 to M), an invasion cluster [matrix metalloproteinase 1 (interstitial collagenase),
carboxypeptidase B I (tissue), CD36 antigen (collagen type I receptor, throm
bospondin receptor), and protein regulator of cytokinesis I], and the apoptosis
suppression cluster [baculoviral lAP repeat-containing 5 (survivin), and nucleo
lar protein 3 apoptosis repressor w/CARD domain]. When we have a sufficient
number of cases it will be of great interest to compare these changes between
responding and nonresponding cases.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

There is increasing evidence that the neoadjuvant setting provides an effective
means to obtain preliminary data on the adjuvant potential of endocrine
approaches to treatment. The next trial to provide data to test this hypothesis
is the IMPACT trial. This neoadjuvant study was designed to mimic the three

S

<
Chemotherapy U Aromatase inhibitor

ER/PgR+ R
Stages 2 and 3 4 MONTHS G 4 MONTHS

Postmenopausal E
Aromatase inhibitor R Chemotherapy

y

Followed by arometase inhibitor for 5 years

Figure 2 A proposal for a clinical trial 10 explore the impact of neoadjuvant
endocrine therapy on survival from ER+ breast cancer. This trial would have suffi
cient power to investigate the relationships between clinical and biomarker
responses to endocrine therapy and long-term outcomes. n = approx 1,000, based
on the hypothesis that neoadjuvant endocrine therapy is associated with a survival
advantage.
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arms of the ATAC trial. Clearly, if neoadjuvant anastrozole proves to be more
effective than tamoxifen in this trial, and the combination is no better than the
tamoxifen-alone arm, this investigation will provide further strong evidence
for the predictive value of neoadjuvant endocrine studies. The hypothesis
raised by the marked advantage for letrozole in ER + HER-1/2+ patients also
deserves to be further investigated, both in adjuvant and neoadjuvant settings.
In contrast to the general enthusiasm regarding neoadjuvant endocrine therapy
as a biomarker discovery platform, or as a way to test new biological agents,
there are no current studies that will investigate neoadjuvant endocrine therapy
with the rigor applied to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. One approach that could
be applied in the future is to randomize neoadjuvant treatment between an AI
and chemotherapy followed by surgery. Those that received the AI would
receive chemotherapy postoperatively. The study could be powered, analogous
to NSABP B 18, to demonstrate that neoadjuvant endocrine therapy improves
overall survival (Fig. 2).
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I. OVERVIEW

Intratumoral aromatase is a potential therapeutic target for the treatment of post

menopausal estrogen-dependent breast cancers. Therefore, reliable methods

should be developed for routine application for the detection of intratumoral

aromatase. In addition, there have been controversies about the intratumoral

localization of aromatase in human breast carcinoma. Therefore, obtaining the

precise intratumoral localization of aromatase in order to assess its biological sig

nificance is important. We have undertaken the following two approaches toward
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this goal. The first approach is to separate stromal adipocytes and carcinoma or
parenchymal cells, under light microscopy using laser capture microscopy
(LCM). Then, mRNA was extracted from these separated fractions, and the
expression of aromatase was evaluated with RT-PCR. The analysis of LCM
revealed that aromatase mRNA was present in the fractions of stromal cells and
adipocytes in all 15 cases examined, but aromatase mRNA was present only in
12/15 in those of carcinoma cells. These results indicated that intratumoral aro
matase is present in both interstitial. or stromal, and parenchymal cells in human
breast carcinoma, but intratumoral aromatase in interstitial cell types may be
more predominant. The other approach is the generation of monoclonal antibod
ies against aromatase from a recombinant GST-aromatase fusion protein and
validation of them in surgical pathology specimens of human breast carcinoma
following immunohistochemical evaluation in full-term human placenta and
normal cycling human ovaries. A multicenter collaborative group has been
established for this purpose. Biochemical assays resulted in the selection of 23
monoclonal antibodies. These antibodies were further evaluated by immunohis
tochemistry (IHC) of paraffin-embedded tissue sections including normal ovary,
and placenta, and a small series of ten breast carcinomas. Of the 23 mAbs, two
(clone 677 and F2) were determined to specifically stain cell types known to
express aromatase in normal tissues. In breast carcinomas, staining of malignant
epithelium, adipose tissue, and normal/benign and stromal compartments was
detected. Then, IHC was performed and independently evaluated by three pathol
ogists (H.S., TA., and S.G.S.), each using the same evaluation criteria for stain
ing intensity and proportion of immunopositive cells. With these two mAbs, inter
pathologist and intralaboratory variations were small in comparison with
differences that could be detected between tissue specimens and antibodies.

II. INTRODUCTION

Estrogens are considered to play important roles in the development and
progression of hormone-dependent human breast cancer. The overexpression of
aromatase appears to play an important role in estrogen-related development and
progression of some human breast cancers (1-4). Aromatase-inhibitor (AI) ther
apy is one of the endocrine treatments available to breast cancer patients.
Therefore, predicting which patients will respond prior to initiation of therapy has
become important. Some studies have demonstrated a positive cOll'elation
between intratumoral aromatase activity and response to treatment with various
Als (3, 4). Immunohistochemical analysis of intratumoral aromatase can provide
information about an overall activity or expression of aromatase in human breast
carcinoma. For this purpose, a precise, sensitive, and quantifiable immunohisto
chemical method for detecting aromatase in archival materials or formalin-fixed
and paraffin-embedded tissue has been explored. However, no anti-aromatase
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antibodies have been specifically designed for this purpose.
Existing antibodies directed against aromatase are available. However, they

are in dwindling supply and the results from studies using them have been con
troversial in terms of tumor aromatase localization (5-9). Several studies reported
the predominance of aromatase localization in stromal or interstitial cells including
adipocytes in human breast carcinoma specimens (5-7), whereas other studies
reported its predominance in parenchymal or carcinoma cells (8, 9). Precise local
ization of aromatase and identification of cell types expressing aromatase in
human breast carcinoma tissue would be helpful in elucidating the biological sig
nificance of intratumoral aromatase. Therefore, an international collaborative
study group was formulated in order to develop antibodies that can be used to
assess aromatase expression in fixed breast cancer tissue and test whether these
measurements are predictive of responsiveness to Als. In addition, the develop
ment of laser capture microdissection (LCM) with RT-PCR has made it possible
to evaluate gene expression in particular types of cells in the tissues. Results of
LCM may be less influenced by the modes of tissue preparation even compared
to mRNA in situ hybridization, another method of evaluating mRNA localization
in tissue specimens. Therefore, in this study, we isolated fractions of stromal or
interstitial cells, parenchymal or carcinoma cells, and adipocytes under light
microscopy and evaluated aromatase mRNA expression separately in these cell
fractions in order to obtain the precise distribution of intratumoral aromatase.

III. GENERATION OF AROMATASE MONOCLONAL
ANTIBODIES

The strategy for screening hyblidomas was to assay the initial fusion wells by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) against purified GST-aromatase used
as antigen and with free glutatruone-S-transferase GST. Only positives for GST-aro
matase and negatives for the GST moiety of the antigen were selected. ELISA pos
itives were fUl1her screened by Western blot against purified GST-aromatase, GST
aromatase in cmde extracts of Sf9 cells and free GST. Hyblidoma products that gave
a specific reaction for GST-aromatase by Western blot with little or no cross-reaction
with other proteins in cmde cell extracts were submitted to screening by IHC of nor
mal ovary and placenta. The criteria for specific IHC detection of aromatase in pla
centa were staining exclusively in the plasma membrane of syncytiotrophoblasts of
chorionic villi and in the ovary by staining in granulosa cells of ovarian follicles.
Hybridomas that passed this screening criteria were subcloned, isotyped, and the
mAb products were purified and used for subsequent charactelizations.

From the cell fusions of mice injected with unfixed antigen, 60 hybridomas
were positive by ELISA, II of these reacted specifically by Western blot with
aromatase, and 4 of the Western blot positives gave specific staining of placenta
and ovary by IHC (clones 636, 677, 1157, and 1255). From the cell fusions with
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Table 1 Summary of Monoclonal Antibodies Selected

Clone

677/H7

1255/H6
GrplO/F2
Grp15/Fll

Mouse Isotype

IgG2a
IgGl
IgGl
IgGl

Antigen

Unfixed GST-aromatase
Unfixed GST-aromatase
Fixed GST-aromatase
Fixed GST-aromatase

fixed antigen there were 105 ELISA positives, 22 of these were positive by

Western blot criteria and 5 of the Western blot positives gave specific staining of

placenta and ovary by IHC. Purified mAbs were used for further characterization

of all nine of the hybridomas selected from the two cell fusions by the above

screening strategy. By IHC of ten cases of human invasive ductal breast carci

noma, four of the nine mAbs were determined to be optimal in terms of specific

cytoplasmic staining of epithelial cancer cells and minimal background staining,

i.e., no staining in nucleus or acellular areas. The four mAbs selected by this

screening strategy are listed in Table I, along with antibody subtypes for each.

Figure 1 Immunohistochemistry of znomJtJse in full term human placentJ using
monoclonal antibody 11677. Aromatase immunoreactivity was detected in sync\'
tiotrophoblasts of chorionic villi.
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Western blot screening results demonstrated that each mAb reacted with the

82-85kDa GST-aromatase fusion protein. but failed to react with free GST. indi

cating they detect an epitope in the aromatase portion of the antigen. Examples of

IHC staining of term human placenta and normal cycling human ovary with

one of the selected mAbs. 677, are shown in Figures 1 and 2. respectively.

Immunostaining was detected in syncytiotrophoblasts of chorionic villi of

placenta (Fig. 1) and predominantly in granulosa cells of ovarian follicles (Fig.

2); both are known cellular sites of aromatase expression.

IV. INDEPENDENT SCORING AND EVALUATION
OF BREAST CARCINOMAS

In evaluating results of immunohistochemistry in clinical specimens, inter- and/or

intrainstitutional or inter- and/or intraobserver differences can become a very

serious problem in interpretation of the findings, eventually resulting in clinical

management of the patients. Therefore, in our present project. three co-authors

(HS. TJA, and SGS) independently pelformed and evaluated IHC of the same ten

cases of breast carcinomas with the four selected mAbs from Table 1. In addition,

"..."

Figure 2 Immunohistochemistry of aromatase in normal cycling human ovaries
using monoclonal antibody 1t677. Aromatase immunoreactivity was predominantly

detected in membrana granulosa.
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aromatase is a cytoplasmic antigen, which makes it somewhat more difficult to
obtain precise assessment of immunoreactivity in clinical specimens compared to
nuclear antigens, such as estrogen receptor (ER). Therefore, in our project,
immunostaining was evaluated based on the following critelia: 1) the proportion
of the area of the tissue sections occupied by the cells; 2) the proponion of posi
tively stained cells; and 3) the overall staining intensity of a tissue section. These
clitelia were developed through simultaneous evaluation using multiheaded light
microscopy. All three co-authors agreed that immunohistochemistry using mAbs
677 or F2 yielded the most satisfactory results in terms of minimal background
staining, specificity, reproducibility, and interpretation of the results based on these
staining criteria. With these two mAbs, immunoreactivity was detected in differ
ent cOmpat1ments of breast carcinomas including parenchymal or carcinoma cells,
stromal cells or fibroblasts, adipocytes, macrophages, and normal duct epithelial
cells (Fig. 3). The proportion of positively stained cells varied among the ten
cases. This relatively wide distribution of intratumoral aromatase indicates that
the evaluation of proportion of aromatase-positive cells and amounts of aro
matase in each cell types of human breast carcinoma tissues is indispensable in

..

Figure 3

Figure 3 Immunohistochemistry of aromatase in human breast invasive ductal
carcinoma. Aromatase immunoreactivity was detected in both carcinoma
(parenchymal) cells and stromal cells.
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Table 2 Summary of Scoring of Aromatase Immunoreactivity in Human Breast
Invasive Ductal Carcinoma

1. Obtain the approximate percentage of the parenchymal or carcinoma cells in the
foci of carcinoma as follows. Both cellularity and areas of carcinoma should be
considered at the time of evaluation.

0: 0%,1: 1-25%, 2: 26-50%, 3: 51-75%, 4: 76-100%
2. Obtain the approximate percentage of aromatase-positive carcinoma as follows:

0: 0%,1: 1-25%, 2: 26-50%, 3: 51-75%, 4: 76-100%
3. Choose the most representative areas of aromatase positivity in carcinoma cells

and grade relative immunointensity as follows:
0: no immunoreactivity, 1: weak, 2: moderate, 3: intense

4. Evaluate relative immunointensity and proportion of stromal cells, macrophages,
and other inflammatory cells and adipocytes in and lor adjacent to carcinomatous
foci as follows:

Proportion adipocytes
0: 0%,1: 1-25%,2: 26-50%, 3: 51-75%, 4: 76-100%

Normal ducts and stromal cells
0: 0%,1: 1-25%,3: 26-50%, 4: more than 50%

Intensity
0: no immunoreactivity, 1: weak, 2: moderate, 3: intense

5. Describe the presence or absence of focal immunoractivity in the tissue sections

studying overall aromatase activity and expression in whole carcinoma tissues,
especially in relation to the possible response to Als. When cOITelating results of
immunohistochemistry with other parameters, such as clinical outcome or
response to medication, it is generally important to report the results to clinicians
at least in a semiquantitative manner. Therefore, in this project, an H-score or
semiquantitative scoring system for mAbs 677 and F2 was established based on
staining of these ten cases of breast carcinomas (Table 2) that can be applied to
future clinical correlation studies between biochemical and immunohistochemi

cal results.

V. MICRODISSECTION/PCR

Fifteen cases of invasive ductal carcinoma of the breast were evaluated in this
study. All these specimens were obtained in Tohoku University Hospital with an
informed consent of the patients following an approval of Ethics Committee of

Tohoku University School of Medicine, Sendai, Japan. These specimens were
rapidly embedded in Optimal Cutting Temperature medium (SAKURA Co.,
Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) and frozen-sectioned at a thickness of 8 f.Lm. The specimen
was subsequently mounted on membrane attached glass slides (Cell Robotics,
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Inc., Albuquerque, New Mexico, U.S.A.). All tissue sections were stored at
- 30°C unti I analysis of LCM. These 15 sections were fixed in 100% methanol
for 5 minutes and then stained with toluidine blue. Then LCM was performed

using a CRI-337 (Cell Robotics) with 30-60 IJ-m laser spot size applying default
to full-strength pulse power (40-100 W) and extreme strength of the pulse width
(50-00 ms). Approximately 100 cells were laser-transferred from the stroma,
cancer parenchyma, and adipocytes in these 15 cases of human breast carci
noma. Total RNA was extracted from laser-transfelTed cells according to the

RNA microisolation protocol (10, II). Briefly, following precipitation and a
70% ethanol wash, the pellets were resuspended in 91J-1 of RNase-free H20.
Total RNA from the microdissected tissue was reverse transcribed in a reaction
mixture containing 50 mM Tris acetate, pH 8.4, 75 mM potassium acetate, 8 mM

magnesium acetate, 0.01 M dithiothreitol, 2 mM dNTP, 25 IJ-M Oligo (dT)I2_IS
Primer, 25 IJ-g/IJ-l random hexamer oligonucleotides, and SUPERSCRIPT II
RNase H- Reverse Transcriptase (Life Technologies, Inc.) for 60 min at 50°e.

The resulting cDNA was amplified in 25 IJ-l of a PCR mix consisting of
GeneAmp, IxPCR Gold Buffer (PerkinElmer Life Sciences), 1.5 mM MgCL~,

200 IJ-M dNTP, and 0.125 unit of AmpliTaq Gold (PerkinElmer Life Sciences)
under the following conditions: initial denaturing at 95°C for 10 min followed
by 40 cycles of I min at 94°e. I min at 55°e. and I min at 72°e. after which

PCR products were subjected to a final extension step for 7 min at 72°e. Primers
used for PCR amplification were: Forward_5' -GTG AAA AAG GGG ACA AAC

ATT-3', Reverse_5'-TGG AAT CGT CTC AGA AGT GT-3', Size: 215bp
(1286-1500).

Following PCR for aromatase, amplified products were detected as a specific
single band in stromal or interstitial cells and adipocytes adjacent to carcinoma
invasion isolated by LCM, as well as in whole breast carcinoma tissues (data not
shown) in all 15 cases examined (Fig. 4). Relatively low levels of aromatase
mRNA were also detected in 12/1 5 cases of human breast carcinoma.

These findings, as well as those in internal mammary chain (lMC), demon
strated that aromatase expression was relatively widely distributed in many com

partments of human breast carcinoma tissues. However. aromatase in stromal
cells and/or adipocytes may be more predominant than parenchymal or carci
noma cells because of the more frequent presence of aromatase mRNA in stromal

and/or adipocytes than that in carcinoma cells, and the rebtive abundance of aro

matase mRNA in strom~t1 and/or adipocytes components in the RT-PCR ~lnalysis

of the same cycle. However. further investigation. including the more precise

quantification of aromatase mRNA among these different components of breast
Clllcer tissue, are required for clarilication.
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Figure 4 An example of LCM/RT-PCR: Carcinoma, stromal, or interstitial cells and
adipocytes were separated by LCM as shown in this figure. RT-PCR demonstrated the
presence of aromatase mRNA in all compartments of the tissue. MM represents
molecular weight; P, positive control; N, negative control.

VI. SUMMARY

Monoclonal antibodies have been generated against aromatase for IMC detection
of intratumoral aromatase in human breast cancer as an international collabora
tive study. Immunoreactivity of aromatase was widely distributed in different
components of the cells types in breast cancer tissues such as cancer parenchyma,
interstitial stroma, and adipocytes.

Analysis of aromatase RNA from human breast carcinoma by LCM/RT-PCR
also confirmed this finding. These results indicated that an assessment of
aromatase among different compartments of carcinoma tissues using a scoring
system will be needed to evaluate overall aromatase expression in surgical spec
imens of resected breast carcinoma.
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I. C. Henderson: We don't really have much time left for general discussion,
although we can take 5 or 10 minutes to ask some questions. I would like to
start off based on several comments that Adrian [Harris] made during his
presentation. This is relevant to Dr. Sasano's presentation as well. Do we
really know where the target is for aromatase inhibitors? I don't think there
is any question that we know what the target is. But is it really the aromatase
in the breast cancer cell or in the tissue right around the breast cancer cells
that is the critical aromatase? Or is it spread out throughout the body? Is total
level of aromatase in the body critical?

W. Miller: Maybe I can have a go at that one. I would agree with Adrian [HaJTis].
I think it's very important that we have the tools to be able to identify routinely
where the enzyme is. Where I might slightly disagree with Adrian is that there
is literature which is quite definitive. We know in postmenopausal women that
the enzyme is distributed in peripheral tissues. We can largely define those
peripheral tissues. It's very difficult to find a peripheral tissue in which we
don't have activity. Indeed, that's been a problem with finding the appropriate
negative controls to do immunohistochemistry.

I think we can also say a little bit about the relative contribution of
peripheral aromatase and local biosynthesis within breast cancer. There
are two groups of studies; we pelformed one of these and the other was
performed by Mike Reed in London. What you can do is to give patients
tritiated androgen and C 14 labeled estrogen. Then you actually extract the
breast tumors and if you've got tritiated estrogen, you can make an assump
tion that the estrogen has come from local conversion.
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At the same time, if you have got C l4 labeled estrogen, you can calculate

the relative uptake estrogen into the tumor. If you do that, what you learn is that
each tumor is slightly different. There are some tumors in which it would
appear that there is no local activity within the tumor. All of the estrogen can
be accounted for by uptake. There are others in which it seems to be largely

local biosynthesis and in most of the tumors it's a combination of both.
Both Mike [Reed] and our group have also looked at the relative contri

bution versus the endogenous levels and radioactive levels of estrogen within
the tumor. What you can show is that if tumors not only take up estrogen but

also locally synthesize it, then, in general, there tend to be higher levels of
estrogen within the tumor. In certain cases, however. the levels of estrogen
clearly don't totally relate to local biosynthesis and one would suspect
that despite there being aromatase activity within certain tumors, peripheral
synthesis and the uptake is actually more influential.

I think it's a heterogeneous situation that is typical of breast cancer
across the board.

A. Harris: Your elegant work was done in maybe 10 or 20 patients. We'd like
to know in some of these studies, whether 20% of the patients are high local
producers because it might define your strategy and how you use the drugs.

W. Miller: I totally agree with you, Adrian. But I think the problem is that to
measure tumor aromatase alone is not going to give you the answer. It's very

clear that in many patients the peripheral synthesis is more inferential.
Therefore, just to measure tumor aromatase will not give you the answer.

R. Santen: I think we have to mention the other pathway also. What we're

really interested in is how much estrogen is present in cells in the breast. The
aromatase pathway is clearly one way to produce estrogen in the breast. The

other pathway is the sulfatase pathway in which estrone-sulfate is converted
to free estrone. The levels of estrone sulfate in the blood are some 50- to 100
fold higher than free estrone or estradiol. The breast has a million times more

sulfatase than aromatase, but its affinity for substrate is much lower than for
aromatase. But clearly it's possible that some of the molecules of estradiol in
the breast can be produced as a result of the sulfatase pathway.

On the other hand, you can only get estrone and its sulfate if you have
aromatase. But if we really own up to what we know at this point, we're

really not sure how important the sulfatase pathway is versus the aromatase

pathway. We have to determine, in each individual patient, how important
the contribution of local synthesis is versus the peripheral synthesis.

C. Benz: I wonder if we took an informal poll in here and, assuming that our

aromatase assays were good, whether they be immunohistochemical or enzy

matic, would anybody believe that tumor aromatase activity or level would
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be predictive of tumor responsiveness to aromatase inhibitors? From what
Bill [Miller] said earlier, we might bet that, even with good reagents, a tumor
aromatase assay would not be predictive.

M. Ellis: I just wanted to follow up on Dick's [Santen] comment on estrone
sulfate. Mitch. I was struck looking at your data that post-aromatase inhibitor,
the only estrogen you can measure with any certainty is estrone sulfate.

M. Dowsett: The measurements that we show were actually done in collaboration
with Per [Lonning]. He made the estrone sulfate measurements. The starting
level was 420 pmol/L. The on-treatment level with letrozole was 9 pmol/L. We
had something to the extent of 98% suppression, I think, reflecting that the
aromatase inhibition is complete. What Dick [Santen] did there essentially says
that you only get estrone sulfate as a result of the initial aromatization.

M. Ellis: You could measure residual estrone sulfate more readily than estradiol.

M. Dowsett: True.

M. Ellis: The question being, is there enough sulfatase present in some of
these tumors for that to be a mechanism for sufficient estrogen exposure to
stimulate the tumor? I think we've looked at estrone sulfatase closely enough
to know that.

R. Santen: There have been some extensive studies on that. Clearly homoge
nized tumors can convert estrone sulfate to estrone. The estimates that have
been made generally suggest there is more estrogen made via sulfatase than
there is via aromatase. All of those estimates are enzyme kinetics, in vitro
studies, and homogenizations. Where I stand now is that we really don't
know how important sulfatase is versus aromatase.

Mike Reed is really the person who has collected the most extensive
data, but yes, there is enough sulfatase enzyme. It has high enough affinity.
It can convert estrone-sulfate to estrone both in vivo and in vitro. In animal
models, estrone sulfate will clearly stimulate breast tumors after being con
verted to estrone and estradiol. There is an extensive body of literature that

has looked at this.

P. Lonning: But just another comment on that. You are absolutely right about the
estrone sulfate in the plasma. But when you go to the tissue, the level of estro
gen sulfate is lower than the level of estradiol. You can only detect something
like 70% suppression. That complicates the issue if you like to look into the
estrone sulfate levels in the tissue. Of course that might be because the estrone
sulfate is rapidly metabolized to estradiol. But we don't know.

H. Sasano: I would like to comment about the possible value of intratumoral
aromatase. I think it is true that there is no correlation between estrogen-
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receptor-alpha expression and intratumoral aromatase. So, if you only look
at intratumoral aromatase without looking at estrogen-receptor-alpha status,
this probably cannot be a predictive factor. If you have both estrogen-receptor
alpha positive and abundant intratumoral aromatase, this could be a predic
tive factor. Of course, you have to think of estrogen sulfatase and sulfo trans
ferase and 17beta-hydroxy-steroid dehydrogenase. But I think the basic idea of
looking at the intratumoral aromatase in combination with estrogen-receptor
alpha is the best method available at this juncture. So, only intratumoral aro
matase by itself cannot predict it unless one studies it along with estrogen
receptor-alpha expression in the tumor cells.

e. Benz: When we talk about estrone sulfate levels, we should also be
considering circulating DHEA sulfate levels which are even higher and are
converted to DHEA by the same sulfatase that acts on estrone sulfate. In
addition to being converted to the aromatase substrate androstenedione.
DHEA can also get converted to ADIOL by 17beta-HSD, and while ADIOL
is structurally an androgen, it can bind with high affinity to the estrogen
receptor and thus represents a potentially important estrogenic stimulus pro
duced independent of the aromatase pathway.

M. Dowsett: I had a couple of points to make to Chris Benz, which are
connected. I think it might get back to the growth factor receptor aspect of
this particular session. You showed the inverse relationship. Chris. between
estrogen receptor and HER-2 in these age relationships. First. does age actu
ally disrupt the relationship between estrogen receptor and HER-2. or does
the estrogen receptor/HER-2 inverse relationship persist with age? estrogen
receptor goes up with age, HER-2 goes down with age. but does the inverse
relationship between estrogen receptor and HER-2 persist if you look at
that?

e. Benz: Within age groups. yes. it does.

M. Dowsett: We recently looked at about 2.000 tumors from an ongoing
clinical trial in this country called TACT. and looked at the various different
correlates with HER-2 expression. Age was one. along with estrogen recep
tor, nodal status, size, and grade. Actually. age was a univariate predictor of
HER-2. But when you added the others in, it dropped completely out.

C. Benz: The complication here is that by dichotomizing between estrogen
receptor-plus and estrogen-receptor-negative tumors. we oversimplify. We
have molecular mechanisms by which both the estrogen receptor can down
regulate the erbB system and vice versa. 1 don't think we fully understand
these mechanisms. but I really think they are quite important 3nd somehow
imp3ct upon endocrine sensitivity.
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M. Dowsett: I needed to take that one step further. The fact that we get very few

high estrogen-receptor-positive. high HER-2 +, they almost don't exist, yet
the cells which you derived from the MCF7 cells had a 4S-fold amplification
of the gene. the MCF7/HER2-18, yes? So what is your take-home message

on the relevance to that cell line. to de novo resistance? It looks like that's in
the one percentile.

C. Benz: I think it is an unusual situation relative to being a clinical model.
I think we have to take that as a caveat. Likewise. many of us work with the

MCF7 cell line as if it's supposed to represent all estrogen-receptor-positive
breast cancers. r think that's a bit hazardous as well.

One thing that I did overlook when we were first characterizing that cell line
was the phenomenon that Rakesh Kumar picked up on with his identification of
the variant corepressor, MTAls (metastatic-associated protein I, splice variant).
He showed that much of the estrogen receptor in the MCFIHER-2-18 subline is
largely in the cytosol and actually co-localizing with the MTA Is protein. In fact,
as I recall our early studies, when I did quantitative assays of the estrogen recep
tor in that cell line, they were very comparable to the OliginaJ cell lines, some
what reduced but still very highly overexpressed. When we did immunohisto
chemical assays, my interpretation was clouded by the fact that I saw cytoplas
mic estrogen receptor and discounted it because that was ten years ago and we
don't score cytoplasmic estrogen receptor. I think this observation needs to be
revisited.

P. Lonning: I'm just jumping to another issue because I think you said something
very important, Adrian, about the targeting. If you look away from the aro
matase and take some of the other examples you mentioned Iike, for example,
the cyclins, that's very important. If we think. about two tumors, one could have
a normal cyclin CDK4. The other one is amplified, really amplified for cyclin D.
If you give a CDK4 inhibitor to these two tumors, in one case you're more or
Jess trying to inhibit a normal physiological process of the cell cycle. In the
other case, you are trying to con'ect perhaps some of the driving pathology in
the cells, It may be that it could work in both cases, but [it] is quite likely that
the response could be very different. I think it's extremely important when we
put these dmgs into trials to really explore the biology of each tumor to know
the background in which setting we're using the drugs,

C. K. Osborne: Getting at the issue of the lower estrogen receptor and the
HER-2, even in your data when you looked at Chris' [Benz] data, and you

looked at the en'or bars, there were quite a few high estrogen receptors in the
HER-2+ group. Yes, the MCF7 may be a little bit unusual, but let me talk
about a couple of things that I think would suggest that low estrogen recep

tor is not the only explanation for resistance in the HER-2 + group.
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First of aIL as we've published, with Craig Allred, the biggest difference
between response, as defined by disease-free survival, is no estrogen recep

tor versus very low estrogen receptor. That's the biggest separation. So. very
low estrogen receptor responds quite well to tamoxifen. Then you get a little
bit better response as you get more estrogen receptor. The biggest difference
is between less than I% and greater than I% up to 10%. That's the biggest

difference in tamoxifen benefit. So having a little less estrogen receptor in an
HER-2 positive tumor should not make a major difference.

Low estrogen receptor responds very well. Secondly. in our study of
HER-2 overexpression and AlB I overexpression. yes, the estrogen receptor
was a little bit less than the HER-2 + group, but in a multivariate analysis it
didn't come out at all being significant.

Finally, another study that Chris Benz has on one of his slides that we
published, Richard Elledge was the first author, showed that HER-2 wasn't a
very significant factor in predicting response to tamoxifen in metastatic
disease. You showed a certain borderline significance. We 've reanalyzed that
data doing FISH and including EGFR, a receptor we often don't look at in
these settings. Now using FISH, HER-2 is significant and it's significant

regardless of quantitative estrogen receptor again, but when you include it in
a model, with EGFR, then EGFR overwhelms everything. It's dramatic. The
hazard ratio for high EGFR was approximately 4.1. It overwhelmed quanti
tative estrogen receptor, HER-2. or any other parameter. It may be that
EGFR. although not commonly overexpressed in breast cancer. may tum out
to be a key player that we should routinely measure.

C. Benz: Was that independent, Kent'7

C. K. Osborne: Independent. I don't think that low estrogen receptor per se
explains all or maybe even very much of the resistance. But. in the analysis.
EGFR was independent of estrogen receptor and HER-2 in predicting less
responsiveness to tamoxifen.

M. Ellis: In the result of the randomized trial of letrozole versus tamoxifen.
when we're looking at estrogen receptor, HER-I. :.\Ild HER-2, we specifically

excluded any case that had estrogen receptor level lower than 10%. So. we're
looking at cases with estrogen receptor levels in the conventionally positive
range. In that situation, the HER-I and- 2 expressers did not have lower aver

age levels of estrogen receptor compared to the non expressers. But we

excluded those marginal cases because the eligibility criteria for the trial

required 10% or more, Those were considered to be, in a biomarker sense.
ineligible cases.
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e. Benz: Matt, in that same analysis, wasn't it true that letrozole seemed to be
more effective in the low Allred scoring estrogen receptor positive cases than
tamoxifen?

M. Ellis: Right. There are relatively few of those and almost all were HER-2
and HER-I- as it turned out.

I.e. Henderson: Let's stop the session here and go on. We'll turn it over to
Adrian [Harris] and Kent [Osborne] for wrap up and additional discussion.
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C. K. Osborne: Maybe [ can start and paint a broad picture from an historic
view-thinking about where we were when I was an intern. 31 years ago, to
where we are today, then look back at the progress, and. finally, look toward
where we need to go. When I was an intel11, we were just starting to use
chemotherapy single agents and hormone therapy was king at that time. The
hormone therapies were hypophysectomy, adrenalectomy, and high-dose
estrogens and other steroid hormones.

The big argument I remember at that time was transfrontal hypophy
sectomy versus transnasal hypophysectomy. When you consider the side
effects-there was a 17% incidence of cerebrospinal fluid leak after hypophy
sectomy. This was difficult therapy. You can imagine the other side effects that
people had in those days with bilateral adrenalectomy and hypophysectomy.

Obviously we've come a long way. I think one of the problems is that
endocline therapy, at least in the United States, lost its "king" status for
awhile. I think it was lost because the effectiveness of combination
chemotherapy became apparent in the 1970s and it wasn't until the late
1970s that we had endocrine therapies that were less toxic, the first one being
tamoxifen. In addition, there was a lot of enthusiasm with the curability of
Hodgkin's disease and lymphomas to move toward chemotherapy in other

types of cancer.
I'm not sure I ever left the idea that endocrine therapy was king, but cer

tainly a lot of people in the United States and, [ suspect, in other countries
did. Today, there's no question that endocrine therapy is dominant for the
right tumor. and I hope that we all agree that endocrine-receptor-negative
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(ER-) tumors do not benefit from any endocrine therapy and that patients
with such tumors should not be included in any future study of endocrine
therapy. That goes for endocrine receptor (ER) unknown as well.

I hope that is settled. Too many of the studies that we've had are simply
confounded and complicated by the inclusion of people who don't respond
and can't respond to the therapy. There should be no ER-unknown patients
in studies anymore. Excluding ER- and unknown patients will help a great
deal in understanding the effectiveness of these newer therapies.

M. Dowsett: I don't want to forget this small group of ER - /PR +. We always
see them as being in effect ER +. The people that aren't aware of that mes
sage may well just rely on the estrogen-receptor-negative status. Essentially
nowadays in the elderly group, or perhaps overall, we see 80% of our patients
ER +, leaving only 20% ER -. A considerable prop0l1ion of those are PGR +
perhaps-1S% of that residual 20%-and we don't want to lose those from
our treatment.

C. K. Osborne: It's true. But they are so infrequent that [it's] hard to be really
sure how well they respond. We just published an 3l1icle in the Jeo: 14,000
women from our tumor bank, looking at the value of progesterone receptor
(PR), in addition to ER in predicting response to tamoxifen adjuvant therapy.
All the assays were done in two experienced labs. We clearly showed that
ER +/PR + patients, in contrast to what the meta-analysis shows, benefit more
from tamoxifen than ER +/PR - patients. But even in that large data set, there
were so few ER - /PR +, at least defined by our criteria, that we couldn't show
conclusively that they actually did benefit from tamoxifen adjuvant therapy.

It's an uncommon group. I don't know what the right answer is. In
metastatic disease we showed a long time ago that they do seem to benefit.
I'm just not certain in the adjuvant setting.

M.Dowsett: In our study, we collected the NATO and CRC samples together. We
ended up with 813 samples. These were old samples. Clearly, I can't tell you
for sure that they have no fixation artifacts. What I can tell you is that all the
relationships which we would expect-inverse relationships between ER and
HER-2, relationships between ER and PR, the epidermal growth factor recep
tor (EGFR) relationships-they were all present and as significant as we'd
expect.

In that setting there were between 3% and 5% of those samples which
were ER - /PR +. They actually did better th;)n any of the other groups. The
confidence intervals were really wide, of course, but they certainly benefited
from the tamoxifen. The point is that they did better than the ER+ PR+
group. What it sort of provokes in my mind was that. within the NATO trial.
an accidental and disproportionate number of ER -/PR + did well. driving
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forward the idea that ER - patients overall got some benefit. This is sort of

an accident of history that has driven us forward. particularly in this country,
to continue to support that view. I would certainly not say that ER-/PR

group could get any benefit whatsoever. Those data do encourage me to think
that ER-IPR+ do benefit.

M. Dixon: I'm with Kent [Osborne] on this one. We do get rapid fixation on
our tissues. We see a negligible number of patients who are ER -/PR +.
I think Mitch's [Dowsett] series is an historic data set. Fixation techniques
have changed over time. Our experience with modern fixatives rapidly
applied to tissues is that the number of patients that are ER - /PR + is incred
ibly small.

C. K. Osborne: For the fallback position I think you're right. I think the fact
that PR is there probably indicates that ER must be there. maybe at very low
levels or maybe a false negative. For the moment, they probably ought to be
treated with hormone therapy.

N. Wolmark: In the days of cytosolic receptor analyses, we saw ER -/PR + in
about 6%. They behaved like ER + patients.

C. K. Osborne: All of the data in this 14,OOO-patient study, which I mentioned.
were ligand-binding assay. We saw it in about 5% of the patients. Even there
we couldn't dissect out a clear benefit. It was just such a small number.

I think we've come a long way. We now have better endocrine therapies

that are more tolerable. There is no question in ER+ postmenopausal women
that adjuvant endocrine therapy is two or three times better than chemother

apy in terms of reducing the risk of reCUITence.
We heard a lot today about new agents. Steve Johnston reviewed the

data on the newer SERMs. I have to agree with him. It's disappointing. I
don't see any new SERMs on the horizon that are going to replace tamox
ifen. Maybe there is one out there. I think there are two or three on his slide,
the GW compound, lasofoxifene, and maybe one other that are still under

investigation.
Maybe they will be useful in prevention similar to raloxifene with

less uterotropic action. But I don't see any being non-crossresistant with
tamoxifen. for instance. I don't see any that are waiting in the wings to

replace tamoxifen. I think tamoxifen or toremifene is it for the foreseeable

future.
Also I think we need to get over this idea that tamoxifen is dead. Yes, the

aromatase inhibitors look a little bit better. Maybe they will replace it if they

haven't already in advanced disease as first-line therapy. Every time we have
a new endocrine therapy that has a different mechanism of action, it [has]
always found a place in the sequential use of the treatment of the disease.
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Yes, maybe one drug will now be put to the front, but that doesn't mean that

the other one will not be used later in sequence.

Furthermore, with the new molecular biology and new understanding

about how ER works, it may well be that with the combination of a growth

factor inhibitor plus tamoxifen that the bone-sparing effects of tamoxifen

will be preserved, which may be by a different mechanism. But the combi

nation may render tamoxifen as active or even more so than aromatase

inhibitors if preclinical data are confirmed. I think we still need to keep an

open mind about tamoxifen and not just throw it away and quit studying it.

We heard a little bit about the SERDs, and those are very interesting

drugs. I worked on fulvestrant in its preclinical development. I think the

problem with this drug is we don't know the optimal way to use it yet. I think

the dose that we have now is too low. It's also very expensive. If I were the

company I would definitely spend some dollars trying to figure out the opti

mal dose of fulvestrant before I initiated a lot of other clinical trials.

Obviously, the aromatase inhibitors were a major topic of today's and

yesterday's discussions. I think they do represent an advance. I think it's an

interesting conceptual advance, too. What it's telling us is you get a greater

level of anti-estrogenicity, if you will, in the tumors by lowering the ligand

for the receptor than you do by blocking the receptor with a SERM. I think

the reason is because the little bit of agonist activity of SERMs prevents

them from being as effective at lowering the ligand concentration in the

tumor to very low levels. That's important in thinking about how these
various drugs work.

Again, it points out the fact that SERMs are not active antagonists. They

are only antagonists in the presence of a more effective agonist. like estro

gen. By themselves, they're weak agonists. They do not inhibit gene expres

sion by themselves but do act as antagonists in the presence of estrogen.

I think, though, we have a lot to learn about :1romatase inhibitors. I'm

still a little bit concerned about some of the long-term toxicities. We've got

IS or 16 million patient years of exposure to tamoxifen. We probably know

more about that drug than we know about any drug th:1t we use to tre:1t any

disease today, when you think about it. with 75,000 women on randomized

controlled trials. Estrogen replacement therapy used to be the most-used

treatment. We never had a randomized trial other than the 7S-patient study
done in the '70s to show that it relieved hot flashes, until now.

We know an awful lot about tamoxifen. One of the questions 1 w::lI1ted

to ask the aromatase mavens here is: The brain has significant levels of aro

matase; it must be there for a reason. Is long-term inhibition of that going to

be good or is it going to be bad? The dementia problem now reported with

estrogen may be related to microinfarcts from its vascular effects rather than

an effect on the brain itself. I wondered if somebody could talk about thal.
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r m also concerned about the long-term cardiovascular effects and obviously
bone. I wonder ifmaybe Mitch [Dowsett] could comment. Do we know what
aromatase does in the brain? Is there a concern about inhibiting it for a long
period of time?

M. Dowsett: I don't know of any studies that define what the aromatase is
doing in the brain. I think you're right. It remains a concern that the aro
matase inhibitors in a preventive context could be detrimental to this. What I
would say is that within IBIS-II, there is a cognitive function subprotocol,
which is being designed by Leslie Fallowfield and her group, that will be a
detailed assessment of this. I don't know of any answers at the present time.

N. Wolmark: That would be the best setting to test it in because we're becom
ing more and more aware of chemo brain. It's probably a multifactorial issue
if you use advanced disease as a measurement for it.

A. Bhatnagar: We have to step back at least in time before we begin to try to
answer the question regarding the significance of aromatase in the brain of
postmenopausal women. The biological reason for aromatase in the brain,
both in premenopausal women and in men, is that it produces the feedback
signal for the gonadotropins. We've shown that very well in men now, that
when you inhibit aromatase in adult men, luteinizing hormone (LH) signal
goes up. The LH signal drives the testes to make more testosterone and it
does that very, very effectively. Estrogens in men are actually the feedback
signal.

In premenopausal women, estrogens are also the feedback signal in the
brain in terms of cyclicity and in terms of the premenopausal status. It may be
that what we're dealing with in the postmenopausal brain is an aromatase that
is a remnant from the premenopausal situation. It may not really have very
much primary significance in terms of its being there. If there were a reason
for aromatase to disappear when it's not being used anymore, maybe we
wouldn't see aromatase in the brains of postmenopausal women. It certainly
is there for the premenopausal women to ensure reproduction, to ensure pro
creation of the species, and the nomlal endocrine functions of a pre

menopausal woman.

R. Santen: I think we have to be very careful about this. There is aromatase in
many parts of the brain. There is ER-alpha as well as ER-beta. Dr. Toran
Allerand at Columbia University has conducted several studies using cultured
neuronal cells and has shown major direct effects of estrogen produced via
aromatase on neuronal cells. Fred Naftolin of Yale University also has shown
morphologic effects in the brain 20 minutes after estrogen administration.

I think this is one of the issues very much like the issue of hormone
replacement therapy. If we're going to expose a large number of women to
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an agent that could potentially do something, I think it's incumbent on us to

begin to look at the endpoints carefully so that we will know in 10 years

whether these aspects will be correct or not.

I think the other aspect, as Kent [Osborne] mentioned. is the whole car

diovascular area. A variety of basic biologic data suggests that estrogen

exerts important effects on the cardiovascular system. These effects are

mediated at least partially by the nongenomic receptors on the endothelial

cells. A number of pathways such as the nitrous oxide pathway can mediate

these effects. Clearly the Women's Health Initiative Study showed that estro

gen can exacerbate heart disease. One could predict that aromatase inhibitors
might have the opposite effect.

I think it's really quite imp0l1ant that when we expose a large number of

women to these agents. and p311icularly in the preventive setting, we must

look very closely at these parameters in addition to some that we really

haven't thought about at this point.

P. Goss: Just to comment on this. I don't think anybody planning aromatase

inhibitor trials is not cognizant of these potential side effects. For instance, in

our own planning for our aromatase inhibitor trial. we've spent many, many

months consulting with all the quality-of-life experts, including the investi

gators involved in prevention and adjuvant trials such as IBIS-II. Leslie

Fallowfield and Ian Tannock. To date, we don't think there are any gross cog

nitive dysfunctions in the trials that have been conducted. As far as

possible. we are going to look at this in the MAl7 study.

What we need is very careful tools to examine executive function. higher

cognitive function, subtle changes, which are important but difficult to meas

ure. [Asl in IBIS-II, with Leslie's [Fallowlleld] tools, we are developing sim

ilar very careful cognitive function substudies. to look not just at mini-men

tal-status level of cognitive change, but at very subtle cognitive dysfunction
over prolonged periods of time.

C. K. Osborne: Another area that we discussed briefly. which I think is an

exciting strategy. is that of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy. I can't understand

why American clinicians and some European clinicians are so reluctant to try

that. Maybe you get a little higher collagen receptor (CR) rate from

chemotherapy and a little more rapid reduction of the tumor. but you've got

to look at the survival 01' the patient. In a postmenopausal lVom3n. endocrine

therapy eradicates mierometast3ses much more frequently than chemother
apy and it results in supcrior survival.

Ithink this is an area in which we can also learn a lot about biology that

may givc us markers predicting who should gel t3moxikn adjuvant ther~lpy

or an ~lrnmatase inhibitor after surgery, It's attractive to me for a v~lriety l)1'
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reasons. There ought to be more studies of neoadjuvant endocrine therapy,
not only as a tool to learn about biology but also to see if it is more effica
cious in some way.

I. Dowsett: One clear issue that Matt [Ellis] brought up, which we didn't get

much time to really speak about. was the sun'ogate marker issue. It regarded
whether or not these short-term changes might actually predict long-term
outcome. In particular. I think you said. Matt. that we don't have indications
that the changes in Ki67 actually predict for adjuvant usage.

I. Ellis: Not for aromatase inhibitors: I know there is a little data coming out
for tamoxifen now from the Edinburgh group.

M. Dowsett: I think that's sort of key issue here. We concentrated on the early
changes-the :2-week changes-which I'd see as sort of intermediate
predictive markers. We're just getting the data now from the IMPACT trial,
which would allow us to determine whether or not the change in Ki67 at :2
weeks for anastrozole, tamoxifen, and the combination, if done earlier.
would have predicted the outcome of the ATAC trial.

I think that will be an important result, [and] I'd be quite keen to get your

response to that.

M. Ellis: I think it is. But drug development is a different motivation for doing
a neoadjuvant study. Individual prediction of drug sensitivity is a different
question. which is what I was trying to get at in my talk. What I think the
letrozole versus tamoxifen neoadjuvanl trial showed, and I think probably
what IMPACT will show, is that in terms of drug development decisions, our

current intermediate endpoints are rather good.
Asking drug development questions in the neoadjuvant setting, that's

what is appealing to me. For example. we have plans to do an exemestane
versus exemestane/celecoxib neoadjuvant study because there is a big neoad

juvant study testing this question.
Neoadjuvant studies are a way to avoid tripping over ourselves. The

many opportunities with new biologic agents are going to be a challenge and
the question will be which combination is the best to take forward into a very
large, adjuvant study. Therefore. I'm quite hopeful in the same way you are
that a neoadjuvant approach is the answer here. I am a little less hopeful in
terms of using neoadjuvant endocrine therapy as a way to predict the long
term effectiveness of adjuvant endocrine therapy on an individual basis

because a very large study will be necessary.

M. Dowsett: I agree entirely. Perhaps there is a slight middle way on this, if
you like, which we're beginning to use. One thing that has become clear is
that the 2-week change that you get in proliferation is quite closely associ-
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ated with the change that you see at 3 months in these neoadjuvant studies.
We've got a trial, which should start in September, that is designed around

that observation. That is, all patients started on an aromatase inhibitor would

get a 2-week biopsy.
Then 50% are randomized to an additional agent and 50% stay on an

aromatase inhibitor. What we'll be trying to see is whether this group with

the aromatase inhibitor stays relatively high and has an unchanging Ki67 on
its own, whether the addition of this new agent would actually lead to
antiproliferative response in that group. It's still looking at groups rather than
individuals.

C. K. Osborne: I have just two more comments before Adrian (Hallis) can take
over and talk about today's activities. That is, we had a couple of talks on

endocrine therapy in premenopausal women. One of the things that struck
me is that while we know quite a bit about adjuvant endocrine therapy in
postmenopausal women, we have a lot to learn in premenopausal women. I
suppose some of the reasons for that is the misconception about the
endocrine responsiveness of premenopausal women that existed for a decade
until we finally concluded that if you administered it for 5 years, tamoxifen
was just as effective as in older women. Maybe that's one reason.

Another reason is that pharmaceutical companies don't like to study
their new hormonal type drugs in premenopausal women. It is about market
ing issues. They tend to focus on post-. where there are more patients who
are much easier to study. Now we've got to sort things out in the younger
woman. I think we have a lot to learn. We don't even know for sure about

combination endocrine/chemotherapy, which patients should get ovarian
ablation and which should not. What is the role of aromatase inhibitors along

with ovarian ablation? LHRH plus tamoxifen seems better than LHRH alone.
but is it better than just tamoxifen') There are a lot of issues there that I think
we need to study more carefully regarding endocrine therapy in the pre

menopausal woman and try and get over this mental block that these patients
are chemotherapy patients, which I think still exists in a lot of places.

J. Ingle: In the discussion after the premenopausal session the other day, we
talked about the portfolio of studies in premenopausal adjuvant that will be
beginning. I think this has taken years to get people together. I guess Ajay

[Bhatnagarl maybe wasn't aware at least of what North American Intergroup

and IBCSG and BIG will be doing. We'll be looking at three studies to
address some of the major questions. I think they have to be publicized for
more support.

C. K. Osborne: Lastly. we've heard a lot of talk today and yesterday aboul
selecting the proper patient by evidence that the target is there. I'm really
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concerned about that. We have already three targets that we know are valu
able clinically, HER-2, ER, and PRo Yet, we have not established standards
to measure those, despite the fact that ER has been around for a long time
and HER-2 for 12 or IS years.

This is a pathology test that would seem to be the responsibility of the
leadership in pathology to standardize and quality control to make sure that
patients are treated con'ectly.

There are patients at risk of dying because they're being mistreated on the
basis of false receptor assays. Prognostic and predictive markers are only
going to become more and more imp011ant as we go into the era of molecular
medicine.

H. Sasano: I think from the standpoint of the pathologists, in ideal situations,
everything should be centralized in one or several laboratories. However. for
instance, in cases [in] Japan, it is practically impossible because of billing or
other problems. Scientifically, if it is going to be centralized in one lab, this
would be fine, but it may be difficult in a real environment. Therefore,
continuous education to those involved in the laboratories is very important
like USCAP or ASCP or other relevant meetings. That is probably the most
practical way. However, I would like to emphasize that the centralization is
key for the standardization.

N. Wolmark: There are other ways to get quality control. B-31, our initial
analysis of the immunohistochemistry for HER-2/neu, was disconcerting. By
limiting analyses to larger labs, by insisting that FISH be done for the "plus"
cases, you can certainly increase accuracy, but it's a major effort. There are
ways to improve accuracy, but they are extremely time consuming and
expensive, and we're not in the business of quality control.

H. Sasano: Also I'd like to add one thing. [As] Mike [Dixon] mentions, the fix
ation, durations of the fixation, and the time from taking out the specimen to
fixation is also very important in quality control. I think that this also should
be emphasized from the pathologists to surgeons or the other clinicians.

I. C. Henderson: You touched on chemotherapy in premenopausal women.
You touched on it in [the] neoadjuvant situation. It seems to me that we
should go a little bit beyond that. The overviews have always come up with
the conclusion that chemotherapy and endocrine therapy are additive in all
situations. It seems to me that there are sufficient data from individual trials,
and maybe the most remarkable of those is the International Breast Cancer
Study Group, to say that they probably are not additive in all situations.

A priority going forward, particularly in the United States where almost
everybody gets both, is that there seem to be a number of situations where
they really are not additive. In fact, it may be the opposite direction.
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We worry about the effects of 5 years of an aromatase inhibitor on cognitive

function as J theoretical construct in our studies. I think the questions of the

effects of chemotherapy and quality of life are much more clear-cut and are

an issue that certainly. in North America, require much more attention going

forwJrd in trying to define that group which may be a substantial percent

age of receptor-positive patients, where there really isn't any advantage of

adding chemotherapy. given the quality of endocrine therapies we have
today,

M. Ellis: Perhaps in a couple [of] years time we'll be able to report on some

progress in that area. Together with CTEP. NCI. and the Breast Intergroup,

there Jre moves toward a trial that would take patients who had ER + tumors

that were node negative, and then run a prognostic cluster, and separate

patients into three groups. These would include a prognostic group in which

the outcome on endocrine therapy is thought to be excellent and the calcu

lated benefit from chemotherapy is insignificant. There would be a gray area

group where they would randomize to chemo versus not. Then a third area

with poor prognosis ER + disease. perhaps that luminal subtype B that was

discussed earlier. who will get chemotherapy, Using molecular markers to

rationalize who gets chemotherapy is something that we'll be tryi ng to do

over the next 5 to 10 years.

A. Harris: One of the things I thought particularly interesting this morning was

other potential roles of estrogen thaI Dick S~lIlten put forward. as to whether

it hJS direct genotoxicity, as shown in this elegant work he has done.

What I would like [more I see is to \\'ork with the animJlmodel. not Jt the

very high estrogen level he used. but using levels mimicking the human estro

gen level. which are much lower. I don't know \\'hat you think about that. hO\\

way out the estrogen levels are compared to the lewis you mighl find in
pJtients')

R. Santen: That's J very critical point. With the model. we can actually clamp

the levels of estradiol at any desired lewis. Our current studies are lowering

the dosage to determine minimally elTective do~es. The prl)blem, of course,

may be the issue of mJgnitude of dose versus duration of exposure. The

higher lhe dose, the shorter the lime of exposure needed. This is a model of

carcinngenesis. so it may be difficull to observe the animals lon~ enou~h to
really focus on dose sufliciently, carcl"ully. bUI it's an excellent p:)int. ~

A. Harris: How much estrogen-receptor inhibition do we need and how much

depiction do we need 10 get maximal elled') It looks as if. when \,Oll ~et

esc~q)e from cffects ofZolade\''''. ynu aClu~t1ly need to elimin~\te e\'er\ 'tr~lCe~of

eSlrogen. Is more suppression sunicient to stop resistance emerging'; It is rel-
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evant to the design of the tlials we have heard about in terms of how early and
how much depletion you need in terms of DCIS or ADH if you want to pre
vent tumors. Then an issue would be whether patients could tolerate severe

depletion.

R. Santen: could comment briefly that the model would suggest that it's
stoichiometric. The higher level of estrogen, the greater number of mutations

that would ultimately be produced. The effect of estrogen on self-proliferation
ought to be dose-response related also. The concept could clearly accommo
date a partial suppression with a partial reduction.

A. Harris: What Mitch [Dowsett] is putting forth is to give hormone replace
ment on the suppressant estradiol levels-trying it as a more global health
viewpoint. You're talking about women that have no cancer, who have a mod
erate risk of cancer. One of the things that is missing is folate as has been
shown to be potentially valuable. That's folate deficiency seems to be related
to the risk of alcohol and breast cancer. You try to talk about giving univer
sal tablets to people. In fact. you're missing other elements of epidemiology
that could be fed in to the global pill for women's health. I don't know if you

have any comments on that, Mitch.

M. Dowsett: That's a cracking idea.

J. Ingle: The point about alcohol and breast cancer risk-a small amount of

folate would help.

P. Lonning: Adrian, the reason why we like to put in folate is because you
expect an increase of homocysteine levels and cardiovascular risk, for exam
ple. In the 027 placebo-controlled study, we're actually determining homo
cysteine levels, which is the best surrogate parameter for functional folate

status. We will reveal that with respect to exemestane.

A. Harris: Then the mechanism of the evolution of the ER- tumors, and
whether they actually come from receptor-positive tumors is obviously quite
important, as to what stage of breast cancer evolution you give these aro
matase inhibitors-whether you actually are going to prevent the evolution
of the ER - tumors. Would anyone like to comment on that, that ER - tumors
may develop from a stem cell from a separate pathway or do you think they

come from the ER + tumors?

R. Santen: I quite honestly don't think you'll get a consensus on that. It has
been suggested that ER + tumors later become ER - tumors. I personally
don't believe there is any direct data to prove either way, whether there are

two pathways or one pathway. I think we'll have to learn that in time. My
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sense is that a number of people feel that most of the tumors start as ER +
and go to ER -. We will clearly have to get the data to demonstrate that.

P. Lonning: Probably one of the interesting things will be the basal cell tumors.

It could be interesting to look into the gene profiling of DCIS to see whether
some of these early stage tumors also reveal the basal cell gene expression
profile. There can be the question whether these are derived by different path
ways.

C. Benz: There is also the substantial preclinical evidence indicating that when
you give known carcinogens to animals that then develop ER ~ mammary
cancers that you can also interrupt this ER - carcinogenic pathway by doing

ovariectomies or even administering anti-estrogens to these animals. So, you
don't need to invoke conversion of an ER + to an ER - breast cancer cell to

appreciate that there are essential paracrine interactions between ER + and
ER - mammary cells driving normal glandular development that may also be
preserved and then lost somewhere between primary tumor growth and
metastatic progression.

A. Harris: I think the evolution of resistance and the different pathways that
three speakers are talking [about], as well as the new data on the membrane

ER pathways, are paI1icuiarly exciting. I wonder whether you can assess the
membrane pathway on tumor samples yet? It may be possible to follow the
evolution of resistance.

C. K. Osborne: I think it would be very difficult with the tools we have right now

to assess that in any quantitative fashion. People are just beginning to even see
it. As Craig rAllred] has often told me, pathologists have optimized their estro
gen receptor assay by immunohistochemistry to nuclear staining. By doing so.

we may have inadvertently gotten rid of an important component. thinking it
was background. I think that we need to start looking at that again.

C. Allred: Certainly these are just anecdotal observations. but at least given the
general level of sensitivity or the types of detection systems we're using in

immunochemistry now, observing ER-alpha anywhere but the nucleus is a
pretty rare thing, at least in substantial levels. So there might be a pony there.
but I would be surprised.

Having said that. I'm working with DAKO to help them develop a kit for
ER and PR akin to what they've done for HER-::! in the Hercept test. They're

trying to apply a new generation or detection systems that are at least ten-fold
more sensitive than anything that we've been using. I'm not disclosing any

secrets or anything; you can actually buy the detection system independently
now. It'.s just the application to ER that I think is interesting.
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Just in the very early pilot studies that we're doing trying to titer sensi
tivity in that, we're seeing ER everywhere, in every kind of cell. This may get
muddier before it gets more clear.

A. Harris: I think it is exciting that the different pathways-the ER in the mem
brane and tyrosine kinases-are proving valid targets for overcoming resist
ance. But each presenter has found different pathways depending on how they
set up their model. I think that is showing the complexity of trying to devise
clinical trials. The point I was making in my talk before is profiling. You need
to profile people in advance for these pathways. For example, Iressa plus
tamoxifen in hormone resistance, analyzing IGF I receptor, HER-2, and other
pathways on the samples should be done, even though you do not stratify
patients by those in advance. I think it's really important that some of the
methodology problems are overcome to allow this type of analysis serially.

M. Dowsett: The data which I showed at ASCO this year in collaboration with
Kent's [Osborne] group indicated a discordance between primary tumors and
recun'ent tumors and the expression of the two common factors, HER-2 and
ER. There were also clearly quite substantial changes in the P38 MAP
kinase. This provokes all sorts of different thoughts. For example, the
rather strange results we get sometimes from metastatic-disease studies. It
suggests this may well be due to discordance in the phenotype of primary and
metastatic disease.

I'd be interested in the clinicians' responses to what proportion of
patients with metastatic disease one could reasonably expect to get a one or
more sample of a metastatic lesion to do these tests with. We don't just want
skin lesions. Can you respond to that, Kent?

C. K. Osborne: If we could prove that it was really important to get it, you
could get it on a lot of them. I have biopsied lungs and livers back in the
1970s for ER assay. We don't do that now because ER is relatively stable and
we'll just go ahead and treat if the primary tumor is ER+. I think though,
we're coming to a point, maybe in the near future, that we're not going to be
able to rely on the primary tumor to give accurate information on a partiCLI
lar signaling pathway years after chemotherapy and so forth. We're going to
have to, if l'm right, start biopsying people with recunent disease on a regu
lar basis just before the treatment, and that may require a biopsy of the liver
or lung. But we are going to have to assess their molecular profile in order to

determine what treatment to use.
We've just spent a lot of time in preparation for the clinical trials that I

listed on our slide. Trying to develop assays that we think will somewhat
accurately assess molecules like IGF receptor, MAP kinase, AKT, P38 and
others may be important. I think we're there on most of those. We can apply
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those now particularly to the neoadjuvant setting, which I think is a very valu
able setting to begin to explore how these things affect response to various
endocrine therapies, with or without growth factor inhibitors and so forth.

It's going to turn out to be a very complex story. If you look at primary
disease, endocrine therapy is curative in some patients with microscopic
metastases. When you look at metastatic disease, at best what we can achieve
is control of the disease for a relatively short period of time from the patient's
point of view. There is a big difference in the tumor. not just sheer numbers
of tumor cells, but a large di A'erence in the biology of the tumor, between the
primary setting and the metastatic setting.

Maybe in the primary setting, the tumor is reliant on one or two path
ways as its major driving force. After additional progression in the
metastatic disease setting, there may be multiple pathways operative. I
hope that we don't abandon therapies, particularly these growth factor
inhibitors and angiogenesis inhibitors, by studying only metastatic dis
ease. It's amazing to me in the colon cancer metastatic studies that inhibit
ing one of the many angiogenesis factors has any effect at all. I'm terribly
surprised about that.

I think we're going to have to change our whole paradigm in studying
these new agents. We're going to have to bite the bullet and study them
earlier. I would predicL based on our modeL if you give an EGF receptor
tyrosine kinase inhibitor alone to a group of breast cancer patients that it
wouldn't work. But if you use it in the right setting, perhaps along with
endocrine therapy, it wilL I think the days of treating everybody with one
therapy and hoping that it works are gone. We're really going to have to use
our brains as well as sophisticated molecular tests to select the patients.

I. C. Henderson: Taking your comment one step further. and I think this
applied to some of the things that Adrian [Hall'is] said as welL Perhaps we
don't have to give up this idea that we always start and evaluate each new
intervention separately. It's clear from a lot of things that have been said that
we're probably not going to maximize, particularly reduction, or affect things
that affect signal-transduction pathways, just by affecting one.

We m~IY need to aA'ect two or three or fOUL maybe try to go for ~1 maxi
mum effect and then back all, rather than the nwre traditional approach
where, in truth, each one of them may have only a margin~11 effecL Without
huge trials we're not going to detect thaL We're not ~oin~ to be able to ~el

proof of principle. Maybe we need to jump forward ~vith ~multiple intel"\'~n
tions and then sort out later which ones are the critical ones.

C. K. Osborne: I think you're absolutely right. but you're going to have to Cllll

vince the FDA in the United States and drug companies to 1I'0rk tl)~ether.

The FDA will have to allow multiple new drugs to be uSt'd in the- same
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patients. Right now I don't think they permit it. even though that makes the
most sense.

J. Klijn: There are two major problems. The acceptance of two experimental
drugs in one trial. But furthermore, you need frequently the cooperation of
more than one pharmaceutical company.

R. Santen: I'd just like to make one last comment. We've been focusing on a

number of things in this session. but I think if we look ahead 10 years. we'd
like to prevent breast cancer. We have the tools now to potentially accomplish
this. Risk is a component of the series of questions that we have. If we were
to prioritize now how we as a group could make the biggest impact on breast
cancer. my sense would be that we would identify the patients at highest risk
of breast cancer and begin to apply the tools that we have now. I think that with
prevention strategies we will have many fewer problems with development of
resistance, problems with genetic mutations in other pathways, and so on.

I sit here thinking that we now have the ability to really prevent breast
cancer. That's what we ought to be focusing on. We do have the tools to do it.

P. Goss: Just to endorse what you're saying. Dick. there was a very excellent
paper published by Polyak and her colleagues from Harvard toward the end
of last year where they biopsied breast tissue at all stages from normal
epithelium through to advanced metastatic cancer. They did detailed analysis

of all the tissues.
Really the conclusion of their paper was that between groups of speci

mens from patients. you only had genetic consensus up to the level of atypi
cal ductal hyperplasia. Even when you got to DCIS, there was genetic chaos
and multiple pathways between different individuals. So I agree with Dick
[Santen]. Staring at us in the face is an opportunity for simple prevention
technique with the potential for a large preventive effect, by intervening early
in the pathway. I think to identify the right patient and to use these tools is
going to have the most important public health impact on the disease. To me,

that's where the aromatase inhibitors are really important.

J. KJijn: Just a problem is the cost-benefit ratio in metastatic disease, indeed.

you cannot cure.
But in prevention you are overtreating a lot of women. So how to find

a compromise?

P. Goss: We've got to refine our selection criteria for women at high risk. as

we've said.

A. Bhatnagar: I think we've come to the end of the second day now. I'm Just
going to say a couple of words. I think I said what I had to say at the begin
ning of the meeting. The one thing that I did not say, which I'd like to say
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now, is that I think if you look at all the people around the table, the ones who
are here and also the few who unfortunately had to leave, the one thing that
is most valuable to all of us around the table is our time. I sincerely hope that
for all the people that were here. you felt that the expenditure of these two
days of time was, for you personally, something that was a positive benefit.

I can tell you that the reader of the proceedings that come out of the
Gleneagles meeting now will certainly have a lot of ideas, a lot of new
thoughts, hypotheses to chew on. I think that this contribution to the open
literature in the area of endocline therapy of breast cancer will again be a
positive contribution. I want to thank all of you for the 2 days that we've had.
A lot of stimulating discussion.

I want to thank our co-chairs, Jim Ingle and Mitch Dowsett, and all the
discussion leaders, the speakers, and the discussants themselves, because as
I said before, the essence of this meeting is discussion, controversy, and more
discussion. So thanks once again to all of you, and I hope we will see you
again at this meeting in 2 years, at the latest.
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Type 1 inhibitors, 27
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molecular pathways in. ""9-"44
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CALGB study. 130
Carbonic anhydrase 9 (CA9). 262-263
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and amenorrhea induction. 131
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with operable breast cancer. 74-75

"Classical"' gene regulation model, 238-240
CMF. and amenorrhea. 129. 131
CMF chemotherapy. 127-134

and ovarian ablation. 117
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Combined endocrine therapy. 109-1 12
COX-2 inhibitors. 66-67
Credentialed biomarkers, 230
Crosstalk mechanisms, schematic. 239
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success of. 33-34
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and angiogenesis, 260
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vs. invasive breast cancer, 160-161
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and cyclophosphamide, 75
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Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group. 123

EBCTCG trial. 116, 128. 191
Edinburgh Randomised Large Tumour Study. 77

EFFECT. II
EGFR signaling, 250-253
EGFR/erbB2/HER-I.230-231
EM-652.6-7
Endocrine resistance mechanisms. 231-232
Endocri ne therapy

in ad vanced breast cancer. 105-1 13
pre- vs. postmcnopause. 106-109

adjuvant. 115-124
anthracycline regimens. 130-131
vs. classes of. 215-216
combined therapy. 109-1 12
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HER-2 overexpression and, 107
with operable breast cancer. 76-78

tamoxifen in. 76-77
proper sequence of. 37-43

diethylstilbestrol, as first-line therapy. 37
tamoxifen. as lirst-line therapy. 37-38
taxane regimens. 130-131

Endocrine-resistant breast cancer. 241-244
Endogenous estrogens and Als, 19
Epidermal growth factor receptor. See EGFR.

ER
activation, by GFR. 220-2" I
as biomarker. 230-244
ligand-independent activation of. 219-2" I
and MAPK, II
mechanism of action

iJJ1ti-estrogens in, 118
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fulvestrant in. 218
nonclassical, 218-219
tamoxifen in. 217

membrane effects of, 218-219
modulators. 2
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mutant and variant, 217
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and function. 216-221
ligand signaling influences on. 238-240
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ER/GFR pathways. in endocrine therapy
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ER- cancers, 56
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age dependence of, 230-23 I
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ER+ breast calKer, (cOlli,)

endocrine-resistant. 241-244

HER-2 status, of patients, I09

molecular pathways in, 229-244
poor-risl-;, 241-244

ErbB2/HER-2

as biomarker, 230-244
endocrine resistance mechanisms, 234-2-1 I

in ER+ breast cancer. 229-244
tumors, PR levels, 232

ERKOfWnt-1 mammary tissue, 172-173

incidence, 173

Estradiol
in breast cancer, 166, 170

exposure, 163-174

levels and risk of breast cancer. 19+-195
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rogletimide, 194

Estrogen
in cancer. mechanism hypothesis,

164-165

deprivation therapies, 218
endogenous, and Als, 19

mimics and Als, 19

targeting via Als, 18-19

Estrogen receptor. See ER,

Estrogen-receptor positive disease, See ER+,
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EXEM trial, 59
Exemestane, 17,43,55-56,58,62-65

androgenic effect of. 63

and bone metabol ism, 63-64
and Autamide, 63

NSABP B-33 trial. 62
vs, tamoxifen, 39

as Type I inhibitor, 20, 21
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First-generation SERMS, L '\
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Gail Model, 196
Gene expression profiling, 273-274

Genetic evidence, for breast cancer, 157

Genotoxic metabolites, recent study of,

163-174
Genotropic models, 238-240

of ER activation, 238-240

Goserelin
and amenorrhea, 129

Danish-Swedish study, 129-130

and BMD, 121
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and other agents, I I 1- I 12
and ovarian ablation, I 19- 121

and tamoxifen, 109-1 10

and vorozole, I I I-I 12

in ZIPP trial. 118-119

GST-aromatase fusion protein, in localization of

aromatase. ~78

HER-2

overexpression, 107

pathway, 22+-225

signaling, 250-253

status, in ER+ patients, 109
Herceptin@ 253

Heregulin®. 240

HERs

and letrozole, 2-1

and tamoxifen, 2-1

HIE 262

Histological continuum, ISS, 156
Jensen and Welling, model. ISS

Hormone receptor. See HR.

Hormone status in breast cancer. 133-13-1

HR+ disease

adjuvant chemotherapy and, 127-13-1
and amelh)IThe;l, I ~S-I 30
ATAC results, -17-5-1
endocrine therapy in, 75-7(,

HRT trial. ISS-IS('

HUL. 154

in invasive breast l':lI1l'tT, 1S6
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Hyperplastic unfolded lobule. See HUL.

Hypoxia
and angiogenesis. 261-263
and rate of metastases. 262

Hypoxia-inducible factor. See HIF

[BIS I trial. 179. 183. 190
IBIS II. 193-194
ICA results. Reiner et al.. 122
Idoxifene. 2
IF-II. 252-253
[GF and ER. I I
IMPACT trial. 80
In situ carcinomas. 159
Insulin-like growth factor. See [GF
International Collaboration Center Group trial.

62
lntratumoral aromatase. 277-279

and Als. 278-279
Invasive breast cancer

and HUL. 156
and TDLU, 156

Iressa, 253, 255. 256
Italian National prevention trial, 182, 190

Jensen and Wellings model, ISS

Ki67,269
and letrozole, 269, 273
and tamoxifen, 269, 273

Laser capture microscopy. See LCM.
LCM in localization of aromatase. 278, 279

Lesions. premal ignant, 153-161
ALH,154
DCIS. 154
HUL,154
LClS, 154
TDLU, 154
UDH, [54

Letrozole, 17-18. 58
and HERs, 24
intermediate tissue marker study (L1TMaS),

192-193
and Ki67, 269
MA.17 trial, 61-62
in regressions of breast cancer, 235

VS .. tamoxifen, 39-11
ClS Type II inhibitor. 20, 21

and zoldronic acid. 64
LHRH. 105

pi us tamox ifen, survival rates, 120
Ligand signaling inHuences on ER structure,

238-240
Lipid metabolism. and exemestane, 63
L1TMaS study. 192-193
Lobular carcinoma in situ. See LCiS.
Lobu[ar neoplasias. 159
Long-term estrogen deprivation. See LTED.

UED
andAls, 10-11
and estrCldiol. I I

Luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone. See
LHRH.

MA.17 trial. 61-62. 65
MAPI study. 193
MAP2 study. 193
MAP3,193-194
MAPK. and ER, II
Martin et aI., clinical studies of Als, 12-13
MCF/HER-2 models. 2372-38

MCF-7 cells
in breast cancer. 168-170
responsiveness of. 234

Megestrol acetate, vs. SR+. 42
Membrane effects of ER. 218-219
Mitogen-activated protein kinases. See MAPK.
Molecular pathways in breast cancer, 229-244
MORE trial, 184-[85 197

Naples GUN study, 233
NCI CTIP trials, 57
Neoadjuvant chemotherapy

nonrandomized studies of. 74
operable breast cancer, and 74-75
randomized trials, 74-75

NSABP,75
Neoadjuvant endocrine therapy

Edinburgh Randomised Large Tumour Study,

77
gene expression profiling, 273-274

IMPACT trial. 80
with operable breast cancer. 76-78
P024 trial. 78-79. 81
randomized trials, 77-78
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Neoadjuvant endocrine therapy, (COllI.)

recurrence rates, 82-83

response rates, 81

tamoxifen vs. letrozole. 272

Neoadjuvant therapies. 73-~3
"Non-classical" gene activation model,

238-240

Normal terminal duct lobular units. See TDLU.
Novel therapeutics, 259-266

NSABP B-33 trial. 62

NSABP START trial. 183-184
NSABP trial.tamoxifen results. 179-182. 190

Oncogenes. in angiogenesis. 263
Oophorectomy

in premenopausal patients, 109

Kaufmann et 31.. 109

Oral 4-hydroxyandrostenedione. 195
Ovarian ablation, 116-119

and A Is, 121-122

effecb on BMD, 121

and chemotherapy, I 16

and CM F chemotherapy. I 17-1 18

and LHRH, 117

Sl. Gallen 2003 recommendations, 122
Overexpression of ER and erbB2/HER-2,

231-234

American Society of Clinical Oncology. 234

CALGB 8541,232-233

Naples GUN. 233

St. Gallen Breast Cancer Conference

recommendations. 234

P024 trial. 78-79. 81

PI3K pathway. 219

PI3K, and growth factors, 219

PI3K, and PTEN gene. 219

Paclitaxel. 130

pCR. 270-27 I

alternatives to, 271-273

Phase III neoaeljuvant studies, 269

Phenotype, age frequency of hreast cancer, 107

Plasma e'tradiol. 196-llJ7

Postmenopauscil patients. 33-14

Cochrane Co[bborati'"1, 34

PR+ cancer. 58

Pre- vs. posllllcnopause

endocrine therapy in, 106-1 OlJ

evolutiunary nwdel of, 155-157
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ALH, 154

DClS 154

frequency of, 156-157

HUL,154

LClS, 154

major. 154-155
risk factors for breast Cancer. 157

TDLU, 154

UDH, 154
Progesterone-receptor cancer. See PRo

Progestin, as endocrine therapy. 42-13

Pure anti-estrogens. 2
fulvestrant. 2

Putative biomarkers. 230

Ralox ifene. 2. 4

Receptor crosstalk

clinical validation. 221-224

regulation of cancer cell proliferation.

224-225

Regression of breast cancer. 235

Response rates

SR+ v,. megestrol acetate

SR+ VS. tamoxifen. 42

Rogletimide. 194

Royal Marsden prevention trial. 182. 190

Scandinavian Breast Group Study 940 I. 132

Selective estrogen down regulators (SERDS).

See SERDS.

Selective estrogen receptor modulator,

(SERMS). See SERMS.
SERDS, 1.8-12

anel Als. 10-12
fLllvt~Slral1t. .2

SERMS. 1-12,56

de,cription of. 2
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Sex hormone binding globulin. See SHBG.

Sex hormone receptor. vs. age. 106
SHBG. and Als. 20
Signal transduction pathways. schematic. 239
SOFEA. II
SR+

vs. lllegestroL ..+2
\is. r:1moxifen, ..+2

St. Gallen Breast Cancer Conference

recommendations. 122. 23-1
Steroid receptor. See SR.

Surrogate biomarkers. and neoadjuvant

endocrine therapy. 269-275
Systemic therapy

for postmenopausal patients. 3-1
routes for. 36

Tamoxifen. I. II. 56--57.119.254.255.256
adjuvant treatment. -17-5-1

vs. adriamycin and cyclophosphamide.
3-1-35

vs. Als. 19

Arimidex trial. 191-192

in ATAC trial. 48-54

adverse events. 51-52
and BMD. 121

cl inical trials. 179-186. 189-191

BCPT: P-I trial. 179, 190
IBIS-I trial. 179, 183. 190

Italian National prevention trial, 182. 190
MORE trial. 184-185

NSABP STAR trial. 183

NSABP trial, 179-182. 190

Royal Marsden prevention trial.
182. 190

cross-sensitivity. 41-42

current status. 189-191

vs. diethylstilbestrol, 38

effects on parenteral cells, 236--237

first-line endocrine therapy. 37-38

plus goserelin. 109-110
and HERs, 2

International Collaboration Center Group

trial. 62
and Ki67, 269

and LHRH agonist. survival rates. 121

with operable breast cancer. 76-77

plus ovarian abbtion. I 19-121

for postmcnopausal patients, 33
vs. SR+. -12

vs. third-generation AIs, Henderson
commcntary, 39

Tamoxifene-resist:lnce, studies in. 3
Taxane regimens, of endocrine therapy,

130-131
TDLU

ancl HUL in invasive breast cancer, 156
and invasive breast cancer, 156

as premalignant lesion. 15-1
TEAM trial. 59

Toremi fene. 2. 3. 68
Type I inhibitor

exemestane as. 20, 2 I

ancl resistance to Als, 27

Type II inhibitor

anastrozole as. 20, 2 I
letrozole as, 20, 21

UDH.155

a.k.a. HUT, 155

Usual ductal hyperplasia. See UDH.

Vascular endothelial growth factor. See VEGF.
VEGF

in angiogenesis, 259, 260-261

-R I. -R2. -R3. 261

WHI trial. 67,185-186

Women's Health Initiative. See WHI.

ZEBRA trial. 117
amenorrhea in, 129

ZIPP trial. 118-119
Zoladex®

ZEBRA trial. 117-1/8

ZIPP trial. I 18-1 19
Zoleclronic acid

ancl BMD. 121

ancl bone, 63

ancl letrozole, 63
Zometa®,63
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